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FOREWORDFOREWORDFOREWORDFOREWORD    

 

acia was conquered, retained and finally, abandoned for strategic 
reasons. It was a military province and hence, the role of the army 

was decisive. And it was so from the very beginning. In each province, Roman 
authorities aimed at safeguarding the frontiers, the internal order guaranteed 
by the enforcement of the Roman law and the opportunity to recruit. Within a 
military province, army supply was essential. However, the complex and 
difficult to access limes of Dacia, would not make it easy from the Danube 
line. It was therefore necessary to create or, considering the demographic and 
political situation subsequent Dacian wars, bring all Roman structures that 
would be reinforced by the presence of the army. Felix Marcu analyses 71 
Roman fortifications. Each of them had a civil settlement in close vicinity, 
where the soldiers’ families and all elements involved by their pay gathered. 
The findspot of military diplomas confirms that the majority of veterans 
established, irrespective of their origin, close to the fort where they had served 
for around 25 years. The importance of the military element in Dacia is also 
suggested by the derivation of the word ‘elderly = bătrân (ro.)’ from veteranus. 

Military archaeology is best represented among the interests of 
specialists dealing with the province of Dacia. Reasons are manifold—the 
desire to understand Roman units, weaponry and the province defence system, 
the meetings related to limes congresses, as well as the diversity of structures 
inside of a system enforcing similar rules. We would expect that the 
archaeology of the forts from Dacia be very advanced. However, this is far 
from the truth! Except for a small number of forts investigated commendably, 
data regarding the many other are incomplete, dubious or scattered in 
publications difficult to access. A paper that would gather the entire 
archaeological information was thus necessary. The deserving author of the 
present work proposed to present the Roman army from Dacia from the forts 
internal planning stanpoint. It meant gathering and reconsidering all 
elements discovered within forts according to the general advance of the 
military archaeology. The gain consists not only in a better understanding of 
architectonical structures. Often, the accurate dimensions of a fort and the 

D
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correct representation and location of the headquarters, commander’s 
quarters, barracks or stables determine conclusions on the number and types 
of military units. For such reason, the units, their history and records in Dacia 
as well as their weaponry had to be thoroughly known. The success of the 
present approach is due to Felix Marcu’s endeavour to discover the truth, to 
his experience in military archaeology and close contact, through libraries and 
specialists, with European knowledge. We face a rather complex work, 
demanding and useful for the provincial and military archaeology for which 
the author deserves warm gratitude and congratulations. 

 
        

 Professor IOAN PISO 
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PREFACEPREFACEPREFACEPREFACE     

 
tudies dedicated to Roman army and fortifications in Dacia are numerous. The aim of 
this research is to underline the features of building types found in Dacia and 

occasionally to attempt the recognition of the relation between the fortification and the 
military units garrisoned therein for certain time spans. I am far from resolving the many 
issues raised by the research of the forts’ internal planning especially due to insufficient details 
regarding various building types. Future research shall undoubtedly bring more data, my 
conclusions being susceptible for errors. 

For a better understanding of the situation in Dacia I tried to appeal most often, to 
archaeological research performed mainly in the forts from Britannia and Germania, 
provinces which benefited of ample digs during the last 100 years. The bibliography referring 
to the military aspect of such provinces is plenty and I had partial access following  
traineeships at Heidelberg and Cologne due to Socrates programmes and scholarships awarded 
by Thyssen, Humboldt and Soros foundations. I also profited of bibliographical aid following 
the visits made at Stuttgart upon the invitation of C. S. Sommer or the correspondence with 
N. Hodgson and M. Gschwind who made available to us part of their studies. Without such 
support, I would have never been able to revise bibliography impossible to access in Romania, 
nevertheless vital for drafting a PhD thesis. Additionally, in the last years, I benefited of short 
research periods with the library of the Institute for Classical Archaeology from Vienna, 
where I completed my study. The appreciation of the Roman military phenomenon was eased 
subsequent my participation to international congresses dedicated to the study of Roman 
borders, the so-called Roman Frontier Studies, where I made contact with many renowned 
scholars in the field. 

Therefore, this book represents my PhD thesis defended in 2007 with the Faculty of 
History and Philosophy of the Babeş-Bolyai University of Cluj and supervised by Professor 
Ioan Piso, to whom I would like to thank for his entire support granted both professionally 
and personally. I also thank my PhD reviewers, M. Bărbulescu, C. C. Petolescu and D. Alicu, 
who made numerous valuable suggestions. Professor Ioan Piso has persistently guided me 
during the paper draft by facilitating access, through his excellent contacts, to the scientific 
environment. I had the honour and pleasure to participate in the development of a common 
scholarship awarded by the Thyssen and Humboldt foundations, studying in the same office 
of the Ancient History Institute from Cologne library for more than a month. 

SSSS    
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My interest for the military history of Dacia began as early as my first years as student 
when I took part in archaeological diggings carried out in the fort at Căşeiu and subsequently, 
for a short while, in the fort from Gilău, both coordinated by Professor Dan Isac. I would like 
to thank him for being the first who convinced me of the importance of the military 
archaeology and history of Dacia. Subsequent experience in the research of the forts from 
Dacia was gain following the digs in the fort at Teregova. 

Thanks are also due to all archaeologists who made the research of forts from Romania 
possible, many of them publishing the results of their own exploration. Some of them made 
available to me results still novel at the time. Among count E. Nemeth (Cluj), Al. V. Matei 
(Zalău), C. Gaiu (Bistriţa), S. Cociş (Cluj) and many others. Several conclusions were the 
result of discussions with Romanian and foreign archaeologists. Among the latter count           
C. S. Sommer (Stuttgart-München), G. Alföldy (Heidelberg), W. Eck (Köln), S. Ortisi (Köln) 
or Th. Fischer (Köln). Some of them provided me with accommodation and I would like to 
mention here especially C. S. Sommer and Susane and Heinrich Zabehlicky. 

For all omissions and errors in the text I am the only responsible. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF RESEARCH I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF RESEARCH I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF RESEARCH I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF RESEARCH     

 
he interest for the military aspect of Dacia is justifiable should we consider its chief 
nature of a province established for strategic reasons. The fact results basically from the 

classical authors’ records, especially those in the western part of the Roman Empire, wherein 
Dacia is often mentioned and always within a military context. Additionally, the large number 
of the fortifications from Dacia indicates the foremost military character of the province, 
comparable to other border provinces of the Empire, in particular to Britannia. Thereafter, 
and due also to the level reached in the archaeological research of the forts from Britannia, 
such province or the fortifications in the province, were taken as model in my analysis. 

However, is a fort theoretical model possible or impossible? 
The German and English specialty literature make a clear terminological distinction 

between small-sized forts, common forts framed within the limits of 1.00 ha and described by 
Vegetius as auxiliary troops forts, vexillation forts and legionary fortresses. Thus, the German 
literature clearly differentiates between ‘Numeruskastelle—Kleinkastelle’, ‘Kastella’ and ‘Lager’, 
while the British literature distinguishes ‘fortlets’, ‘forts’ and ‘fortresses’. Unfortunately, the 
Romanian specialty literature does not comprise a coherent distinction between various fort 
types. A fortification smaller than one hectare was usually considered too small for a fort to 
accommodate a regular troop, therefore was named nationes fortlet. In principle, should I 
limit myself to the term of real forts, one would suppose I am discussing only 1.00 ha forts, in 
other words, fortifications designed to quarter a full strength auxiliary unit. Nonetheless, latest 
research in the field, according to which entities are expressed in compact and clearly defined 
military units, is suggestive enough to make us extremely cautious when analysing the ‘one 
fort = one auxiliary troop’ pattern. Therefore, this study also considers forts under 1.00 ha in 
size, customarily catalogued as irregular troops’ forts, since many are probably fortifications 
housing detachments of auxiliary troops, hence the buildings planning or at least the 
constructions layouts were in principle identical with those of auxiliary forts deemed to 
belong to complete auxiliary troops. This is precisely the case of Dacia Inferior, where the 
majority of fortifications were very small, although there is little evidence on the presence of 
nationes units. Besides, such small fortifications were not catalogued entirely as nationes forts, 
several being associated with auxiliary troops from the start, largely due to the discovery of tile 
stamps bearing the mark of certain troops. 

The proposed research subject shall consider the forts and troops in the Roman 
province of Dacia. I shall particularly emphasize the presentation and analysis of the internal 

TTTT
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planning of the fortifications from Dacia in the attempt to highlight peculiarities at provincial 
level, in other words, the fashion that Roman military architects applied in Dacia the 
architectonic standards used in the whole Roman Empire. Subsequently, the study of the 
auxiliary military units and their movements from one fort to the other shall represent, 
concurrently with the examination of the interior buildings, the basis of this work. 

Romanian specialists’ investigations on the troops in Dacia are more advanced, certain 
troop categories being analysed in ensemble1. Although many of such studies are of 
unquestionable value, a general detailed analysis of the military troops in Dacia is still a goal. 
Studies of foreign famous scholars who drafted general works on the troops of the Roman 
Empire comprised occasionally the troops from Dacia (I refer to the works of Th. Mommsen, 
A. von Domaszewski, E. Ritterling, K. Cichorius, R. Cagnat, G. L. Cheesman, W. Wagner and, 
more recently, the important works of K. Kraft, G. Alföldi, H. G. Pflaum, J. Szilagy,  W. Wagner, 
P. Southern, M. Reuter, etc.), however, due to the lack of knowledge of the Romanian 
bibliography in the field—the access of foreign researchers being hampered by the regional 
character of many Romanian publications—appreciations were not always accurate (like the 
case of J. Spaul’s work, Cohors2. BAR IS 841, 2000). 

The state of research of the forts from Dacia is still incipient and moreover, the results 
of many archaeological digs performed remained unpublished. Part of the monographs on 
Roman forts drafted by Romanian archaeologists are of indisputable value2, yet, together with 
the mini-monographs of the forts from Dacia Porolissensis—issued in 1997 on the occasion of 
‘Roman Frontier Studies XVII Zalău’—, continued in the same series with the study of D. Isac 
of 2003 regarding the fort at Căşeiu, they provide fragmentary pictures on the military 
architecture in the province of Dacia. The single synthesis work referring to the forts in the 
aforementioned province consists in a short presentation of the state of research carried out in 
each fort (N. Gudea, Der Dakische limes. Materialen zu seiner Geschichte. JRGZ Mainz 44, 1–113). 

Undoubtedly, Dacia, a strongly militarized frontier province, was an integral part of 
the Roman Empire. Both fortifications in Dacia and their similarities with other forts from the 
Empire may be highlighted only by specific analysis of all Roman forts archeologically 
investigated. In what Dacia is concerned, such a research, possible only by analogical method, 
is lacking. 

 

1  Like for instance the studies of D. Protase, Troupes auxiliaires originaires des provinces germaniques dans 
l’armee de Dacie. Vestigia, 1972, p. 543–5; N. Gudea, M. Zahariade, Spanish Units in Roman Dacia. 
Arhiva Español de Arqueologia 53, 1980, 61–76; I. Piso, Les légions dans la province de Dacie. In: Les 
légions de Rome sous le Haut-Empire. Actes du Congrès de Lyon (17–19 septembre 1998) (ed. Y. Le 
Bohec), Lyon, 2000, 205–25; C. C. Petolescu, Auxilia Provinciae Daciae, Bucureşti, 2003, etc.), and 
monographs for other military units (the most important contributions of the type being, selectively, 
those of I. Glodariu, Legio IIII Flavia Felix et la Dacie. Acta of the fifth Epigraphic Congress, 1967, 
p. 327–36; H. Daicoviciu, Legio I Adiutrix ou legio IV Flavia Felix. Hommage à Marcel Renard, vol. 2, 
Bruxelles, 167–72; V. Wollmann, Cohors I Cannanefatium in Dakien, Germania 52, 1974, p. 150–1; N. Gudea, 
Legio VII Gemina în Dacia. SCIV 27/1, 1976, 109–14; N. Gudea, Cohors I Ulpia Brittonum în Dacia. 
SCIV 28/1, 1977, p. 129–35; D. Isac, Die Ala Siliana CR Torquata et Armillata in Dakien. AAASH 35/1–
2, 1983, p. 187–205; D. Isac, Date noi cu privire la cohors II Britannica miliaria. AMP 15, 1987, p. 175–80; 
N. Gudea, Contribuţii la istoria militară a Daciei romane. 4. Cohors VI Thracorum. AMP 8, 1984, p. 219–
25; D. Isac, D., F. Marcu, Die Truppen im Kastell von Căşeiu: cohors II Br(ittanorum) milliaria und cohors 
I Britannica milliaria c.R. equitata Antoniniana. Limes 17 Zalău, 1999, p. 585–98; I. Piso, L’ala Flavia en 
Dacie. AMN 36/1, 1999, 81–90, etc. 

2  E. Chirilă, N. Gudea, V. Lucăcel, C. Pop, Castrul roman de la Buciumi, Cluj, 1972; M. Bărbulescu, Din 
istoria militară a Daciei romane, Legiunea V Macedonica şi castrul de la Potaissa, Cluj, 1987; M. Macrea, 
N. Gudea, I. Moţu, Praetorium. Castrul şi aşezarea romană de la Mehadia, Bucureşti, 1993. 
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Consequently the study takes into account the architecture of the buildings located 
inside the Roman forts of Dacia. Each building type inside the fortification shall be analysed in 
detail by gathering archaeological information and, additionally, by establishing existent 
analogies at the scale of the Roman Empire. Considering the character of such analysis, it is 
obvious that most adequate similarities may be detected in other border Roman provinces, like 
Britannia, Germania, Raetia, Noricum and Pannonia, where the military situation is generally 
comparable with that in Dacia. 

Following the examination of the troops and buildings typology inside the forts, the 
level of Roman strategy and tactics and the way that military architects complied with the 
rules known in other parts of the Empire, are noticeable.  

The research shall begin with sources analysis. Subsequently, each building type shall 
be investigated based on data mentioned for each fort by analysing their features, as follows: 

 

Principia  
Considering the construction character, it is obviously the best example of military 

Roman architecture implementation within provinces, hence the headquarters shall be the 
first building type analysed. The single synthesis study which took into consideration such 
construction types was written by mid 80’s3, without comprising too many technical details. A 
typological analysis by comparing various headquarters layouts from Dacia with those in 
other areas is inexistent, hence the chronology of the first is lacking. Therefore, avoidance of 
analogies led to the failure of accurate understanding of certain rooms function inside the 
headquarters. Obviously, the establishment of the functionality of certain spaces inside this 
type of building may be also made consequent the analysis of the discovered archaeological 
material. Cases when the archaeological material was examined are however few (for instance 
Căşei, Slăveni, Buciumi or Jidova). I shall emphasize the architectonical data on this building 
in the attempt to identify its characteristics at provincial level. To this end, I shall carry out an 
initial detailed analysis of building sizes by underlining existent geometrical ratios—between 
various parts of the building or between the building and forts sizes—and, additionally, I shall 
attempt to identify the constructional techniques. Since the fort is repeatedly enlarged, the 
headquarters building shall be rebuilt with little change on the place it functioned during 
previous stages. Existent inconsistencies regarding the ratio between the dimensions of 
structures of the type and the general sizes of the fort result precisely from here, since many of 
the stone buildings occupy much reduced surfaces inside the fort. This fact is significant as the 
building in the stone phase does not always overlap the building in the timber phase, 
obviously firstly because the troop erecting the fort during Trajan reign is usually replaced by 
the beginning of Hadrian’s reign subsequent changes in the military strategy. The sequence of 
the headquarters construction phases was studied formally as well and since it was stone-
erected at some point, few were the researchers who examined previous phases. Where such 
examinations were performed (Gilău, Căşei, Porolissum, etc.), at least three construction and 
repair stages could be identified, the first stage building being almost always erected in timber. 
The construction technique of such building was never considered, although it would have 
been interesting to know to which extent the technological standards were complied with and 
if the construction method mirrored certain military unit—like in the fort at Chesterholm, 

 

3  I. Stanciu, Consideraţii asupra clădirii comandamentului (principia) castrelor din Dacia. AMP 9, 1985, 
219–46. 
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Britannia, where a special construction technique specific only to west Mediterranean regions, 
known as opus africanum was used.  

 

Praetorium 

To the extent Dacia is concerned, there is only one synthesis study dedicated to the 
private house of the troop commander4. Once more, the clear establishment of the 
constructional phases, the building typological analysis and a careful study of the used 
construction technique are still required. Subsequently, upon the establishment of analogies 
with western provinces of the Roman Empire, I shall acquire much more data referring to the 
character of areas within such praetoria, many of them later additions. In some of the forts 
from Dacia, like that from Porolissum-Pomet, buildings with an inner courtyard flanked by 
rooms, sometimes interpreted as praetoria also appear. However, only subsequent analysis of 
the archaeological material discovered therein and comparison with similar situations in the 
Empire, would establish the existence of two praetoria inside a fort. 

 

Horreum 

In this stage, it would be interesting to learn to which area of the Roman Empire 
several horrea from Dacia corresponded, being recognized that certain characteristics of this 
building type are detectable at provincial level. This is the case of differences between storage 
buildings from Britannia and Germania, as with the first, the length/ width ratio is 
approximately 3:1, while with the other it is 2:1. In Dacia’s case, only one study on the matter 
was issued in the 80’s5, although archaeological excavations in certain horrea continued or 
were resumed. A detailed analysis of each architectonical element is furthermore important 
and it should firstly address the constructional methods, relevant since—in Dacia—the exami-
nation of such building early stages was almost always ‘bypassed’, especially due to its timber 
construction. In addition, the inspection of storehouses proportions and sizes was frequently 
avoided instead of emphasized, as they might mirror aspects of military provincial strategy. 

 

Barracks and stables  
Unfortunately the buildings accommodating the soldiers and/or horses are less known 

in Dacia due to the fact that in general, archaeological diggings of the last century targeted 
mainly monumental stone and less timber and wattle-and-daub structures. Timber and 
wattle-and-daub were the regular materials for such buildings type. Hence, for the lack of 
accurate archaeological information, the comparative study of the barracks from Dacia with 
other constructions of the type from the Roman Empire is essential for the completion of the 
available partial image. The full collection of information regarding the barracks is essential 
especially because it was never carried out at Dacia’s level. Thus, the restoration of barracks 
layouts was most often erroneous. In this sense, the striking resemblance of certain barrack 
types from the fort at Buciumi (Dacia Porolissensis) for instance, with some barracks in forts 
from Britannia (Birrens, Balmuildy (?), Ardoch, Cardean and Ravenglass) is obvious. They are 
barracks with a central corridor and it is interesting that in the case of the fort from Dacia, two 
of the barracks are even adjacent. The importance of such superstructures, their dimensional 
features and constructional methods is apparent, certain being the most representative 

 

4  D. Isac, P. Hügel, D. Andreica, Praetoria in Dakischen Militäranlagen, SJ 47, 1994, 40–64. 
5  L. Petculescu, Roman Military Granaries in Dacia, SJ 43, 1987. 
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military constructions. The analysis and availability of complete information regarding the 
barracks and stables from Dacia is, as mentioned, essential for a military history of Dacia and 
it would additionally constitute an important element in the clarification of numerous issues 
related to living areas inside forts of the Roman Empire in its ensemble. 

Beside the most important military architectonic structures mentioned above, I shall 
also take into consideration buildings less known inside a fort like workshops, other types of 
storage rooms, hospitals or the constructions in the enclosure area. Moreover, I shall analyse 
possible special buildings inside forts from Dacia, like scholae or temples. 

Concerning Dacia, a study investigating such structures is missing due mainly to 
difficulties in their identification, as within auxiliary forts, they have no generally valid layout. 
A building which is, for instance, of the type provided with a central courtyard flanked on two 
or more sides by rooms may function as fabrica, storehouse or hospital. On the other hand, a 
building of basilica type may also function as fabrica, storehouse, ‘basilica exercitatoria’, 
stable, etc. In principle, such constructions differentiate upon constructional details and the 
archaeological material discovered therein, as proven by the basilica type building located in 
praetentura sinistra of the fort at Buciumi. It is identical in plan with the so-called basilica 
exercitatoria from the fort at Birdoswald, yet following the discovery of a pavement, several 
kilns and other crafting tools it was deemed fabrica. 

Finally, I believe that the forts model from Dacia comprises peculiarities that could 
play an important role in the study of the forts at the scale of the entire Roman Empire.  

The military character of the province of Dacia, located by the borders of the Roman 
Empire, partially results from literary and epigraphic sources and less from archaeological 
evidence. The present research of the troops and forts from Dacia in their ensemble would 
allow us to accurately observe the way that the provincial military life unfolded and the actual 
ampleness of a system implementation. 

Therefore, methodological impediments represented by both informational and 
archaeological excavations quality, which although systematic, persistently corresponded to 
‘trial-trenches’, together with the lack of specialty foreign literature awareness mirrored by 
faulty reconstructions of building plans, render any research suppositional. However, even 
though the results of archaeological excavations are superficially presented, a subsequent 
careful analysis and obviously, examination of similar cases (troops and forts) from western 
provinces where research was and is performed at different levels, would allow for the draft of 
a detailed synthesis of aspects related to the architecture of the buildings inside the forts. 

 
1. Terminology 
Generally, in Antiquity the fortifications both legionary and those occupied by numeri 

or auxiliary troops were designated castra. The distinction between the ‘auxiliary fort’ and 
‘fortress’ is usually made, except for a few authors who name the auxiliary fort castellum6. It 
would be rather beneficial that Romanian specialists would specify terms more clearly, 
although a term for each construction type is rather difficult to imagine.  

Speaking about civitas and castrum, especially as terms designating civil facts of late 
Roman antiquity, P. Kovács reminds the confusion made by even classical authors when 
referencing to civitas, urbs, oppidum and municipium7. The end of the process is visible with 

 

6  See for instance Cătăniciu 1997, passim. 
7  Kovács 2002, passim. 
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the geographer from Ravenna or Ammianus who mention a series of settlements (including 
auxiliary forts or sites on roads) as civitates8. Hence it results that most probably, subsequent 
constitutio Antoniniana, the legal difference between these settlement types disappeared, each 
having a territorium with a centre similar to a town. The term castrum appears in late 
Antiquity to describe a new type of settlement emerged in the west. Yet initially, castrum was 
used almost exclusively related to military activities9, much more often than castellum10. It is 
very difficult to distinguish between civil and military castra, as civitas and castra (in military 
sense) were often mentioned jointly11. Another difficulty would consist in the fact that 
abandoned forts, subsequently used by civilians, were later on also named civitas or πόλις, 
thus becoming toponyms (Castro ultra mare…, civitas Castra Herculis). Yet the issue of the 
emergence of such civil castra and their relation with civitates remains unresolved. 

Vegetius, also writing in a later period, does not make a clear terminological distinction 
between civil and military settlements or between castella and castra either, advocating that 
the first are named after castra12. It is very probable that both terms would be used to designate a 
fortified place, either civil or military. 

Castellum would be used, starting with the Republic, in civil sense together with the 
military meaning (castrum). The term is even more ambiguous, in the late period being used 
(castella) still in relation to the civilians, although initially it was similar to that of castra. On 
the other hand, there are examples when civil castella may be named castra (CIL 21835 = ILS 
6021). In fact, the term castrum appears in late Antiquity, especially in Notitia Galliarum as a 
civilian settlement. This term seems to be related to bishops. Castellum is, also, often used 
instead of vicus in Codices.  

There are, undoubtedly, a series of uncertainties. Three solutions are proposes and the 
one of interest for us states that the fortification of a garrison from a city may be named 
castra, castra equitum singularium, praetoria, peregrina, urbana, Misenatum or Ravennatium. 
Hence, the settlement could be called castrum according to the fortification inside alike pars 
pro toto13. Nevertheless, when the term castrum is mentioned, we deal with a military 
presence, irrespective of its nature14.  

Therefore, the fort term, designating a military fortification is correctly used, castellum 
being also accurate, though castrum and castellum may indicate including a civilian 
settlement, while the latter is most often used to this end. During the imperial period, the 

 

8  The term generally designated an autonomous community which held a territorium comprising all 
citizens of that community, see details and bibliography in Kovács 2002, 169 sqq. 

9  For the majority of evidences on the term castrum in ancient sources or the Vindolanda tablets see: http: 
www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/vor?lookup = castrum&lang = la&group = bilevel or TabVindol I–IV. 

10  See http: www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/vor?target = la%2C1&collection = Any&lookup = castellum& 
formentry = 1&template = &.submit = Search&searchText = &alts = 1&extern = 1&group = bilevel&. 
cgifields = alts&.cgifields = group&.cgifields = extern&.cgifields = type. 

11  Kovács 2002, 172. 
12  Vegetius 3, 8. 
13  Acc. to Kovács 2002, 179 where a few examples of civilian settlements housing garrisons are also given, 

mentioned in Not. Dig.,: Cabillonum, Matisco, Ebrodunum. 
14  Speaking again about late Antiquity, P. Kovács proposes three options: the civilian population moves 

inside the fort like at Argentorate or Abrittus, a new fortification is built around the civilian settlement, 
for e.g. Mogontiacum or Castrum includes the military fortification and the settlement as well or only 
part of it like the case at Novae, Kovács 2002, 179. 
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terms castrum, castra or castrorum officially referred to a military fortification15. The Latins 
designated fortifications with a single term without taking into account their sizes. 
Undoubtedly, the inscriptions assign the term castra to all fortifications, not only to legionary 
ones. Even the smaller-sized are nominated by this term, like the case from Dacia: castra 
numeri burgariorum et veredariorum (CIL III, 13796 = ILS 9180 = IDR II 588). 

 
2. Method issues  
My approach encountered numerous difficulties and some were related to method. 

How should we handle such a subject considering the apparent huge amount of information? 
Hence, for homogeneity of presentation, each fort in Dacia shall be analysed in detail, leaving 
aside insignificant information in order to attain a unitary form, hopefully efficient and 
suggestive. I shall carry out the analysis of each building type in the near future, within a 
second part of the book. 

There are however a few issues, which must be addressed. Who decided the form and 
structure of the building? Who participated in its construction? Who dwells the building upon 
completion? How stereotyped was the entire architecture of a structure? On what depended 
the appropriation of spaces and building sizes? It is rather difficult to answer all these 
questions, especially since epigraphic evidence is almost absent. 

From the very beginning I wondered on what rested the division of a fort? This 
element may be identified only where at least main roads and streets are known. At Bologa for 
instance, some characteristics may be observed and a longitudinal two-fold division of the fort 
is possible. However, the fort gridding based on road network, although occasionally unusual 
or imprecise may be the result of poor land survey training only. More important, without a 
doubt, are the buildings, each with their peculiarities. Even nowadays there are archaeologists 
who in order to define the military strength in a fort take into consideration only the 
fortification general dimensions. Yet, this argument is inoperable since most often an enclosed 
space is not similarly used for accommodating soldiers, industrial activities or goods storage, 
etc. Everything depends on the function of that specific fort and the troop type that 
constituted its initial garrison. Thus, where the entire fort was excavated, the existence of 
spaces free of any construction was proven. The fort at South Shields occupies a surface 
comparable to that of a coh. Quingenaria fort, yet the internal buildings show that its primary 
role was that of supply base, the garrison being much reduced. 

We should not forget that, often, the garrison of the fort changes thus affecting the 
entire fort structure and interior buildings. Such realities may be detected in several forts from 
the beginning of Hadrian’s reign when certain cohorts are replaced by alae, like the case of 
Gilău or the fort at Ilişua. It is yet even more difficult to trace garrison changes when two 
similar troops are succeeding, like at Căşei: coh. I Britannica replacing coh. II Britannorum. 
Even though starting with Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius, troops tend to remain 
established in their forts, the internal buildings structure is still susceptible to change.  

Undoubtedly, the study of the internal planning of a fort in order to pinpoint Roman 
strategy and army in general is useless for lack of other evidence. In order to understand the 
structure of the Roman military system it is obviously necessary to analyse the troops’ 
organization and movements, first of all for establishing the permanence of certain troops in 

 

15  Yet castra may also designate a civilian castellum (CIL VIII 21351 = ILS 6021), castellum Lucullanum 
being mentioned for instance as being castrum Lucullanum, see Kovács 2002, 175. 
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various forts. This would be difficult to prove for several reasons. Firstly, the often lack of 
inscriptions or even of stamped bricks make us almost always be cautious regarding the fort 
garrison. On the other hand, even their presence prevents us be categorical, since they are not 
peremptory evidence on the fort garrison. 

Subsequently, most valuable information may be found following the examination of 
individual buildings. Yet their sizes only are not sufficient and may be irrelevant since a 
barrack may comprise 10 or 5 contubernia of various sizes and within the same fort with 
adjoining barracks, the officers’ quarters may be completely different. Only the detailed 
analysis of the buildings may produce relevant effects for the entire fort radiogram. The 
supposition that the barracks of infantry cohorts consist each of 10 contubernia and those of 
equitatae troops of 8 contubernia is usually false. It is based on the premises overtaken from 
Hyginus that a tent is occupied by 8 soldiers. Yet the barracks from Gilău for instance 
comprise 8 contubernia, those at Ilişua 8 in praetentura sinistra and 10 in praetentura dextra, 
the barracks from Căşei 12 contubernia or those from Drobeta certain 5, while other, 10 
contubernia16. As such, it is impossible to establish building and even less fort types. 

Consequently, the surface occupied by forts represents a further more irrelevant 
argument, since there are no type-forts, each fortification having its own peculiarities. Or, as 
found in Vegetius, a fortification is constructed depending on the number of soldiers and 
beasts of burden (Vegetius 1.22) existent at the time of the fort construction, while the land 
where the fortification is located determines the fort shape (Vegetius 3.8). Most problematic is 
obviously the identification of troop strength at that moment. 

Moreover, the function of the buildings inside the fort is difficult to establish. Another 
big issue in the fort analysis is the chronology, for those in Dacia being necessary to consider 
the interval of almost two centuries of existence of the province, a long enough time span 
when changes in the army structure and implicitly the internal planning of the forts definitely 
took place. For lack of ample archaeological digs the fact is unfortunately difficult to ascertain. 

We operate only with sizes, in most fortunate cases, the sizes of building rooms, whilst 
due to excavations quality, the possibility of a more detailed analysis is impossible. 

I often analyse details related to the enclosure, although the thesis title does not entail 
such investigation, as it may be relevant for the building planning inside the fort since certain 
forts with buttresses on the inside part of the enclosure indicate occasionally, like the case 
from Arutela, that the area was used for storage or metallurgical activities. In general, I shall 
not analyse the enclosure issue, which is often irrelevant even for chronology. Its dating upon 
the towers shape is most often relative. Only the towers with semi-circular projection may be 
eventually characteristic starting with the end of the 2nd or the beginning of the 3rd centuries 
AD, however, the chronological relation between the enclosure and inner buildings is difficult 
to prove, should any exist. 

In the case of each fort, inscriptions were mentioned only when relevant for 
constructional changes within the fort or when they had significance for troops’ displacement. 

 

3. Sources  
There is a mosaic of sources regarding the Roman army in general and their selection 

was difficult especially due to the chronological interval of at least three centuries that they 

 

16  Occasionally, the reconstructions of especially the barracks made by the excavators are based on 
conjecture arguments by overestimating the efficiency of long, yet very narrow trenches; therefore the 
number of rooms inside the barracks are known only with few forts. 
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cover. Only a few ancient authors make reference to the fort in general and, usually, only 
tangentially in the description of the proper army. Theoretically, the shape and internal 
planning of the forts is debated in certain sources, especially in Polybius, Hyginus and 
Vegetius being relatively clear, while archaeology would confirm sources indications. It 
actually happened during the 19th and 20th centuries, yet beginning with the last century, 
once the archaeological analysis became more detailed, things proved much more complex. 
Confirmation of such complexity is not probably found in sources, precisely because where 
the internal planning of a fort is described, it references legionary fortifications and, essential 
fact, only when such troops are campaigning. 

I shall briefly enumerate the classical authors providing information related to the 
army and finally, those mentioned by Corpus Agrimensorum Romanorum. 

Polybius, a Greek author who also served as cavalry commander in his area of origin, 
provides one the most complete writings on the Republican army, referring probably to the 
period after Hannibal and describing a consular army fort17. Briefly, we find that the soldiers 
were recruited from men between 17 and 46 years old, serving for six years, interval when they 
fought when necessary, being further available for another 16 years. Thus, each legion 
comprised up to 5000 men and approximately 300 horsemen. The internal planning of the 
campaign fort, of two legions together with their allies, is clearly established irrespective of 
land configuration, the shape being square18. It is decided where the consul and the tribunes 
tents would be erected and also, on which side would the soldiers tents be placed. Then the 
location of the headquarters, called here praetorium, is established. Subsequently, the future 
roads are marked with spears. The consul’s tent would be positioned where best suited for 
giving orders and monitoring the area, therefore at equal distance from its sides19. 

Appian provides a short discussion regarding the tactics used by Pompei at Pharsalus 
describing Caesar’s criticism regarding them20. 

Flavius Josephus, a Jewish priest of aristocratic origin was chosen to defend Galileea 
during the Jewish uprising from AD 66. He was captured, then befriended Vespasian, at the 
time, commander and subsequently, after AD 69 became one of his favourites as the latter 
turned emperor. Within the context of the Jewish rebellion description, he mentions in 
admiration the Roman army organization, its discipline and finally concludes that nothing 
was left to random. He mentions, alike Polybius, the rectangular shape of the fortifications 
(Bell. Iud. III, 5). 

Frontinus (AD 40–103) was a praetor in AD 70, then consul (AD 73 ?, AD 98 and 100) 
and five years later was sent in Britannia to replace governor Petilius Cerealis, in AD 78 being 
replaced by Agricola21. In AD 90 he was appointed curator aquarum at Rome, an office 
reserved for important people, having obviously excellent administrative skills. He drafts De 
aquis urbis Romae in two books, comprising the history and description of Rome’s water 
supply with numerous details on the Roman legislation and architecture. Frontinus is the only 
Latin author of late imperial period whose military treaties were preserved, at least partly. The 

 

17  For references in Polybius see previous bibliography, Marquart 1884; Oxé 1909; Stolle 1912, 52–68; 
Fischer 1914; Schulten 1929, 119–126; Fabricius 1932, 78–87. 

18  The fort description is made in book VI, chapters 27–31 and in VI, 32 where changes that need to be 
done when several troops or a larger number of allies are camped within the fort are described. 

19  Polybius claims that the right distance from each of the sides is of 100 feet, Polybius VI, 27. 
20  Appian, BC II, 79; after Caesar, BC III, 92–3. See also Keepie 1984, 108–9. 
21  See Campbell 1987, 14. 
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theoretical treaty De re militari would have been of interest for us, as Frontinus describes 
numerous military aspects of the Roman army, yet it is unfortunately lost. The single 
reference preserved is that from Stratagemata of which book iii is important, a collection of 
examples from the history of Rome’s and Greece’s military strategy for the use of officers and 
book iv which emphasizes the military discipline and moral aspects of the war, in general 
being listed a series of maxims referring to the art of becoming a general22. His ideas on the 
military training focused on the knowledge of past examples. Concisely, the author believed 
that military tactics and strategies changed very little, hence same measures taken by previous 
generals were applicable at any time. Evidently, a general also needed, beside such knowledge, 
to be aware on how to manoeuvre the troops. Strategies are divided in three parts: prior the 
battle, during the battle and the situation after the battle and the siege. It is practically a book 
of allegories and aphorisms. Additionally, alike other classical authors he makes reference 
especially to situations of crises. 

In the first three books of Stratagemata, the author makes available for commanders, 
past examples regarding certain tasks which Frontinus considered important23. 

In the few paragraphs where Frontinus refers to forts expressly, he describes the origin 
of Roman fortifications by making reference to Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, as being the first who 
succeeded to gather an entire army inside an enclosure (Frontinus IV, I), idea and plan 
overtaken by the Romans after they defeated the king. Noteworthy, in Frontinus vision, the 
Romans used to erect their forts as groups of Punic huts until that point, the troops being 
distributed upon cohorts, only the cities being fortified (Frontinus IV.1.14). 

Hyginus. Drafts De munitionibus castrorum, an important manual written during 
Trajan (?)24 or Marcus Aurelius25 reigns, referring firstly to the planning of a fortification for a 

 

22  It is believed that this book was written by a different author, yet subsequent evidence highlighted the 
possible authenticity of book iv, see Campbell 1987, n. 10. Parts of a treaty referring to the Roman 
topography assigned also to Frontinus are kept in the edition of Blume, Lachmann, Rudorff 1848. 

23  In such cases, B. Campbell asserts the high resemblance with Onasander and Polyaenus, Campbell 1987, 15. 
Polyaenus was a Greek lawyer, rhetorician, who wrote a collection of eight books on strategy during 
Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus reigns, referring to examples up to the Hellenistic period—especially of 
Greek history—and a few on the Roman Republic, employing Suetonius and Appianus, Campbell 1987, 
15–6. Thus, book I teaches the generals to protect their marching army and how to prepare against 
ambushes (i, iv, v, vi), discover the enemy’s plans and hide their weaknesses (i, ii, vii), how to distract the 
enemy’s attention (viii), support the troops morals (ix–xii), decide on which conflict type to engage (iii). 
Book II shows the generals how to fight under adequate circumstances (i, ii), position their troops (iii), 
make use of ambushes (iv, v), maintain the troops moral (vii, viii), avoid forcing the soldiers to fight in 
desperate conditions (vi), end the campaign (ix), cover their losses and retreat (x, xiii), protect their position 
and defend the fort (xi, xii). The third book shows how to press the adversary and encourage treason 
among their rows (iii, iv, v, vii, viii), force the besieged to come out (x, xi) and use surprise factor (i, ii, vi, 
ix), protect the besieged troops by ensuring food and human reserves (xiv), how to maintain the morals (xii, 
xvi), use and maintain communications (xiii), how to fool the enemy concerning your supplies (xv), etc.  

24  Domaszewski 1887, Lenoir 1979, 111–33. For its dating see also Southern 1989, 87, n. 53 with references 
or Roth 1994, 351, while for the fort description see comments in Oxé 1939, passim. 

25  E. Birley stated that Hyginus was writing during the Danubian wars of Marcus Aurelius, as consequence 
of the emperor’s, consistent part of praetorian guard and graetorian prefect’s presence on the battle field, 
Birley 1966, 57. Opinion confirmed by S. S. Frere using an inscription from Numidia which renders the 
extraordinary command of M. Valerius Maximianus during Marcus Aurelius reign, commanding 
vexilations of the praetorian fleet from Misenum, Ravenna and Britannia, plus the African and Moor 
cavalries, the same troops mentioned by Hyginus in the list of expeditionary forces (Hyginus 29–30), 
Frere 1980, 54. Nevertheless, similar expeditionary forces were also used in the Danube area during 
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hypothetical army. It was probably erroneously attributed to Hyginus26. The introduction 
which probably would have described the aim of the paper, is lost, the rest of the book being 
divided in three parts: chapter 1–21 on general principles of army organization and its place in 
a fort, chapter 22 makes a summary and a short introduction for the following chapter after 
which chapters 23–44 emphasize the fort measurements while, finally, chapters 48–58 
describe the fortification defence. The text is occasionally corrupted nonetheless, it represents 
the most important available source on the internal planning of the forts. However, if 
attempting to find confirmation of the plans described therein, caution is required, since 
although the description is meticulous, it seems to refer to campaign forts. 

According to the author, the fort must be divided in three parts, having a precinct of 
2400 feet in length and 1600 feet in width (Hyginus 21). Thus, trumpets must be heard in each 
part of the fort: si longiora fuerint, classica dicentur nec bucinum in tumultu ad portam 
decimanam facile potuerit exaudiri. 

Aelianus. Addresses to an emperor, probably Trajan, by analysing the technical details 
and the organization of the Greek phalanx27. Although he does not seem important for the 
study of the Roman army, Frontinus interest for this author may suggest the relevance of 
some of his ideas28. 

Arrianus, a Greek senator from Bithynia, was in c. 132 legatus Augusti pro praetore of 
Cappadocia, dealing with the Alan invasion29. In Tactica Arrianus analyses the weaponry and 
equipment (3–4), types of units involved (5–10), distribution of the troops in battle (11–19), 
battle manoeuvres (20–27), marching formation (28–30) and the art of relaying orders (31–2). 
His importance and novelty consists, firstly, in the description of populations with different 
fight technique, heavy cavalry and archers among which the Alans, the Sarmatians and the 
Parthians. In the second part, he describes cavalry tactics and training (33–44)30. 

In Ectaxis contra Alanos Arrianus describes battle tactics and military disposition in 
the fight against the Alans31. 

Publius Tarrutienus Paternus32 was the first author to describe military legions, 
becoming praefectus praetorio under Marcus Aurelius and Commodus33, while Vegetius (I.8) 
referred to him as Paternus diligentissimus iuris militaris assertor. He is one of the only 
classical authors mentioning part of the immunes in his first book. 

 

Domitian or Trajan. The main argument referring to Hygnus’s dating, states S. S. Frere, would consist in 
the confirmation of the existence of those alae milliariae, four of them being included in the 
expeditionary force described by Hyginus, at the same time with milliariae cohorts from the legion 
components, since Hyginus argues that they had to be reserved a double space inside the fort (Hyginus 
27), Frere 1980, 54. Consequently, a solution would be the identification of the existence period of the 
double cohort in the legion components and on the other hand, of the alae milliariae. The first seem to 
be characteristic to the period of the second half of the 1st century AD, while the latter do not emerge 
sooner than AD 81 (after Birley 1966). Hence, these two troop types do not seem to be contemporary. 

26  We do not know precisely either if he is the author or the original title of the paper since the beginning 
and ending are lost, see Lenoir 1979, passim. For Hyginus’s description as a beginner in writing or 
topography see Domaszewski 1887, 40; Oxé 1939, 65–72. 

27  Dain 1946. 
28  See Campbell 1987, 17. 
29  Kiechle 1965; Bosworth 1977; Bosworth 1980; Brunt 1976; Campbell 1987, 18. 
30  Kiechle 1965, 87; Dixon, Southern 1992. 
31  Ruscu, Ruscu 1996; Saxtorph, Tortzen 2002, passim. 
32  The correct name appears in AE 1971, 534. Regarding this author see details in Giuffrè 1974, 61–5. 
33  He was killed upon Commodus order, see Brand 1968, 125. 
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Cassius Dio refers around AD 49 to certain conflicts from the second half of the 1st 
century AD, with a few remarks on measures taken by Caesar regarding soldiers and their pay, 
on testudines, and mentions only once the term castrum, without giving further details. 

Iulius Africanus mentioned also during the 3rd century AD the existence of extended 
fortifications34. 

Vegetius writes Epitoma Rei militaris during the second half of the 4th century AD35, 
his work representing a compilation based on several sources, without considering their 
chronology36. The manual is dedicated to an emperor, the researchers’ controversies being 
centred on Theodosius I (AD 379–395)37 and Valentinian III (AD 425–455). It is certain 
that Vegetius writes in the western part of the Empire, as he is mentioned by Gratianus. 
Vegetius is an ‘old fashioned’ writer focusing especially on the description of the features of 
the 2nd—3rd centuries AD forts without taking into account, seemingly, the changes in the 
army structure made by Diocletian and Constantine. He emphasizes the maintenance of 
discipline and morals for war preparation, the vigilance in the enemy territory, fort 
planning, detailed campaign planning, tactical manoeuvres in various situations, how to 
allow a defeated adversary to retreat, retreat planning and strategies. The work ends with a 
series of aphorisms (III, 26), also believing that war principles could be learnt with the aid of 
past examples. 

In the first book, Vegetius insists on the selection and training of recruits, the second 
refers to legion components and military discipline, the third discussed tactics, strategy and 
shortly, the castrametation, while the last book describes defence methods and various devices 
or defence machinery, as well as the fleet or navigation art. 

He also makes reference to building forts, especially regarding the construction of the 
rampart and ditch excavation within the chapter reserved to the Roman soldier training (I.21–
25) repeating certain paragraphs with variations and additions in chapter III.8. The fact that 
the soldier must be trained in ditch digging and constructions is described in chapter I.4, II.25, 
III.4, III.10. The fort must be constructed depending on necessity, hence the shape of the 
fortification is not clearly established and could be square, rectangular or semicircular 
(Vegetius I, 23; III, 8). Nonetheless, Vegetius does not consider the internal planning of the 
fort, except for mentioning the requirement of basilicae or porticus where the cavalry must 
train during bad weather, although in this case he does not clearly specify whether they should 
be inside or outside the fort. 

Arrius Menander38 contemporary with Papinianus39, Ulpianus and Paulus40, in the 
period from the end of the 2nd—beginning of the 3rd centuries AD wrote De Re Militari in 
four books, being largely used in Digesta of Justinianus41, comprising a series of rules and 
regulations referring to the military law and first of all the punishment of deserters. 

 

34  Cestes VI, 6. 
35  For the chronological framing of Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus, see Seeck 1876; Barnes 1979, 254; 

Birley 1985, 57–67; Milner 1993, xxv. 
36  For sources used by Vegetius see also Sablayrolles 1984. 
37  Most researchers credit the relation with Theodosius, see for e.g. Campbell 1987, 16–7. 
38  Giuffrè 1974, 76 sqq. 
39  Most important ancient author referring to the Roman jurisprudence, Brand 1968, 124–5, Giuffrè 1974, 67. 
40  They are also legal advisors whose texts referring to penalties are partially reproduced in Brand 1968, 

185 sqq.; Giuffrè 1974, 67 sqq. 
41  The books are reproduced in Brand 1968, 125–6, Appendix B. See also Giuffrè 1974, 73–98. 
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Rufus42 also writes extensively on the codes of military criminal law, emphasizing 
measures taken against soldiers for various reasons43. 

Except for the ‘classical’ sources, we also have at our disposal few disparate information 
concerning Roman technicians and their methods. Unquestionably, topographical knowledge 
is essential for military success. Mensores are important to the extent the fort is concerned, for 
instance, the sizes of the barracks, granaries or other buildings were important. Evidently, 
nothing was constructed by chance. 

Hence, the agrimensores and map drawing were generally mentioned44. Among others, 
Balbus, a civilian agrimensor, invited by Trajan to partake his expedition in Dacia, is given 
example. Balbus leaves a description of his tasks in Dacia, being involved especially in the 
construction of the limes. By the end of the war, he returns immediately to Italy and recaps his 
actions45 in his book.  

It is observed that a legion comprised approximately 10 mensores, probably one for 
each cohort, occasionally 11 (based on a inscription comprising a complete list of such 
topographers from Viminacium—CIL III 8112, 228 AD), probably two for the first double 
cohort, which was not a function but rather a condition (included as simple soldiers among 
immunes)46. Nonetheless, B. Campbell argues that this figure was not necessarily standard, 
since considerable number of topographers would have resulted at the scale of the Empire, 
almost 363, an improbable figure since in Africa, Nonius Datus was, apparently, the single 
soldier topographer available47, and additionally, the fact that Trajan was forced to appeal to a 
civilian, Balbus, as maintained by R. K. Sherk and B. Campbell confirms the reduced number 
of mensores. On the other hand, the same B. Campbell speaks about the involvement of 
military topographers in civilian projects48. In general, their origin was in the Italian Peninsula 
and, usually, they seem to come from outside upper classes49. 

Regarding auxiliary troops, the presence of such mensores is signalled in only one 
inscription (CIL XIII 6538) from Mainhardt (Germania Superior) mentioning Maximus 
Dasantis: mensor coh. [I?] Asturum50. Additionaly 3 mensores, part of coh. XX Palmyrenorum 
are mentioned in papyruses from Dura.  

The texts and a collection of manuals on Roman topography are found in Corpus 
Agrimensorum Romanorum drafted probably in the 5th century AD, comprising texts from 
different authors. Such texts were abridged to a large extent in Feldmesser of K. Lachmann, a 
collection on which B. Campbell also relies51. The criteria according to which this compilation 
was made are not known, therefore it is hard to say how ample and uniform it was. One of 

 

42  The identitiy of the author is not known, this praenomen being common for the Roman nomenclature. It 
is dated probably during Valentinianus, being often associated with Vegetius, see Brand 1968, 136–43, 147. 

43  For a partial reproduction and English translation see Brand 1968, 149 sqq. 
44  See Sherk 1974, passim. 
45  Blume, Lachmann, Rudorff 1848, 92–93; Sherk 1974, 541. O. Dilke maintains that Balbus may refer to 

Domitianus’s campaign in Dacia and not to Trajan, yet he is contradicted by R. K. Sherk, Sherk 1974, 
546–9. 

46  Sherk 1974, 546–9. For agrimensores in general see also Adam 1982. 
47  Campbell 2000, Ii, n. 156 (quoting the case of Datus which he mentioned also supra p. xIviii) 
48  Campbell 2000, Ii. 
49  Campbell 2000, xxviii 
50  Domaszewski 1903, 58. 
51  Campbell 2000. For references on agrimensores see also Campbell 1996, n. 4. See also Thulin 1913. 
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the texts, on fort planimetry, was so far erroneously attributed to Hyginus Gromaticus         
(= Hyginus 2)52. 

The contributions of these agrimensores refer especially to limites (plural from limes—
a term meaning inclusively road, riverbed, defence wall, drill, close to the border), their 
establishment, debates on such limites (practically, the borders between two properties), 
jurisdiction referring to the land and such disputes, measurement and division of the land in 
centuriae, principles of orientation, being usually descriptive, historical and especially 
didactical analyses, especially for the use of other topographers. The one who considers also 
aspects related to the forts is Hyginus 253. The fort shall be, alike civilian settlements, oriented 
depending on the compass four points, principal axes running north-south, east-west54. 
Several times, orientation problems appear following the use of a probable, not very precise 
solar clock55. 

Inscriptions, especially construction inscriptions, are probably the most important 
sources available, yet unfortunately, they are extremely incomplete. Except for a few cases, 
archaeology remains the single means for the identification of information on the forts 
internal planning.  

In general, the writings of the classical authors consist of simple didactical descriptions 
comprising maxims and models referring to military tactics and the agrimensores example to 
their contemporaries, being known starting with the 4th century BC. Obviously, the relevance 
of classical authors texts is essential and was often questioned, first of all, by contemporaries 
and then by us. Whether these strategy, tactics and Roman topography manuals were useful 
and applicable to their contemporaries is questionable56. Especially since, except for Frontinus 
and Arrianus, the other ancient authors are probably only theoreticians. Concerning military 
tactics, it is hard to decide how useful these manuals were57 since they provided exempla, and 
how often various strategies were applied. On the other hand, one may relatively easy overlie 
archaeological discoveries upon their fort descriptions. The biggest obstacle consists in the 
fact that none of the authors had clearly described auxiliary forts, which prove to be much 
more flexible in plan than fortresses. In the end, the need for theoretical knowledge of those 
agrimensores and architects was obvious due to the nature of their craft58, compared to the 

 

52  Quoted at n. 2 Grillone, De munitionibus castrorum (1977); M. Lenoir, Pseudo-Hygin. Des fortifications 
de camp (1979); Campbell 2000, xx, xxxvi. 

53  See Campbell 2000, 145, 390. 
54  It happened when, due to land topography, different orientation of the fort was not required, Dilke 

1971, 86. 
55  Dilke 1971, 86. 
56  In fact Columella, referring to the manuals’ applicability, in this case of agriculture, points out that the 

farmers should be cautious, use the manuals written in the past and assess the knowledge conveyed by 
the authors, observe whether they are relevant for the contemporary agriculture or are anachronic 
(Columella I.I.3–4), apud. Campbell 1987, 19. The same thing may apply to other manuals irrespective of 
the field they deal with, although B. Campbell draws the attention on the possible comparison between 
those who wrote the agriculture manuals and those who considered military aspects, Campbell 1987, 19. 

57  In order to distinguish the efficiency of these manuals, B. Campbell emphasizes Cicero’s remark 
underlining the obsolescence of the military preoccupations among the youth, remembering the great 
commanders of the past, learning military art not from manuals but by experience and victories, see 
Campbell 1987, 20 sqq. 

58  Vitruvius reminds that there is a series of architects with neither education nor experience in this field, 
therefore he considers necessary to draft and make available a coherent architecture system, Vitruvius vi. 
6–7. 
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commanders who could rely on their own experience. Evidence is given by the numerous 
manuals necessary to those agrimensores, focusing first of all on the rules useful to them. 
Nonetheless, great differences between the internal planning of the forts indisputably prove 
the appeal to the experience of each agrimensor, facing several times specific situations unlike 
the theory, being required to provide personal solutions. The fact is equally valid in the case 
when not an agrimensor decides the planning of the buildings inside a fort59, since he is only 
the performer. Mensores, architecti, metatores, etc. would adapt to necessities, the forts lengths 
and widths ratios, for instance, being very different one from another: many of them, like in 
the republican period, are square60. Probably the Roman genius resides precisely in this 
flexibility, which for lack of military, architecture or topography schools succeeded to rule 
almost everywhere. 

Additionally, in the case of civilian Roman architecture, one may verify the 
applicability of the plans and solutions provided by Vitruvius and observe the frequent 
disassociation with the single ‘authority in the matter’, cases when the solutions described by 
Vitruvius, irrespective of all its exceptional value of single treaty on architecture, are few 
found in practice61. 

The classical authors manuals dealing with the fort construction and elements of 
Roman topography do not provide verdicts, but offer a constructional variant or variants 
especially since, according to Vitruvius, architecture for instance, springs ex fabrica et 
ratiocinatione (I.I.1)62. 

 

59  In the case of the legion, prefectus castrorum is the authority making decisions on the fort construction 
and its internal planning, Vegetius I.10. 

60  The majority of forts from Dacia, for instance, are shaped closely to a square, see Bărbulescu 1987, 187. 
61  Probably as proof for the period when he wrote and the fact that uses especially Greek sources, see 

Wilson-Jones 2000, 33 sqq; Taylor 2003, 24–6. 
62  Nonetheless, we are not sure of how commendable is Vitruvius’s experience, the single construction 

effectively described being the basilica from Fanum, see Wilson-Jones 2000, 45–6. 
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I I .  DACIA POROLISSENSISI I .  DACIA POROLISSENSISI I .  DACIA POROLISSENSISI I .  DACIA POROLISSENSIS     

 
ithin this analysis, the military units from Dacia Porolissensis shall be studied 
formally, since I am interested in the relation between forts and troops, in other 

words, in their movement from one fort to another and less their history. Hence, the quoted 
bibliography is minimal. 

Regarding the forts, I shall not present details on their enclosure, making reference 
only to the internal planning. Additionally, the study of such buildings is not exhaustive, while 
stress would be placed only where appreciation is not peremptory and when proposing 
alternative interpretation. In such cases, the presentation is most often detailed. 

The bibliography quoted in relation to the forts is also minimal, since different papers 
provide generally identical information. 

 
1. BOLOGA 
The fort at Bologa (pl. 1, 2) is located on the north-western border of Dacia, left to 

Crişul Repede River, between Morlaca and Poieni. The fortification is placed on a high terrace 
close to the influx of Săcuieu River into Criş. The valley of Crişul Repede represents the 
connection between the Transylvanian plateau and the western fields of Tisa, therefore the 
strategic role of the fort consists, undoubtedly, in the limes defence against the tribes west of Dacia. 

Based on an inscription (CIL III 8060) discovered at Almaşu Mare, close to the locality 
Bologa, on the road between Sutoru—Optatiana, the name was completed to Resculum (TIR 
L 34, p. 196)63. 

In certain site reports, the first earth-and-timber fort from Bologa is 130.00 × 130.00 m64, 
the large fort with turf rampart enclosure being further constructed by 75.00 m extension of 
the eastern and western sides of the smaller fort, the ditch on the southern side being 
backfilled (pl. 1)65. The recorded dimensions of the first fort are oscillating, the excavator’s 
work published in the same year mentioned 130.00 × 152.00 m, respectively 125.00 × 160.00 m66, 
depending on the measurements anchor point. 

 

63  For the discussion referring to the locality name see Torma 1880, 11–59; Macrea 1969, 154–5; Gostar 
1969a, 175–6; IDR I p. 188; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1981, 51; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1990, 63–4; Wollmann 1996, 
67; Gudea 1997a, 8–9, 48. 

64  See Gudea 1997d, no. 21. 
65  Gudea 1977, 110; Gudea 1997a, 872. 
66  Gudea 1997a, 17; Gudea 1997d, 41. 

WWWW
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The fortification is enlarged probably sometime before AD 133, the year of the first 
mention of coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum in Dacia Porolissensis or, when cohors II Hispanorum is 
moved to Bologa, i.e. before AD 15467. In spite of the omissions in Dacian diplomas, between 
AD 110 and 154, the troop could have been evidently still quartered in the province, since it is 
not attested somewhere else. 

The dating of the three occupation phases was made based on archaeological material, 
troops’ movement and constructional elements. Discoveries from the first level consist of 
republican and Trajanic coins and a few brooches of Norricum-Pannonia type68. Similar 
discoveries define the second level of occupation, being largely dated AD 125–20069. I believe 
there are at least two further sub-divisions, a stage when coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum is missing by 
the end of the reign of Antoninus Pius (see infra) and a second period after the return of the 
cohort at Bologa. Constructively, layout changes may be noticed after mid 2nd century AD to 
the building from praetentura sinistra in the vicinity of via principalis, rebuilt in stone. On its 
‘mortar’ floor a coin issued under Antoninus Pius was found (see infra). It is probably one of 
the constructions that belonged to the Gaesati cohort. The last stage of the enclosure is dated 
based on the towers semicircular shape by the beginning of the 3rd century AD70, without the 
requirement of a direct relation between the reconstruction of gate towers and buildings 
inside. The material from the last occupation phase consists of terra sigilata fragments coming 
from especially the eastern Galls area and Raetia71. Should the weaponry from Bologa be 
chronologically framed rigorously, then the establishment of an evolution in the arms 
typology could be very tempting indeed72. 

The northern, western and eastern enclosures of the fortification coincide during all 
occupation phases73. The single clear elements belonging to the first fort at Bologa refer to part 
of the precinct and via sagularis. The planning of the main parts inside the fort, praetentura, 
central part and retentura indicate that during a first stage the position of gate praetoria was 
the fort central axis. Evidently, the most convenient solution would be the location of the 
headquarters on the same direction during all occupation phases, it being usually the first 
construction of a fort. Via praetoria would have been in this case diverted subsequently by 
almost 10.00 m westwards. 

The first striking thing concerning Bologa is the division of the fort in sectors. The 
fortification inside is rather extended thus resulting a proportion of approximately 1.60 in the 
last two phases. The axis of the gates principales is at 70 m from the northern precinct wall and 
at 135.00 m from the southern enclosure. The space occupied by the buildings in latus is 
30.00–35.00 m wide north to south. As such, retentura is double compared to praetentura, 
being extended to the south during the fort’s last phases. The allotment of parcels to certain 

 

67  N. Gudea supposes the enlargement of the fort in AD 125–126, date when the troop of Gaesati reaches 
here, Gudea 1997a, 26. 

68  The distribution of the archaeological material in the fort is relevant partially, since excavations in the 
praetentura and retentura consist only of very long and narrow trial trecnches, see excavations plan in 
Gudea 1997a, Fig. 10. 

69  The second archaeological level is considered to extend on the entire fort surface at a depth between 
0.30–0.90 m, Gudea 1997a, 28.  

70  After Macrea 1957, 238–40. 
71  Gudea 1997a, 41. 
72  N. Gudea observes that weapons become increasingly smaller, following the evolution in the Roman 

battle tactics, Gudea 1994, 86–89. 
73  The fact was noticed in the area of via sagularis, traces of the first road phase being discovered on three 

sides, Gudea 1997a, 17. 
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buildings was observed only by the discovery of alleys that constituted probably the 
intermediary space between buildings, in the vast majority, barracks. 

Could one speak about the division of the fort into two longitudinal sectors, the eastern 
wider compared to the western by approximately 10 m?74 It certainly seems so! The same 
conclusion is reached if we take into consideration the concurrent presence of two troops (see 
infra) in the fort. We could wonder finally to which extent the central part of the fort had same 
peculiarities. The sizes of the headquarters building are rather large, yet they did not represent a 
hindrance in its use by two commander quarters (see infra the case at Romita). The existence of 
two buildings that would house the two commanders is more relevant. Theoretically, this space 
could also have been divided, yet, if we consider its civil character, as the commander was 
present here together with his entire family, we could suppose that it was preferable to erect two 
commandant’s buildings. It is interesting that in latus there are two buildings of rather large 
sizes on each part of the headquarters building and each could have corresponded to half of fort 
occupied by each troop. The fact that initially, the fort of smaller sizes seems to have been 
occupied by a single troop may explain the subsequent diversion of via and gate praetoria, when 
a different planning was required, the headquarters building remaining on the spot. 

The fort at Romita may exhibit same peculiarities like Bologa hence the internal 
planning of the buildings mirrors the longitudinal division of the fort (see infra).  

Via principalis is 10.00 m wide, praetoria is of approximately 8.00 m and decumana 
7.00 m wide. Via sagularis and the alleys between the buildings were almost 3.00–4.00 m wide. 
If principia was the first construction of the fort and porta praetoria was initially located on 
the north-south axis, precisely like the headquarters building, then the road network, via 
praetoria and decumana were initially by approximately 10.00 m eastwards, praetentura and 
retentura being divided in two equal halves. I do not know to what extent the main roads were 
provided with porticos. Somewhere by mid distance between the principia and porta 
decumana two walls placed on both sides of the road were uncovered by two short trenches. 
Such walls were considered component parts of a building75. The obstruction of via decumana 
would be novel considering the internal planning of a fort and therefore unlikely. Blocking the 
area of intervallum is rather difficult to explain, yet hindering including the main roads of the 
fort would have entirely impeded access from and to the buildings. It is precisely why I believe 
that the two sectors of parallel walls belong in fact to a stylobat constructed along via 
decumana. In fact, there are two porticos which flank via decumana and not one cover it. The 
situation from the praetentura of the fort at Künzing is similar, where there are also four 
barracks face to face, those in the middle adjacent back to back and constituting one barrack76. 
The orientation of the barracks from Künzing is also perfectly similar to that from Buciumi, as 
well the portico flanking via principalis and via praetoria. 

 

Principia 

Entrance into principia was made probably by mid northern side, therefore it was 
displaced compared to via praetoria by approximately 7.00–8.00 m. The distance is relatively 
high, yet it corresponds to the north-south axis. Thus I could suppose that, alike in other 

 

74  N. Gudea assigns to each troop a specific area of the fort, coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum occupying praetentura 
and coh. II Hispanorum the retentura, Gudea 1997a, 26–7. 

75  It was considered at some point that via decumana was covered by buildings, Gudea 1997a, 44. 
76  Johnson 1987, Abb. 195. 
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cases, the construction of the fortification was initiated once with the erection of the headquar-
ters building and it is possible it was located in the same sector during all occupation phases. 

Due to traces left by treasure hunters and stone exploitations, the layout of the 
headquarters building is unknown, yet wattle and daub residues, parallel with the walls of the 
subsequent stage suggest this building was previously timber-made77. Nonetheless, the 
structure was investigated by diagonal trenches78. The approximate sizes of the headquarters 
building are 32.50 (east/west) × 29.00 m (north/south) (942.500 m2), occupying approximately 
3.3% of the total fort surface. As such, although dimensions are rather large, it engages 
relatively little space in the total fort surface and that is due, as we have seen, to the fact that at 
a certain point the fort was quite large. 

Between the headquarters building and via principalis a layer of gravel and yellow sand 
was noticed, having 0.35 m thickness and constituting a sort of pavement. It is possible that a 
basilica existed in the area although in profile, between the mentioned context and the road79 a 
gutter was found, useless this space would have been covered. Therefore, the existence here of 
a porticus that extended on the entire width of the building is much probable. An inside 
portico and rooms on the side from via principalis were not found, hence the external portico 
would have supplemented the lack of entrance’s monumentality, which would have been, in 
the case the portico was missing, only an opening into the wall. 

The thickness of the headquarters building walls is of approximately 0.90–1.00 m80, 
without the mention of any different construction techniques. 

The courtyard seems to be 13.00 m (north/south) × 22.00 m (east/west)81, thus occu-
pying almost 30% of the surface of headquarters building. In the eastern part, traces of 3.50 m 
wide rooms flanking the courtyard were identified and the existence of other rooms located in 
mirror on the opposite side was supposed82. In this area the existence of certain rooms was 
presumed, although only a single wall running north-south was identified, without any compart-
ments being further noticed. Obviously, the existence of a non-divided space was possible, yet 
this wall might have well constituted a stylobat. Unfortunately, the lack of technical details 
prevents us to establish which of the hypotheses is certain. It is possible that the free space could 
have been paved with a pebble layer, noticeable in the northern part of the courtyard83. 

Basilica. The passage from the courtyard to the basilica was probably made by a 
stylobat with only part of the wall carrying the columns being identified. The plan indicates, 
naturally, that the wall onto which the columns were located was much narrower84. The sizes 
of this space are of approximately 30 (north/south) × 9 m (east/west) occupying 25% of the 
total surface of the building. By the eastern end of the basilica, the tribunal is probably 
identified, having the same 3.50 m approximate width alike the rooms along the courtyard. 
Only the walls from the inside of the basilica were identified85, therefore the reconstruction of 

 

77  After Gudea 1997a, 24. 
78  Gudea 1972, 135, Fig. 1. 
79  Gudea 1973a, Fig. 2. 
80  Gudea 1972, 135. 
81  The dimensions were measured by us from the plan provided in Gudea 1998a, Fig. 18. Dimensions of 

19.00 (north/south) × 22.00 (east/west) are given elsewhere (Gudea 1972, 135) yet in plan, they seem to 
be different. 

82  Gudea 1972, 135. 
83  The layer is approximately 0.25 m thick, Gudea 1972, 135. 
84  Gudea 1997a, Fig. 18. 
85  The fact that the walls sizes don’t seem to be identical to the outer walls of the building (Gudea 1997a, 

Fig. 18) is rather unusual, being regularly narrower since they did not have to support a superstructure. 
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this tribunal on the entire width of the basilica is uncertain. Moreover, by analogy with other 
forts, the tribunal was positioned either in the centre, yet its walls did not constitute a 
projection in the basilica of the room walls flanking the courtyard or the back rooms, or 
adjacent to the wall between the basilica and the back rooms of the building. In fact, should 
the tribunal would have stretched on the entire width of the basilica, its sizes of almost 3.50 × 
9.00 m (31.50 m2) would have been unusual large and of a unique rectangular shape. The 
mirror reconstruction of the tribunal in the west end is improbable86. 

Back rooms. Unfortunately, the southern side of the headquarters building was 
disturbed in the modern period by stone hunters. Traces of the partition walls were noticed 
for four/five rooms on the southern side87. The central room, of very small sizes of 2.50 × 6.00 m 
is not placed precisely on the north-south axis of the fort, being displaced by 2.00–3.00 m 
westwards. Having a surface of 15 m2, this room occupies only 7% of the surface of 195 m2 of 
the back rooms. Flanking this partition, there are two divisions of unequal sizes. The wall 
separating the rooms in the eastern part of the building was not identified, being restored in 
extension to the north-south wall forming the western limit of the rooms bordering the court-
yard and the tribunal. It would have been natural for these rooms to have had approximately 
equal sizes, therefore a partition wall somewhere by mid distance between the aedes and the 
eastern part of the building may be supposed. Another possibility would be the existence in 
the area east of aedes of three rooms, this space being at any rate larger than in the west. 

 

Praetorium 

The commander’s house (fig. 1) is located at 4 m east of principia and occupies a 
surface of 570.00 m2, resulting a percentage of c. 2% of the total fort surface. The construction 
is divided longitudinally in four sectors. Two of these spaces ended in the southern part with 

semicircular apses. Additionally, in two of these rooms traces of 
a heating system were identified, while in another brick 
pavement88. The apses could have been part of a small thermal 
system, since an inscription honouring Nimphae Augustae was 
discovered inside the building89. 

A single main phase of the building to which an annex 
would be attached during the 3rd century AD was identified by 
excavation. The existence of a previous phase is highlighted by 
the discovery of a rather consistent occupation layer under the 
mentioned pavement, yet we are not certain whether it belonged 
to a previous praetorium.  

 

86  We have no data on the existence of two tribunalia erected in mirror on both short sides of the basilica. 
It is true that in certain forts, two constructions may be found on both short sides of the basilica, yet 
their function is evidently different. The most appropriate example can be found at Sarmizegetusa where 
the construction on the eastern side of the basilica was identified as tribunal, as a carcera was identified 
beneath it, while the platform on the opposite part fulfilled a role of augusteum, Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 
2004, 136, 141. In certain fortresses there are also constructions on both the short sides of the basilica 
(Petrikovits 1975, Bild 13, 14), therefore the existence of two tribunalia, though improbable, must not be 
entirely excluded.  

87  Gudea 1972, 135. 
88  Gudea 1997a, 39. 
89  Gudea 1997a, 39. Undoubtedly, the attestation of the goddesses does not necessarily certify the existence 

of termae, only a small nymphaeum or a simple fountain possibly existed. 
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I do not believe that the longitudinally placed division on sectors c. 6.00 m wide is suitable 
to such construction types. In fact, the excavations performed on relatively reduced scale, did not 
clearly identify the partition walls. An alternative reconstruction is also possible, that 
unquestionably, should keep in mind the residential character of this structure, requiring several 
rooms, a characteristic of Mediterranean type houses as we expect this structure should be. 

The subsequently annex attached partially over via sagularis is sized 10.00 × 28.50 m; 
a free space of 5.00 m wide existed between it and the praetorium90. At some point this space 
is blocked by the ends91 and its purpose changed, making common body with the com-
mander’s quarters. I do not know to which extent this space was or not covered. Theoret-
ically, in order to cross to the larger sized annex, a passage area would have been required, 
therefore it would have been logical that this space had remained at least partially, open. 
Contra, the excavators argue that the emergence of the archaeological material would be 
sufficient proof that this space was an inhabitable area compared to the annex where little 
archaeological material was found92. 

 

Horrea and store rooms  
Building B (Fig. 2), associated to a granary, is located in latus sinistrum at a distance of 

4.00 m from principia. It is 10.00 × 28.50 m (285 m2), occupying 1.00% of the total fort 
surface, a percentage relatively reduced when compared to other forts93. The ratio length/ 
width is almost 3:1, values found with the majority of granaries from Britannia. 

Considering the dimensions and the fact that the building is divided on the inside by a 
longitudinal wall, we may suppose that we deal with a double granary94. The granary must not 
have been a simple one, the sizes of 10.00 m framing it within the maximum limits of granary 
sizes95. In this case, the longitudinal wall inside the building is not a partition wall, but one of 
the walls carrying the pavement. Moreover, the lateral walls are provided 
with buttresses placed at 6.00 m intervals. The distance between buttresses 
is fairly large, normal framing limits being of 2.00–4.00 m, hence it is 
certain that in latus sinistrum there were two horrea with a common wall. 
Thus, each horreum became almost 5.00 m narrow and the pressure over 
the walls was not exaggerated, a smaller distance between the buttresses 
being not required.  

In a previous report, N. Gudea asserts that this building was 
provided with a pavement made of gravel and sand, the archaeological 
material consisting of bricks and a few iron objects96. 

 

90  By analogy with the buildings from Buciumi and Porolissum-Pomet, N. Gudea dates the annex after 
Alexander Severus, Gudea 1997a, 45. 

91  The northern wall blocking this space is located aligned to the frontal wall of the building, in exchange 
that in the south does not connect the southern limit of the praetorium and the annex, but is displaced by 
a few meters inwards the construction, after Gudea 1997a, 45, Fig. 18. 

92  Gudea 1997a, 45. 
93  Usually, the surface occupied by granaries is of approximately 1.5–2.00% of the total fort, Gentry 1976, 

27, Tab. 1, 2. 
94  The building belongs to type B with G. Rickman, being similar to certain granaries from Hardknott, 

Benwell, South Shields, Housesteads, etc., Rickman 1971, 226; Gentry 1976, 7. 
95  The width of the granaries is in general between 6–10 m, Rickman 1971, 247; Gentry 1976, 7; Taylor 

2000, 38. 
96  Gudea 1973a, 116. 
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Another construction, also considered to have fulfilled a role of horreum (fig. 2) was 
identified 4.00 m west of building B, close to gate principalis sinistra. Its sizes of 28.5 × 20.5 m 
do not fit to a simple horreum, a space of such sizes being extremely difficult to cover 
especially since buttresses could not be identified. This construction could have, probably, 
represented a double horreum with a central courtyard, of the type from Caerhun and 
Ambleside, framed by G. Rickman in the third type97. 

In average, the surface of the granaries represents approximately 1.50–2.00 m, yet the 
strategic location of the fort at Bologa could represent an argument for the location here of 
two horrea that would occupy maximum 3% of the surface. In the case of the second 
construction, the existence of a free central area could explain the lack of buttresses, as spaces 
of c. 6.00 m wide would have been covered, on each side of the courtyard98. 

Beside, the existence of another horreum was not required, even though the first was of 
smaller sizes. Therefore, one may not exclude that this construction fulfilled a different 
purpose, yet the ampleness of the excavations in this area, much more reduced, do not allow 
attribution to certain types. 

 
Barracks  
Four barracks each were ‘identified’ (?) in praetentura. 3.50 m wide99 roads made of 

gravel and reddish-coloured sand existed between these barracks although within a previous 
report, N. Gudea does not mention anything regarding the existence of two barracks groups100, 
fact which results precisely from the trench profile. Or, occupation traces were identified 
precisely under the road between barracks 2 and 3, small street which had to exist from as 
early as the first phase. Within the same report, the author of the excavations observed that 
the single roads contemporary to the first phase are those separating barracks 1 from 2 and 3 
from 4, stating in conclusion that in praetentura sinistra there would have existed in a first 
phase only three barracks, while subsequently the central barracks would have been split into 
two101. It is hard to believe, if not impossible, that a construction of 28.50 m wide would 
represent a double barracks. 

The barracks sizes differ from 40.00 × 50.00 m in praetentura sinistra to 40.00 × 60.00 m 
in praetentura dextra102. Since no further topsoil removals were carried out, no additional 
construction elements were found, except for some traces of timber posts, wattle and daub 
and tiles and imbrices, meaning they covered such wattle and daub constructions. 

During the inhabitancy, a change in the purpose of the barracks from praetentura 
takes place within this phase, hence the part from via principalis of barracks B1 is rebuilt in 
stone, its new sizes being 6.50 × 40.00 m. Inside the construction a mortar pavement was 
identified, wherein a coin from Antoninus Pius was discovered103. The level corresponding to 
the occupation level in the wattle and daub barracks was found under this pavement. 
Subsequent the analysis of the material, N. Gudea dates the stone barracks after mid 2nd 

 

97  Rickman 1971, 226. 
98  The existence of a courtyard in this area is not certain, the walls on the short sides might have been 

discontinued, while the central space might have been free of enclosure.  
99  After Gudea 1997a, 23. 
100  Gudea 1973a, 114. 
101  Gudea 1973a, 130. 
102  Quoting D. Davison, N. Gudea  reaches the conclusion that the praetentura of the first stage comprises 

double barracks, Gudea 1997a, 23. 
103  Gudea 1997a, 23. 
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century AD104. It is hard to believe yet that this building represents a barrack, considering its 
construction technique characterised by 1.00 m wide walls in stone bound with mortar, 
different from the rest of the barracks from praetentura or retentura. It is also useless to 
remind that the northern wall of the construction B1 could not be a common wall with a 
wooden barracks placed behind building B1105. Concerning the chronology, it seems obvious 
that its refurbishment took place once with the return of coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum from 
Pannonia Superior after mid 2nd century AD (see infra). 

Between via principalis and the first barracks from praetentura sinistra (building B1) a 
clay layer of darker colour with poor traces of occupation was identified106. I believe that this 
stratigraphic context could represent the veranda of the above mentioned construction. 

Only in the area of barracks 2 a lower level was found, consisting of yellow clay. The 
author of the archaeological excavation argues that the archaeological material therein is ‘similar’ 
to the one in the upper level, yet a previous phase of the barracks could have existed107. In fact, 
traces of occupation were found beneath the road separating barracks 2 from barracks 3. 

Regarding the barracks from retentura, N. Gudea maintains they ‘do not present 
stratigraphic sequence as obvious as in praetentura, therefore we could not make a division 
upon phases’108. In this area five barracks each, flanking via decumana were identified, of 
which four were double, thus resulting a total number of 14 barracks associated with stables. 
Evidence on the existence of such barracks or stables was provided by the identification of the 
roads separating them. 

The date when the fort was enlarged is supposed to be AD 125–126. As a result, the 
sizes of the enlarged fort are suitable for cohors quingenaria equitata and milliaria109. 

It was maintained that the troop of Hispanics would be quingenaria and equitata (6 
centuriae + 4 turmae) being housed in 8 barracks and 2 stables in praetentura. Based on the 
analogies with the fort at Künzing, N. Gudea  considers that buildings B4, B8, B2 and B6, the 
single individual and not double buildings, were stables110, yet the situation from Künzing is 
different. 

The same author states that such buildings, regarding which we have no detailed 
information, could have accommodated precisely 136 horses (?), interpretation which could 
also be false. 

 
Rampart buildings 
In retentura, in front of barracks B9 and B10 walls of constructions were also traced, 

the distance between them being of 4.00 m. 
A second rampart building is that identified by M. Macrea north to porta principalis 

dextra, sized 15.65 × 3.60 m111. Named building E, it was erected on via decumana, a phenom-
enon found also at Buciumi, Romita or Porolissum. 

 

104  Gudea 1997a, 24. 
105  After Gudea 1973, 130. 
106  Gudea 1973a, 113. 
107  Gudea 1973a, 113–4. 
108  Gudea 1997a, 24. 
109  Gudea 1997a, 26 quoting Breeze, Dobson 1969. The similarly sized fort from Căşeiu is believed to have 

belonged to a single unit milliariae equitatae (see below). 
110  Gudea 1997a, 26. 
111  Macrea 1939, 219–21. In Gudea 1997a, 45, sizes are 17.00 × 6.00 m. 
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Troops 
The earth-and-timber fort was probably built by cohors I Ulpia Brittonum, a troop 

transferred after a short-while at Porolissum. The stamps attesting it were discovered in an 
early context112. The troops succession at Bologa, established by N. Gudea is possible, the 
cohort of Britons being followed probably after AD 116 by cohors II Hispanorum113. 

Nonetheless, it is not totally excluded that CES stamps found at Bologa would 
represent an irregular or temporary troop, which would be transformed by Hadrian in cohors 
I Aelia Gaesatorum milliaria114. Unfortunately, we don’t know the stratigraphic context 
wherein such stamps were discovered, yet, should the Gaesati be organized as irregular troop, 
it could have been stationed at Bologa only prior AD 126, the year when Gaesati appear in 
Pannonia Superior under the name of cohors (AE 1995, 1823). Additionally, the almost ten 
stamps are sufficient proof for supposing the presence of this unit in Dacia, at Bologa, Gaesati 
being recruited for the Dacian wars. The fact that this cohort is mentioned in the Pannonian 
diploma of AD 126 may be odd, but since the troop or only part of it would move between 
AD 154 and 160/161115 to Pannonia Superior, it could have moved within the same province 
sometime by the end of Trajan’s reign.  

Therefore, during a first phase, the troop of Britons could have been stationed at 
Bologa together with those Gaesati organised as vexillatio. Nonetheless, considering the 
history of the troop of Britons and the fort sizes, which are not very large, I believe that the 
latter troop stationed here by itself, while only vexillations from cohors I Brittonum were 
present, since it was garrisoned at Porolissum116. 

Cohors I Aelia Gaesatorum is attested under this title for the first time in the Gherla 
diploma of 2.07.133 (IDR I, 11 = AE 1962, 255 = RMD 35) and then in 154 (IDR I, 17 = CIL 
XVI, 110 = RMD 47) and 164 (IDR I, 20 = AE 1959, 37 = IDR I, 18 = AE 1957, 199 = RMD 
63–4; IDR I, 19 = CIL XVI, 185). Prior AD 164, the troop was again in Pannonia. Although 
certain authors wondered whether the troop was or not equitata, no evidence exists to this 
end, conversely, considering its specific weapon, the troop was most probably of infantry. 

It is possible that at some point the troop had a smaller effective, the main argument 
being that in the diplomas from AD 164 it is not further mentioned as milliaria. In theory, the 
mention or sign of milliaria was not compulsory117, yet, in the case of the troop from Bologa, one 
may not exclude the fact it might have become quingenaria during its second visit to Pannonia. 
Additional evidence is given by the indication of a cohort praefectus within an inscription118. 

 

112  Gudea 1997a, 19. 
113  Gudea 1997a, 19–20. 
114  Petolescu 1974, 602, fig. 5/1; Gudea 1976, 518, no. 2; Gostar 1979, 120. Evidence that the troop existed 

prior Hadrian’s reign is its mention in diploma from AD 126 (AE 1995, 1823), see Holder 1998, 258. 
During the Severans, Raeti gaesati are attested as vexillations in Britannia, always associated with other 
troops, see Southern 1989, 87, 117–8; Jarret 1994, 73.  

115  The diploma mentions only […] gaesat(orum) […], being considered as this troop by Lőrincz, Petényi 
1994, 200–4; Lőrincz 1996 (1998), 249–50; Lőrincz 2001, 34, Kat. 40, 49. Contra Gudea 1996, 90.  

116  See Marcu 2004a, passim. 
117  Within the same diplomas of 164, in the case of cohors I Britannica the sign is omitted, although by the 

beginning of the 3rd century we know for sure that the troop continued to be milliaria, see Panaitescu 
1929, 324. 

118  CIL III, 7648; Gudea 1972a, 707–11. Nevertheless, other cases of praefecti at the command of milliariae 
troops are also known: I Tungrorum (CIL VII, 638–42) and II Tungrorum (CIL III, 11918, CIL VIII, 
5532), see Praefectus, RE XXII, 2, 1278–1283. N. Gudea makes probably a confusion when stating that at 
the command of cohors II Nervia Brittonum, known at Buciumi, praefecti were assigned, see Gudea 
1997b, 32. 
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The stamps and inscriptions of the troop prove its quartering at Bologa also during the 
3rd century AD, being attested with the epithet Gordiana119. 

The second cohort, whose stamps would appear in excavations associated with those of 
cohors I Aelia Gaesatorum is cohors II Hispanorum, identical probably with cohors II 
Hispanorum scutata Cyrenaica part in AD 154 (RMD 47) of Dacia Porolissensis army. The 
epithets were added following various campaigns outside Dacia in which the troop 
participated sometime between AD 110 and 154120. With the simple name of cohors II 
Hispanorum the troop is also mentioned in the diplomas from Dacia of AD 109 (AE 1990, 
860) and 110 (CIL XVI, 163 = IDR I, 3). Beside numerous stamps, the military unit is attested 
in various inscriptions from Bologa, bearing the imperial surname Antoniana and Gordiana121, 
hence being most probable that the troop was stationed in the fort until its dissolution. 

The most important issue remains the resolution of the troops’ succession. The stamps 
in the south of Dacia122 as well as an inscription from Vârşeţ123 could prove the troop of 
Hispans presence in this area under Trajan. The first certain evidence of the unit presence in 
Dacia is the diploma from AD 154 (RMD 47). 

Although invisible within diplomas, cohors II Hispanorum was equitata at least at 
some point, as proven by the identification of decurions124. 

In conclusion, I believe that the presence of a unit of Gaesati during the Trajanic 
period is possible, while cohors I Ulpia Brittonum partook the fort construction works by tiles 
and probably personnel aid. The cohort of Hispans would establish here by the end of 
Hadrian’s reign, when, probably, the troop was already equitata, moment when the fort would 
be enlarged125. Cohors I Aelia Gaesatorum could have become quingenaria at that time, as well. 

Regarding the arrangement of the troops inside the fort, I do not believe that the 
barracks could be assigned to one troop or another, idea which applies even less to the early 
phase barracks, whose research was superficial. Additionally, the archaeological digs from 
praetentura and retentura are almost irrelevant, both for the first as well as the second and 
following occupation phases of the fort. 

Major changes in the internal planning of the fort took place, without a doubt, once 
with its concurrent occupation by two units under Hadrian. Another major change seems to 
have taken place after mid 2nd century AD after the arrival of coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum from 
Pannonia. The main reason of the changes inside the fort could have been the structural 
changes of coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum as it became quingenaria. Beside the documentary 
arguments mentioned, changes inside the fort may be traced. Then, it would have been 
possible to divide the praetentura and retentura in uneven parts due to the composition 
differences of the two troops from Bologa. They could have been quingenariae and coh. II 
Hispanorum, equitata as well. Hence, this troop would have required a larger accommodation 
space. This enlarged space in found in praetentura dextra and retentura dextra. How is this 
phenomenon mirrored inside the fort? Theoretically, it would have been ordinary that the 

 

119  Gudea 1972b, 415–6, no. 6–7. 
120  On these appellatives see Gudea 1997a, 48; Spaul 2000, 129–30. 
121  Gudea 1972b, 414, no. 2; 414–5, no 5. 
122  CIL III, 1703; IDR II, 104. 
123  CIL III, 6273 = IDR III/1, 106. This inscription is put in relation to the conflicts triggered by the Iazyges, 

see Balla 1969, 111–3; Russu 1973, 48–9. 
124  CIL III, 843; AE 1983, 941. 
125  Unfortunately, regarding the fort dating, single indications may be the troop movements. 
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number of buildings belonging to the equitata cohort would be larger, additional stables being 
necessary, yet this is indeed unlikely. Therefore, the single fashion was housing the troop in 
mixed barracks that would accommodate both soldiers and horses. This is certainly a pattern, 
being apparently, preferred to the separate housing of the horses system. Evidently, an 
enlarged space was required for each contubernium, the larger length of the buildings from 
praetentura dextra and retentura dextra being thus explicable. 

To conclude, I suppose the distribution of coh. II Hispanorum in the eastern half of the 
fort and of coh. I Aelia Gaesatorum in the western half. This could be applicable including the 
case of the commander’s quarters and granaries. 

 
2. BUCIUMI 
The fortification from Buciumi (pl. 3, 4) located on the north-western limes sector 

between the forts at Bologa to the south and Romita or Porolissum to the north was meant to 
survey a secondary pass created by Ragului valley. The position is on a terrace (Grădişte) 
formed at the intersection of Lupului valley with Mihăiesei valley dominated by a few hills 
around. The fort from Buciumi controlled two important passes, on Ragului and Poicului 
valleys which connected it with the fort at Bologa. The fort also had easy connection with the 
fortifications on Agrijului valley: Românaşi, Romita, Porolissum and Tihău126. 

The fort, signalled as early as the 16th century127, comprised two main occupation 
phases, the last with a stone enclosure128. 

Regarding the enclosure dimensions, differentiation in distinct construction phases is 
relatively insignificant, 125.00 × 160.00 m, compared to 134.00 × 167.00 m, being thus 
appropriate, at least theoretically, for an effective of c. 1000 people. The fort length runs north/ 
east-south/west. 

Buciumi is undoubtedly the most complete excavated fort with a good number of 
details related to constructions and archaeological material. Systematic research were initiated 
in 1963 by a team supervised by E. Chirilă, which led to the final uncovering of the buildings 
in the central part and those labelled 1, 2, 4 and 5 from praetentura129. The rest of two 
buildings from praetentura were examined by trial trench and one (C1) of the two buildings 
in the rampart area located on both sides of gate praetoria, was completely unearthed. The 
research from the last diggings years (1970–1976) remained yet unpublished.  

Except for gate praetoria, with rectangular towers, the gate towers have a semicircular 
projection. The gates span, except for porta decumana (simple) are double, each of 
approximately 8.00 m130. Therefore, the main internal roads via principalis and via praetoria 
are of 7.20, respectively 6.30 m wide131. The first road divides the fort into two unequal parts 

 

126  The presence here of a beneficiary P. Iulius Firmius (CIL III 7645) does not compulsorily confirm the 
existence of a statio, see details in Gudea 1997b, 7–8, 11. 

127  The first who mentioned the fort is Stephanus Zamosius, the most detailed description belonging to          
C. Torma in the second half of the 19th century, see Russu 1959, 308–9. For older archaeological digs see 
Macrea et alii 1969; Macrea et alii 1965; Macrea et alii 1970. 

128  See Chirilă et alii 1972, passim; Gudea 1997b, passim; Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 129–30. For the fort 
graphical reconstruction, see Landes 1979; Landes, Gudea 1984. 

129  See for a short history Chirilă et alii 1972, Fig. 2. 
130  For certain technical details, including the traces of the staircase for access inside and the gate 

reconstruction see the recent contribution from Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 135–139. 
131  Chirilă et alii 1972, Fig. 22, 23. There are no indications referring to via decumana, yet the plan shows 

two long trenches crossing the retentura diagonally, so it is possible that they did not intersect this road. 
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with praetentura of 1/3 of the total surface and latus and retentura occupying 2/3 of this 
surface. The alleys from praetentura are 1.50–2.00 m wide, while that surrounding the 
commander’s quarters is 6.00 m wide132. In exchange, the single alley running along retentura 
is 4.00 m wide, at a point between two buildings where it could be measured133. Hence, via 
quintana could not be observed in any of the two main trenches crossing retentura. Or, the 
rather large width of the single transversal road behind the headquarters building does not 
indicate a secondary alley between two barracks, being most probably via quintana. The fact 
suggests yet, a depth of almost 50.00 m of the central part of the fort between via principalis 
and this road from retentura. In fact, principia also extends by a few meters over the back line 
of the buildings from latus. Such a planning is proper to fortresses and a few auxiliary forts, 
where between headquarters building and retentura a series of other buildings and especially a 
valetudinarium are also set134. At first sight at Buciumi could have been a similar situation to 
that in Wallsend, where the hospital, although located in the central part of the fort is not 
aligned with the rest of the buildings from latus, the distance between via principalis and via 
quintana being enlarged, thus creating a free space of rather large dimensions135. In fact, this 
empty space would be occupied at some point by the commander’s quarters or the annex to it 
from latus dextrum. 

Within a first phase, in each part of the praetentura four barracks each are placed per 
scamna, those in the middle being double with a common back wall. Therefore, the barracks 
on the ends are backing to via principalis, respectively the intervallum area. This may be 
observed from the plan rendered by the excavators, along the back wall of the barracks placed 
in praetentura sinistra, near via principalis several post-holes being identified136. It is obvious 
that these posts were not part of the barracks structure, since its veranda is located in the 
opposite part, in the same direction being identified including the projection of the officer’s 
quarters. Or, such pole holes represented most probably a portico which extended on both 
sides of via principalis, as found somewhere else137. 

Subsequently, in a different occupation phase, the internal planning of the roads and 
porticoes along the roads could have been similar with the posts or columns being placed 
probably on a stylobat. New elements made the excavators consider that the walls with 
buttresses placed along via principalis were part of the barracks structure, deeming them, 
accurately, as posts bases138. Obviously, this wall carrying the posts was undoubtedly related to 
the barracks, yet, together with the one placed in the opposite side constituted the portico 
which flanked via principalis. Yet, if we believe a stylobat existed, then which would be the 
reason for buttresses placed at approximately equal distances of almost 5.00 m along the wall? 
If the weight of the portico roof, constituting the northern extension of barracks B1 and B4 
roof, was too great then the necessity of smaller buttresses could be explicable for the northern 
stylobat and not as discovered, in the southern part. What role did such buttresses fulfil? Their 
existence southwards would suggest theoretically a supplemental weight of a roof over via 

 

132  See Chirilă et alii 1972, 26. Another size of only 2.50–3.00 m is given in Gudea 1997b, 45. 
133  After Chirilă et alii 1972, 21.  
134  For fortresses and especially the cases from Inchtuthill, Novaesium, Vindonissa or Carnuntum, see 

Petrikovits 1975, Taf. 1a, 6a, 8a, 11a. 
135  See plan in Hodgson 2003, Fig. 10. 
136  See for instance Gudea 1997b, Fig. 10. 
137  Similar cases may be observed in Germania with the forts from Oberstimm, Hofheim or Künzing, see 

Johnson 1987, Abb. 180, 190, 195. See also Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 151. 
138  See Gudea 1997b, 50. 
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principalis. This fact is yet rather improbable, although not impossible, considering the road 
width and length. Additionally, the space between this wall and the northern limits of the 
barracks placed along via principalis would have been closed, since the wall with buttresses 
would have been continuous and quite high. The same would have happened to the space 
between the correspondent wall and the buildings in the fort centre, a wall which in fact, has 
no buttresses. That is why a possible explanation would be that such buttresses would 
represent actually the places where and partially on which, the posts or columns of the portico 
bordering via principalis were placed. Or, in this case, the intercolumnium becomes noticeably 
large, the interval being of approximately 5.00 m in the case of building B1 and much larger in 
the case of building B4. 

The width of via principalis extends including in the area of the portico flanking it, also 
a paved area139. 

At the junction between via principalis and via praetoria, towards porta praetoria two 
limestone ‘monumental’ bases sized of 1.00 × 1.00 × 0.25 m (corner building B1), respectively 
1.30 × 1.30 × 0.25 m (corner building B4) were observed. They were deemed inscription bases as 
stone fragments, some bearing letters, and altar fragments were identified140. Or, the location 
here of the stylobat bases is unlikely. What would be then the explanation? Probably, large 
poles or column bases were required here, the space in front of the entrance into principia being 
covered alike tetrapylum constructions type marking locus gromae141, the most spectacular 
example being that in the fortress from Lambaesis (see discussion infra on Romita case). This 
may be possible, but then the existence of similar bases by the ends close to gate principalis 
sinistra and the corner of building B3 in front of gate praetoria remains to be explained. 

 
Principia 

The plan of the commandament’s quarters, contemporary with the first phase of the 
precinct remains unknown, since traces of some post-holes which would possibly correspond 
to the wall route were identified only142. It was erected sometime by mid 2nd century AD, 
being 26.00 × 3200 m and a surfaced 832 m2. 

Principia is located on the longitudinal axis, symmetrical to the sides of the fort and 
the extremities at 37.80 m from portae principales143. Nonetheless, the entrance into the 
building is not perfectly symmetrical, but is closer by 50 cm to the western side of the 
structure, therefore not precisely in the middle of via praetoria. The front part of the 
construction consists of a continuous wall, interrupted on a distance of 3.70 m for the 
entrance144. The structure of the building is made of stone mixed with bricks, has wide walls of 
0.80 m with a basis of 1.00–1.05 m and 0.40 m high.  

 

139  The discovery of the gravel layer of via principalis also between the wall with buttresses and the barracks, 
led the excavators suppose the road was initially wider, Chirilă et alii 1972, 23. 

140  Chirilă et alii 1972, 20. 
141  Subsequently, in the graphic reconstruction of the fort from Buciumi the authors render a similar 

construction in front of the entrance into principia, see Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, Abb. 21. 
142  Gudea 1997b, 45. For the reconstruction of the commander’s house see Landes, Gudea 1980 and Landes, 

Gudea 1983. 
143  The short sides of the principia are located at approximately equal distances from porta praetoria and 

porta decumana, at 62.00, respectively 60.00 m, after Chirilă et alii 1972, 24.  
144  Chirilă et alii 1972, 24. Recently, the sizes of only 1.70 m of the entrance are given after Gudea 1997b, 45, 

and subsequently of 4.00 m, after Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 142. 
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The northern extremity of the building, opposed to the entrance, is not in line with the 
back side of the buildings in the fort centre, being by almost 4.00 m more to the north, so I 
supposed the existence of a deeper latus which does not end on the back line of the buildings 
located here. 

Inner courtyard. The courtyard has a total surface of 251 m2, dimensioned 15.50 × 
16.20 m and occupying 30% of the building. From the plan, the bases of the courtyard portico 
are missing, yet the pavement made of large stone slabs does not continue up to the walls of 
the rooms bordering the courtyard145. Hence, it is obvious that there was a portico of 2.00–
3.00 m deep, reconstructed subsequently as such146. It surrounds the courtyard on three of its 
sides, including the entrance front, the pavement reaching the stylobat separating the front 
courtyard from the basilica. In the south/west corner of the building a fountain was 
identified147, a characteristic usual for the majority headquarters buildings. The courtyard is 
flanked laterally by two rooms each, sized 3.60 × 7.00 m and 3.60 × 8.00 m (the rooms in the 
western part), respectively 3.30 × 7.60 m and 3.30 × 8.00 m (the eastern rooms)148. The 
compartments are supposed to be armamentaria, yet the pavement of ‘mortar layer’ and the 
discovered material are not conclusive for determining the rooms function149. 

The 1.00 m wide wall which carried the column bases between the courtyard and 
basilica was identified as having a role of stylobat150. Traces of two large column bases were 
found, the intercolumnium being of 2.80 m, sufficient for a rather high building part. 

Basilica. Its dimensions are 24.00 × 8.25 m and spreads over a surface of 198 m2, a 24 
percentage of the total building. Inside, the basilica was not paved and two trestles sized 
approximately 1.20 × 1.20 at base and placed at 5.75 m one from the other were discovered on 
both sides of the aedes entrance, at a distance of 2.30 m from the wall. Around them several 
inscription fragments were found, among which an altar dedicated to Caracalla151. 
Nonetheless, the existence of several column bases is rightfully supposed as five openings 
between the courtyard and basilica were designed152.  

The tribunal was identified in the north/east corner of the basilica, making common 
wall with room A on the back side of the headquarters building153. Its sizes are 3.85 × 3.20 m, 
with only 60 cm thick walls, erected precariously from stone and bricks154.  

At a certain point, in all of the rooms located on the back side of headquarters 
building, on both sides of the aedes, a channelled heating system was introduced. The walls of 
poor quality separating the two spaces of larger dimensions (4.80 × 8.75 m) located on both 
sides of the central room are probably erected from the beginning as well, the role of that large 
initial compartments being hard to explain. They could be proof for the use of certain room as 

 

145  See plan from Chirilă et alii, Fig. 28 
146  After also Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 143, Abb. 11. 
147  Gudea 1997b, 45. 
148  See Chirilă et alii 1972, 26. 
149  Beside coins, five lead pieces were also discovered in one of the rooms, Chirilă et alii 1972, 26; Gudea 

1997b, 46. They were considered, probably fairly, standard weights, thus suggesting a different function 
of the rooms flanking the courtyard, see Stanciu 1985, 224. 

150  Gudea 1997b, 46. 
151  See Macrea et alii 1969a. 
152  The distance between the openings axes is considered of 3.50 m, probably except for the central one 

which could have been even larger, after Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 144. 
153  Gudea 1997b, 46, 48. 
154  After Chirilă et alii 1972, 26. 
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seats of army collegia. Their plan inside the forts, be they separated or not, consists of a non-
compartmented structure, usually apsidal (see infra). Often, collegia seats were located on the 
back side of the headquarters building, the classical model being the fortress from Lambaesis155.  

An aedes sized 4.80 × 5.70 m is located on the building axis with no apse or outwards 
projection. In the middle of the room, a stone and bricks trestle with base sizes of 0.95 × 0.95 m 
was identified, fulfilling a role of statue or trophy base156, unique according to our knowledge. 

The headquarters building has hence a regular plan, in western provinces occupying 
3.7% of the total surface of the fortification, a percentage often found with the forts occupied 
by peditatae troops (see infra)157. 

 

Praetorium 

The commander’s house (fig. 3) was identified in latus dextrum, having classical plan 
and sizes, of Mediterranean house type and a series of rooms placed around a central 
courtyard. The construction sized 31.00 × 28.00 m is at almost 10.00 m from the headquarters 
building and at 14.00 m from the western enclosure wall. The area of 868 m2 occupies 3.89% 
of the total fortification surface, similar to that occupied by the headquarters building. 

It is obvious that the entrance into 
the building was made from via principalis, 
where a wall, parallel to the building wall 
and along via principalis carried, as 
mentioned, the colonnade of a porticus 
lateral to the main road. Only on the side 
from via principalis all compartments were 
unearthed. It also seems to be the most 
interesting part of the building since along 
this side there are two rows of unequal sized 
partitions. From all the compartments, one 
occupies a larger surface, and its depth is 
similar to that of the entire southern side. 
Room H to which I make reference is sized 
6.00 × 8.00 m and is located almost in the 
middle of the south/east side of the build-
ing, somewhat closer to the western extrem-
ity of the construction158. Considering the 
location of this compartmenting, it is rather 
obvious that at least its initial role was that 

of courtyard-entrance for access to the inner courtyard. Its frontal wall is not perfectly aligned 
to the face wall of the building, but protrudes to the exterior by 0.25 m. 

 The pavement of the compartment was made of cobbles. A very similar entrance, as 
location and size, is found on the short side from via praetoria of the South Shields fort, being 

 

155  Petrikovits 1975, 78. 
156  After Gudea 1997b, 47. 
157  For a short presentation of the percentage occupied by principia within the forts, see Haalebos 1977, 81–2 

or for Dacia, Stanciu 1985, n. 18. 
158  Chirilă et alii 1972, 28–9. 
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more clearly identified as a small ‘entrance-court’ including with a small surrounding portico 
(fig. 4)159. 

At a certain point, elements 
of suspensura160 were placed on this 
pavement, and as such the purpose 
of such division changed. In this 
stage of transformation, it is still 
unclear where the entrance into the 
building was located, unlikely to 
have remained on the side from via 
principalis, considering that two 
rows of rooms existed there. 

To the east of the entrance, 
there are eight compartments 
grouped on two rows, in the part 
from via principalis being five, the 
ones from extremities (L and P) 
being of larger sizes: 3.00 × 3.25 m (L) and 3.00 × 3.00 (P). The three spaces of similar depths 
between the extremities are approximately 1.00 m wide only161. The function of such 
compartments, especially of those very narrow is hard to establish and seem to be upon sizes, 
the storages of adjacent rooms. Only the relation between the room from the south/east 
corner of the building and the neighbouring west one is clear162. The three rooms facing the 
courtyard have approximately equal sizes of 4.00 × 4.00 m, all being heated with the aid of a 
common heating system. The position in the building corner and the three small-sized 
compartments that might have been storage rooms may indicate the kitchen function of such 
spaces163, while the heating system, theoretically characteristic to permanent occupation, was 
introduced probably at a later date. However, the way that the rooms communicated in-between 
proves the private residential character of the building. 

West to the entrance there is another series of two adjoined rooms (E, G, C, D) with 
closer, yet different sizes. Building G of c. 6.00 × 4.00 m from the courtyard is the largest while 
the smallest is building E of 2.50 × 2.50 m, probably providing access from the rooms on the 
southern side to the ones on the western side, since it had no direct entry from the courtyard. 
Except for this small compartmenting, all the other rooms were heated by a system 
comprising a channel and suspensurae164. 

 

159  The sizes of this courtyard are of c. 7.50 × 6.00 m, almost identical with those of the compartments from 
Buciumi, see Hodgson 1996, passim, Fig. 12.3. 

160  The fact is surprising, the location of the hypocaust bricks being rather odd, directly on cobbles, yet 
several such suspensurae located at c. 30 cm one fron another were discovered, after Chirilă et alii 1972, 
29. However, the construction system of the heating scheme is not unitary thus proving its later making. 

161  After Chirilă et alii 1972, 29. 
162  In the wall of the two partitions an ‘orifice of 0.40 m diameter, made of bricks’ was discovered, Chirilă et 

alii 1972, 29. 
163  In similar position within the commander’s quarters from Housesteads a rooms group was also 

investigated, apparently located on two rows as well, defined as kitchens, see Johnson 1987, Abb. 102. 
164  The walls facing the courtyard in this building part are 60 cm wide, comparative to those of the building 

of 80 cm, after Chirilă et alii 1972, 27–8. 
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In the western side of the building, a room of large dimensions of ca. 10.00 × 4.75 m, 
also heated by a mixed system including a channel and parts of suspensura was uncovered165. 
What could be the role of such large room? A similar space in size and position (close to via 
sagularis) was identified as well on one of the residence sides from praetentura sinistra of the 
fort from South Shields, yet based on the gravel pavement is was characterised ‘almost 
certainly’ as a stable166. This could have been the initial function of the similar building from 
Buciumi, while its use was changed during a subsequent period, like the case of the entrance area. 

The sizes of the courtyard are difficult to establish since only two sides of the building 
were almost entirely researched. Inside the courtyard, only one L-shaped wall may be 
distinguished, with one of the sides almost attached to the inside wall of building F, so it is hard 
to believe that it was part of a stylobat contemporary with this building partition167. Neverthe-
less, for instance at South Shields, where constructional details of a residence are known, the 
peristyle is at certain moment divided on one of the sides, being practically discontinued in this 
part168. Hence, since there is no different explanation for the function of this wall, at Buciumi it 
would be also possible to enlarge room F and discontinue the portico in this part.  

Subsequently, during the 3rd century AD, a series of compartments that would occupy 
spaces beyond the back line of the building and a small annex near the south corner would be 
added. The annex, which would block via sagularis, is divided in two compartments of 4.50 × 
3.50 m, respectively 4.00 × 2.75 m, both heated by brick canals169. The sizes of such spaces are 
similar to the two compartments forming the latrina from the praetorium at South Shields, 
measuring together 6.60 × 2.73 m, meant here for a maximum of seven individuals170.  

The walls of certain rooms, later additions, are 0.60 m thick, the stones being bound 
only with earth, while these buildings have 0.85 thick walls made of stone and bricks. The 
extra part in the north/west of the headquarters building comprises several compartments of 
relatively smaller sizes171 and has walls of 50 cm made though of stone bound with mortar. All 
the compartments had heating installations and, due to the discovery of numerous pipe parts, 
it was defined as a small bath meant for a restricted number of individuals172. The building was 
considered different compared to the commander’s house, as being building C4173, yet its plan 
suggests the private character of the structure belonging probably to the commander’s 
residence. 

 

Horrea 

In the fort at Buciumi two rectangular buildings with thick stone walls were identified 
in latus sinistrum and, according to their shape and location, were considered horrea174.  

 

165  Chirilă et alii 1972, 28. 
166  After Hodgson 1996, 137. Similar to the headquarters building from Housesteads, see Johnson 1987, 

Abb. 102. 
167  Contra Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 44 who consider it as probable part of the courtyard peristyle. 
168  See Hodgson 1996, Fig. 12.3. 
169  Gudea 1997b, 58. 
170  In one of the rooms a ‘millstone-grit basin’ was discovered in situ, Hodgson 1996, 40, Plate 10.  
171  The rooms were named a (4.50 × 2.75 m), b (3.00 × 2.75 m), c (2.50 × 3.50 m), d (3.00 × 3.50 m), after 

Chirilă et alii 1972, 30. 
172  See Chirilă et alii 1972, 31, n. 40. 
173  Chirilă et alii 1972, 29–31. 
174  After Chirilă et alii 1972, 26–7. 
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Since postholes were identified in the area, N. Gudea  supposes that two horrea made 

of timber initially existed175. The first of the constructions, having walls of 75 cm thickness, is 
located at 13.70 m from the headquarters building and is sized 25.30 × 12.80 m, occupying a 
surface of 324 m2. On the west side, close to the north-west corner of the building, there were 
identified two compartments of ca. 3.30 × 2.30 m, respectively 3.95 × 2.30 m176. The wall 
closing these compartments to the west, parallel to the western wall of the building, seems to 
run north and south, hence the existence of other divisions is obvious. The thickness of these 
compartments wall is the same with that of the building other walls, assuming they were made 
based on the same technique. Hence, it is not excluded that such compartments were part of 
the initial building plan, especially since the distance between this construction and the 
headquarters building is rather great, therefore there was enough space so that this side would 
comprise partitions. Not the same may be argued about the opposite side located at only 2.30 m 
from the neighbouring building. Or, on this side also, divisions might have existed inside the 
building, to the west of the eastern limit of the construction where archaeological diggings 
were incomplete. 

Although the position and sizes of the building indicate its use as horreum, the 
existence of the partitions and the lack of buttresses attached to the lateral walls may suggest a 
different use177. However, even though the walls of the building are rather thick, they pertain 
to the lower limits comparative to other horrea178. The building has is pretty large and has an 
impressive width and a surely massive roof, hence buttresses were absolutely necessary at least 
on the long eastern side where no compartments were found. Should any compartments have 
existed, then the building would have become one and the same with a central space delimited 
on two sides by compartments. Such buildings may have various functions—from storage 
rooms to hospitals179. Another function of the building is suggested by the identification of a 
30 cm wide brick channel, crossing the wall on the short northern side of the building in the 
middle180. Moreover, post-holes required to support the floor, heightened in the case of 
granaries, were not observed inside the building181, like the case of the building near the gate 
principalis sinistra (see infra). 

Additionally, if both buildings located in latus sinistrum are horrea they would have 
occupied a total surface of 3% from the total fort surface, a double percentage compared to 
the normal182.  

Building (C6) located at 2.30 m from the one described above is 26.00 × 13.00 m and 
has a total surface of 338 m2. Based on such sizes and the existence of numerous buttresses on 

 

175  Gudea 1997b, 22. 
176  The excavators assert that the three walls perpendicular on the building do not ‘attach’ to the western 

wall of the building, assuming they belong to a later phase, after Chirilă et alii 1972, 27. 
177  It is true that digs in the area, especially inside, were on small scale, after Chirilă et alii 1972, 27; Gudea 

1997d, 49. 
178  The thickness of the walls was around 0.77/0.90–1.0/1.20 m, see a few comparative measurements at 

Taylor 2000, 30–1, 59.  
179  The building was defined as storage room in Petculescu 1987, 69. 
180  Due to insufficient archaeological excavations, the purpose of this canal was not determined, see Chirilă 

et alii 1972, 27. 
181  Only one post-hole was identified here, compared to three post-holes in building C6, Chirilă et alii 1972, 27. 
182  In general the percentage is 1.50–2.00%, with few exceptions related to military campaigns or where forts 

were supply bases at a certain point, see Gentry 1976, App. 1. 
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the long sides and the short side opposite to the entrance, the construction was identified as 
horreum183. The wall thickness is 75 cm as well, yet it is obvious that a roof of such size could 
not have been carried only on outer walls184. Therefore, when compared to other sizes, it is 
certain that structure C6 is in fact a double horreum, an additional longitudinal wall being 
required in the middle of the building185. The interval between the buttresses on the long sides 
is 2.80–3.00 m, while between the two on the short northern side is 3.80 m, their projection 
being of approximately 65 cm. 

The entrance into the building was made on the southern side from via principalis 
where in plan a rather pronounced discontinuity of the wall may be observed, withdrawn to 
the central part of the fort by a few meters compared to the entrance into principia186. The 
span seems quite odd since access to the granaries was usually made from platforms187. At 
Buciumi, the existence of such a platform was necessary since the floor was heightened188 and 
covered by the porticus delimiting via principalis in this area as well. 

Inside the building, the few archaeological diggings performed led to the observation 
of a few rows of post-pits deemed compulsory for the roof support189. Post-pits of 25–30 cm in 
diameter were identified at intervals of 2 m, 4 m and respectively 10 m from the western wall 
of the building190. Undoubtedly, they represent in fact the structure which supported the 
timber floor and most probable, the space between them was of 2 m191. 

The position of the double granary in the centre of the fort, close to one of the portae 
principales and the percentage of 1.5% occupied from the total fort surface are normal. 

 

Barracks  
In praetentura, on both sides of via praetoria three barracks each were discovered, 

while under the bricks and tiles layer was noticed a 50–70 cm ‘thick’ wattle and daub and clay 
bonding layer192. 

Barracks contemporary to the first phase of the enclosure, although difficult to 
observe, were identified in praetentura, two in praetentura dextra and two in praetentura 
sinistra. On each side of via praetoria, one of the barracks is double. 

Building B1 (fig. 5). The barracks sized 9.00 × 50.00 m is placed per scamna in 
praetentura dextra along via principalis, with the officer’s room facing via sagularis.  

 

183  Chirilă et alii 1972, 27. 
184  Discussing the case of a granary wide of 13.80 m from Carrawburgh, D. J. A. Taylor notes that ‘an overall 

span of 13.800 m being too great for a single truss without intermediate support’, after Taylor 2000, 38. 
185  For a few comparative sizes in forts from Hadrian’s Wall, see Taylor 2000, Table 5. 
186  The span seems to be of c. 3.00 m, see Chirilă et alii 1972, Pl. 3. 
187  See Johnson 1987, 171; Gentry 1976, Fig. 9, 11, 13, 14; Taylor 2000, 32. 
188  In the case of a waterproof floor placed directly on the ground, the existence of stone slabs would have 

been noticed by excavation. This is the situation in the few cases where the floor is not heightened, see 
Rickman 1971, 295; Johnson 1987, 171; Gentry 1976, 9. 

189  After Chirilă et alii 1972, 27. 
190  For the discussion referring to the useless of such inner posts for the roof support, see Manning 1975, 109. 
191  Examples of stone granaries with floors supported by posts are the late ones from Birdoswald, although 

small intermediary stone walls, necessary to support the floor, were identified, see Taylor 2000, 61. The 
interval between the posts is rather large, even that of 1.30 m from Birdoswald being considered larger 
than expected (after Taylor 2000, 61), although the average is 1.50 m or c. 5 Roman feet, see Manning 
1975, 106, Chart 1, 2. 

192  Chirilă et alii 1972, 21–2. 
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Since the barracks has a veranda in the 
opposite part of via principalis, the officer’s quarters is 
projected in this part as well. The officer’s quarters has 
an initial size of approximately 8.00 × 8.50 m with a 
surface of 68.00 m2. Its surface is rather small especially 
since between contubernia and the officer’s quarters 
an intermediary area also existed, probably a corridor of almost 1.00 m wide located 
transversally to the centurion residence. However, the area occupied by the officer’s quarters 
represented only 20% of the total habitable area of the building193. The rest of the officer’s 
quarters compartments are unclear, although wall traces were identified. The subdivisions 
inside the contubernia are also unclear, yet it is probable that beside those noticed during 
excavation, other may have existed, so that spaces corresponding to a contubernium might have 
been created. 11 contubernia with papilio and arma of approximately 3.50 × 3.50 m are presumed. 

The rather large width of the structure is influenced without doubt by the existence of 
the central longitudinal corridor along the rooms, as intermediary space between papilio and 
arma. This corridor is specific to this construction since its existence is very rare, found in 
only a few forts from other provinces (see infra) and being rather a characteristic of civilian 
houses than of barracks.  

Should we subtract the surface of the centurion building, the longitudinal corridor and 
the veranda, the surface occupied by contubernia becomes of 231 m2 and sized 42.00 × 5.50 m194. 
Even though the space occupied by soldiers was relatively small, they had almost 80% 
available from the total habitable surface of the structure, while regularly, a maximum of 70% 
from the building was destined to such area195. Papilio and arma are divided longitudinally in 
equal divisions. 

The plan of the building changes in an early phase named ‘phase 1b’, a single row of 
rooms and a deepened veranda being identified only. The officer’s quarters increases its length 
and by the opposite end from via praetoria a compartment is erected on the entire building 
width, while the veranda is not continuous up to the structure end. As such, once the troop was 
changed, the plan and constructional technique of the barracks completely changed as well196. 
The barracks type similar to that in ‘phase 1b’ is framed by D. Davison in type A, comprising 
special contubernia of J or I type197 placed on the opposite end of the officer’s quarters, the 
distinction being that a single row of rooms existed here. The depth of the buildings is of almost 
3.70 m. In this form, the plan of the building is not characteristic to a barrack since there is no 
arma, yet similar constructions, with barracks characteristics were identified at Haltern, 
Rödgen, Walheim, Hod Hill, Baginton, The Lunt, Iža Léanyvár or even Potaissa198. 

 

193  For proportions see Davison 1989, Tab. XXII. 
194  Usually contubernia occupy a surface of 125–550 m2 clustering around the value of 325 m2 (after Davison 

1989, 7), hence barracks B1 inscribes in general standards.  
195  See Davison 1989, 101. It is true that here the surface occupied by the veranda was also taken into consideration. 
196  Gudea 1997b, Fig. 19 or Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, where a chronological presentation of the barracks 

is made.  
197  Regarding the use of this generally small sized area, see Davison 1989, 172–4, Fig. D. 
198  With certain barracks, the large sizes of the compartments make probable the existence of a separating 

wall. However, the barracks of the type were considered to belong to lightly-armed soldiers or are only 
temporary, being erected to serve only for a short time span similar to the tents in the march forts, 
compared to the provisional and small sized principia from Inchtuthill, see Kortum, Lauber 2004, 382–
90, Abb. 177. Nonetheless, we wonder for instance, why should it require a veranda if it was only a 
provisional building? 
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During a different phase of the barracks (phase 2), around the timber building a stone 
wall fulfilling a role of stylobat is being built199. There is no analogy that would confirm the 
functionality as barracks of a timber building surrounded on all sides by a veranda, therefore I 
believe that it may not be excluded that respective wall might have been in fact the exterior 
wall of a barrack, erected from timber walls whose posts were placed on a stone base. 
Considering numerous revetments and repairs in the area it is hard to distinguish which of 
the compartments belonged to this last occupation phase. 

Building B2 (fig. 6) located per scamna close to the above describe barracks, is double, 
sized 19.00 × 50.00 m with a surface of 950 m2. An additional novelty of the barracks from 
Buciumi is that the two building placed back-to-back have no similar plan. The barracks 
facing building B1 appears under the form of three longitudinal rows, several partitioned200.  

Only from the plan it is difficult to 
approximate sizes, yet we may notice that the first 
longitudinal wall does not extend from one end of 
the barracks to the other, intersecting towards via 
sagularis a transversal wall which seems to be part of 
the outward projection of the officer’s room. This 
projection is by less than 1.00 m outside the line of 
the longitudinal wall. The veranda should have been 
placed in the eastward extension of this projection, 

yet there would have been too many room rows. In theory, a double barracks would have 
normally comprised four parallel rows of compartments or two rows of contubernia divided 
into papilio and arma. Since all of the room rows are rather wide, of approximately 3.00 m, it 
would be appropriate to consider the first longitudinal division as the veranda, since it is 
2.00 m deep, although it should have been located in the extension of the outer wall of the 
officer’s room. Another argument would be that no transversal compartmenting was noticed 
here, although the same happened in the case of the following longitudinal division. 

The second adjacent barracks consists of two longitudinal divisions with a corridor in 
between. The corridor extends, compared to barracks B1, including along the officer’s room. 
The compartments theoretically corresponding to the papiliones are identical with those on 
the back side of the adjacent building, including in the area of the officer’s room. Behind the 
corridor, traces of a single partition wall were identified. 

The total sizes of the double barracks are 19.00 × 50.00 m, the space being divided 
longitudinally equally for each building. The contubernia of each barracks occupies 
approximately 40.00 m of building length, hence a percentage of almost 70% of the total 
surface201. Or, the barracks plan is uncertain and therefore, any calculation may be erroneous. 

During phase 1b of the double barracks, the two adjoined buildings exhibit a similar 
plan, having each only a row of rooms and as in the case of building B1, during the phase 
named 1b, the officer’s room of the southern barracks is slightly longer compared to the first. 
It is interesting that during the first two existence phases of the barracks, the northern 
structure has a shorter officer’s room, initially by almost 1.00 m and by almost 4.00 m during 
phase 1b, compared to the officer’s room pertaining to the southern barracks. The general 

 

199  After Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 145. 
200  See plan in Gudea 1997d, Fig. 19, 2, a or Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, Abb. 16. 
201  Here the corridor was not taken into consideration, since its existence is uncertain. 
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plan of the two barracks is not perfectly similar either, and it is obvious that their construction 
was carried out by two different teams. Nonetheless, it is hard to explain the size difference in 
the case of the officer’s rooms of two adjoined barracks. 

During the last occupation period of the barracks, a rudimentary wall of 0.60 m 
width202 was erected ‘around the barracks’, representing probably the supporting wall of the 
timber phase uprights. 

The barracks from praetentura dextra, during their first occupation phase, belong to 
type F established by D. Davison, represented by two adjacent barracks halves, the resulting 
corridor extending on the entire building surface. At Buciumi, barracks B1 is provided with a 
longitudinal corridor only along the papiliones and armae, compared to the northern half of 
barracks B2 which is similar to the type established by D. Davison. It is characteristic in 
Britannia, to all barracks from the Antoninian fort at Birrens and to other structures from the 
fortifications at Balmuildy (?), Ardoch, Cardean and Ravenglass203. The addition of a double 
longitudinal wall led to a size increase, respectively a width increase of this barracks type, as it 
may be also observed in the case of those from Buciumi. Since this barracks type is rare, being 
present on the entire surface of the fort only at Birrens, I do not know which the functionality 
of the double wall was. Probably, with the mentioned fortification the reasons were of the 
topographical nature of a sloping land204. I am not familiar either with the reasons for their 
erection in other forts where buildings of the shape appear only sporadically. Such building 
was discovered at Cardean as well, yet at the same time, another H type building emerges in 
the central part of the fort205. 

Regarding the plan of these constructions during the first phase, it is interesting that 
they differ according to the location in praetentura, dextra or sinistra. In other words, the 
barracks from praetentura dextra are characterised by the existence of a corridor of 1.00 m 
wide between the rows of papilio and arma, while with those from praetentura sinistra, 
although no compartments had been identified, have both a central axis made of a single wall, 
hence with no corridor. 

The constructional technique is different also, depending on the area, the barracks left 
of via praetoria having lateral walls made of posts placed in individual holes, while with the 
rest of the barracks the walls are made of posts placed in continuous rows206. 

Again, the functionality of the buildings from praetentura sinistra cannot be clearly 
specified since certain compartments were not observed and only a middle longitudinal wall is 
certain. They were framed in various building types based only on the lack of compartments, 
the structure from near via principalis (B4) being considered hospital, while that in its 
neighbourhood as fabrica207. 

However, irrespective of the buildings purpose, the different construction technique of 
the timber structures from the two halves of praetentura indicates different construction 
teams, belonging possibly to different troops, the first garrison from Buciumi comprising 
probably several military units or detachments from more than one troop (see infra). 

 

202  After Landes-Gyemant 2001, 147. 
203  Breeze 1977, 457; Davison 1989, 72–3. 
204  D. J. Breeze and D. Davison argue, quoting the excavators that the double wall may represent an extra-

support for the roof (‘a pent-house roof’) or would have been constructed for better stableness where the 
land was sloping, see Breeze 1977, 457 and Davison 1989, 73. 

205  Davison 1989, 75. 
206  Gudea 1997b, 23–4. 
207  After Gudea 1997b, 29. 
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The walls uncovered around the barracks are considered rare and related in one way or 
another to the timber barracks, being described at some point as fulfilling the role of carrying 
posts forming a sort of ‘shelter’ or portico around the barracks208. The barracks roof was made 
of tiles209. 

Building B4 (fig. 7). The building located in praetentura sinistra along via principalis 
was completely uncovered in 1970210. 

The archaeological evidence is relatively 
sufficient since the structure was entirely uncovered. 
The construction has a rectangular prolonged plan of 
9.40 × 49.25 m in size. Nevertheless, regarding the first 
constructional phase, the single accurate information 

refers to the existence of a structure with wattle and daub walls of 30–40 cm thickness, similar 
to the walls of barracks B1. The building is divided longitudinally by a longitudinal mid wall, 
observed as a brown, mortar-pigmented strip211. During the excavations, ‘transversal walls’ 
with a thickness between 0.30–0.40 m were also noticed. They divided the building into 
unequal areas difficult to measure212. Based on the provided plan, it is very difficult to imagine 
the phases’ succession213, which existed without a doubt since there are several construction 
techniques of the structure walls214. On one side, towards via principalis a solid wall of 0.80 m 
with buttresses towards the building is rendered in plan, while on the other hand, the lateral 
walls and probably the south-eastern wall are represented as walls of only 0.60 m thick 
without any groundwork. The wall from via principalis is identical with the wall located in the 
north-western limit of the building B1 similar to that described herein, yet located in 
praetentura dextra. This wall is considered to belong to the last phase of building B4215, yet is 
odd that the wall was remade only on this side. Considering the location of the buttresses 
towards the inside of the building, the wall represents rather the limit of a portico along via 
principalis (see supra). 

The smaller walls represent, as they probably appear in plan also, a stylobat, supporting 
the poles and timber structure of the building in a later phase. The construction technique is 
unusual, therefore I believe that the consistent wall from via principalis is a later addition or a 
revetment of the north-western stylobat. The longitudinal compartmenting wall is 0.50 m is 
probably made of clay and, possibly, has timber superstructure216. It is interesting that the wall 
does not reach in the short limit the south-western lateral wall of the building, but stops at 

 

208  Stratigraphically, the walls are considered late since in the north/east part of the building B4, the flanking 
wall was placed in a layer of burn with mortar, Chirilă et alii 1972, 21–22. Architectonically, the variant 
of the existence of a small supporting wall for timber poles that would create a veranda surrounding the 
building is possible, alike numerous old peasant houses from Romania, yet there are no barracks with a 
veranda on both longitudinal and short sides, according to our knowledge. A sort of ‘shelter’ is used for 
harbour or protection of certain structures accommodating soldiers, yet they were tents, see Morell 1991. 

209  Chirilă et alii 1972, 21. 
210  Chirilă et alii 1972, 12. 
211  By one of the extremities, the wall ends in ‘T’ letter shape, see Chirilă et alii 1972, 22. 
212  Gudea, Landes 1981, 252. 
213  It was opted for the existence of two phases of the building, without being able to specify each phase 

accurately, see Gudea, Landes 1981, 252–3.  
214  See plan in Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, Abb. 17. 
215  Gudea, Landes 1981, 252. 
216  It is described as being of ‘battered soil… of grey-brownish colour’, Gudea, Landes 1981, 252; Landes-

Gyemant, Gudea 2001, Abb. 17. 
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approximately 1.50 m from it intersecting with another clay and timber wall parallel with the 
building limit in this part. The excavators describe this T-shaped ‘earth’ wall as phase 1b of the 
building, without having clearly identified the limits of the structure in this phase, except for 
the short one from via praetoria. They were either under the subsequent stone walls, but then 
why the situation towards via praetoria is not similar, or they represent in fact only 
compartments and therefore contemporary phases of the building whose outer walls were 
made of a timber superstructure carried on a small stone wall. An additional argument for the 
contemporaneity of the inside earth (clay) and the timber walls on stone foundation is 
represented by the existence in the short part of an area which had been formed between the 
timber transversal wall and the short limit of the building from via praetoria, the only one 
where traces of a wooden floor were identified. Thus a small corridor or a storage room is 
formed in the part from via praetoria. 

Should this area have functioned as a corridor, then its role was without a doubt, of an 
area from where one had access to the upper part of the building or to an upper storey, since a 
corridor in the corner of the building was useless. However, from what we could learn, a proper 
base of the staircase could not be identified, although it could have been supported directly by 
the wooden floor. The space is too small for a storage room, while for dwelling, certainly 
improper. The same space is also inadequate for other functions, like metallurgical ones. 

The planimetry, sizes and position of the building clearly indicate its different use, 
probably as stable or storage room, rather than hospital as supposed by the authors of the 
excavations. For now, it would be the single rectangular building non-divided in small 
similarly sized rooms and with no interior courtyard or central corridor that would belong to 
the hospitals category217. 

The shape of the structure may be adequate both to a fabrica as well as to a stable and 
storage room. Burn traces and coal were noticed in the building extremities218 and they may 
indicate a possible metallurgical function. Except that such prints were found—as previously 
shown—in a 3.20 m diameter pit located in the north-west corner of the building219, so they 
could have been found in secondary position without being contemporary with the 
occupation phase of the barracks. 

Not even the discoveries inside the barracks, 44 coins, a glass vessel and two hand mills 
could provide clear suggestions on the building functionality220. Such discoveries indicate 
rather a dwelling than a building with metallurgical or store room function. In the first 
monograph of the fort from Buciumi, where numerous items are published, many of them 
with complete information, a few bronze items are rendered in a plate without specifying their 
functionality221. They comprise needles, pincers, spoons, a knife blade and other small-sized 
objects similar to rods of almost 10 cm, the large part being also decorated. Their functionality 
is hard to establish. Five of the items are pincers, which, alike the remarks of the excavators 
may be ‘toiletries or medical use tools’222. One of them was discovered in building B4, while 
the other in buildings B2 and B5. It is hard to believe that such pincers were used by soldiers 
(since the buildings were not civilian) as toiletries, being useful especially for removal of 

 

217  For a short description of the hospitals from fortresses and forts, see Johnson 1987, 179–88. 
218  Gudea, Landes 1981, 252–3; Landes-Gyemant, Gudea 2001, 147. 
219  Chirilă et alii 1972, 22. 
220  Chirilă et alii 1972, 23. 
221  Chirilă et alii 1972, 81, CX, CXI. 
222  Chirilă et alii 1972, 81. 
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hair223. Pincers as definitely medical tools are those with the grasping end jagged, yet the 
drawings of the items from Buciumi do not clearly show if the items were of the type. The rest 
of the bronze objects could have been, at least some of them, used in medicine, like the needle-
shaped items, yet flattened by one end224. Similarly, needless of the presented type appear 
among medicine tools found in some of the graves within the Empire225. Comparable is the 
fragmentary knife also found in building B4, whose blade is edged on both sides. Knifes with 
related blade were found in graves from Gallia Lugdunensis226. Additionally, two of the six 
small-sized plates used in the preparation of ointments were identified in building B4, the rest 
being distributed each in buildings B2, B5, praetorium and the last north of building B3. 

To conclude, the seemingly medical use items found in building B4 does not necessarily 
indicate its functionality. Besides, it does not have a plan characteristic to hospitals and similar 
items were discovered in neighbouring barracks as well, especially in buildings B2 and B5227. 

Under such circumstances, according to which only two building blocks from 
praetentura dextra are known to belong to phase 1b for sure, analogies with other forts 
provided by one of the excavation authors228 may be inadequate since, furthermore, 
praetentura has the same sizes as retentura. Should the plan proposed by N. Gudea be valid, it 
would mean that the barracks from praetentura would have been 13.00 m, respectively over 
20.00 m wide, rather improbable being by minimum 1/3 wider than those from praetentura, 
having at their turn exaggerated widths. 

Finally, within the stone enclosure fort at Buciumi, the plan of the barracks remains in 
principle identical with that in the preceding phase229. The existence of a longitudinal lateral 
wall that, like in the case of buildings B1 and B4, might have had buttresses on the inside is 
hard to imagine230. As mentioned, this wall with buttresses constructed along via principalis 
corresponds to the one in the opposite part, probably making-up a porticus231. 

Even more difficult is to imagine the situation according to which the barracks in the 
stone precinct fort praetentura, although made of wattle and daub would be surrounded with 
a stone wall, in general of poor quality232. It is probable that such walls represented in fact a 
reconstruction of the barracks, still in timber, yet on a stone foundation. 

Currently, it may be stated with certainty that only the two buildings from praetentura 
dextra represent barracks. One may not exclude that building B4 from praetentura sinistra 
might have had the same use might have had, yet building B5 from the same area proves to be 
a fabrica233. 

 

223  Künzl 1983, 18. 
224  See items from Chirilă et alii 1972, CX/7, 9, 13, 15–20.  
225  After Künzl 1983, Abb. 21/37; Abb. 75/9 and Abb. 21/36–38 with straight rod, respectively the curved 

rod as appearing in Chirilă et alii 1972, CX/8 and 10 as well. 
226  See Künzl 1983, Abb. 51/ 17, 18 yet the blade is of 5 cm, compared to those at Buciumi with c. 9 cm wide 

blade. In general, the knife blade was extended by both ends in an almond shape, see Künzl 1983, 
Abb. 51/21–23; Abb. 82.  

227  Medical tools were also discovered inside the barracks, like the case on the same limes sector at Ilişua, see 
Marcu 2006a, passim. 

228  Gudea 1997b, 30. 
229  Gudea 1997b, 50–1, Fig. 19. 
230  Gudea 1997b, 50, 51. 
231  In Landes, Gudea 1980, 216–7, fig. 7, it is stated that a covered space existed only in front of the 

headquarters building, although walls ran on both sides of via principales on its entire leght.  
232  After Gudea 1997b, 50–1.  
233  Regarding the building, N. Gudea has contradictory opinions, framing it either in the workshops category 

or that of barracks, Gudea 1997b, 29, 50, 70. 
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Building B5. The plan of the building (fig. 8) located in the middle of praetentura 
sinistra appears as a construction surrounded by a wall. The outer wall of the building 
surrounds a surface of 950 m2, the total sizes of the building being of 50.00 × 19.00 m.  

At first sight, the structure could be considered a 
double barracks upon sizes, yet inside this enclosure, 
another rectangular structure was identified and its walls 
are at an equal distance of c. 3.00–4.00 m from the outer 
wall, except for the east side where the interval is larger—
of c. 7.00–8.00 m. 

Therefore, the structure seems to be a basilica 
with two lateral aisles. The central space is sized 38.00 × 10.90 m. Yet, although a building of 
this type should be monumental, the walls, both the outer as well as the central aisle walls are 
superficial, of c. 0.60 m widths, the first being identified by diggings under the shape of two-
three rows of overlaid stones234. Regarding the structure inside we find only that it was a ‘stone 
construction’235, probably with more solid walls. As such, the enclosure wall fulfils probably 
the role of stylobat, supporting columns or stone poles, the central aisle being higher than the 
rest of the construction236. It is hard to specify the function of the larger space between the 
outer wall and that of the main aisle from the east end of the structure, the created interval 
being rather large for a portico, however the entrance was theoretically in the opposite end of 
via praetoria. 

A 35 cm wide and 25 cm deep stripe was noticed on the long axis of the construction, 
alike with building B4 and the phase to which it belonged could not be specified. The 
residential character, at least during a certain occupation stage, is proven by the existence of 
four large fireplaces on the same line inside237. 

On the other hand, the fireplaces were put in connection with a fabrica238. As 
mentioned above, the establishment of this building functionality is uncertain. Large-sized 
halls compartmented in three longitudinal parts were also discovered in Britannia. T. Wilmott 
argues that this construction type, emerging in the praetentura of the forts from Birdoswald 
and Caerleon, had a role of basilica exercitatoria, similar to those ‘exerzierhalle’ usually placed 
in front of the headquarters building (see infra)239. The plan of the buildings from the forts in 
Britannia is similar to that from Buciumi, except that the central aisle is represented by two 
parallel rows of columns, the total sizes of the buildings being of 42.78 × 1605 m at 
Birdoswald, respectively ca. 50.00 × 24.50 at Caerleon, the latter being much more closer to 
that of Buciumi fort. 

 

234  Chirilă et alii 1972, 23. 
235  Even the plan, renders differently the hatch of the two walls (Chirilă et alii 1972, 23, Fig. 26), hence we 

supposed a different consistency of the walls. 
236  For the discussion referring to the height difference between the central aisle and the lateral ones, see 

Walthew 1995, passim. 
237  There are no further remarks on such fireplaces (Chirilă et alii 1972, 23), yet the fact that they are placed 

on the same line indicates the existence of compartments, probably of an earlier barracks, yet not 
identified by digs. From this phase may also come the cart ornament found ‘in the natural soil’ (Chirilă 
et alii 1972, 23, pl. LXXXVII). 

238  Gudea 1997b, 29, 70. Or that the ‘barracks’ was used only partially as workshop, after Landes-Gyemant, 
Gudea 2001, 147. 

239  Wilmott 1997, 581–6. The general sizes of the building from Buciumi are similar to those of basilica type 
constructions from the Empire, see for comparison Walthew 1995, Table A, B, C. 
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Other buildings  
A room sized ca. 12.50 × 4.00 m with three subdivisions would be erected over the north-

west corner of the praetorium and partially over building B8 from retentura during the 3rd 
century AD there240. On the south-eastern side, this construction has a small brick-made apse 
similar to a basin. All compartments are provided with heating installations. The construc-
tion, supplemented with other rooms, functioned most probably as a small bathsuite241—
obviously in relation to the neighbouring commander’s quarters. 

Two buildings named C1 and C2 shall be constructed in the fort at Buciumi over via 
sagularis, and partially in agger, approximately on both sides of gate praetoria. Their sizes of 
15.00 × 8.00 m (120 m2), respectively 28.00 × 7.50 m (210 m2) and rudimentary walls 0.75 m 
thick do not help in establishing the building functionality. In both buildings, the occupation 
layer is very rich, being characteristic to that from a barrack, therefore they could have had a 
residential role. Their rather late dating is ensured by the three coins found here, dated c. AD 220. 

 
Troops  
During the first phase, the fort might have been occupied by coh. I Augusta 

Ituraeorum.242 Yet, the single evidence is a tile stamp and an inscription fragment, hence the 
presence of the cohort here is uncertain.  

The troop is initially attested in the diplomas from AD 80 (CIL XVI 26), 98 (CIL XVI 
42) and 102 (CIL XVI 47) in Pannonia. Subsequently, it is mentioned in Dacia by diplomas 
from AD 109 (RMD IV 226), 110 (CIL XVI 57 = IDR I, 2) and 114 (RMD IV 226), then in 
each diploma of Dacia Superior starting with those from AD 136/138 (Petolescu, Corcheş 
2002) and 144 (CIL XVI 90). Beside the one from the fort at Buciumi, tile stamps of this 
troop also appear at Porolissum243. The troop, although considered by some as milliaria244 is 
only quingenaria, probably equitata considering that it comprised sagittarii245. The fact is 
probably confirmed by the subsequent movement of the troops, coh. II Augusta Nervia 
Pacensis Brittonum246, milliaria and peditata being transferred at Buciumi. On the other 
hand, the remained free space, in case any was left, would have been occupied by other 
detachments of the military units attested probably in an early phase at Buciumi. Hence, a 
bronze appliqué bears the name of a centurion of C(ohors) I B(rittonum) / (centuria) 
ARTE(-midorii, -misii) / CRINCA247 and two bronze plates mention the name of certain 
soldiers from coh. I Hispanorum and coh. I Flavia Hispanorum (see infra on the forts from 
Românaşi and Orheiul Bistriţei). 

Therefore, within the first phase fort, there was enough space for other garrisons, 
which N. Gudea considers to have consisted of coh. I Ulpia Brittonum (for the troop see infra: 
Porolissum), as proven by the bronze appliqué referencing the abridged name of the troop, 
C I B. Considering that this troop was in the area, one may not totally exclude the possibility 

 

240  Gudea 1997b, 58–9. 
241  The archaeological material including proves the existence of a thermal complex, see Gudea 1997b, 59. 
242  See Chirilă, Gudea, Lucăcel, Pop 1972, 117–8; Gudea 1997b, 25. 
243  See Chirilă, Gudea, Lucăcel, Pop 1972, 117, pl. 139. 
244  Gudea 1997b, 25. The diploma dated in 20.02.98 (CIL XVI, 42) granted to this troop obviously makes a 

mistake when including the troop among alae, evidenced by the fact that the diploma is granted to an ex 
pedite of cohors I Augusta Ituraeorum. 

245  Nonetheless, the quality sagittariorum does not necessarily involve the existence of cavalry detachments. 
246  Gudea 1997b, 33. 
247  Gudea 1977, 130, no. 3. 
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that Buciumi garrisoned one/more centuries, yet I believe that the completing c(ohors) I 
B(ritannica) is also a possible reading of this abridgement. Although numerous, I am not 
familiar with any stamp of the troop of Britons bearing the abridged CIB, while, all the stamps 
of troop I Britannica, quartered at a certain point at Căşeiu, display this abbreviation (see 
infra). It is true, though, that the CIB abbreviation could be due to the restricted space on the 
bronze button only. 

We have no proof that the unit coh. II Augusta Nervia Pacensis Brittonum ∞ was 
established at Buciumi around AD 114248, on the contrary, all available data lead us to believe 
that it reached Buciumi probably by the end of Hadrian’s reign, probably related to the 
movements of the people in the period. 

The troop is registered in the diplomas of AD 105 (Pferdehirt 2004, no. 10) and of 
AD 99 and 110 (RMD 21, note 2) in the army of Moesia Inferior and then, in AD 114 (CIL XVI, 
61; RMD 87) as part of Pannonia Inferior army. In Dacia Porolissensis it is attested for the first 
time in the diplomas from AD 131 (Weiß 2002, no. 5) and 135249. J. Spaul makes a confusion 
when argues that this cohort appears mentioned in the diploma from AD 139 (CIL XVI, 175)250. 

The second cohort of Britons transferred to Dacia Porolissensis in the fort at Buciumi 
between AD 114 and 131 remains here during the entire 3rd century AD, probably until the 
end of the Roman control in the area, being attested by inscriptions with the epithet 
Antoniniana251. 

 
3. CĂŞEIU 
The fortification from Căşeiu is located at c. 300 m from the current course of river 

Someş, on its right bank, in the place named ‘Cetăţele’ (pl. 5). It is part of the northern sector 
of the Dacian limes between the forts at Tihău to the west and Ilişua at east, located at 
distances of approximately one day of march. 

Beside epigraphic mentions252 the first concrete data on the location and sizes of the fort 
come from the end of the 19th century253. The first archaeological excavations are carried out in 
1928–1929 under the supervision of Em. Panaitescu, aiming firstly to unearth the enclosure 
walls, towers and gates254. The most important results consist, without a doubt, in the 
publication of the topographical plan of the fort255, the indication of two troops from Britannia 
and of two phases of the precinct—one in timber and the second in stone. Archaeological 
diggings would be resumed only in 1980–1981256, and subsequently, after 1986257. 

 

248  After Gudea 1997b, 27, 31. 
249  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2004. 
250  Spaul 2000, 201. 
251  Gudea 1997b, 52. 
252  The area was initially attractive especially due to the inscriptions which surfaced (CIL III 822; CIL III 827 

= 7633; CIL III 828; CIL III 830 = 7631; CIL III 831; CIL III 7630; AE 1957, 331), large part being known 
due to their reuse in the Medieval castle of Haller located at c. 2.5 km and the Medieval church from Vad, 
mentioned especially by C. Torma and then Th. Mommsen or C. Daicoviciu, see Torma 1864, 34 sq.; 
Daicoviciu 1932, 60. 

253  See Kádár et al 1901, 203. 
254  For short site reports, see Panaitescu 1929; Panaitescu 1929a. 
255  See Isac 2003, Fig. 1. 
256  See Piso et alii 1983. 
257  For the entire history of excavations and the results of the archaeological campaigns from 1986 to 2002, 

see Isac 2003, 21 sqq. 
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The existence of the fort as early as under Trajan reign is very probable258, its sizes of 
165.00 × 165.00 m (2,72 ha) being slightly unusual, yet both troops coh. II Britannorum and 
coh. I Britannica that seem to succeed are milliariae and probably equitatae. Regarding the 
sizes, most numerous analogies are found among the forts of alae quingenariae259. 

The traces of the enclosure or more precisely of the first phase fort ditches were 
identified on three of the sides (E, S, V), on the southern side, for instance, being traced three 
ditches belonging to the first phase260. During both phases, the precinct follows in principle the 
same route, being slightly larger during the stone phase when a wall of 1.25–1.35 width 
existed261. It is difficult to understand how could have an agger of the stone precinct and but-
tresses supporting probably the precinct wall and/or the patrol road existed at the same time262. 
These buttresses are placed at 5.00 m intervals with a c. 1.25 m projection towards the inside of 
the fort. The author of the excavation argues the precinct wall and agger were contemporary, 
maintaining that the space between the buttresses was backfilled only during a subsequent 
phase, as a result of a late occupation of the rampart263. As such, the role of such buttresses must 
have been to support the precinct wall placed over a ditch from the initial phase264. 

The fort roads are approximately equally sized, with 1.00 m differences depending on 
their importance. Thus, via sagularis is 6.00 m wide, via praetoria is 7.00 m wide and via 
principalis is 8.00 m wide265. 

If during both main existence phases of the fort, the enclosure was located on the same 
route, then praetentura was c. 50.00 m deep, the central part was c. 45–47.00 m (with the 
commander’s quarters enlarged) and retentura 25–27.00 m only. Differences are rather great, 
especially since usually praetentura has depths comparable with those of raetentura, if not 
even smaller. In this part was located the single part of the precinct from the initial timber-
and-earth phase which was not identified. Therefore, I do exclude the possibility that the 
fortification was initially smaller. Another argument resides in the percentage occupied by the 
headquarters building compared to the fort sizes266. 

The headquarters building is not exactly on the via praetoria and porta praetoria axis, 
being displaced by few meters to the east267. 

 

Principia 
The headquarters building from Căşeiu (fig. 9) was uncovered in most of the part by 

Em. Panaitescu prior the Second World War. The construction is sized 30.00 × 25.50 m 

 

258  The fort was divided in two main phases, Căşeiu I and Căsei II depending on the way the Romans 
erected the enclosure, see Isac 2003, 59. 

259  See for instance the forts from Inveresk or Carzield, Breze, Dobson 1969, passim. See above on the fort at 
Bologa. 

260  Isac 2003, 62–3. 
261  For dating the stone enclosure during Caracalla, see comments in Isac 2003, 79–80. 
262  See for the significance of buttresses Christescu 1937, 136, n. 1. 
263  After Isac 2003, 74. Compared to the forts on Olt river where such buttresses are found as well, no 

rampart is signalled, see Vlădescu 1983, 102 sq. 
264  Isac 2003, 76. 
265  Isac 2003, 83, 96. 
266  A counter-argument is represented by the buttresses attached to including the northern enclosure walls. 

Should the reason for their construction be, as maintained by the excavator, that of supporting the wall, 
subsequent its construction over a prior phase ditch, then they would not have been required on this side 
in the case that the northern side would have been displaced to south. 

267  See plan from Isac 2003, Fig. 2. 
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(765 m2), being erected directly into stone. It lies over 2.80% of the fort surface, some of the 
smallest values from Dacia, comparable to those from Gilău (phase 2, 3), more reduced than 
those from Inlăceni (2,20), Titeşti (1,90), Tibiscum (1,87) or Porolissum (1,26). Except for the 
fort at Inlăceni, where the first inner courtyard does not seem to be taken into consideration, 
although principia must have been larger, the rest of the forts are probably fortifications 
initially small-sized, the situation being certain in the case of Gilău, yet not clear enough in 
that of Tibiscum.  

Hence, I believe that it may not be excluded 
that the fortification from Căşei was initially 
smaller, therefore with a more depth reduced 
praetentura, although it had fairly large depths of       
c. 50.00 m268. 

The building is typical, the excavator 
framing it in type II established by R. Fellmann: a 
construction with two open courtyards, or, probably, 
of type 3 with the second courtyard covered. More 
recent excavations identified tiles and they could 
have been extracted during the excavations from 
1928–1929, hence D. Isac considers that most 
probably, the second courtyard was also open269. 
Yet in this case, the rather solid posts bases from 
between the first courtyard and basilica, would 
have been useless. 

The construction façade is withdrawn by a few meters compared to via principalis, a 
sidewalk270 or a paved portico being in front of it. Behind this pavement, towards via 
principalis, six solid pole bases were observed, the two placed on both sides of the entrance 
being 2.50 × 1.25 m, respectively 2.30 × 2.10 m large271. As such, the porticus in front of the 
entrance must have been heightened. The distance between the posts bases is 1.60–1.70 m, 
usually the intercolumnium being of 2.50 m272, depending on the portico height. 

The entrance has an impressive span of 4.25 m being placed on the aedes axis.  
The northern wall of the headquarters building, 0.80–0.90 m wide, is solid enough 

compared to other existent compartments on both sides of the first courtyard. 
The different construction technique makes the author of the excavations consider 

that such compartments belonged to a subsequent repairs phase of the building273. Evidently, 
it is possible, yet in this case, the depth of the portico surrounding the court—of ca. 7.00 m, 

 

268  The author of the excavations maintins the existence of a timber-and-earth precinct reconstructed of 
stone on the same route (Isac 2003, 62–3), yet the ditches corresponding to the northern side of the 
timber phase were not identified. 

269  After Isac 2003, 121. 
270  Isac 2003, 122. 
271  The other bases are c. 1.25 × 0.85 m or 1.40 × 0.90 m. In the case of the first, the trace of the stone block 

from the post elevation, sized 0.70 × 0.80 m, was also noticed, after Isac 2003, 122. 
272  See Taylor 2000, 38. 
273  Nonetheless, in the case of the tribunal from the basilica, the construction technique is also different, yet 

their contemporaneity is proven by the fact that the walls are ‘bonded together’. In the case of the com-
partments delimiting the courtyard, the walls abutting to the outer wall may be observed, Isac 2003, 122. 
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would be too great. Hence, the six compartments, three on each side of the court could be 
contemporaneous even though the construction technique is different. The fact that the walls 
are not interconnected, but rather abutting, may undeniably suggest their later construction, 
yet the time span could have been of only a few days. Not very high and probably without any 
storeys, the compartments flanking the court did not require very solid walls. Or, it is usually 
proven that the headquarters building was also erected on stages, its construction starting with 
the aedes area and the back rooms274, therefore the abutting walls do not prove the non-
contemporaneity of certain subdivisions and external walls. As a construction with different 
heights and areas for various purposes, different constructional techniques seem normal. 

The first courtyard is sized c. 12.00 × 10.00 m (120 m2) occupying only 15% of the 
building surface, an extremely reduced percentage considering that usual ratio was around the 
value of 25%. Obviously, the little percentage of the courtyard is a characteristic found with 
other headquarters buildings from Dacia, being due to the simultaneous existence of a 
porticus and several compartments all around the courtyard or only flanking it. The courtyard 
was surrounded by a portico as eight stone bases of 1.00 m sides were discovered and 
delimited by the six of the mentioned rooms. Somewhere in the south-east corner of the 
courtyard, a ‘platform’ of 2.50 × 2.50 m was identified, probably a statue or monument base275. 
The depth of the portico is 2.00 m with an additional intercolumnium of 2.00 m. 

The rooms flanking the courtyard are sized c. 4.00 × 3.00, their function being 
suggested by the discovery of approximately 50 arrowheads ‘à l’aile droite’276. Hence, at least 
part of the rooms fulfilled like elsewhere, the role of armamentaria. 

Between the front courtyard and the next large area, four large post bases sized c. 1.90–
2.30 × 1.15–1.35 m were identified. Probably, they supported arches carrying a large roof 
which must have covered the area of 9.50 × 25.50 m (242.25 m2) of the basilica. Being placed 
at equal distances, it is possible that the bases supported arcades of similar size. Compared 
with the front courtyard, the basilica occupied a normal percentage of 31% of the building 
surface. Inside, two walking surfaces were noticed277. 

The tribunal was identified by mid short western side of the basilica, an area of c. 4.00 
× 4.00 m, made of rudimentary walls which this time ‘bond’ to the outer wall of the 
building278. 

The total surface occupied by the back rooms is of 132.60 m2 on both sides of the 
room named aedes being positioned two compartments each. The aedes lies on the entrance 
axis and is sized 7.00 × 5.20 m (36.40 m2), occupying 27% of the surface of the back rooms, 
having as such relatively larger sizes when compared to other forts. Unfortunately, no traces 
of any aerarium were identified279. The rest of the four rooms on both sides of the aedes have 
relatively equal sizes of c. 5.20 × 5.00 m. The single division heated by a channelled hypocaust 
system is that in the north-west corner. 

 

274  See Taylor 2000, 47. 
275  After Isac 2003, 125. 
276  Panaitescu 1929, 12, fig. 9. 
277  After Isac 2003, 128. 
278  After Isac 2003, 129–30. 
279  Two buttresses ‘surfacing from below the northern wall of the strongroom’ were considered as part of a 

probable aerarium, see Isac 2003, 131. 
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Praetorium 

The commander’s quarters from Căşeiu (fig. 10) is located in latus dextrum at few 
meters from a granary placed near the headquarters building, facing the colonnade aligned on 
the entire via principalis length. Three main constructional phases were established for the 
structure, two of timber and one of stone280. The alignment of few post-holes of the timber 
uprights belongs to the first phase, the building plan being insufficiently clear. It was though 
established that the structure is sized 26.50 × 31.00 m (821.50 m2), occupying hence 3% of the 
fort surface. The percentage is normal, yet considering the fortification sizes, the building is 
one of the largest from Dacia, increasing in dimensions during last constructional phases281. 
The excavator emphasizes the building short time span of function as in the following make-
up layer a tile stamped coh. II Britannorum dated by the beginning of the 2nd century AD was 
discovered282. The plan indicates that the structure has external porticoes of 2.50 m depth 
towards via principalis and via sagularis, hence the access into the building was made on 
several sides283. In the northern part, the next wall fragment parallel to via principalis was 
identified at c. 6.20 m from it, being perpendicular to another wall located at c. 8.00 m 
distance from the supposed portico from via sagularis. As such, even from the first phase the 
construction’s plan with porticoes on at least two of the sides, in other words, on those which 
open to roads seems awkward. The compartments, if any, are either of large sizes or they are 
positioned probably on two rows, alike later stages. If any inner courtyard existed, it was not 
located in the centre of the building as in the majority of cases, but westwards or southwards. 

Subsequently, the building is 
reconstructed on the same location yet 
with different planimetry. Its dating was 
again made based on troops from the 
fort at Căşeiu movements by the 
beginning of Hadrian’s reign, when the 
garrison troop would be coh. I 
Britannica284. Or, the building plan 
seems similar, at least in the eastern part 
from via sagularis, exhibiting an exterior 
portico with two rows of rooms in the 
back, hence one may not exclude it was 
constructed by the same team, or better 
yet, for the same commander285. This 
time, since several walls were identified, 
one may notice the existence on the 

 

280  For technical elements and detailed plans of the three phases, see Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 56–60, 
Abb. 26–7; Isac 2003, 134 sqq. 

281  Praetoriae of such sizes were also researched in forts for cohorts, like Wallsend (1000 m2) or Housesteads 
(950 m2), see Snape, Bidwel 2002, 269.  

282  Isac 2003, 136. 
283  In the case of the commander’s quarters from Fendoch for instance, three entrances from different sides 

existed: for family, servants and one used for receptions, Johnson 1987, 154. 
284  After Isac 2003, 138. 
285  The plan is not usual for such building type, and this specificity may indicate same contractors. During 

the second phase, the building is enlarged becoming closer to the eastern enclosure. 
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same eastern side of a second inwards portico of c. 2.20 m deep. In this phase, the post-holes 
are thicker, of 0.60–0.70 m, yet the walls are still of 20 cm, likewise the preceding phase.  

The sizes of the building were then 28.50 × 31.00 m (883.50 m2), occupying 3.24% of 
the fort surface. The author of the excavations considers it one and the same with a central 
courtyard surrounded on all sides by compartments. The plan shows that divisions existed on 
the lateral western and eastern sides286, in the latter case, as mentioned, on two rows, yet the 
situation on the northern and southern sides where partition walls were not identified, 
remains unclear287. Finally, the existence of an inner portico is obvious as well on the western 
side, without being doubled by an exterior portico. Yet, in the middle of what seems a 
courtyard indeed, since inner porticoes appear, the plan renders the route of a north-south 
wall running precisely by mid courtyard. 

During the last construction and revetment phases of the building, it is stone-remade, 
having a different plan compared to previous phases. The last construction phase is 
subdivided into three stages a, b, c288. During phase IIIa the plan is structured in ‘three distinct 
areas’, approximately equal in width289. The construction is sized 25.00 × 35.00 (875 m2), 
occupying 3.20% of the fort surface. Nonetheless, the building planimetry is not usual or 
normal compared to other commander quarters within forts of the Empire. Towards via 
principalis, almost 70% of the building is occupied by two joined courtyards (A and B) of 
23.50 × 11.00 m and 23.50 × 10.50 m. The courtyard from via principalis was paved with 
cobbles. Inside courtyard A, a few contexts were identified. Context 10 is close to the eastern 
side of the court, consisting of an individual rectangular compartment sized 5.00 × 4.00 m. 
The construction walls are of good quality, hence the author of the excavations supposed we 
were dealing with a water tank290. This construction is connected to the neighbouring 
structure. Tangent to the western wall of the rectangular room, a circular, 3.20 m deep-staired 
pit was also identified291. Its walls were lined with worked stone, several slabs sized 0.70 × 1.00 
× 0.40 m being placed at its base. Slag and vitrified glass fragments were also found and a 1.50 m 
diameter fireplace was uncovered north to the pit. 

West of court B, in the north-western corner of the building, a compartment separated 
from courtyard B by a poor quality wall became apparent292. The functionality of these 
adjoined courtyards, not surrounded by compartments on three of their sides is very difficult 
to establish, as I do not know any analogy within the Empire. Only on the southern side, 
theoretically opposed to the entrance, 8 or 9 compartments placed on two rows were observed. 
Finally, the two divisions from courtyard A are prolonged and have depths of c. 3.00 m, hence, 
their initial role could be that of porticoes. Subsequently though, one of these compartments 
would be equipped, alike the rooms from the back (no. 8 and 9), with a hypocaust system. 
Noticeably, the most important rooms on this side are the last two, being also the largest of 

 

286  In some compartments, floors of opus signinum were identified, after Isac 2003, 138. 
287  Considering the distance between the lateral walls, probably forming compartments on the northern and 

southern sides, it is possible that two rows of compartments existed here as well. 
288  Isac 2003, 139. 
289  Isac 2003, 139. 
290  After Isac 2003, 141. In Britannia forts like Nanstallon, Pen Llystyn, Brecon Gaer, Caerhun or Segontium 

the commander’s quarters also have two courtsyards, yet dissimilar to those found at Căşeiu. In the one 
attached as annex, smaller sized constructions from inside were latrina, see Fox, Ravenhill 1972, 79, n. 47.  

291  Isac 2003, 141. Nevertheless, the northern and southern limits of the two structures seem to rather 
overlay each other. 

292  Isac 2003, 140. The division is sized c. 5.00 × 10.50 m, its role being difficult to establish. 
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c. 7.00 × 8.00 m (no. 8) or 6.00 × 8.00 (no. 9). It is possible that, if here lied the commander’s 
quarters, room no. 8 located approximately in the middle of the south side of the building 
would represent a triclinium293, while that in the SV corner a second triclinium like at Gilău, 
or, since both are equipped with a heating system, it might have been one of the most 
important bedrooms, probably the commander’s. The importance of these rooms is proven by 
numerous fragments of painted plaster found inside294. In room no. 8, two fragments of 
marble statues depicting Jupiter with Eagle and the Thracian Knight were also identified295. 
The authors of the diggings indicate the existence here of a sacred area or sacrarium296. The 
existence of sacred locations within forts is not excluded, although the single sacred location 
remains aedes, yet discoveries from room 8 indicate it was a day room, triclinium, where 
erection of gods or emperors statues was usual297. 

The dating of this phase was made based on the discovery of coins issued under Trajan 
and Hadrian sometime in the 2nd century AD298. Or, considering the completely different 
plan of the building, it is possible that only this phase would be contemporary with the arrival 
at Căşeiu of another troop, by the beginning of Hadrian’s reign. 

Subsequently, in phase IIIb, the building is enlarged westwards occupying also part of 
the granary located between it and principia. It would be sized 35.00 × 29.50 m (1032.50 m2), 
occupying 3.80% of the fort surface. Should we take in consideration yet, the width of the 
granary in the west then the occupied surface becomes 35.00 × 33.00 m (1155 m2) with a 
percentage of 4.20% of the fort surface. Between the building and the horreum, a row of 6 
compartments is added initially on the entire building length. The width of such divisions is 
c. 4.00 m, yet their length differs from one to the other. West of the two courtyards, three 
rooms are placed: the first is c. 10.00 m long, the second c. 5.00 m, while the last is c. 7.00 m 
long. Obviously, access to them was made directly from the courtyards, although the wall 
separating courtyard A from B was not in extension of the partition wall of rooms 11 and 12, 
hence it is possible that the first was discontinued in this phase. Probably, at least one of such 
extended subdivisions fulfilled the role of a stable, similar with other praetoria299. 

On the western side, behind the three extended compartments, there is another heated 
one of c. 7.00 m long, which had a small lobby by the short ends. The second lobby facilitated 
access to another room, no. 17, also provided with a heating system. Probably the first lobby, 
no. 14, made the connection with the newly formed rooms in the granary at west. One this 
lobby walls runs transversally on the entire width of the granary, thus resulting a larger room 
(no. 15: 9.00 × 7.00 m). It was probably a kitchen, considering the fact that south of it, to the 
exterior, a domestic refuse pit was identified (4.50 × 3.50 × 2.50 m) and in front of the former 
ventilation inlet, burn traces were found300. Thus, the former horreum becomes an annex of 

 

293  Information on triclinium from headquarters building, see Johnson 1987, 154 and Hodgson 1996, passim. 
294  Five different colours were identified, especially red and green, Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 60. 
295  In the vicinity, a parade armour was also discovered, see Isac 2003, 147, Pl. VII, 1, 2. 
296  After Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 62; Isac 2003, 147. 
297  Nonetheless, sacred area related to buildings belonging to some officials are obvious, like for instance the 

case of the financial procurator house from Sarmizegetusa where a small sacred place was arranged in 
one courtyard, see Marcu 2007a, passim.  

298  Isac 2003, 142. 
299  See for instance, the case of the building from Housesteads, Johnson 1987, Abb. 102. 
300  After Isac 2003, 143. We specify that burn traces around ventilation shafts could come from periodical 

fires lit in order to eliminate rodents from under granaries floors, the most well-known examples being 
the forts from Castlecary, Cadder, Slack and Castle Collen, see Gentry 1976, 11. 
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the commander’s quarters. The northern part of the granary would be used as dwelling area 
also (see infra). 

During a last revetment phase of the building, a new southward and eastward 
enlargement of the building takes place, especially by the construction of a new wing over via 
sagularis and the refurbishment of a portion from phase IIIa301. Thus, in the SV corner, room 
17 is enlarged including over the waste pit, adjacent to the supposed kitchen and an apse is 
added towards east. Southwards, a new wall is added in parallel to the former enclosure, thus 
forming a long lobby along the entire side or a 2.50 m deep portico opening to retentura. By 
the end of via sagularis six new compartments made of poorer quality walls were added302. The 
authors of the excavations maintain that the discoveries in the area indicate craftsmanship 
activities, since in south-east corner room 19 a kiln, bronze slag, iron, vitrified glass and 
melting pots were discovered303. Moreover, in the adjoining room (no. 20) a water basin for 
cooling, delimited by a spillway, was identified304. In room 24 there utensils, iron objects, 
knives or one barrel rings were found. The opening to the exterior indicates this building part 
had been separated from praetorium or that, less probable, the access to the praetorium was 
made from via quintana. 

East of the building, in the fort agger an ‘occupation’ space was examined, comprising 
poor quality opus signinum floor and a lean-to roof. 

To conclude, one may observe that the structure from latus dextrum is one of the 
largest of the type from Dacia, having yet a most unusual plan. If during the first two phases 
the plan with compartments around a central courtyard (?) could have been normal, although 
still incomplete, not the same may be said about the stone building erected on the same 
location. Latest very good quality archaeological excavations were undoubtedly hindered by 
the previous excavations of Em. Panaitescu, hence some of the details were hard to notice. 
What precisely shows that the building had a residential character? Obviously, it results from 
the fact that certain rooms were heated by a hypocaust system, that a fragmentary inscription 
mentioning the name of a prefect of coh. I Britannica was discovered in court A, that several-
coloured painted plaster fragments and finally the two marble statue fragments were found in 
the most important room on the southern side. The difference between the construction or 
refurbishment phases of the building is not clear though, as there are no sufficient data related 
to the construction technique. Nonetheless, the building planimetry is extremely odd for a 
commandant’s building. First of all, the significance of two adjoined courtyards, surrounded 
only on two of the sides by rooms is difficult to understand. Were they erected only to ‘ensure 
a quiet area to the dweller’?305 It is hard to say, without knowing other analogies in the military 
or even civilian environments. 

On the other hand, evidence that this building was a fabrica in its entirety are also 
significant306. First of all, the water tank from courtyard A and the discoveries from certain 

 

301  After Isac 2003, 143–4. 
302  These compartments from the via sagularis area are characterised within other forts as a late phenom-

enon, dated by mid 3rd century AD, see Johnson 1987, 154–8 and for Dacia Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 
44, fig. 7; Isac 1997, 65. 

303  This building area is characterised as a small fabrica, Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 64. the spaces added at 
a certain point in headquarters buildings from Britannia had the same use: stables, small store rooms or 
workshops, see Johnson 1987, 154–8. 

304  After Isac 2003, 145. 
305  After Isac 2003, 149. 
306  For evidence on the existence of workshops in the commander’s quarters area, see Birley 2002a, 69. 
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rooms are characteristic to such building types307. We have already mentioned the finds from 
the later divisions located in the south-west corner, characterised by the excavators as 
compartments fulfilling a craftsmanship role, yet in courtyard A, in the water tank area, slag 
and vitrified glass fragments were identified, while north from the courtyard pit, a 1.50 m 
diameter fireplace was discovered. Yet the planimetry of the building is not indicative of its 
use as fabrica, although, elements characteristic to this building type (see supra) also appear. 
On the other hand, the existence of small workshops in a praetorium is not excluded either. 

Possibly, on the occasion of the second volume of the Căşeiu fort monograph 
publishing, analysing in detail all discoveries inside the building, its functionality would 
become more clear. 

 

Horreum 1 

Between principia and praetorium an already mentioned building was researched, 
having all characteristics of a horreum308. Three construction phases were noticed, the first two 
in timber and the last in stone. Regarding the first two phases, the building width is not clear 
enough, as only the south and east sides were identified. During all phases though, the 
structure seems to have had approximately the same plan.  

The granary sizes in the first phase are of 30.00 × 12.75 m (382.50 m2), occupying 
therefore 1.40% of the fort surface. Such sizes are normal, the ratio between the building 
length and width being 2.35, with the width slightly greater that the maximum limits of 
10.00 m found with other forts309. The heightened floor was supported by poles and their 
prints of c. 0.40 × 0.25 m were identified by excavation in the building northern extremity310. 
It is interesting that the wall print presents in the north-east corner and the eastern side ‘three 
projections that may be interpreted as buttresses’311. According to our knowledge, it would be 
a first for the Empire, yet unfortunately, technical data at east of these ‘projections’ are 
incomplete. On the structure northern side, compartments delimited by wide walls of 0.25–
0.30 m were observed312. Such compartments were discovered only in some of the forts from 
Germannia, some of them within stone granaries, being even heated, probably for accommo-
dating those librarii horreorum313. 

During the second timber phase granary, sizes become 33.00 × 13.25 m (437.25 m2), 
1.60% of the fort surface, thus extending by 3.00 m towards via principalis. The difference in 
the construction system is, according to the author of the excavations, the use of the wattle 
and daub in the building construction, the post-holes being this time deeper314. In the south-
east corner area, 12 rectangular pits were identified (c. 0.50 × 0.65–0.70) grouped in four 
parallel rows. As such, the floor is heightened and carried by small-sized poles, placed at 1.80–

 

307  The use of the water tank only for water supply is rather improbable, since at Căşeiu supply was made by 
fountains, the water table being easily reachable. On the other hand, water tanks were also identified and 
supposed at Valkenburg, Vindolanda, Obernburg, Oberscheidental and Neckarburken, after Groenman-
van Waateringe 1991, 179, 181. Initially, the water tank from Valkenburg was used by H. Schönberger as 
argument for the building functionality, deeming it fabrica, after Schönberger 1979, passim. 

308  See details in Isac 2003, 149 sqq. 
309  See Manning 1975, Tab. 3; Gentry 1976, 7 or Taylor 2000, 38–9, Tab. 5. 
310  After Isac 2003, 152. 
311  Isac 2003, 152. 
312  Isac 2003, 152. 
313  See Rickman 1971, 245. 
314  Isac 2003, 153–4. 
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1.90 m distance one from the other315. The structure is dated based on the archaeological 
material by mid 2nd century AD316, without being able to make a chronological connection 
regarding the floor-supporting posts arrangement fashion. 

During the third phase, dated by mid 2nd century, the building was sized 34.50 × 11.00 m 
(379.50 m2) occupying 1.39% of the fort surface. The building is located at 4.00 m from the 
commander’s quarters, being separated by a gravel small street. In front of the construction, 
the bases of the portico posts delimiting via principalis there were identified. The walls are 
massive 0.75–1.10 m, having each three buttresses on the long sides, one in the corner and two 
on the short sides. Between buttresses three ventilation outlets were observed on each part. 
The floor is supposed to have been carried by stone posts, yet not identified by excavation317. 

During a last construction phase, the building transforms into an annex of the neigh-
bouring commander’s quarters, being partitioned during several stages318. Thus, the southern 
part was changed into kitchen (see supra). At that moment, on or over the eastern side an 
apsidal compartment is added. Outside the apse, a floor made of reused bricks was observed. 
A wall of 0.60 m divided longitudinally the northern half of the building in two compartments, 
the one in the west having an opus signinum floor319. Subsequently, to the north of the preced-
ing apse, another of larger sizes is added, several occupation horizons being discovered inside. 

 

Horreum 2 and building X 
Left to the commander’s quarters other two, almost adjoined buildings were 

discovered, the second one being definitely a horreum (fig. 11)320. 
The first construction is at 5.50 m west of principia, 

sized 35.00 × 10.00 m (350.00 m2) and occupying by itself 
1.28% of the fort surface. The building walls are massive, 
sized 1.10–1.15 m, similar to other horrea321 and thicker than 
horreum 1 walls, being placed within the maximum limits 
found with these buildings types. Towards the headquarters 
building, the cobble groundwork of the structure is higher 
and lacks on the opposite part facing horreum 2. The building 
was covered with tiles, a compact layer of tiles being found. 
The archaeological material, except for a few brooches dated 
by mid 2nd century, is missing. As such, the position, sizes, 
lack of archaeological material, very solid walls indicate we 
are dealing with a granary. Nonetheless, due to the lack of 

buttresses, the building was considered a store room at most322. The closest analogy with the 
building from Căşeiu is found in the fort at Templeborough where two adjoined, yet not 

 

315  The distance between the poles was almost constantly of 1.50 m, after Manning 1975, 106. 
316  After Isac 2003, 155–6. 
317  Only a stone block was found in the south-west corner area, Isac 2003, 156–7. 
318  The dating of such changes is ascribed to the military anarchy of the 3rd century AD, the explanation 

residing in a generally valid ‘hunger for space’, after Isac 2003, 159. 
319  Isac 2003, 160. 
320  See Isac 2003, 163 sqq. 
321  See a few comparative measurements in Taylor 2000, 30–1, 59. 
322  It is associated to other buildings of the type, alike at Porolissum (building C3) (see infra) or several on 

Antonine Wall like at Balmuildy or Bearsden (Isac 2003, 166), although the construction Căşeiu is different. 
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adjacent rooms appear, alike at Căşei. Here, one of them had buttresses on the long outer side, 
whilst the second structure had no buttresses, maybe except for one on the short side323. The 
building is catalogued as characteristic to double horrea324. Buttresses are required for carrying 
the larger sized tile roof325. At Căşeiu the existence of a tile roof was proven, hence very 
massive outer walls could have supported such a weight. I do not consider there are reasons 
for doubt that the building from latus sinistrum at Căşeiu is in fact a double horreum326. 
Obviously, the different constructional technique and the fact that one of the buttresses of the 
building from the east (horreum 2) is ‘cut around 15.00 cm into the western wall’ of the 
building near the headquarters building shows that the two buildings were not erected in 
stone at the same time. 

Horreum 2 was identified left of the mentioned building at a distance less than 1.00 m 
from it. The building was established to have had two construction phases, one of timber and 
one of stone327. During the first phase, the construction is timber-made, having 0.40 m wide 
walls and sized 37.50 × 10.00 m (375 m2), thus occupying 1.37% of the fort surface. Inside, 
prints of three post-pits necessary for supporting the floor were identified. It is possible that 
the roof was tile-made during this phase also328, as broken tiles beside much charred wood 
were discovered, coming probably from the floor or the structure in general firing. 

Subsequently, the granary is stone-made and has 1.10 m thick walls, yet this time 
buttresses were placed against them, three on each side329. Sizes are close to those in the 
preceding phase, being of 36.50 × 10.00 m (365.00 m2) and occupying 1.34% of the fort 
surface. Probably, the floor was supported by stone block trestles, certain, sized 0.80 × 0.80, 
being discovered at distances of 1.00 m ones from the other330. Two stone statues portraying 
acephalous Ceres with patera and wheatear and an altar displaying the CERERI formula were 
uncovered inside the granary331. 

Close to the northern wall of the building another, more rudimentary wall was 
identified, erected without foundation and which had very probably supported the loading-
unloading platform. 

Considering the area occupied by the three buildings deemed horrea, together being of 
c. 4.00% of the fort surface, it is very probable that not all existed at the same time. The fact 
may be true since, usually, the space occupied by horrea is of 1.50–2.00% of the fortification 
surface332, variations of over 3.00 percentages being related to special situations, like the case at 

 

323  See plan in Johnson 1987, Abb. 106. 
324  See Gentry 1976, 7. 
325  For the discussion referring to the buttresses role, see Gentry 1976, 15–6. Proven based on calculation 

made on a horreum from the fort at Corbridge. See also, Taylor 2000, 63. 
326  In Britannia the single stone horrea without buttresses were researched in the forts at Corbridge, 

Caernarvon, Slack, Whitle Castle and Bar Hill, see Rickman 1971, 231; Gentry 1976, 8. Hence, it was 
supposed that the roof was wooden made, after Gentry 1976, 8. 

327  After Isac 2003, 167. 
328  Isac 2003, 169. 
329  Alike horreum 1 the number of buttresses is reduced, considering they were generally placed at distances 

of 1.50–3.00 m, Gentry 1976, Tab. 4. For comparative buttresses sizes from certain forts on Hadrian’s 
Wall, see also Taylor 2000, Tab. 6. 

330  Isac 2003, 171–2. 
331  See Isac 2003, 172–3. 
332  Thus the one-year demand of the troop was covered, except the horses feed which would have required 

ten times larger granaries, after Manning 1975, n. 32. 
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Strageath where during the first phase, granaries occupy 3.70% of the fort surface following its 
use as supply base for Agricola’s campaigns333. Hence, one of the two granaries from latus 
sinistrum must have been built when the granary right from the headquarters building was 
discontinued, it being most probably the closest as location to this building in whose area no 
previous timber phase was identified. Thus, the surface occupied by horrea was initially of 
2.73, then the double horreum occupied 2.62% of the fortification surface, percentages much 
closer to those found with other forts of the Empire. 

Between horreum 2 and via sagularis from the western side, in the single main trench 
crossing the central part in this area were noticed traces of timber buildings, without being 
able to comment on their planimetry or functionality334. 

 
Barracks  
Initially, the barracks from (fig. 12) praetentura dextra were investigated by a main 

trench completed with several surfaces. With the aid of an oblique trench, it was established 
that the situation from praetentura sinistra is almost similar335. Thus, the barracks had two 
construction phases, both in timber and wattle and daub, preserving the same plan, an 
unusual situation especially since here, two troops, apparently different as organization, 
succeed each other, one of them having some additional cavalry effectives (see infra)336. Tiles 
were signalled related to the second phase of the barracks only337, hence during the first phase 
the roof could have been made of lighter materials like shingle or reed.  

Barracks two, from the northern side, was exhaus-
tively investigated and its size established at 49.00 × 7.00 m. 
The barracks is located per scamna, starting at 1.00 m from 
via praetoria. It has a simple plan, without veranda, with 
two rows of compartments along the entire building. 
According to D. Isac, 13 contubernia emerged, each 
divided into papiliones and arma sized 3.50 × 3.00 m, 
respectively 3.50 × 2.00 m338. The sizes indicate that 
papiliones and arma are unequal. If 3.00 m, respectively 
2.00 m represent the compartments depth, then their width 
should have been of 3.50 m. This fact could be plausible 
since the plan shows that the widths of such contubernia 
are equal. Or, in this case, the barracks width would be of 

only 5.00 m, a contubernium occupying 17.50 m2. 
 Moreover, the plan shows that the last compartment was not transversally divided in 

two parts. Here, more precisely in the last three compartments area, the excavator argues that 
the building seems to be wider by 2.00 m without mentioning in which direction. As such, he 

 

333  See Frere, Wilkes 1989, 123. 
334  Probably there existed two buildings with several revetment or reconstruction phases, since two 

separating alleys of 3.00, respectively 2.00 wide were observed, after Isac 2003, 174 sqq. 
335  After Isac 2003, 177–8. 
336  The excavator maintains that coh. I Britannica overtook the barracks from the preceding troop, Isac 

2003, 179. 
337  After Isac 2003, 179. 
338  Isac 2003, 183. The general fort plan does not indicate which compartments are specific to papiliones and 

which to arma. 
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concluded that this would be the location of the officer’s room, framing the A type barracks 
established by D. Davison339. Except that, the latter author establishes for this barracks type a 
building with veranda and the officer’s rooms visibly projected outwards, on the veranda 
direction340. Additionally, the officer’s room is not compartmented, or, in case it would have 
been so, then it comprised totally different compartments compared to those of a usual 
contubernium (see infra). If at Căşeiu, the officer’s rooms from barracks 2, whose plan was in 
fact a model for the restoration of the other barracks from praetentura, it would have 
corresponded to the sizes of three contubernia, and would have had a surface of 5.00 × 10.50 m 
(52.50 m2), occupying c. 15% of the total barracks surface, sizes rather small comparative to 
other forts from the Empire, as they generally occupied c. 30% of the building surface (see 
infra)341. The barracks, should we agree to the excavator’s planimetry, frames probably within 
type J established by D. Davison, with equal sized contubernia from one to the other building 
end and also a veranda in this case342. 

The barracks adjacent to via sagularis has approximately equal sizes with that 
described above, having thicker prints of post-holes343. Beside the neighbouring barracks, they 
are separated from other three barracks located towards via principalis by a 4.00 m wide 
metalled small street. By comparison, the three barracks are considered of the same type with 
the first344. 

Since enough space remains in the east of praetentura dextra, here it is supposed the 
existence of a barrack oriented reversely than the other, per strigas (see infra)345. 

In praetentura sinistra the prints of five barracks placed per scamna were also 
identified. As such, they are defined by rows of two equal, c. 3.00 × 3.00 m rooms each346. 
Nonetheless, the barracks width is considered in one case of 7.00 m and of 8.00 m in the case 
of the double barracks no. 2347. Towards via principalis, probably after an intermediary space 
of c. 5.00 m, other two barracks follow, with rows of papiliones and arma each of approxi-
mately 3.50 × 3.00 m. Then, another interval of 4.50 m and, parallel to via principalis, a 
construction considered a barrack with a single row of 5.00 m wide rooms348. Although rare, 
barracks with a single row of rooms appear to have existed, yet considering the building sizes 
from Căşeiu, it might have had a different purpose, that of stable or store room for instance, 
being similar with the parallel and adjacent constructions to via principalis from Wallsend. 

If the first troop from Căşei would have been milliaria, according to D. Isac’s surmises, 
then the buildings from praetentura, if all barracks, would have covered the necessary of a 
troop of 1000 men. Except that, including coh. II Britannorum seems to have been equitata 

 

339  Isac 2003, 182. 
340  See Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
341  Nonetheless, differences from one fort to another are rather great, see Davison 1989, 11, 12, 91–2. The 

situation at Căşeiu remains unclear especially since ‘unfortunately, explaining respective barracks 
extremity was not intended’, after Isac 2003, 184. 

342  See Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
343  We do not know whether the posts including have larger diameters comparative to barracks no. 2, thus 

suppositions related to sizes, especially to the building height are precluded.  
344  After Isac 2003, 183. 
345  See Isac 2003, 177. 
346  After Isac 2003, 186. 
347  See Isac 2003, 186. The ‘double’ barracks is framed in type F with D. Davison (Davison 1989, Fig. A), the 

author of the diggings at Căşeiu confusing this type of simple barracks with a double barracks. 
348  After Isac 2003, 187. 
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(see infra) and as such, the buildings planning intended to house both soldiers and horses had 
to be more complex. 

Retentura dextra is undergoing research as ample archaeological excavations started 
only in 2001. Three barracks deemed, eventually, stables, all indicating three occupation 
phases and probably similar planimetry were identified here349. The first phase, dating with 
certainty from under Trajan-Hadrian, is characterised by timber barracks belonging to coh. II 
Britannorum350. The building is located south the commander’s house, composed of 35–40 cm 
thick walls. The corresponding walking surfaces were very thin, hence hard to distinguish, 
alike the structure planimetry. The building width is 9.00 m. After a 1.50 m interval, the 
second building of 7.50 m wide ensues. A third barracks ‘adjacent to the previous’ is marked 
by an east-west wall, being c. 6.50 m wide351. Should it be adjacent, the two barracks would 
have formed a double barracks, which as shown by the plan, is not the case. The plan of the 
building neighbouring via sagularis is much more complex compared to those located in the 
north, while their partitions are not sufficiently clear to be deemed contubernia. Finally, where 
they could be delimited, papiliones and arma are 3.50 × 2.50 m each. Occupation traces were 
best observed in barracks 2 contubernium corner where, 6 pestles were discovered on a pit 
rims, probably belonging to phase I352. 

The second phase of the barracks from retentura was attributed to coh. I Britannica353, 
most likely following the buildings recognition as stables. The prints of the timber walls are 
characterised as ‘removal holes’, being 30–50 cm wide. The building located at 1.00 m from 
the commander’s quarters late enclosure comprises a row of contubernia divided into 
papiliones and arma of 3.50 × 2.00 m and southwards, a 2.00 m deep veranda, having a total 
width of 9.00 m354. Certain rooms were paved, at some point, with opus signinum. Between 
this building and the next, a 1.50 m wide small street was observed. Barracks no. 2 is also 
9.00 m wide, papiliones and arma are of 3.50 × 2.50 and the veranda is 1.50 m wide. In the 
middle of the compartments from the northern half, two extended pits of c. 1.50 × 0.40 m, 
respectively 1.70 × 0.50, the first being only 20 cm deep were delimited. They were deemed 
pits for horse waste evacuation, also appearing in the two compartments of barracks no. 3 
near via sagularis355. The shape of such pits is found in other forts, too, although their length is 
in other parts larger, being almost equal to the entire depth of certain arma, yet their depth of 
only 20 cm is very small (see infra). Another issue is related to their location within the 
barracks, being found, according to the barracks no. 2 plan, in papiliones and not in the front 
room of the veranda as the case everywhere when such mixed barracks emerge. Hence, 
although they indicate the housing here of horses including, details on the barracks 
planimetry are not convincing enough. It is certain that the entrance into barracks no. 2 was 
made from north, therefore the existence of a veranda in the southern part is unlikely. If the 

 

349  See Isac 2003, 188 sqq. 
350  Isac 2003, 189. 
351  After Isac 2003, 190–1. 
352  They are characterised as identical with those identified in a mixed barracks from the retentura of the 

fort at Gilău (after Isac 2003, 196); at Căşeiu they belong to the first phase of the barracks, when the 
building did not function as stable. 

353  Isac 2003, 192. 
354  Isac 2003, 193. 
355  D. Isac brings for the situation found with the barracks from retentura of Gilău fort and other parts of 

the Empire convincing arguments, Isac 2003, 194–5. 
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pits from barracks no. 3 also present same characteristics, the building is back-to-back with 
barracks no. 2, the entrance being made from via sagularis. If such pits are indeed for horse 
waste, the maximum of horses placed perpendicularly on them were indeed two, as 
maintained by the excavator356, even though rather crowded. This number suggests yet, the 
accommodation of two soldiers in papiliones, and finally of an ‘under-strength’ turma. 

Although deemed stables, such buildings represent in fact standard mixed barracks, 
where under the same roof were accommodated both riders and horses of a turma of c. 30 
men, as plainly proven by C. S. Sommer357. Thus, in retentura dextra and sinistra, 8 such 
buildings that would cover the necessary of 8 turmae of one coh. milliaria were required in 
total358. Nonetheless, here are fitted only 6 such buildings. The space from the ends of 
retentura, which remains probably unoccupied by mixed barracks, is too small to 
accommodate other two barracks per strigas. Or, the single place where the other two mixed 
barracks would have had space is located within the limits of praetentura sinistra and dextra 
placed per strigas, thus confirming the organization of at least the equitatae cohorts from 
Căşeiu, the number of the mixed barracks corresponding to the 8 turmae. 

The author of the excavations, although expected that a third phase had existed, 
possibly of stone barracks, could identify almost no walls trace in the barracks area, except 
maybe two removal print of uprights or ‘walls’359. Since from the entire researched area, 
including retentura, numerous not bound with mortar cobbles surfaced, I suppose that at a 
certain moment the barracks were remade still in timber yet on cobble foundations as the case 
in many other parts. In Dacia a similar example comes from Teregova360. 

In the area of the southern agger, wall traces of a rectangular building constructed 
close to the southern enclosure wall were identified. 

 
Troops  
The succession of the troops at Căşeiu was established as early as 1987 as coh. II 

Britannorum milliaria (for the troop history see infra the fort at Romita) in a first phase and 
then coh. I Britannica milliaria361.  

The first attestation of the troop is represented by the troop name abbreviation on tile 
stamps from Germania Inferior at Xanten362 and Vechten363, and more recently, by the troop 

 

356  Isac 2003, 195. 
357  Sommer 1995, passim. 
358  For the organization of the cavalry from coh. milliaria equitata in 8 turmae, yet each of 32 riders, see 

Breeze 1993, 291. Similar opinion in Goldsworthy 1996, 22. For other variants referring to the organi-
zation of coh. equitatae see briefly in Cupcea, Marcu 2007, passim. 

359  They were noticed in the eastern part of praetentura and retentura dextra, being defined as ‘simple walls 
without mortar or groundwork’, Isac 2003, 180, 197–8. The author believes that the print of such a wall, 
probably in the northern area of barracks no. 2 from retentura dextra, is a ‘sidewalk’ made of quarry 
stone and coobles bearing traces of opus signinum including between stones; a coin issued under Philip 
Arabs was also discovered here, see Isac 2003, 198–9. 

360  Timber constructions on stone threshold are characterisctic starting with Trajan or Hadrian reigns in 
Britannia or the Severan period outside Britannia, although later, the most encountered method is that 
of timber construction of ‘post-trench’ type, see Davison 1989, 77–8. 

361  Isac 1987. See also Isac, Marcu 1999. Nonetheless, one may not exclude that cohors II Britannorum might 
have been quartered, in fact, in the first timber fort from Ilişua. 

362  CIL XIII, 12424. 
363  CIL XIII, 12425; Alföldy 1968, 8. 
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record in the diplomas from AD 81 and 83/84 (ZPE 143, no. 1)364. The stamps attesting the 
second troop of Britons at Vechten in Germania Inferior bear letter E by the end, probably an 
acronym for equitata (CIL XIII, 12425)365. Once with the Dacian wars, the unit is dislocated to 
Moesia Superior, being recorded in the diploma from AD 100 (CIL XVI 46). Between AD 109 
and 164, the unit appears to be part of the Dacia’s army and subsequently of Dacia 
Porolissensis366. The troop might have been quartered in the fort at Căşeiu under Trajan, as 
stamps of the unit were found within the layers corresponding to this phase (see infra the case 
of Romita). 

It is certain that the recruitment of coh. I Britannica was made after AD 43, under 
Vespasian, who continues the conquest of Britannia started by Claudius, recruitments 
intensifying in this province perhaps due to the Batavian rebellion367. D. Kennedy, quoting      
S. S. Frere argues that the troop formed in Britannia in AD 69, only to be sent to the 
expeditionary forces of Vitellius, receiving shape and name on the continent368. 

The troop is attested for the first time in AD 80(3) in Pannonia, where it ranks eight. 
The name of the cohort appears simple, without any appellative: coh. I Britannica. In the same 
form appears on September the 3rd, 84 (CIL XVI 30) still in Pannonia, yet this time ranks two 
among cohorts which demobilised. Within the diploma from September the 5th, 85 the single 
novelty consisted in the issue of the milliaria sign (CIL XVI 31). W. Wagner is mistaken when 
considering the troop title complete as early as its station in Pannonia: coh. I Britannica c.R. 
equitata369. 

From Pannonia, the cohort is transferred in order to participate in Trajan’s first Dacian 
war, since the diploma of January the 12th, 105 (CIL XVI 49) is granted to a former pedes370. 

The first (known) change in the troop name appears in this diploma bearing the title 
c(ivium) R(omanorum), obviously a reward ante emerita stipendia due to the brave behaviour 
in the first Dacian war. Within the diploma discovered at Pècs and dated by the editors of CIL 
XVI in AD 103/107, the unit appears in the same form alike the diploma CIL XVI 49 also 
issued for the troops of Moesia Superior. 

The first attestation in Dacia comes from the diploma of October the 14th, 109 (RMD 
148), where it appears with unchanged name still ranking two among cohorts. The diplomas 
from February the 17th, 110 (CIL XVI 57 = IDR I 2) and July the 2nd, 110 (CIL XVI 163 = 

 

364  Tabella I reads [---]RITTON[---], identified with coh. II Brittonum milliaria, see Eck, Pangerl 2003, 
205–211.  

365  See Alfödy 1968, 8. 
366  The military diplomas are dated AD 109 (AE 1990, 860); 110 (CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3); 133 (IDR I 11 = 

RMD 35); 154 (IDR I 17 = RMD 47) and 164 (IDR I 18 = RMD 64; CIL XVI 185 = IDR I 19 and IDR I 20 
= RMD 63). 

367  See Stein 1932, 177; Cichorius, RE IV, 1900, col.261. 
368  Kennedy 1977, 255. 
369  Wagner 1938, 104 
370  D. Kennedy does not doubt the Celtic origin of Luccus, suggesting that he was a native of the Virunum 

region ‘probable recruitment area for this unit, Kennedy 1977, 254. Lucco Treni filio belonged to the 
Dobunni population from Britannia. Supposing he was enlisted for 25 years and considering that the 
auxiliary troops effectives are completed largely from regions neighbouring the quartering location, it 
may be hypothetically established that Luccus was part of the last contingent recruited from Britannia, 
little before or even in AD 80, date of the troop displacement from Britannia to Pannonia. Nonetheless, a 
counterargument is the diploma from AD 154 (RMD 47 = IDR I 7) which mentions a certain Ivonercus, 
of Celtic origin (see infra coh. I Ulpia Brittonum milliaria), recruited hence around AD 129, when the 
unit of which he was part was surely in Dacia Porolissensis. 
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IDR I 3) or 114 (RMD 226) record the unit in the same form. The diploma from 119371, 123 
(IDR I 7 = RMD 21) or 124/128 (IDR I 12 = RMD 31) found at Gherla, registers the troop 
simply: cohors I Britannica milliaria. The title c(ivium) R(omanorum) probably had no further 
significance. The diploma from July the 2nd, 133 (IDR I 11 = RMD 35) is granted to a former 
foot soldier. 

Further on, the unit is mentioned within the diplomas from 151372, 154 (IDR I 17 = 
RMD 47) and 161? (162)373 in the form appearing in the previous diploma. The diplomas from 
164, record the unit for the first time as equitata, though the milliaria sign lacks here374. In 
RMD 64 a series of engraving errors emerge on the inside diploma face (24), among which the 
erroneous name rendering of the cohort I Britannica equitata, in the form (cohors) I 
Britannor(um) equit(ata). 

The quartering location of this cohort was probably the fort at Slăveni. A stamp 
discovered at Slăveni signals a unit with the abbreviation c(ohors) I B….?, probably c(ohors) I 
B(ritannica)375. The tile stamp (with reversed letters) was much debated due to its 
completing376. Its current completing state is still uncertain as only several possibilities are 
listed. The stamp was attributed, without any grounds, to cohort I Bracaraugustanorum. This 
unit is attested only at Boroşneu Mare on stamp types different from those at Slăveni. The 
cohort from Slăveni is probably identical with the troop discussed here and it would later be 
quartered in the fort at Căşeiu, as tile stamps bearing the same abbreviation of the cohort 
name were discovered377. The bricks with Slăveni stamp were found at the base of the fort 
walls and baths, thus being dated in its timber period. 

Speculations were also made around some stamps found at Dierna recording a cohort 
originating from Britannia: coh(ors) I Br(itannica or -ittonum) (milliaria). This stamp type 
was attributed to either cohort I Britannica (by CIL III editors) or cohort I Brittonum (by IDR 
III 1 editors, who do not exclude the first possibility either). One may not exclude that this 
stamp belonged to the troop I discussed, yet I believe that stronger arguments favour the 
cohort that would be later quartered at Porolissum (see infra coh. I Ulpia Brittonum milliaria). 

Cohors I Britannica milliaria was subsequently permanently garrisoned in the fort at 
Căşeiu, as proven by several inscriptions and numerous tile stamps in the form: c(ohors) I 
B(ritannica)378. I do not know when it replaced cohort II Britannorum milliaria attested at 
Căşei during the first phase (Trajan-Hadrian). In order to find the date when coh. I Britannica 
milliaria arrived, we must consider the transfer of cohort II Britannica milliaria to Romita 
(see infra). By analogy with the situation from other forts, one may suppose that the unit came 
at Căşeiu immediately after the creation of Dacia Porolissensis379. 

One of the inscriptions attesting the troop is that from Apulum-Partoş380. The 
inscription is dedicated by the spouse and descendants of a former centurion of cohors I 

 

371  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2001, 27–36, no 1. 
372  Isac 2001, 49–58. 
373  RMD 177; Eck, Isac, Piso 1994, 577–91. 
374  RMD 63, 64; RMD 65/115,116,117. Including the diploma AE 1999 1103. 
375  Tudor 1975, 18, no. 6, fig. 3,5. 
376  See also IDR II, no. 527. 
377  See Isac, Marcu 1999, passim. 
378  Isac, Marcu 1999, passim 
379  See Isac 1987, 179. 
380  Daicoviciu 1940, 307–8; AE 1944, 34; AE 1980, 751; IDR III/5, no. 484. 
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Britannica milliaria c.R. eq., P(ublius) Aelius Tertius from the municipium Claudium 
Virunum (Noricum). The title civium Romanorum did not emerge in 123, while the troop is 
recorded as equitata only from AD 164. The inscription may be dated by the beginning of 
Hadrian’s reign, in view of the name Publius Aelius381, or after the Marcomannic wars. 

The inscription, found by C. Torma at Căşei is dedicated to Jupiter Fulgurator by 
cohors I Britannica (the troop is mistakenly mentioned with two t’s, instead of Britannica) in 
the honour of two emperors whose names were erased (CIL III 821). The fragmentary epitaph 
discovered at Căşeiu references to a certain Bithus (CIL III 829) who, argued Em. Panaitescu, 
was the one and the same with ex equite Mucatrali Bit[hi f (ilio) Besso ?] (of Thracian origin) 
in the diploma RMD 63 (= IDR I 20) discovered again at Căşeiu, thus supposing his 
establishment in the vicus near the fort (infra on coh. I Ulpia Brittonum milliaria)382. 

Another inscription found at Apulum is dedicated to C(aius) Iulius Corinthianus from 
Theveste (Numidia) (CIL III 1193; IDR III/5, 542). It was supposed he was the tribune of 
cohort I Britt(anica) which together with a vexillatio Dacorum participated in AD 198–199 in 
the Parthian war of Septimius Severus (or Lucius Verus’s from AD 161–165)383. Or, the troop 
seems rather identical with coh. I Ulpia Britt(onum), which losses or abandons the imperial 
surname between AD 161 and 164 (see infra). Nonetheless, the troop could be the one 
stationed at Căşeiu, considering that the honorific inscription presented by Em. Panaitescu 
and found in principia, indicates the troop as coh(ors) I Britt[a]nica miliaria Antoniniana384. 

It is possible though, as stated above, that part of the first troop of Britons was present 
at Buciumi conceivably under Trajan as well, one of its centurion being mentioned on a 
bronze appliqué. Subsequently, the troop transferred to Căşeiu bears the epithet Antoniniana, 
being certain it was there as early as the beginning of the 3rd century AD. 

The possibility of quartering a second troop or of some vexillations in the fort at 
Căşeiu may be taken into account due the large sizes of the fort, unusual for a single cohort, 
even though milliaria equitata385. However, it is very probable that the structures from 
retentura would represent mixed barracks accommodating each, one turma. Additionally, the 
two barracks from the praetentura extremities may be double barracks. There is still enough 
space for the 10 infantry centuriae. As such, the fort sizes even though large, are adequate for 
the two succeeding milliariae equitatae troops. 

Possibly, parts of other troops stationed periodically at Căşeiu, as the case of an ala 
Flavia probably ala I Flavia Augusta Britannica civium Romanorum386. 

The existence of a second fort during Trajan, which would have quartered cohors I 
Britannica387, is improbable388. Quartering two auxiliary units in forts so close, even adjacent, 
would be novel. 

 

381  After IDR III/5, no. 484. 
382  Panaitescu 1958, passim. 
383  See comment in IDR III/5, 542. 
384  Panaitescu 1929a, 324. 
385  An example of fort where a milliaria equitata unit was quartered is that of Birrens, of 1.77 ha, see Breeze, 

Dobson 1969, 19. It is true though, that the authors do not include it among type-forts. See, for instance, 
the case of the fort from Benwell also of 1.8 ha where a troop of the type is attested (RIB 2093; RIB 2100; 
RIB 1328). 

386  Piso 1999, 86–9. 
387  Isac, Isac 2000, 28. 
388  See Marcu 2005, passim and Marcu 2009. 
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4. GHERLA 
Unfortunately, due to the construction of the Wood Processing Facility of Gherla, 

except for a few superficial uprights prints or barracks and stable walls (pl. 6)389 located in 
retentura, I do not know anything related to the planning of the buildings inside the fort. The 
single accurate epigraphic information on such buildings is from AD 143, recording the stone 
reconstruction of the headquarters building (AE 1906, 112 = AE 1906, 37–8)390. The older fort 
plan seems to indicate that the single building researched inside was the principia. This is the 
fort plan which reveals that a building examined by J. Ornstein is located, depending on 
shape, in the fort centre391. Considering its numerous compartments, this could be the 
commander’s quarters and not the principia. 

 
Troop  
Due to the numerous stamps and inscriptions mentioning ala II Pannoniorum, it is 

reasonably obvious that it was the garrison troop of the fort at Gherla. In fact, the sizes and 
geographical location of the fortification justifies its quartering here. 

 
5. GILĂU 
The fort at Gilău is part of the few fortifications of Dacia Porolissensis wherein 

archaeological excavations392, although on reduced scale when compared to the rather large 
sizes of the fort, significantly contributed to the knowledge on the inside of the forts from 
Dacia (pl. 7, 8). In other words, the chronology of the most important buildings inside and the 
succession of the troops quartered there were established. 

It is worth mentioning that this was possible due to the quality of archaeological digs, 
rather advanced in Romania for the period when carried out393. 

Initially, under Trajan, a fort with earth-and-timber enclosure, sized 130.00 × 116.00 
(1.508 ha) (pl. 1)394 existed at Gilău and probably garrisoned coh. I Pannoniorum. During this 
phase, praetentura together with the 7.00 m wide via praetoria occupied 1/3 of the fort 
surface, the central fort part from via principalis to the back limit of the headquarters building 
lied on c. 28% of the fort, while retentura, with a less than over 30 m depth was positioned on 
c. 22% of the fortification surface. Percentages are normal, spaces being theoretically covered 
by official buildings and barracks of a coh. quingenaria equitata (see infra). 

By the beginning of Hadrian’s reign, the fort enclosure, firstly of earth-and-timber and 
then of stone, was much enlarged following the replacement of the garrison troop by an ala 
quingenaria. Thus, the fortification becomes of 221.00 × 137.50 m (3.038 ha) (pl. 8). The 
planning of the fort quartered under Trajan by a quingenaria cohors, shall decisively influence 
the planning of the cavalry troop fort and some of the buildings from latera as well. It is 
interesting that the fortification lengthens, retentura increasing much in surface and less to 

 

389  Protase, Ardevan 1981, 303. 
390  It was supposed, based on the towers shape, that the enclosure erection of stone took place by the end of 

Hadrian’s reign, after Lander 1984, 48–66. The opinion is accepted in the recently published monograph 
of the fort at Gherla, Protase, Gudea, Ardevan 2008, 29, 41 with bibliography. 

391  The drawings of J. Ornstein are rendered in Fig. 27, 28 from Protase, Gudea, Ardevan 2008, 37, and the 
plan proposed by the monograph authors appears in Fig. 33a. 

392  For first researches see Macrea et alii 1959 and Rusu 1979. 
393  See for the history of research Isac 1997, 9–14. 
394  For the enclosure of the fort at Gilău, see Diaconescu 1984. 
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the south praetentura dextra and the central part of the old fort. Thus, via praetoria and the 
headquarters building will remain on the same location, being slightly decentred compared to 
via decumana located with a few meters southwards. Praetentura shall occupy under such 
circumstances only 16% of the total surface if the fortification, without taking into 
consideration the sagularis roads. Praetentura dextra shall be wider than sinistra by almost 
20.00 m, a fact which had definite repercussions on the internal planning. Via praetoria shall 
be subsequently of 7.00 m wide and via principalis of 6.00 m in width395. The central part of 
the fort remains approximately the same, increasing also by c. 20.00 m southwards, occupying 
this time only 15% of the fort surface. The largest surface, becoming an almost 110 × 110 m 
square, would be retentura, engaging nearly 40% of the total fort surface. Since via decumana 
is located c. 7.00 m southwards the axis of via praetoria, differences between retentura sinistra 
and dextra would not be of essence. 

 

Principia 

The headquarters building was established four constructional phases, two of timber 
and two of stone396. During a first phase, within the small earthen fort, principia occupies 4.2% 
of the total surface, a normal value for a cohort fort. 

Principia I. The headquarters building during its first phase is located on the fort axis 
set along via praetoria and via quintana with the aedes placed by mid distance of the building 
back side. The sizes of the constructions are of 27.75 (east-west) × 23.25 (north-south) m, 
situated on 645.20 m2 and 4.3% of the fort total surface. The percentage is common, ranking 
midpoint compared to other forts from Dacia. The building was timber made, comprising 
apparently a large open space, possibly flanked by a portico397 and two buildings each on both 
sides of the aedes in the back side. I do not know the entrance span, yet the identified part of 
the front wall of the building is broader compared to the rest and has thickened corners. If the 
construction had only a courtyard with portico and rooms in the back side, the thickening of 
the walls in the front side was unjustified. Therefore, either the building was compartmented 
or the façade wall also carried the roof of a portico located towards via principalis with a            
c. 4.00 m space in-between. 

The back rooms are 3.40 m deep and 5.00, 4.00, 4.00, respectively 3.75 m wide. The 
walls are interrupted in entrances area, being 2.35 m, except for the aedes entrance area, where 
it is 3.50 m. The aedes occupies 17% of the total surface of the back rooms, being aligned with 
the rest of the rooms and 5.00 m (17 m2) wide. 

 

Principia II. As we have seen, when the fortification was enlarged, the commander’s 
quarters remained in the same place with few differences regarding the surface398, the aedes 
being positioned on the gate praetoria axis and not on gate decumana axis. The headquarters 
building corresponding to the enlarged fort is sized 32.20 × 24.50 m (788.90 m2), occupying 
only 2.60% of the fort total surface. The percentage is very small, explicable only by the fact 
that the structure is reconstructed on the same location where set when the fortification was 

 

395  After Isac 1997, 68. 
396  For details, see Isac, Diaconescu, Opreanu 1983a. 
397  Three prints of timber posts were identified, Isac 1997, 39. 
398  See Isac 1997, 40. 
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much smaller399. The building comprises this time also a large-sized courtyard and a row of 
five rooms in the back side.  

The courtyard is sized 28.40 × 24.15 m (695.80 m2) occupying an exceptional 
percentage of 88% of the entire building surface. This is the building portion which extends 
most, without any indication on the basilica. The aedes is sized similarly to the previous 
phase, irrespective of the different organization of the troop and our expectations of a larger 
strongroom. Yet, its depth would double during the following two construction phases. The 
alterations in the back side rooms area consisted in the emergence of two symmetrical 
corridors between the last and second last rooms on this side. We are not informed if any 
openings were identified in front of the back rooms during this phase, alike the case of the 
headquarters building from Inchtuthill, where such corridors appear exactly in the same 
location as at Gilău400. Therefore, their purpose was not to connect the rooms by the ends. 
They could have been passage ways from the headquarters building to via quintana and 
retentura or access ways to an upper storey (see infra). 

Principia III. The third construction phase of the headquarters building is characte-
rised by its stone revetment dated by the end of the 2nd century AD or the beginning of the 
subsequent. The plan is in principle similar to that in the preceding phase, without indication 
on the existence of a basilica. As such, the building is sized 29.75 × 25.20 m (749.70 m2), 
occupying only 2.50% of the fort surface. The back rooms are similar, have same depths and 
only the strongroom is added an apse, thus becoming approximately 7.00 × 5.00 m. 

Principia IV. During the last construction phase, dated by mid 3rd century AD, the 
headquarters building is further enlarged to 1085.85 m2, being sized 38.10 × 28.50 m. Thus, 
the building occupies 3.57%, a rather larger percentage of the total fortification surface.  

The courtyard lies on 18.25 × 28.50 m (520 m2), with 47%, a normal percentage of the 
building surface. At this point also, a second court, sized 28.50 × 10 m (285 m2), occupying 
26.20% of the total surface of the building was attached401. Considering the relatively large 
sizes of the posts, they might have carried arches designed to support the large sized roof over 
what it seemed to be a basilica. In the north-west corner of the basilica, a tribunal was 
identified. In the strongroom area, where an apse was attached during the third phase, 
another wall was erected, the shape of the room being eventually rectangular402. On both sides 
of the aedes only one compartmenting each existed. The room from the northern extremity of 
the building were provided with a heating system. 

Since the sizes of the commander’s quarters were more or less equal during all phases, 
in many of the areas partially overlapping, the existence of a basilica during the three 
construction phases of the building is very probable, the timber posts being probably aligned 
with the stone poles of the last phase. 

 

Praetorium. The commander’s building at Gilău (fig. 13) is located both in the small 
fort, as well as the enlarged one, on the headquarters building right. The structure had four 
constructional phases, characterised by different constructional techniques and detailed 

 

399  See also Stanciu 1985, 222–3. 
400  Pitts, St. Joseph 1985, 84–5. 
401  The poles or posts separating the first courtyard from the second were identified only during the last 

phase, see Isac 1997, 62. 
402  The author of the excavations considers this wall to represent an extra-support of the roof, see Isac 1997, 64.  
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plans403. Thus, during the first three constructional phases, the building is timber-made, while 
during the last phase it is erected in stone. The timber building corresponds during the third 
phase to the neighbouring stone headquarters building. 

The first praetorium is built at 11.00 m 
east to the headquarters building by cohors I 
Pannoniorum404, being sized 27.00 (east-west) × 
26.00 (north-south) (702 m2) and lying on 
proportion of 4.68% of the fort surface, therefore 
close to the headquarters building of the same 
phase dated under Trajan. The building is made 
of timber posts placed in individual pits 
measuring 40–60 cm in diameter, being shorter 
compared to its last phase by 12 m. 

 The building plan consists of a central 
courtyard delimited on three sides by yet 
insufficiently clearly delimited compartments. 
We only know that the rooms on the northern 
side are 4.60 m deep. 

During the second construction phase of 
the building, the posts of the timber walls were 
erected in 40–60 cm wide post trenches and 
were plastered in white. The planimetry consists 
of a central courtyard flanked by rooms, a row of 

five 5.00 × 3.00 m rooms being distinguished in the northern side, the one from via principalis 
being 8.00 × 5.00 m. The compartments were paved with ‘battered mortar’, while the 
courtyard was paved by battered soil405. Other compartments were identified on the southern 
side and a corridor, fulfilling probably the role of portico was identified in the eastern side, 
along via principalis. 

A similar plan is found in the case of the third construction phase, this time the 
construction of the walls also made use of wattle and daub. 

Only during the fourth phase the commander’s building was stone-made, being 
erected in opus incertum and having initial sizes of 31.00 × 33.50 m (1038.50 m2) with a 
percentage of 3.40% of the fort surface. The building plan consists of a central courtyard 
delimited by several compartments on the side opposite to the entrance, by a room of larger 
sizes on the southern side and by a smaller subdivision on the northern side406. It is probable 
that the intermediary space of c. 2.50 m in-between the praetorium and via principalis might 
have been occupied by a portico. 

Seven compartments of different sizes lied on the western side, the central (no. 8) and 
the one located in the north-west corner (no. 2) being of larger sizes compared to the rest of c. 
7.00 × 6.00 m (42.00 m2), respectively c. 10.00 × 5.00 m (50 m2). The excavators considered it 

 

403  For details see Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 50–4. 
404  A stamp of this unit was discovered within the level corresponding to this phase, Isac, Hügel, Andreica 

1994, 51. 
405  Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 52. 
406  See plan in Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, Abb. 22. 
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triclinium based on their sizes and the fact that the last employed a hypocaust system407. Or, 
the central position of the first room, opposite to the entrance and the existence of a hall (no. 7) 
in front, make it, more plausibly, a day dining room (triclinium). Yet, even more credible, the 
dining room function may be attributed to both rooms, having analogies in several cases with 
the civilian environment where summer and winter dining rooms existed. Since only the last 
of the two compartments were equipped with a heating system, it might have been used in 
colder seasons. The portico in front of the triclinium was also an entrance corridor to 
partitions adjacent to the room. They are divided transversally thus resulting 5.00 × 3.80 m 
(no. 4) and 5.00 × 4.20 m (no. 5), both heated. Hence, the bedrooms could have been located 
in this corner. Other two heated rooms (nos. 3, 6) were also attached here, the building 
becoming of c. 31.00 × 38.50 m (1193.50 m2) with 3.92% of the fort surface. Behind the central 
room no 8, other two compartments are built south. By mid northern side, another division of 
c. 6.00 × 3.00 m is added in extension to room no. 2 during a different phase and simpler 
construction technique. 

Only one compartment was identified partially on the southern side, which, based on 
the discoveries inside, bones, snail shells, scallops, pottery and glass fragments was deemed 
kitchen408. 

Inside the building courtyard an altar dedicated to Diana was found409. The sizes of this 
courtyard are also very large, occupying probably over 30% of the building surface as few 
compartments comparative to other forts or with a Mediterranean type house existed410. 

The building surface is not oversized411, yet in relation to the percentage of the 
principia, its percentage seems to be much reduced compared to other commander’s quarters 
from ala forts. Within forts with cavalry garrison troops, the commander’s quarters regularly 
occupies surfaces over 1500 m2412. The smaller sizes of the commander’s quarters from Gilău 
are due, like the case of the headquarters building, to its location on the same place during all 
occupation phases of the fort. The rather normal percentage it has in the fort surface is due to 
the southward enlargement of the fortification. 

 
Barracks  
Four phases were established (fig. 14) for the soldiers’ dwelling area, two of timber and 

two of stone413. Praetentura sinistra was occupied, during a first phase, by barracks oriented 
per strigas, characterised by two rows of arma and papiliones rooms and a veranda. 

Four barracks were identified, the first two from via praetoria being almost adjacent, 
while the other two exhibited intermediary spaces of c. 4.00 m. The barracks were of timber 
and the posts trench, 0.30–0.40 m wide, was noticed414. Only the first of the barracks did not 
seem to have a veranda, hence the officer’s room was not outwards projected either. The sizes 
of each of the barracks are of approximately 40.00 × 9.00 m (360 m2). Within the restored 

 

407  After Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 55. 
408  After Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 55. 
409  Isac 1991. 
410  For a few comparative plans see Johnson 1987, Abb. 101. 
411  It was compared to the commander’s building from Căşeiu, see Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 63. 
412  See the case of the forts at Benwell or Chester, Snape, Bidwell 2002, 269. Similarly, in the fort at Ilişua, 

the commander’s building is c. 1500 m2 (see infra). 
413  Isac 1997, 30 
414  Isac 1997, 33. 
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plan, D. Isac considers that the barracks were compartmented in 10 contubernia, each sized 
c. 3.00 × 3.50 m415. Therefore it results that the officer’s room was only 5.00 m wide, c. 9.00 m 
long and 45.00 m2 surface, thus occupying 12.5% of the total barracks surface. I emphasize 
that the officer’s room usually occupies 30% of a barrack surface416 as such, a smaller number 
of contubernia with an undoubtedly larger officer’s room must have existed. Or, even within 
the quoted analogies, it occupies 25–40%417. And so, three of the barracks from praetentura 
sinistra of the first fort at Gilău frame as type A established by D. Davison, while the barracks 
near via praetoria as type B418. 

Due to later intrusions, the complete plan of the 
barracks could be established, their extremities being 
restored based on analogies419. The centurion’s room from 
the simple barracks of praetentura sinistra could not have 
been projected on the indicated direction420. If it were so, 
it would mean that the veranda was placed in the back 
side of the barracks. The location of the veranda in front 
of the barracks and implicitly the officer’s room 
projection to the opposite direction than supposed is 
much more likely421. 

In one of the compartments from the double 
barracks area, a kiln, partially attached to the plastered 
timber wall, was identified. Ca. 25 of pestles for mortaria 
were also found here. Hence, the author of the digs 

considered that a kitchen functioned there422. 
One barrack located in retentura dextra, at 8.00 m behind the commander’s quarters, 

is part of the first occupation phase of the Gilău fort as well423. The plan of the barracks is 
similar to those simple barracks from praetentura with 10 contubernia, veranda and one very 
small-sized officer’s room. Nevertheless , it is obvious that the officer’s room projection could 
not have lied alike in the plan restored by the excavator, but rather eastwards, the same 
direction where the veranda emerged opening to via quintana. The sizes of the officer’s room 
must also have been quite large. 

Upon the troop change, the barracks from retentura sinistra, arranged per strigas, are 
sized 56.50 × 7.50 m (423.75 m2) (fig. 15), thus framing in type B established by D. Davison424, 
with 10–12 contubernia, equal papiliones and arma, each of 3.50 × 4.00 m (14.00 m2), with no 

 

415  Isac 1997, 32, Pl. V. 
416  Davison 1989, 91–2, 95. 
417  Schönberger 1975, 27–38, Fig. 1/1; Davison 1989, Pl. 6. For centurion rooms sizes in general, see Davison 

1989, 95. 
418  Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
419  The analogies ‘invoked’ in connection to the barracks are the forts at Fendoch and Künzing I, see Isac 

1997, 32. 
420  Isac 1997, 32. 
421  These barracks are framed D. Davison’s type A or D, should the officer’s room have been indeed 

outwards projected or even type C, in case this projection was lacking, see Davison 1989, Fig. A.  
422  After Isac 1997, 33. Evidently, soldiers made their own food in contubernium (see infra). 
423  The excavator believed, failing to bring any arguments that the barracks belonged to another troop than 

the fort garrison during the first phase, see Isac 1997, 32, Pl. 9. 
424  Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
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veranda and the officer’s room on the same line with contubernia. The officers’ rooms are 
located towards western via sagularis being longitudinally partitioned in two equal parts.  

By their end, there are two compartments similar to one 
contubernium which the author of the excavations considered to 
accommodate the equerries425. Yet, such thing is rather unlikely 
since, first of all, they were definitely part of the ensemble meant 
for the decurion. Moreover, in no ala fort were identified spaced 
intended especially for those calones, as it was supposed they were 
housed in the roof area426. The compartments could have been 
dwelled by principales or even used as stables for the officers’ 
horses427. The officer’s room is sized in total of c. 14.00 × 7.00 m 
(98.00 m2), occupying 24% of the total surface of the barracks, the 
rest of 76% being occupied by contubernia. 

The horse waste pits, similar to those encountered in other 
forts, are arranged east-west, perpendicular on the building length, 
having lengths equal to almost the entire depth of the rooms named 
papiliones, widths of 0.60–0.75 m and depths of 0.40–0.50 m428. 

From northern via sagularis the space is occupied by a 
stable-barracks, while southwards, after a 4.00 m interval, follow 
other two stable barracks with an interval of 1.50 m in-between. Hence, when the fort 
garrisoned an ala, it must have accommodated 16 barracks corresponding to the 16 turmae. 
Two long cross-made trenches led to the identification in retentura sinistra of three buildings 
whose functionality proved to be that of barracks combined with stables, in other words with 
double functionality429. These barracks/stables would be eventually built in stone430. Another 
three or four barracks-stables must have lied in retentura sinistra, one parallel with via 
quintana, also per strigas, and other two or three from latera arranged per scamna. The 
planning must have been the same in retentura dextra. Therefore, sufficient space remained in 
praetentura for constructions not intended as barracks, like building A. 

Within the phases contemporary to the enlarged fort, after the arrival of the cavalry 
troop, the situation from praetentura sinistra changes, yet, the archaeological diggings hindered 
by medieval intrusions did not lead to the establishment of a coherent plan. We know for 
certain that the last two phases of the constructions from praetentura sinistra are of stone431.  

The plan of the so-called ‘building A’ (fig. 16), as much as it was uncovered, from the 
praetentura of the last phase, seems very odd, the sizes of c. 41.00 × 41.00 m432 making 
impossible its association with a barrack, even though double. Nonetheless, in the ala forts 
where barracks-stables were identified, other barracks types do not appear, since a mixed 
barracks belonged to each turma housing both horses and horsemen.  

 

425  Isac 1997, 45. 
426  See Sommer 1995, passim; Hodgson 2003, 84 
427  The decurion benefited of three horses, while the principales of two, Hyginus 16. 
428  After Isac 1997, 45. 
429  Isac 1997, 44–5, with the basic references on the subject. 
430  Isac 1997, 46. Yet again, there is no certain proof that they were only stone groundwork for timber 

superstructures. 
431  Isac 1997, 42. There is no evidence that the entire superstructure was stone made, as in general, the walls 

are at very little depth. 
432  After Isac 1997, 69. 
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As such, building A must have represented 
something else than a barrack, its functionality being 
difficult to establish for the lack of more accurate 
data. The building planimetry, as much as we know 
about it, does not indicate either that this building 
was a barrack. We only know that there are four 
connected rooms sized c. 5.80 × 3.80 m and one long 
and narrow hall eastwards, which extends until close 
to northern via. The building walls are made of opus 

incertum, very good quality opus signinum floors being found within the rooms433. Inside the 
hall, paved with a pebble layer, an incomplete platform made of c. 0.55 × 0.40 m rectangular 
bricks, was discovered. Likely, the building might have extended eastwards, since the southern 
outer wall seems to run over the eastern limit of respective hall. As a result, the building could 
have been largely sizes with rooms arranged on both sides of a corridor. 

 
Troops  
The identification of the first troop as cohors I Pannoniorum equitata, which 

constructed and quartered the small earthen fort at Gilău, seems probable434. The 1.50 ha sizes 
of the fortification, although slightly small, are also adequate for a cohors quingenaria 
equitata435. Thus, if praetentura dextra was occupied by as many barracks as praetentura 
sinistra, all eighth barracks necessary for the infantry of a quingenaria troop would have been 
place in the front part of the fort. The four barracks-stables corresponding to the 4 turmae had 
therefore enough space to be arranged, this time per scamna, in retentura. 

Cohors I Pannoniorum equitata veterana is attested in Germania Inferior by the 
diploma from AD 98 (RMD 216) and in AD 103/107 (CIL XVI 54) in Moesia Superior. 
Subsequently, it is recorded by the Dacian diplomas of 109 (RMD 148 = IDRE II 307) and 110 
(CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3). A troop prefect is mentioned in one inscription from Sarmizegetusa436. 

In Moesia Superior, the troop is mentioned again within the diplomas from AD 150/ 
151 and 156/157437, 158/159438; 159/160 (CIL XVI 111); 161 (RMD 55) and 165 (CIL XVI 120). 

Evidence that the troop is equitata is given by the military career of Tib. Claudius 
Agrippa as mentioned by the honorific inscription from Termessus (Pisidia), under Hadrian-
Antoninus Pius439. 

Ala Siliana is recorded under Nero in Africa Proconsularis, then after his death in 
Italia, under Vespasian in Germania Inferior and under Domitian, Nerva and Trajan in 
Pannonia440. Starting with Hadrian’s reign, the garrison of the Gilău fort would be 
unquestionably ala Siliana as shown by the internal planning of the fort, numerous tile stamps 
and inscriptions attesting the troop presence here441. The troop is as early as March/ April 

 

433  See Isac 1997, 68–9. 
434  The arguments consist in the discovery in praetorium of a stamped tile, see Isac 1997, 14–5, Pl.IV/1. 
435  For analogies, see Breeze, Dobson 1969, 19, 23–30. 
436  CIL III 90 = AE 1972, 466. 
437  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2002, 420. 
438  Mirković 1999, passim. 
439  AE 1929, 125; PME C 115. See also Petolescu 2002, 119. 
440  See Isac 1979 and Isac 1997, with bibliography. For the detailed troop history see also Spaul 1994, 200–3. 

Additionally, it is mentioned in the diploma from Pannonia of AD 83 (RMD 210). 
441  Isac 1979, passim. 
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119 AD in Pannonia Inferior442, hence its transfer to Dacia was made subsequent this date. In 
Dacia Porolissensis the troop is attested by the diplomas from AD 133 (IDR I, 11 = RMD 35); 
151 (Isac 2001); 154 (IDR I, 17 = RMD 47); 164 (IDR I, 18 = RMD 64; CIL XVI, 185 = IDR I, 
19; RMD 287). 

The troop’s tile stamps were also identified in the neighbouring settlement at Viştea, 
yet they are of different type compared to those from Gilău443. They might have originated 
from official constructions, since no other fortification existed in the area444. Soldiers or 
veterans of the troop at Gilău are mentioned in one inscription from Agrij (CIL III 840), c. 80 km 
north of Gilău or within inscriptions from Gîrbău, at 17 km north-west of Gilău445, proving the 
existence here of civil settlements, however unidentified, or of official buildings of statio type446. 

 
6. ILIŞUA 
The first information referring to the fortification at Ilişua and to materials identified 

in the area come after mid 19th century from C. Torma, subsequently taken over by Th. 
Mommsen447. The archaeological excavations in the fort and vicus were resumed only in 1978448. 

The fortification (pl. 9, 10) is at approximately 30 km north-east from the fort at 
Căşeiu, on a plateau named ‘Măgura’ or ‘Cetate’, in the south-eastern edge of the current 
village, on the left bank of river Ilişua flowing into river Someşul Mare. It is one of the most 
important fortifications in the area, intended for the surveillance of the valley of Someşul 
Mare and Ţibleş mountains located north of the fortification. 

In the case of the fort at Ilişua, three occupation phases of the enclosure were estab-
lished, two in timber and one in stone, the first being, alike at Gilău, of smaller sizes (pl. 9)449. 
The first fort is sized 140.00 × 130.00 m (1.82 ha), two fossae being identified around the 
enclosure450. 

Subsequently, the fortification would be enlarged preserving from the ancient route 
only part of the south-west precinct and porta decumana. The troop erecting this enlarged fort 
is ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana, arrived in Dacia by the beginning of Hadrian’s reign. Due to 
the discoveries inside the fort, more precisely, of consistent levels of burn, the restoration of 
the second fort of earth and timber into stone is considered to have taken place during or after 
the Marcomannic wars451. During the last two phases, the fortification measures 182.20 × 
181.50 (3.30 ha) (pl. 10), with porta praetoria located in the middle of the short north-eastern 

 

442  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2004, no. 1. 
443  Isac 1979, 56. 
444  See Marcu 2004, 572. 
445  Isac 1979, 56. 
446  The inscriptions are used as arguments to prove the existence of veteran settlements here, after Isac 

1979, 56. 
447  C. Torma’s excavation took place between 1858–1862, see Torma 1865, 10–67; CIL III 786–820, 7626–

7629 (inscriptions), 1633, 8074, 8076, 8077 (tile stamps). For other epigraphic discoveries see Protase 
1957; Protase 1961. One of the most interesting inscriptions is reading that a decurion (?) erected a 
temple, probably for the Genius of the decurions college: P. Ael(ius) Pauli / nus templ(um) / Instituit / pro 
se suorumque / salute / Genio Sanc / to scholae de / curionum (CIL III 7626). It proves the erection of a 
temple dedicated to the Genius of the decurions college near the fort, in the baths area below which        
C. Torma had identified a building with an apse, see Marcu 2007b, passim. 

448  Site reports were completely published in Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 6–44. 
449  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 15. 
450  See Gaiu 2006, 210–211. 
451  After Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 46. 
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side. During the second phase, the enclosure comprises two, and in the third phase, three 
defence ditches452. 

At first sight, the oddity of the fort general plan consists in the fact that, 
proportionally, the praetentura is slightly longer than the central area and retentura together. 
It is probably due to the land configuration, sharper behind retentura. 

During the last two phases, via praetoria was c. 76.00 m long, 6.50 m wide initially and 
8.60 m subsequently453. Via principalis was approximately 172.00 m long and 8.00 m wide, 
while via quintana was 34.00 m long and only 6.00 m wide. Porta praetoria was not on the 
same axis with porta decumana. Hence, from the old earthen fort of 1.89 ha, with a cohort in 
garrison, porta decumana and via decumana would preserve. The headquarters building, 
although on the same position, would be slightly displaced, entrance within the enlarged fort 
being made from via and gate praetoria axis. We do not know for sure if portae principales 
were on the same location during both phases of enclosure construction. It is obvious that the 
fort, then garrisoned by an ala, would have larger width and increased sizes in the praetentura 
direction. Thus, within the enlarged enclosure fort, praetentura occupies together with via 

praetoria almost 50% of the fort surface, while latus only 20%, and retentura 18%. 
In latus sinistrum, at 25.00 m from the enclosure wall inwards, no construction was 

found, therefore it was concluded none had existed in the area454. 

 

Principia (fig. 17) 
The entrance was located on via praetoria axis, by mid distance in-between portae 

principales and at few meters from via principalis, yet at unequal distance from the building 
corners, the southern half being c. 2.00 m wider than the southern half. Only the stone phase 
of the headquarters building was uncovered entirely, except for the courtyard in front, where a 
few trial trenches only were performed. In this area, prints of a timber building, demolished 
by fire, were also identified; its plan is incomplete as only the prints of some of the timber 
walls could be found455. The last information on the timber building confirms the existence on 
the same place of the building with classical plan, a courtyard delimited by rooms on only one 
side and five rooms on the back side456. The existence of a basilica is not signalled either. 

The plan of Gilău, where the headquarters building of the cavalry troop preserved the 
same plan of the structure quartering a cohort, seems to have been similar to that at Ilişua. 
Additionally, five rooms were placed in the back side of the timber structure, being 27.00 m 
wide457. 

The headquarters building is erected in stone under Hadrian, when at Ilişua is 
transferred ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana, which honoured Hadrian in AD 131 by an 

 

452  Including the post prints of the timber enclosure palisade were discovered, located partially under the 
enclosure wall, after Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 7–9. 

453  See Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 53. 
454  After Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 7. Probably due to the excavation system, usually with narrow 

trenches of 1.20 m maximum wide and the fact that the majority of the walls have been removed, the 
buildings which would have normally existed in the area were not noticed. 

455  In the plan presented by D. Protase and his team, the principia of the first phase seems to be a building 
with a courtyard delimited by lateral rooms without a basilica, see Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, Pl. IX. 

456  Gaiu 2006, 211. 
457  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 22. 
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inscription erected precisely in the building courtyard458. Nearby, a platform on which the 
inscription and the emperor statue most likely stood was identified. 

The building had then 34.00 × 
32.80 m (1115.20 m2) in size, occupying 
3.36% of the fort surface. The entrance 
appears as a span of 6.00 m wide in the 
front wall of the building.  

The courtyard in front is paved 
with local volcanic tuff slabs and is sized 
21.00 × 15.70 m occupying c. 29.50% of 
the building459. It is flanked by two pro-
longed compartments of c. 4.50 × 15.00 m 
(S/E), respectively 3.90 × 15.00 m (SV) 
considered to be, based on analogies, 
armamentaria460. Partitions were noticed, 
during the first phase, only on the 
northern side of the praetorium, close to 
the back side rooms, where a basilica 
would have been generally placed461. The 
two compartments are sized 3.80 × 4.30 m, 
respectively 5.40 × 3.40 m. 

Between the front courtyard and basilica four large pilaster bases were discovered, two 
central with 2.00 m sides and two lateral of 1.50 m side each462. The span they created in 3.50 
m centrally and 2.50 m laterally, evidently forming impressive arches. 

Basilica is thus sized 12.00 × 24.00 m (288 m2), occupying 25% of the fort surface. The 
roof must have been made of tiles, since many were discovered in the debris; it was paved by a 
layer of pebbles and large stone slabs. Large stone blocks and staircase traces were found by 
the entrance from the front courtyard463. A room was attached to the northern end of the 
basilica, extending on the entire depth of the back side rooms, exceeding by c. 4.00 m the 
building outer line. 

In the back side, bordering the aedes, there were identified in both construction phases 
of the fort, beside the mentioned annex two compartments each, differently sized. During the 
first phase, the rooms were sized 5.40 × 5.00; 4.10 × 5.00; 6.50 × 5.00; 4.80 × 5.00; 3.40 × 5.00 m. 
The aedes, dimensioned c. 7.00 × 6.30 m (44.10 m2) in the stone headquarters building was 
not located perfectly on the entrance axis, but on the via praetoria axis, since, as we have seen, 
the entrance into the building was not placed precisely in the middle of the front wall. Some of 
the rooms on the back side were provided with a heating system. 

 

458  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 50, pl. LXXXVI. 
459  So far, no porticus was identified, yet the courtyard was only partially researched, see Protase, Gaiu, 

Marinescu 1997, 50. 
460  The excavators consider the compartmenting of these large divisions as probable; since to excavate the 

entire area was difficult, such compartmenting walls were not identified, see Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 
1997, 50. 

461  See Gaiu 2006, 211. 
462  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 51. 
463  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 51. 
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The lateral walls of the aedes extend outwards with two buttresses, evidence of the 
large height of this building. Buttresses were also identified on the southern side of the 
basilica, not required on the opposite side due to the existence of the mentioned annex. 

 

Praetorium 
C. Torma published an inadequate plan of the commander’s quarters (fig. 18). Traces 

of the similar construction of timber, also burnt, were discovered. The commander’s 
quarters is located on the right side of the headquarters building, at 17.00 m from it and the 
south-east enclosure. The building is sized 42.00 × 36.50 m (1533 m2), occupying c. 4.50% of 
the total fort surface. The stone construction was preceded by one in timber of which only 
part of the timber uprights post trenches were recognized, having 0.40 m in width and 0.40–
0.50 m in depth464. 

The structure most likely comprised a 
central courtyard, a total number of 20 unequal 
compartments were found to border it on the 
south-west and south-east sides. The partitions 
on the side from via sagularis are more 
complex, and seemingly positioned on two 
rows. Finally, the building was not completely 
researched, its status from via principalis and 
the headquarters building being unclear. In the 
part from via principalis, only the outer wall of 
the building was visible, parallel with via 
principalis. Two parallel walls, perpendicular 
on the north-east side, which could have 
represented an entrance, were observed close to 
the middle of the side from via principalis. If so, 

the room in front, from the back side of the building, slightly withdrawn compared to the 
alignment of other compartments on the same side, represents a triclinium. A hall running 
northwards (the compartment named conventionally, o) was identified in this room and in 
front of the north rooms from it, whose wall could be a stylobat, forming a space with portico, 
similar to that in front of the central dining room from Gilău. Similarly, the compartment 
named conventionally n, very long and narrow, perpendicular on the first portico, could 
represent the ambulatory which delimited the courtyard on the southern side. 

During a later period, new rooms were attached, the construction technique of such 
walls being rudimentary. Some of the buildings in the south corner are provided with 
hypocaust465, being probably part of a thermal installation466. 

 

Valetudinarium (?) 
The building identified as hospital is located at 13.00 m north-west from principia, in 

latus sinistrum. The structure was considered as such due to its position and sizes, without 
benefiting of sufficiently clear evidence. Nonetheless, neither the position nor the inside 

 

464  After Gaiu 2006, 211. 
465  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 52. 
466  Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, 48. 
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compartmenting do not allow such a conclusion467. As planimetry, the plan is said to be 
rectangular, similar to that of a horreum, consisting of a rather large hall partitioned in two sectors 
sized 10.00 × 12.80, respectively 10.15 × 16.40 m, with a total surface of 31.70 × 11.70 m468. 
Within its walls, several reused architectonical and monuments fragments were discovered. 
Additionally, along the walls of 0.70 m thickness, a series of column bases and pillars, evidence 
of its monumentality, surfaced. 

Nonetheless, the plans of several hospitals from other provinces, especially from 
Britannia, are characterised by a lobby or a courtyard delimited on four, three or two sides, by 
chambers469. Or, within the fort at Ilişua, precisely the courtyard and chambers are missing. 
The position of the building is not standard either, and there are no known analogies470. 
Moreover, the single medical tools from Ilişua were found in praetorium and barracks471. 

Even if archaeological digs in the area were superficial, such rooms and courtyard 
could not be overlooked. Consequently, I believe that the building was more plausibly a 
storage room. 

 

Horreum 
A horreum was probably located near the supposed hospital, where charred wheat and 

traces of a burnt timber building were identified, without knowing any information referring 
to its plan or construction. 

 
Barracks  
Inside the fort at Ilişua there were identified six barracks (fig. 19), four in praetentura 

dextra and two in praetentura sinistra472. Some of the six barracks were partially researched 
and the other almost entirely. In retentura traces of several barracks walls, whose plan differ 
during the two different phases of the fort, were observered473. The barracks had during both 
construction phases a single row of rooms of 3.40 × 3.80 m and a veranda, initially 1.70 m 
wide and 1.10 m afterwards474.  

It is odd that during the three construction phases of the barracks at Ilişua the plans 
are similar and seem to overlap475. Considering the organization differences of the troops 
succeeding here, it is hard to believe that the soldiers from ala would have preferred 
identical arrangements, without taking into account housing the horses, especially since the 
barracks of the first phase were demolished and covered with a levelling layer, as described 
by the excavator476. Four 9.00 m wide barracks and 3.30 m wide compartments 

 

467  After Marcu 2006, passim. 
468  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 52. 
469  With analogies Marcu 2006, 463–5. 
470  See Marcu 2006, 465. 
471  Marcu 2006, 465. 
472  Within the rendered plan, five barracks appear yet in praetentura dextra, thus resulting a total of seven 

barracks, see Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, Pl. VIII, 52–3. 
473  See Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 34. 
474  We do not have any information referring to the exact location of the barracks (Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 

1997, 34), yet the single parallel trenches with via decumana seem to have been traced in retentura 
dextra, see excavation plan in Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, Pl. VIII. 

475  Gaiu 2006, 211. 
476  Gaiu 2006, passim. 
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corresponding to the first phase of the fort were noticed in praetentura dextra477. A barrack 
with a veranda, compartmented into 8 contubernia of c. 3.00 m widths was researched in 
praetentura sinistra478. In retentura dextra of the small earthen fort, a barrack with a 1.00 m 
deep veranda and contubernia divided into subdivisions of 3.50 × 4.00 m each was partially 
researched479. 

The barracks were placed per scamna, being 
identified three construction phases contemporary 
with the three enclosure phases, all barracks being 
erected only in timber with floors made of battered 
earth480. The constructions of the first two phases 
were destroyed by fire. During a first phase, the 
barracks had probably had only one row of rooms, 
the posts trenches being c. 0.30–0.35 m wide481. The 
authors of the excavations had maintained, yet, in 
an excavation report from 1985 that the barracks 
were compartmented, two rows of rooms and of 
one veranda being observed to one barrack from 
praetentura sinistra, along via principalis482. The 
compartments of the barracks are 3.20 m wide. Or, 
the most interesting remark: ‘in front of the 
barracks rooms, several alveolate-shaped pits were 
uncovered in a row, whose role we cannot 

specify…’483, may indicate that the barracks belonged in fact to the enlarged fort and the 
cavalry troop, especially since the pits seems to partially overlap the walls posts trenches484. 
Lately, when fort research has become more advanced, it becomes increasingly obvious that in 
the case of the forts that garrisoned cavalry troops (cohortes equitatae or alae), each turma had 
its own barracks accommodating the soldiers in papiliones and the horses in arma. In Dacia 
such barracks were discovered, as mentioned, at Gilău and probably at Căşei, after the first 
was occupied by ala Siliana and the second by a coh. ∞ equitata. One woud certainly expect 
that Ilişua also presented such characteristics. But there is no information regarding the 
existence in arma of horse waste pits. Nevertheless, in some of the alae forts from the Empire, 
such pits were found not in arma, but in their front. Series of regular, yet square pits were 

 

477  After Gaiu 2006, 211. 
478  Gaiu 2006, 212, Fig 4. 
479  Gaiu 2006, 212, Fig 5. 
480  The discovery spot of certain ‘kilns’ is not specified, see Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 52. 
481  After Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 52. Similar constructions, with barracks characteristics were 

identified at Haltern, Rödgen, Walheim, Hod Hill, Baginton, The Lunt, Iža Léanyvár or even Potaissa. 
Barracks of the type were considered to belong to lightly armed soldiers or were only temporary, being 
erected to serve for a short period similar to the tents in the march forts, thus comparing with 
provisional and smaller sized principia from Inchtuthill, see Kortum, Lauber 2004, 382–90, Abb. 177. 

482  See Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 25. 
483  After Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 25–6; see also Gaiu 2006, 212, Fig. 4. 
484  In fact, within the barracks there were discovered including coins from Hadrian (Protase, Gaiu, 

Marinescu 1997, 26), probably subsequent the transfer here of the cavalry troop. Recently, C. Gaiu 
supposed that such alveols could indicate that the building was a stable indeed, considering therefore 
that the first troop at Ilişua must have also been equitata, Gaiu 2006, 212. 
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discovered in front of each contubernium belonging to barracks at South Shields or 
Heidenheim, deemed horse waste pits as well (see infra)485.  

The excavators of the fort at Ilişua maintain that each barracks was composed of two 
rows of rooms (papiliones/arma), placed back to back, each row having its own veranda of 
1.50–1.70 m wide486. Only one barrack made exception. 

Regarding the barracks sizes, one may argue they are rather wide, being 65.00 × 11.00 m, 
the occupied surface of c. 715 m2 being regular for fortresses. Barracks of similar sizes are also 
found in the forts at Aalen and Heidenheim (80 × 9.5 m = 760 m2)487, which probably 
quartered alae milliariae. The sizes of one contubernium vary between 3/3.70 × 4/4.50 m. In-
between the barracks there is a 4.00–4.60 m free space and between those located back to back 
it is c. 1.50 m. 

It is hard to believe that the veranda was divided in several compartments, one in front 
of each arma, a case without precedence or analogy within the Empire. One may not exclude 
yet that post trenches had extended also transversally in the veranda without the existence of a 
superstructure in this corridor, therefore of proper compartments. Additionally, I do not 
believe that the walls separating papiliones from arma, respectively arma from the veranda 
should have run in the same direction in the officer’s room as well, as rendered in plan. It is 
difficult to interpret the lack of the officer’s room in the case of the barracks from praetentura 
sinistra488, in fact the only ones examined on their entire length. The barracks had been, at 
least during the last phases, covered with tiles, since many tiles bearing the stamp of the troop 
ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana were found489. 

 
Troops  
If, regarding the troop which constructed and quartered the large earthen and 

subsequently, stone fort, issues were almost certainly clarified, as ala I Tungrorum 
Frontoniana was known here, questions related to the troop erecting the first earthen fort still 
remain unsolved. 

Within the levels corresponding to the first phase, tiles stamped by cohort II 
Britannorum490 and legion XIII Gemina were discovered491. 

The sizes of the first earthen fort may suit both a milliaria as well as a quingenaria 
equitata troop. Cohort II Britannorum may have been quartered either at Ilişua or Căşeiu. At 
Căşeiu, cohors I Britannica might have been garrisoned during a first phase as it was attested 
in the army of Dacia as early as AD 109, should it not be quartered in the fort at Slăveni492.  

Beside the II Britannorum cohort, legio XIII Gemina is also mentioned during the first 
phase. It is hard to believe that a vexilatio of this legion would have comprised c. 1000 men 
and that it was quartered here for over 15 years. Hence, one may speak about this legion 
vexilations present for the fort construction, alike the case of other forts from Dacia. 

 

485  See Hodgson 2002, 888, Fig. 5. 
486  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 52. 
487  Davison 1989, 81. 
488  With the barracks located in praetentura dextra, the existence of a modern road hindered the research of 

the barracks ends, see Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, Pl. VIII. 
489  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, passim. 
490  For the troop history and references on the matter, see Isac, Marcu 1999, 585–7. 
491  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 55. 
492  Isac, Marcu 1999, 588. 
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Ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana is transferred from Germania Inferior493 to Dalmatia494, 
being subsequently attested in Pannonia by the diplomas from AD 80 (CIL XVI 26); 83 (RMD 
210); 84 (CIL XVI 30); 85 (CIL XVI 31) and next in Pannonia Inferior by diplomas from 
AD 110 (CIL XVI 164) and 114 (CIL XVI 61; RMD 87; RMD 152). The first evidence of the 
troop from Dacia Porolissensis is the inscription discovered in the headquarters building of 
the fort at Ilişua from AD 131 (see supra), being afterwards attested in the diplomas from 
AD 133 (IDR I 11 = RMD 35); 151 (Isac 2001); 154 (IDR I 17 = RMD 47) and 164 (CIL XVI 
185 = IDR I 19; IDR I 18; IDR I 20). 

Obviously, the troop was, in Dacia Porolissensis, the garrison of the fort at Ilişua, 
where it is evidenced by many inscriptions and tile stamps. There are still doubts concerning 
the presence of the troop in Banat where, at Vârşeţ, a signifer dedicated a grave stone to his 
deceased spouse (CIL III, 6274 = IDR III/1, 107), probably sometime during AD 114 (RMD 
87), the last attestation of the troop in Pannonia Inferior and Hadrian’s reign when the troop 
is quartered at Ilişua. At Pojejena, also in Banat, a bonze plate recording a(lae) Frontonian(ae), 
(turma?) Valeri Firmi was identified495. 

 
7. LIVEZILE 
The fort at Livezile is placed strategically south of Rodna pass and, by 12 km in straight 

line, north of the fort at Orheiul Bistriţei. 
The excavations from 1960–1961 aimed at identifying the enclosure, while of nine 

trenches only one was dug inside the fort496. The accumulation layer inside the fort was 
extremely thin (15–25 cm), consisting especially of pottery sheds, prints being spread only 
within the fortification. 

The authors of the archaeological excavations maintain that Livezile is probably a 
marching camp or one that endured for short time and provided analogies from Orăştie 
Mountains, Banat, Muntenia or Sighişoara497. The authors presumed that one of the troops 
that could have occupied the fort was that from Orheiul Bistriţei, cohors I Hispanorum 
milliaria, which could have stationed here during a period previous to the fort at Orhei, thus 
dating the fort at Livezile prior the earthen enclosure of the Orhei fortification, when ‘the 
Romans were still in search of an adequate strategic location’498. 

 
8. ORHEIUL BISTRIŢEI 
Two construction phases of the enclosure were also established for the fort at Orheiul 

Bistriţei, the first fort being slightly smaller than the subsequent stone fort (pl. 13)499. 
From the fort inside only two buildings are known, excavated unfortunately only 

partially; they supposedly represented the headquarters building according to location, 
respectively the termae, following the discoveries in the interior500. 

 

493  Alföldy 1968, 38–40. 
494  CIL III, 9735. 
495  Gudea 1982a, 55, no. 8 
496  Protase, Dănilă 1968, 533. 
497  Protase, Dănilă 1968, 538. 
498  Other authors associated this fort with the existence of a hypothetical stone quarry, see Protase, Dănilă 

1968, 539–40.  
499  Macrea, Protase, Dănilă 1967, 114. We do not know which the argument was for assuming that the fort 

was smaller-sized during the first phase. 
500  Macrea, Protase, Dănilă 1967, 114–5. 
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The surface of the structure—the hypothetical headquarters building—rendered by the 
plan is c. 23 × 15 m, although not the entire construction was excavated, hence setting up an 
accurate plan is hazardous. 

The existence of the baths in latus sinistrum was established due to the discovery 
within several rooms of water basins and hypocaust installations501. Considering the position 
of the building inside the fort, I believe they represent the baths associated to the command-
er’s quarters502. 

 
Troops 
Although it was maintained that cohors I Ubiorum and ala I Illyricorum503 (?) stamps 

were found therein and C. Torma supposed that cohors I Alpinorum equitata was quartered 
here504, the excavations of the 50’s produced stamps, discovered in relatively large numbers, 
belonging to cohors I Hispanorum milliaria505. The fort sizes are also adequate to a cohors 
milliaria equitata. 

 
9. POROLISSUM CITERA (101.10 × 66.65 m) 
The fortification on the Citera hilltop is located at c. 500 m east from the fort on Pomet 

summit. Evidence on the existence of an earthen phase of the fortification is provided by the 
fact that both lateral walls and back of the gate or south-eastern towers walls were inserted 
into the earthen rampart (pl. 12)506. The latest possible date for the fort erection may be year 
120, when the Palmyrenes were attested there. 

Considering the rectangular shaped of the towers, exceeding by c. 1.15–1.40 m 
alignment of the enclosure wall, withdrawn inwards by 2.00–2.65 m, one may argue that the 
stone precinct was constructed during the 2nd century AD507. 

The excavations inside the fort did not identify a consistent occupation layer, yet it is 
clear that trenches were cut in uninhabited area, being placed over the roads inside the fort508. 

M. Macrea believed the fort of Citera hilltop lasted only until Marcus Aurelius, yet 
conversely, N. Gudea argues that, if the fort troop was numerus, then it erected during the 3rd 
century AD, the Bel temple, hence it was still present509, which does not exclude the possibility 
that it might have been housed in the fort on Pomet during that period. 

In return, the fact that this fort was occupied during the 3rd century AD as well is 
proven by the discovery of a brick stamped by cohors III Campestris, which was quartered at 
Porolissum starting with the 3rd century AD510. Except that the stamps could have come from 
a different official building which at the time, might not have been part of the fort.  

 

501  Macrea, Protase, Dănilă 1967, 154. 
502  For baths, attached to praetoria starting by mid 2nd century AD see Johnson 1987, 152 sqq. 
503  CIL III, 8074, 6 şi 25b; CIL III, p. 1375 and Wagner 1938, 195–6. See also Protase 1962. 
504  Torma 1880, 129–30. 
505  Macrea, Protase, Dănilă 1967, 119; Gudea 1975, 382–3, fig. 1/3, 2/1–3. For the troop brief history, see 

Petolescu 2002, 111–2, with references. 
506  Gudea 1989, 83–93.  
507  To support such dating, I mention the discovery in the area of the eastern tower of a coin issued under 

Marcus Aurelius. N. Gudea  claims that, according to available analogies (Lander 1984, 49–67, 67–91), 
the stone fort may be dated between AD 138–150, see Gudea 1989, 92. The same author argues that the 
mentioned coin might date the fort during Antoninus Pius. 

508  See Macrea, Protase, Rusu 1961, Fig. 12. 
509  Gudea 1989, 92–3.  
510  Gudea 1989, 93. 
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Troops 
The shape and sizes of the fort on Citera frame it within the forts specific to irregular 

troops, namely those of numeri. The existence of a second fort at Porolissum additonaly 
confirms that an irregular troop was camped in the fort on Citera. 

Therefore, the fort quartered numerus Palmyrenorum only, comprising an effective of 
a few hundreds individuals511.  

Archaeological evidence substantiating the presence of Eastern soldiers within the fort 
consists in the discovery in one of gate praetoria towers, among other, of a three facet cut 
arrowhead (drei-flügelige Pfeilspitze)512, characteristic to such peoples513. 

 
THE ANNEX  
South-east of the fort, on the southern, rather steep slope of Citera hilltop, a 

fortification with earthen rampart was identified. Its north-west side was partially common 
with the south-east fort side. 

M. Rusu describes it as an earthen fortification shaped as an irregular rectangle 
sized c. 190.00 × 190.00 m514. The rampart was cut in only one place (trench named S V, 5.00 
× 1.00 m) and led to the observation of an inward dent (ditch) similar to that in trench S 1 dug 
over the enclosure of the Citera, thus suggesting that the two enclosures were contemporaneous. 
Moreover, the rampart was organically connected to the south-west corner of the fort, yet 
confirmation of such connection is, in our opinion, problematic. These ‘organic’ connections 
may be visible with ditches and quite difficult to notice in the case of the ramparts. 

The earthen precinct was considered either to have stationed a troop or to represent a 
training camp515. The enclosure form leads us to conclude it could not have accommodated a 
regular troop although the very large space surrounded seems to indicate that, in fact, the fort 
on the plateau was in fact an annex. Additionally, the existence of a sloping training or parade 
fort, so close to the fort is hard to appreciate516. Unfortunately, even where several forts 
provided with such annexes are known, their interpretation is still controversial517.  

 
10. POROLISSUM (Pomet) 
At Porolissum (pl. 11), near today’s Moigrad, the Pomet summit incorporating the 

fortification is surrounded by Pomăt valley to the south-east and south-west, the Citera 
stream to the east and south-east, the Iertaşul Pipaşilor to the east and north-east and by 
Comoară-Ferice hilltops. The fort is set on Pomet peak, a plateau of no horizontal surface 
exhibiting a very high, 502 m, point (‘Bisericuţă’) in the east and a very steep slope towards 
south-east and north-east and rather sudden to the other directions. Thus, porta decumana is 

 

511  See Marcu 2009, passim. 
512  Gudea 1989, 92. 
513  For these arrowheads, see Zanier 1988, with references. 
514  Information given by M. Rusu in relation to this precinct is rendered in Gudea 1989, 93. 
515  See Gudea 1989, 95. 
516  In general, training fields appear in association with troops which also include cavalry, Davies 1989, 95–

123; Hyland 1993,19–20; Bidwell, Snape, Croom 1999, 33–4. The prerequisite is that such field were flat, 
see Arrian 34.1. 

517  See the case of the forts on the Antonine Wall, in Bailey 1994. They emerged where no settlements existed 
nearby, being considered a sort of household annexes where workshops, baths, etc. also of military type, 
could have been located. 
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not visible from the gate praetoria area, the level difference from porta praetoria to the 
headquarters building being relatively small, yet higher in the central part from porta 
decumana. This plateau is at approximately 1.00 km from the north-west gate for access into 
the city and at c. 4.50 km from the defence rampart of the settlements from Porolissum. The 
somewhat unusual position of the fort was determined only by strategic reasons. The entire 
fortified area around the settlements from Porolissum and a much extended limes sector 
blocking entry from the Pannonian field were visible from this summit. 

Archaeological excavations of 1939–1959 targeted especially the enclosure area, 
especially the fort gates and in 1943, partially the headquarters building518. The enclosure of 
the fort at Porolissum was established two construction phases, one of earthen rampart sized 
225.00 × 295.00 m and one of stone, of similar sizes of c. 225.00 × 300.00 m (pl. 11). 

The particular moment of the fortification on Pomet construction is debated. 
Although the majority of researchers, especially the excavators, date it during the first years 
after the conquest, there are several arguments for the extension, even by little, of that 
moment. The main case consists in the discovery in certain enclosure areas under the fort 
agger, of several traces of Roman occupation and even prints of demolished walls at the 
moment of the earthen rampart erection519. Such traces of early occupation were also 
explained as the smaller-sized fort during a first phase, limited to only praetentura dextra of 
the subsequent enlarged fort520. 

E. Tóth supposed the existence of an early phase of the stone enclosure due to the 
initial stone construction of certain rectangular gates towers, prior to those exhibiting a 
circular projection521. No different was observed following former excavations carried out by 
A. Radnóti and subsequently by M. Macrea and his team, when possible several occupation 
phases of the towers were taken into account522. On the contrary, N. Gudea maintains that the 
gate towers were erected by the beggining of the 3rd century AD, simultaneously with the 
enclosure wall523.  

Praetentura has an approximate depth of 110.00 m, latus of c. 30.00–40.00 m and 
retentura of 150,00–160,00 m. Thus, praetentura occupies a third (c. 36.50%) of the 
fortification total surface, while retentura only half (51.50%). The rest, little over 10%, is 
occupied by latus. Yet, due to the rather steep slope, it is unlikely that retentura had been 
entirely occupied by buildings. 

Via principalis seems to be flanked, as in the case of Buciumi, by a portico, which in 
front of the headquarters building, might have been the basilica exercitatoria524. 

 

Principia 

The main axis of the building (fig. 20) does not correspond to the porta praetoria—
porta decumana axis, since three rooms were set in the back side, west of aedes, while east of 

 

518  For the history of research and location of the archaeological trenches, see briefly Gudea 1989, 64–6. 
519  See Macrea, Protase, Rusu 1961, 373. 
520  After Matei 1997, passim. 
521  The author relies both on archaeological observations as well as the construction inscription dated during 

Antoninus Pius, Tóth 1978, 8–12. 
522  For previous reports, see Gudea 1989, 57 sqq. 
523  Gudea 1989, 81. 
524  For similar situations, see Johnson 1987, 140 sqq; Dixon, Southern 1992, 220–3; Taylor 2000, 29. 
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aedes only two partitions were noticed. The western adjacent room was probably attached 
subsequently, alike another connected compartment located by the western end of the basilica 
also outside the alignment of the building western wall. 

Principia was sized 29.00 × 30.00 m, 
engaging only c. 1.30% of the fort total surface 
especially due to the very large dimensions of the 
fortification. 

The first courtyard was sized 30.00 × 15.00 
m (450 m2) lying on 51% of the building surface. 
However, the courtyard pavement did not reach 
the flanking walls of the structure, hence rooms 
bordering it most likely existed. In front, some of 
the rooms were unearthed in the building north-
east part. As such, the courtyard would have been 
30.00 × 9.50 m, 285 m2 in surface and of 32.75% 
proportion.  

Access to basilica was made by two 
entrances of 2.20 m span. Six pole bases were 
found between them. A statue base of 2.50 × 3.50 
m was identified in the north-east corner of the 
basilica. A side aisle facing the courtyard could be 
possible at Porolissum as a wall, deemed as 
stylobat was found towards the courtyard, while a 

parallel row of column bases were discovered towards the basilica525. 

In the back, six rooms were unearthed and all were paved by opus signinum. The aedes 
erected in good quality walls was located on the main entrance axis. Two statue bases sized 
4.75 × 3.60 m, respectively 3.75 × 3.00 m were also identified flanking the entrance into the aedes. 

The headquarters building was established a minimum of seven construction and repair 
phases, differentiated upon the construction technique and the mortar colour and quality526. 

The first phase is represented by a yellow strip (yellow clay mixed with lime) noticed in 
the south-east side of the building. This print also appears along its back wall. The context had 
equivalence also in the north-west part, identified as a mortar and crushed sandstone layer, 
probably the result of elevation elements destruction527. 

The timber or most likely ‘mudbrick’ construction comprises a courtyard flanked by a 
porticus.  

The south-east limit corresponds to that of the subsequent phases, while the north-west 
limit extended over the wall of later stages. Although information is incomplete, A. Landes 
and N. Gudea frame the building in R. Fellmann’s type I528, even though headquarters buildings 
consisting only of an inner courtyard and rooms in the back are rather rare (see infra). 

 

525  Landes, Gudea 1983, 170, n. 24, attempt to prove that the wall was not contemporary with the pillars, as 
the distance in-between them was too small (equal to the width of a human). It is true that, within 
Britain forts, the depth of porticoes in this area is of c. 2.30–3.20 m, after Taylor 2000, 36. 

526  Stoicovici, Gudea 1983, 185–194. 
527  Landes, Gudea 1983, 168. 
528  Landes, Gudea 1983, 168. 
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During the second phase of the building the land is leveled and in certain areas 
heightened by over 1.00 m. At this point, the future stone building framework is erected. 
The basilica and courtyard would be separated by pilasters or columns. The construction 
belongs to R. Fellmann’s type III, pertaining to Hadrian’s period according the authors 
chronology529. 

During the third phase, the courtyard was paved with large stone slabs and a brick-
made channel was added around. The construction dates by mid 2nd century AD. Time 
differentiation between the second and third phases cannot be great as no other occupation 
layer emerged between the pavement layers of the courtyard. Or, we could not expect a proper 
occupation layer in a courtyard. Concerning the entrance, E. Tóth supposed that the quadriga 
statue of Caracalla might have been placed in this area, as the majority of fragments come 
from here530. Rooms paved by opus signinum and provided with heating installation were 
identified on both sides of the entrance. The courtyard pavement did not touch the building 
delimiting walls and rooms bordering the courtyard were supposed to have initially existed 
here as well531.  

K and L partitions are added to the porticus during the fourth phase, wherein tiles 
bearing the stamp CHIII (see infra) and a ‘returned foot’ brooch surfaced. Hence, such 
buildings were dated by the end of the 2nd or during the 3rd centuries AD, when the troop 
was stationed in the fort. Same phase was supposed for room V where stamps of L VII GF 
type emerged. 

During the following phase, the intermediary wall replacing the pillars row from 
basilica was added532. Four stone masonry bases, located by the periphery of the courtyard 
porticus also belong to this stage, should we take into account the similar mortar composition. 
Based on its monumentality, this construction phase most likely dated once with Caracalla’s visit. 

At a later date, by the beginning of the 3rd century, the rooms on the north-west side 
would be attached, by using this time a reddish mortar. 

Last revetments of poor quality opus incertum masonry and cream-coloured mortar 
would take place by mid 3rd century. The S-named kiln is made in this phase as well, together 
with the partition of the rooms on the same side. 

Five or four differently sized bases, located at unequal distances were identified by the 
courtyard periphery, within the side porticoes533. Not all seem to have had a constructional 
purpose, being most likely statue bases. 

Sandstone blocks were discovered in front of the entrances to the back side534, used 
probably to support arcades. Access from the basilica could have been made only with rooms 
c (3.10 m span) and d (2.70 m span). 

 

 

529  Landes, Gudea 1983, 168. 
530  Tóth 1978, nr. 2, Taf. III.2; III.4. See also Diaconescu 2005, 454.  
531  Tóth 1978, 11. Opinion considered erroneous subsequently, after Gudea 1989, 72. 
532  Landes, Gudea 1983, 170, n. 24, proving that the wall was not contemporary with the pillars, alike other 

examples within the Empire, as the distance in-between them was too small (equal to the width of a human).  
533  Landes, Gudea 1983, 165. 
534  Regarding room sizes, they differ from Gudea 1997c, 25 to Landes, Gudea 1983, 165. We chose those 

provided in 1983. 
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Praetorium 

Building C2 (fig. 21) placed in latus dextrum and presumed the commander’s building 
is sized 35.00 × 57.00 m. It occupies 2.9% of the fort total surface, more than double compared 
to the headquarters building, thus being another special feature of the fort at Porolissum. The 
supposition that it was indeed the commandant’s quarters is based on the fact that the plan is 
typical, comprising a central courtyard flanked by rooms, its location being similar to other 
praetoria from Dacia. Access was made by a portico535 along via principalis, like the case of the 
commander’s quarters. The inner courtyard is open and surrounded by a stylobat which 
undoubtedly carried columns forming a large porticus.  

Behind this porticus, the long sides 
consisted each of 12 rooms, while four 
rooms were placed on the short sides536. Yet, 
the plan was rendered by symmetry and 
only one trench was dug along the long 
north-east side537. In the rest, trenches were 
oriented perpendicular on other sides, 
hence the establishment of rooms number 
on the short sides for instance, is 
presumptuous; this is the case also for the 
long side opposed to the entrance. Therefore, 
although the situation is challenging, not 

much may be said on this structure, not even if it was indeed a praetorium. The large number 
of troops stationed within the fort obviously involved an equivalent number of commanders, 
who evidently had to live somewhere. The very large dimensions of structure C2 may provide 
indication that several commanders lived in the building, yet this is extremely hard to prove. 
One should not forget that praetorium was the private house of the commander and his entire 
family, including the slaves. A building which has identically-sized rooms without an axial 
plan centered on the inner courtyard538 has no residential character, therefore normally it 
would not be a praetorium. Additionally, if the structure was used by two or more families, it 
would have been customary to identify some sort of partitioning of the entire structure539. Or, 
it is not visible either. It is true, though, that excavations were not extensive and that the 
building plan was restored based only on research upon trenches, usually perpendicular on 
the construction sides. 

Further surprising is the fact that another two buildings (fig. 22) from latus sinistrum 
had similar plans to praetoria, one of them (building C4) being even sized alike many of such 
buildings540. Only two of the three structures exhibit a plan with a central courtyard flanked by 
rooms and a portico, characteristic to both civil houses and hospitals. The third building, 
adjacent to via sagularis, had only a central courtyard flanked by rooms. 

 

535  Gudea 1997c, 25. 
536  Gudea 1997c, 25. 
537  See trenches plan in Gudea 1997c, Fig. 9. 
538  See Hodgson 1996. 
539  Alike the praetoria specified by A. Johnson, Johnson 1987, 160–1. 
540  Gudea 1997c, 25, although associated initially with a workshop, respectively a hospital, does not exclude 

the possibility of their use as praetoria. 
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Within some of the forts, another building with an inner courtyard delimited by 

rooms placed yet in a different part than the central area emerges and is interpreted also as 
praetorium541. In exchange, in many of the forts where the association of military units is 
certain, no second praetorium is present542. 

Assignment options of these buildings from latus sinistrum of the fort at Porolissum 
regard their use as hospitals or fabrica543. Unfortunately, archaeological digs in the area were 
performed on small scale and only their resumption would make possible attribution to one 
or another building type. 

 

Valetudinarium 

It is very interesting that within building C4 tens of bone arrowheads were 
discovered544. Therefore, it might have been either a storehouse or a fabrica. However, 
precisely this structure resembles a hospital best. It is though peculiar that its sizes of 34.00 × 
28.00 m are double compared to other hospitals. A horreum is located between this structure 
and the headquarters building and beyond it, towards via sagularis, the other building with a 
central courtyard is set. The rooms delimiting the open space are similarly sized, however we 
are not sure on the area occupied by each. Practically, the single noticeable thing in the plan 
rendered by the excavator, is that between some of the compartments placed along via 
principalis, there are few extended spaces, most likely corridors. Such hallways are specific to 
hospitals only. Within legionary hospitals, groups of two or three rooms were regularly 
separated by such corridors, the so-called ‘Koenen system’ being established following 
archaeological digs of the hospital from Novaesium545. 

 

541  In Britannia, such buildings were identified in praetentura dextra of the fort at Hod Hill and in praetentura 
sinistra of the fort at The Lunt, Baginton, see Johnson 1987, 160–1. The second praetorium from Hod 
Hill, larger than the one behind the headquarters building was most likely erected for praefectus equitum, 
superior in rank to the centurion commanding legionary vexillations also stationed there. The one at  
The Lunt, Baginton, also larger compared to that near principia, suggests the presence of a more 
numerous staff ‘necessitated here by activities of which the gyrus is the chief archaeological indication’, 
see Wilson 1974, 431. 

542  See for instance the fort at Strageath, researched 100%, Frere, Wilkes 1989. However, as it did not 
quarter two full strength troops we cannot be certain that two commanders were present. 

543  Gudea 1997c, 25. 
544  Gudea 1997c, 65. 
545  Koenen 1904. 
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Obviously, without any detailed archaeological information, we may not exclude that 
the mentioned hallways could be in fact an optical illusion, the existence of several occupation 
phases of the building with the rehabilitation of the partition walls on different routing being 
possible. 

The medical tools, i.e. surgery tools, pincers or plates for ointment preparation found 
at Porolissum have unkown findspot or were discovered in the praetentura sinistra water tank 
filling and latus dextrum pit G filling, evidently in secondary position546. 

 
Other buildings  
Building C3 (fig. 23) located at c. 4.00 m left the headquarters building was considered 

an underground temple547. It is sized c. 7.50 × 30 m. Since the structure was only sondaged by 
two parallel trenches S84 (95.50 × 1.50 m) and S85 (97 × 1.50 m), transversal to the building 
and at 10 m, respectively 20 m from via principalis, the building length is only supposed by 
analogy with the neighbouring headquarters548.  

The walls erected in opus incertum were 0.80 × 1.00 m 
thick, being therefore a rather solid structure. I am not sure 
whether compartments were not observed only due to the 
excavation system by trial trenche, the excavators certifying that 
the brick floor was continuous549. 

Its assignment was made following the discovery inside, 
of two Mithraic reliefs and several plates depicting the Danubian 
Knights, therefore was deemed mithraeum550.  

Mariana Pintilie’s account, following information 
supplied by I. Bajusz, refers to the existence of a central corridor 
paved with mosaic551. Yet, at a later date N. Gudea, the actual 

author of the archaeological digs criticised the information provided by Mariana Pintilie 
arguing that in fact, there was no corridor, and that inside, the entire construction was paved 
by bricks. The main argument for nominating the building as temple consists, beside the 
mentioned reliefs, of the 4.00–5.00 m level difference between the construction interior 
compared to that of the neighbouring headquarters building and additionally, the vegetal 
motifs painting of the walls552. The level difference is absolutely impressive, being extremely 
difficult to explain even for an underground temple. Moreover, inside, from c. 1.25–1.50 m 
over the floor, the walls begins to curve forming an incipient vault, whose height must have 
been c. 2.00–2.50 m553. 

The single known mithraeum related to an auxiliary fort comes from the vicinity of the 
fort at Carrawborough, where the prefect of coh. I Batavorum dedicates three altars to Mithras554. 
The temple was constructed by the beginning of the 3rd century AD and represents in fact an 
underground cavern large enough to accommodate 10–12 individuals. 

 

546  See Gudea 1989, 680, Pl. CXLII; CCXXV; Gudea 1997c, Fig. 38, Fig. 39. 
547  Gudea et alii 1986, 122; Gudea 1997c, 70.  
548  Gudea et alii 1986, 122. 
549  Gudea 2002a, 620. 
550  Gudea et alii 1986, 122; Gudea 1997c, 70. 
551  Pintilie 1999–2000, 238. 
552  Gudea 2002a, 619. 
553  Gudea et alii 1986, 122. 
554  Campbell 1994, 135. 
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In Dacia, the single complete mithraeum comes from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, 
sized c. 44.23 × 12.44 m555. The temple plan consists of antenave, nave (three aisles) and cella. 
In fact, this is roughly the plan of other similar temples known in the Empire, comprising a 
porticus, pronaos and nave crossed by a central corridor556. The nave was not divided into 
three aisles, but benches existed on both sides of the corridor. The proper altar was set by the 
end opposed to the entrance, usually within an apse. In the case of the building from 
Porolissum, although two trial trenches were cut, no partitions were noticed557. On the other 
hand, the floor is sunken by approximately one meter, like the case of the temple at Frankfurt-
Heddernheim558. Moreover, within the temples erected to Mithras emerge altars dedicated to 
other deities, yet never to the Danubian Knights559. As such, the building is not a mithraeum, 
but is difficult to assign considering the wall painting and the sunken brick-made floor. 

It is clear though that, based on its features, the structure is an exception and I am not 
familiar with other example of the type. However, what purpose did it serve? 

The construction is one of the only which, upon sizes, form and location could be 
deemed horreum, hence one may not exclude at least an initial role of granary. Subsequently, 
the vaulted shape of the building roof may indicate a basement or a cistern, as D. Alicu 
observed560. 

Digs consisted of only two parallel trenches intersecting transversally the building at 
10 m distance one from the other, therefore the function of this building is hard to explain. 
Anyhow, the existence of a cistern within the same fort makes me believe that the excavators 
would have noticed building C3 and cistern B10 construction technique similarity (see infra). 

Buttresses were not identified, yet considering the trench widths of only 1.50 m561 they 
might have existed in the upper parts. On the other hand, considering the extremely large 
depth of the building, supporting buttresses were not even necessary. 

Obviously the function of storehouse is opposed to the sunken, instead of heightened 
floor, the painting and the discovery of artefacts like those identified. 

Several features of the building are similar to rooms inside headquarters buildings or 
forums. Thus, the very large depth of the building brings immediately to our mind the single 
sunken and vaulted structure from a fortress or an auxiliary fort: the aerarium. Aeraria are 
usually placed under aedes principiorum, the central building in the back preserving the troop 
standards. On the other hand, the location of such aeraria was not necessarily under the aedes 
and a few cases are known when they are set under one of the rooms neighbouring the 
strongroom, like in the fortress at Noviomagus562 or the auxiliary forts at Chesters or Benwell 
on Hadrian’s Wall563. 

It is not very clear what such ‘vaults’ deposited, except for, among other, the soldiers’ 
savings (Vegetius II.20)564. Regarding fortresses, I quote the well-known case from Potaissa, 

 

555  Rusu-Pescaru, Alicu 2000, 82. 
556  Clauss 1990, 54–5, Abb. 7, 8, 10, 11. 
557  Fact noticed also by D. Alicu, Alicu 2002, 233, arguing that prints of the side benches should have 

obviously surfaced. For additional explanations see Gudea 2002a, 620 reminding there is no central 
corridor and the brick pavement was continuous, the inside width being of c. 5.00–5.50 m. 

558  See Clauss 1990, Abb. 6. 
559  Clauss 1990, 57. 
560  Alicu 2002, 233. 
561  Gudea et alii 1986, 122. 
562  Petrikovits 1975, 73. 
563  Johnson 1987, 136, Abb. 89. 
564  H. v. Petrikovits wonders to what extent legionary deposits were kept here, Petrikovits 1975, 73. 
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where under the aedes a vaulted rectangular compartment sized 10.50–11.80 × 5.30–5.40 m 
(60 m2) was found, with walls of 0.55–0.75 m and a floor sunken by c. 1.95 m from the walking 
level of the aedes, or by 1.00 m from that in the basilica, thus being created an inner height of 
c. 2.30–2.50 m565. 

Within the auxiliary forts though, the dimensions of such aeraria are much smaller, in 
some of the cases deposits consisted only of a pit where a wooden chest was buried like at 
Vindolanda566. Nevertheless, proper rooms also existed and their floor was sunken by c. 1.50–
2.00 m from the aedes walking level567. The average sizes of such rooms within auxiliary forts 
is of approximately 6.00 m2 568. Dimensions of this type compartments are not directly related 
to the garrison troop, since in some cohors forts they are larger than ala forts569. The 
strongroom from South Shields, sized 16.72 m2 makes exception from all. The explanation of 
such a ‘strongroom’ consists in the character of the fort at South Shields, comprising a very 
large quantity of goods or transit valuables570. 

Beside troop deposits, statues or altars could also be placed there, like those dedicated 
to Jupiter at Murrhardt, the Genius figure at Kapersburg or Hercules’s depictions at Köngen571. 

The character of the fort at Porolissum, located militarily and economically in one of 
the most important areas from Dacia and the many garrison troops, suggest the existence of a 
larger sized aerarium. Even so, the structure length would be rather great compared to that at 
Potaissa, for instance, yet the distance between the trenches was of only 10 m, so it is possible 
that the buildng from Porolissum had similar surface to that at Potaissa. 

Hindrance, quite important, impeding the assignment of the structure as aerarium, 
consists in its location, explainable since little space was available under the aedes572, where, in 
fact, no underground room was found; in the fact that Suetonius, Vegetius and Tacitus state 
that money and signa were directly related573, yet there are exceptions when rooms are not 
placed under the aedes; and the fact that not being in the strongroom area, they could not 
have been secured by the same guards required for the protection of the standards (see infra 
on excubitoria)574. Last but not least, one may wonder why deepening was necessary if the 
structure was not in relation to the aedes. Explanation may reside in the fact that another 
superstructure of similar official function existed. 

Finally, one last possibility would be that the sunken structure from Porolissum would 
represent a schola575. Three of the rooms in the back of the headquarters building from 
Carnuntum were interpreted as cult locations576. A statue of Hercules was found in one of the 

 

565  Bărbulescu 1987, 159–60. 
566  Johnson 1987, 134, Abb. 86. 
567  See the fort at Brough-by-Bainbridge where the floor is 1.70 m deep, Johnson 1987, 137. 
568  For a table comprising sizes of several ‘strongrooms’ see Bidwell, Speak 1994, Tab. 3.2. 
569  After Bidwell, Speak 1994, 81. 
570  Such goods circulation was not related to Severus’s campaign, Bidwell, Speak 1994, 81. 
571  Johnson 1987, 133. Probably not all were discovered in situ, they could have fallen from aedes. 
572  At Sarmizegetusa, where a larger sized aerarium was required, the situation is solved by placing two 

aeraria under curia, under the form of two sunken and vaulted compartments each sized 11.90 × 3.70 m, 
like the aerarium at Potaissa, Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004, 147–8. 

573  …a quoquam ad signa deponi, Suetonius, Dom. 7; Vegetius 2.20 and ‘money was carried under the 
protection of flags and eagles’, Tacitus, Ann. 1,37. 

574  H. v. Petrikovis mentions that money was stored here especially due to constant guard, Petrikovits 1975, 73. 
575  See Marcu 2007b, passim. 
576  Domaszewski 1895, 49; Stiglitz, Kandler, Jobst 1977, 634. 
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rooms and an altar dedicated the fort genius was discovered in the neighbouring room. The 
room where the genius image was identified, although provided with heating system, was 
sunken and its walls were painted similarly to the building from Porolissum577. Therefore, it 
was also interpreted as schola578. Or, it is possible that the building from Porolissum might 
have been a schola dedicated to a college genius, where, alike in other cases, other divinities 
were also revered. 

Without a doubt, only archaeological research of the entire construction may prove 
which of the three variants applies. 

 
Storehouses  
Another construction similar to a horreum is that from praetentura sinistra, framed by 

the excavators in cistern category (see infra) (fig. 24). 
Buildings B2, B3, B4 and B5 described as 

storehouses, were identified following a proba-
bly no wider than 1.50 m trench dug along the 
entire praetentura dextra. Buildings B2 and B3 
placed by mid praetentura represent probably 
granaries since they appear to have buttresses 
and longitudinal walls to carry the floor. The 
first building is at 33.70 m from via principalis, 
being 15.60 m wide and having 1.00 m thick 
walls579. Inside, an intermediate 0.80 m wide wall 
was observed, with no groundwork. On both 
sides of the intermediate wall, two rows each of 
0.75 m high sandstone pillars in the shape of a 
pyramid trunk were examined. The distance in-
between the rows was of 1.20–1.40 m. Outwards, the walls were provided with buttresses. The 
combined system for the floor support is rather rare, yet it is found with certain forts in 
Britannia. The width and length ratio of the building is quite large (3.24) and is due to the 
large sizes of the fort in general. The building is restored to have had buttresses on all sides, 
although only two were identified in digs, both set on the long sides, one facing the other.  

The second horreum (B3) is at 53.40 m from via principalis and at 3.0 m from the first 
granary, being sized 50.00 × 15.40 m (780.00 m2). The 1.40 m thick outer walls have solid 
foundation. Inside, four parallel longitudinal walls of 0.70 m thickness were identified, yet 
without foundation, therefore they must have carried a timber floor. Between the first and the 
outer wall the distance was of 1.00 m, while the distance between the others was of 2.00 m580. 

Horrea from Porolissum, although very large, occupy 2.24% of the fort surface, a 
larger, yet rather usual proportion. Should several granaries existed at some point, including 
here building B10, transformed into a cistern, then the granaries proportion was of 2.70%, 
already fairly large, yet not unusual for a border fort with many outposts depending directly 
on it. 

 

577  Stiglitz, Kandler, Jobst 1977, 634. 
578  Petrikovits 1975, 176, Anm. 88. 
579  Gudea 1983, 124–5. 
580  After Gudea 1983, 125. 
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Fabrica (?) 
As mentioned above, a building of the type could have existed in latus sinistrum, 

building C4 or C5–7, in the shape of a workshop, having a central courtyard flanked on all 
sides by rooms581. I mentioned that building C4 plan, although rather large, resembles rather a 
hospital with several corridors between the room groups. 

I have no information regarding building C5–7 either, yet its plan is similar to other 
buildings from the fort central area, having therefore several rooms equally sized placed 
around a central courtyard. The lack of the portico surrounding the courtyard, compared to 
other buildings comprising a central courtyard, may suggest a different function than residen-
tial. This is the single element indicating that the structure was a fabrica or a storage house. 

Another construction deemed as fabrica is B1, located in praetentura dextra, near via 
principalis, proven by the discoveries inside rather than the plan, difficult to establish582. Thus, 
a small hearth surrounded by numerous pits where iron slag was deposited was identified583. 

In the intersection area of via quintana and via decumana part of building C9 was 
researched. The north-east and south-east walls were partially traced at 1.50 m from the 
porticus flanking via decumana and at 7.00 m from the apsidal room of the headquarters 
building584. The building walls are very thick, of c. 1.00 m, the construction technique being 
similar to that of the principia585. The structure does not appear to have been partitioned, yet 
nearby the northern corner a compartment sized c. 3.00 × 5.00 m was found. The partition 
walls are only 0.50 m wide, while column, monuments or even inscription fragments were 
used within the walls erection, thus supposing the later construction of the building586. 
Outside the edifice, in the via decumana area an inscription mentioning Volcanus was 
discovered among others587. 

 
Barracks  
The single constructions framed by the excavators in this category are the buildings 

from the left half of praetentura sinistra identified, alike the ‘storerooms’ from retentura, by a 
single long and narrow trench588. 

 
The water tank  
A structure whose plan is more intelligible is construction B10 (fig. 25) located in the 

right half of praetentura sinistra. Its plan is rectangular, having outside sizes of 31.50 × 9.60 m 
(302.40 m2), the outer wall being thicker and reinforced by buttresses589. The inner area 
measures 27.00 × 6.00–6.40 m, occupying a surface of c. 167.00 m2. The lower part of the 
construction is at 2.00–2.50 m, being much deepened into the ground590. The walls thickness is 
of 0.80–0.90 m and they were generally made of stone bound with mortar. The buttresses 

 

581  For analogies, see Johnson 1987, 204 sqq. 
582  The building was deemed ‘foundry’, see Gudea 1997c, 26, 64–5. 
583  The analysis of such iron slag was carried out by Stoicovici 1982, 113–9. 
584  Gudea et alii 1992, 144. 
585  Gudea et alii 1992, 144. 
586  Gudea et alii 1992, 144. 
587  Gudea et alii 1992, 145, Fig. 12. 
588  Gudea 1997c, 24. For an excavation plan, see Gudea 1997c, Fig. 9. 
589  Gudea et alii 1988, 150. 
590  Gudea et alii 1988, 150–1. 
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existent on all the four sides were sized 0.70–0.80 × 0.75–0.80 m and were placed at a 2.65–
2.90 m distance one from the other.  

Precisely due to this waterproof wall, the con-
struction plan although similar to grains storehouses, 
was deemed water tank591. It was discontinued by the 
beginning of the 3rd century AD592, its use as waste 
dump being though, unlikely. 

Concerning the internal planning, I must specify 
that timber structures were identified under each 
building from praetentura, without being able to 
distinguish a coherent plan. Or, the plan of the second phase buildings is also unclear. 

The erection of certain buildings from the enclosure area over via sagularis and 
partially over the earthen rampart is a feature of this fort593. The plan of such constructions is 
generally similar to those from the fort at Bologa and Buciumi, except for building B6 nearby 
gate praetoria, whose looks like a barrack probably housing the legion soldiers arrived at 
Porolissum during the Severan period. 

 
Troops  
Military effectives garrisoned at Porolissum, considering the sizes of the fort on Pomet, 

were obviously impressive594. Unfortunately, the issue of the troops’ succession was not 
clarified insofar. 

During the first phase of the fort on Pomet, the quartering of cohorts V Lingonum, 
I Ulpia Brittonum and legio IIII Flavia Felix and legio XIII Gemina vexillations is relatively 
certain595. 

If during the first phase of the fort at Porolissum, sizes would have been indeed of 6.6 ha, 
sufficient space would remain for an additional troop. Vexillations of known troops from the 
neighbouring forts surely participate in several construction works of the fort on Pomet, yet it 
is hard to say to which extent they were stationed for longer periods, considering such forts 
are also of considerable sizes (for instance Bologa, Buciumi, Romita). 

In my opinion, cohors I Ituraeorum and cohors VI Thracum might have been stationed 
as well in the fort at Porolissum, both attested in Dacia’s army as early as AD 109, respectively 
AD 110, being probably quingenariae (see Romita). These troops or part of them are present 
in the fort at Romita during its first occupation phase596. Or, the first phase of the fort at 
Romita could be dated later than AD 106, proven by first dating elements indicating the 
Hadrianic period. 

 

591  Gudea 1997c, 25. 
592  Gudea 1997c, 41. 
593  Following the discovery of the third and seventh legions stamps, the buildings were dated after 213, see 

Gudea 1997c, 41–2 and Piso 2000, passim. 
594  For the issue of the troops from Porolissum, see Gudea 1989, 159–179 with bibliography; Gudea 1997c, 

27–30, 35–6; 
595  See Piso 2000, 210–1. In case when the first fort at Porolissum would be of smaller sizes, the troops 

situation would obviously change, see Matei 1997, 231–46. 
596  Stamps of CO VI T type appearing at Porolissum are dated in a later period due to the fact that the type 

is not found in the fort at Romita, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 92–3, 96. We belive that these stamp types found 
only at Porolissum is the result of the troop presence here, prior the construction of the fort at Romita. 
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As such, I consider that the fort sizes on Pomet would suit a milliaria troop (cohors I 
Ulpia Brittonum), one quingenaria equitata (cohors VI Thracum) and two quingenariae 
peditatae (cohors: V Lingonum, I Ituraeorum ?). 

The already mentioned inscription discovered at Apulum is dedicated to C(aius) Iulius 
Corinthianus from Theveste (Numidia) (CIL III 1193; IDR III/5, 542). It was supposed he was 
a tribune of the cohort I Britt(anica), which together with one vexillatio Dacorum partook in 
AD 198–199 the Parthian war of Septimius Severus (or in AD 161–165 of Lucius Verus)597. Or, 
the troop seems to be identical with coh. I Ulpia Britt(onum). The troop of Britons would lose 
or relinquish its surname Ulpia according to military diplomas, between AD 161 and 164. 
Although within the inscription, the troop is not recorded as milliaria, Corinthianus is a 
tribune and fulfils militia secunda, hence the troop must have been theoretically 1000 strong. 

At some point during Hadrian’s reign, probably once with the new province 
organization, the fort at Romita would be constructed and occupied by cohors VI Thracum 
and cohors II Britannorum ∞598. It is hard to say what happened at Porolissum at that 
moment; it is possible that part of the fort was left free. Probably on this occasion cohors I 
Ulpia Brittonum becomes equitata599. 

During the second half of the 2nd and the beginning of the 3rd centuries AD at 

Porolissum are attested successively vexillationes of legions III Gallica and VII Gemina, 
participating in construction works, yet they did not remain here for long600. 

Still by the end of the 2nd century AD or the beginning of the following, a third cohort 
is confirmed within the fort on Pomet, mentioned by COH III type stamps, considered to be 
until not so long ago, identical with cohors III Dacorum. This unit has definitely proven to be 
cohors III Campestris601. 

It is possible that troop III Campestris replaced the Britons cohort, as there was 
adequate space to accommodate both units, beside cohors V Lingonum. It is very odd though, 
that the troop of Britons, compared to other military units from Porolissum, is not recoreded 
by tile stamps, except for two exemplars dated in an early period602. Hence, I belive that it is 
possible to identify the troop with cohors I Aurelia Brittonum milliaria Antoniniana, which 
erects the stone fort enclosure from Bumbeşti603. Moreover, it is not excluded that troop II 
Britannorum from Romita would also be stationed at Porolissum during the 3rd century AD. 

 

597  See comment in IDR III/5, 542. 
598  The inclusion of this unit among troops stationed at Porolissum was made following the discovery of 

COH II BRTS type stamps, see Szilágyi 1946, no. 268; Tóth 1978, 50–1; Gudea 1983a, 155. A. Szilágyi 
completes the reading of the stamp as coh(ors) II Br(i)t(annorum) S(everiana), dating it during the 3rd 
century, Szilágyi 1946. 

599  First evidence that the troop is equitata comes from a diploma dated in AD 161 granted to a former 
horseman of the troop, see RMD 177; Eck, Isac, Piso 1994, 577–591. 

600  For the history of these legions and the reason for the transfer of some vexillations to Porolissum, see 
Piso 2000, 206–8, 218–20. Conversely to I. Piso’s views, see Gudea 2002, arguing that vexillations from 
legio III Gallica were stationed here until Severus Alexander. 

601  For interpreting these stamps, the troop history and debates on the matter, see Piso 2003.  
602  Gudea 1997c, Fig. 12. 
603  CIL III, 14485 a; IDR, II, no. 174. Anyhow, the epithet Ulpia disappears from the troop title (see 

diplomas of AD 164, RMD 63–4). In fact, within the same diplomas, the epithet Ulpia is not present with 
other troops either, see the case of the Spaniards cohort from Orheiul Bistriţei. The imperial surname 
Aurelia might have been granted as honourific title, without implying the creation of cohort I Aurelia 
Brittonum under Marcus Aurelius, see Wagner 1938 108. See also Marcu 2004a, nr. 4. 
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The other troops attested at Porolissum represented garrisons of the neighbouring 
forts, which for various reasons might have been in certain moments at Porolissum604.  

 

11. ROMÂNAŞI 
The planimetry of the fort at Românaşi proved to be during a first phase, that of an 

irregular rectangle. 
Inside, two occupation layers are ‘obvious’, while only post prints and a few walls post 

holes belonging to the barracks structure were identified605. Therefore, the location of the 
barracks inside the fort, as imagined by D. Tamba, seems ungrounded606. 

The dating of the first fort phase, established in the first half of the 2nd century AD607 
based on the west gate tower planimetry, identified in fact during the stone phase, that is in 
the second phase, is deficient. 

 
Troops  
The large number of stamps discovered at Românaşi prove that cohors I Hispanorum 

was garrisoned there. 
The tile stamps do not prove that coh. I Hispanorum was quingenaria equitata, as         

N. Gudea implies608. The omission of the milliaria sign or mention within the diplomas 
recording it confirms the idea that the troop was quingenaria. Nonetheless, one may not 
exclude that the unit was of 1000 men, while the stamps from Românaşi of C I HISP 8 type609 
seem to verify such a fact, the sign by the end being a reversed ∞ or a cut D. 

However, the fort sizes plead for its occupation by a peditata milliaria or a quingenaria 
equitata troop. 

Other units attested by stamps are cohors VI Thracum and cohors II Britannorum, 
which stationed at some point in the neighbouring fort at Romita. Such troops parts of them 
do not seem to have been garrisoned within the fort at Românaşi, yet the COH II BR type 
stamps610 with a R placed ‘on head’ were not found at Romita, the basic fort of the troop.  

 
12. ROMITA 
In the north-west of Dacia, the impressive auxiliary fort near Romita (pl. 15) is 

considered to originate by the beginning of the province conquered by Trajan, no later than 
AD 106. In the north-west limes area, several forts, one close to the other are located, arranged 
like an arch around the most important point of the area, at Porolissum. The fortification is 
set on the right bank of Agrij valley in its vicinity, where the valley narrows. River Agrij flows 
parallel to Meseş Mountains to the north and into Someşul Mare River at Jibou. The breach 

 

604  They are cohors II Britannorum and cohors I Augusta Ituraeorum, see Gudea 1989, 166–8; Gudea 1997c, 27.  
605  Macrea, Rusu, Mitrofan 1962, 499–500; Tamba 1997, 18. 
606  Tamba 1997, 25. The author of the Românaşi fort monograph, after stating that the troop stationed there 

was quingenaria peditata (Tamba 1997, 18) finds analogies with equitatae troop forts from Künzing and 
Birrens, thus speaking about the stabling requirement; subsequently, the author asserts that sizes given by 
A. Johnson to be adequate for a peditata quingenaria troop fort are of 1.4 ha, ‘regular parameters’ also in the 
case of the fort at Românaşi (Tamba 1997, 20), whose sizes, we mention, are around the value of 2.00 ha.  

607  Tamba 1997, 21, when for corroborating his theory, quotes Alicu 1973, 115–6, is mistaken, the quoted 
author dating the enclosure by the beginning of the 3rd century AD. In fact, D.Tamba, when discussing 
the stone phase construction quotes D. Alicu accurately this time, see Tamba 1997, 26. 

608  Gudea 1997d, 44. See also Gudea 1997e, with entire bibliography on the debate. 
609  Tamba 1997, Fig. 12. 
610  Macrea, Rusu, Mitrofan 1962, Fig. 20. 
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the valley formed provides, beside the parallel one to the east (Almaş valley), easy access inside 
the province. 

Obviously, the only 3.5 km distance from the fort at Porolissum and the fact that Agrij 
valley could have been surveilled by the garrison of the fort at Românaşi, also in the 
neighbourhood, may represent arguments for the Hadrianic origin of the fort at Romita, 
probably once with the organization of the new province. 

Al. V. Matei and I. Bajusz, the excavators of Romita, maintain the earthen enclosure is 
identically sized to that of stone611. However, there is no dating element prior to the Hadrianic 
period612. Or, within all known forts, early levels are abundant in items, particularly coins 
dated during the 1st or the beginning of the 2nd centuries AD, as the result of the soldierly 
pays received especially following the Dacian wars. For this reason, it is possible that the first 
fort at Romita was constructed, as mentioned, under Hadrian or that it was smaller-sized, 
being placed inside of an enlarged fort within an area not excavated insofar and that it indeed 
functioned as early as under Trajan613. 

Although diggings were few, following magnetometric prospection performed by a 
Dutch team led by the late J. K. Haalebos, there are many elements providing information on 
the fort and its buildings planimetry614. Sizes, due to the nature of research are only 
approximate, being measured upon the general plan of magnetic measurements. A virtual 
situation from a time, probable the latest point, in the fort existence is debated615. 

The sizes of the fort at Romita were measured on field, being approximately of 225 × 
187 m (pl. 15)616. Certainly, prints showing level differences in the field represent the last 
construction phase of the fort enclosure remade at certain point. The excavators identified on 
three of the fort sides, except for the southern side, traces of a prior earth-and-timber 
enclosure. As such, the existence of an early earth-and-timber fort which had approximately 
same sizes with the stone enclosure fortification is supposed, being the first fort at Romita, as 
mentioned, built as early as the beginnings of the province617. Or, the fort is rather long, with a 
deeper retentura compared to praetentura. Therefore, one may not exclude that retentura was 
initially smaller, taking into account the fact the garrison troops were not the same constantly, 
from a certain point on the soldiers number being probably greater. The fact is suggested by 
the building planning in the fort central part. 

Prints of defence ditches were noticed by digs, yet only one reddish print along the 
enclosure wall was observed in plan, indicating different soil consistency618. The archaeolo-
gical excavations identified the bottom of the first ditch at c. 9.00 m from the outer face of the 
enclosure wall619. The ditch rendered in plan like a print of a different colour is in fact another 

 

611  Matei, Bajusz 1997, 26. 
612  The coins from the earliest layer of gate praetoria were issued under Hadrian; this was the excavators argu-

ment for settling the end of the first fort phase under Hadrian, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 27–8. The few coins 
from Trajan are uncertain, except for one discovered in 1972 in the baths (Matei, Bajusz 1997, X.4.b.3, 1). 

613  See for instance the case of the fort at Gilău, în Isac 1997. 
614  See Franzen, Matei, Marcu 2007. 
615  Certain data on the early phases of the occupation at Romita are supplied in Matei, Bajusz 1997, passim. 
616  See Matei, Bajusz 1997, 30. According to the magnetometric measures taken from the outer faces of the 

enclosure wall, the fort has approximately equal sizes to those measured on the field, of c. 230 (north/ 
south) × 192 (east/west) m.  

617  As the earliest occupation level corresponding to the initial timber phase of gate praetoria, it was decided 
that the initial fortification has similar shape with the subsequent stone wall one, after Matei, Bajusz 
1997, 26, 30. 

618  For details referring to the defensive system of the fort at Romita, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 20–38.  
619  Matei, Bajusz 1997, 32. 
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ditch whose bottom was by 1.00–1.15 m more to the exterior, representing the latest phase of 
the defensive system from Romita. The fort’s stone enclosure is visible also in the plan 
obtained following magnetometric prospection. The excavations identified a few of the sandy 
whetstone worked blocks plating the enclosure wall620. The preserved thickness of the 
enclosure wall is of 1.40–1.45 m. Along this wall, several interval towers may be observed 
easily, one between the north-east corner and porta principalis sinistra, two between this gate 
and the south-east corner, one between porta decumana and the southern corners of the 
fortification and others, probably symmetrical yet less visible, on the western side of the 
fortification. Their form is usual, being rectangular and attached to the precinct wall, without 
projecting outwards. In exchange, the gate towers are different as plan, being still rectangular, 
yet outwards projected, evidence of different functionality621. Three of the fort gates, porta 
praetoria, portae principales sinistra and dextra are double, each having two passageways, 
while porta decumana has a simple span. The corner towers have a common trapezoidal plan, 
their outer wall being at the same time the enclosure wall of the fort. The excavations showed 
the existence on the north, west and east sides of an initial earth-and-timber phase and prints 
of certain wooden poles were found at the gates as well. 

The fortification at Romita, 160.00 m wide, measured from the interior extremities of 
via sagularis, had a tripartite planning, alike the majority of the forts from the western 
provinces of the Empire, with a c. 60.00 m deep praetentura, a latus of c. 55.00–60.00 m and a 
retentura of 70.00 m. The fact that the fortification at Romita had been initially shorter is 
suggested by the buildings from latus sizes. Thus, the headquarters building appears longer 
compared to the other stone construction with a clearly visible plan from latus dextrum. The 
unusual large length of the headquarters building may be explained as a subsequent 
requirement of the structure resizing622, its exterior limit being, as customary, aligned to the 
back of the building which seems to be a praetorium, where initially via quintana would have 
been located, by whose ends existed and continued to function the interval towers easily 
visible during the last phase of the enclosure. It is normal that the distance between via 
principalis and via quintana would mirror the sizes or length of the buildings in the central 
part of the fortification which theoretically should occupy its entire depth. Cases when via 
quintana is not set on the back line of all the buildings in the central area are few, and under 
such circumstances, free spaces were left empty. Cases when the buildings in this part of the 
fort have no equal depths are similar to fortresses, where in the area behind the headquarters 
building other construction types of official purposes are found, like for instance a 
valetudinarium. Precisely in those auxiliary forts where same construction types emerge, in 
case they are located close to the fort central area, the depth of the buildings from latus is 

 

620  Occasionally, such blocks were discovered on both faces of the wall, therefore it was probably plated with 
stone blocks on both sides (after Matei, Bajusz 1997, 31), yet in this case, the existence of an agger 
noticed by digs (Matei, Bajusz 1997, 35) was useless. Hence, the space or at least the superstructure 
between via sagularis and the enclosure wall might have been free, the patrol road being carried by a 
wooden structure whose prints were in fact discovered by digs. They may be those which the excavators 
observed: ‘…prints of the transversal frames carrying the palisade posts…’, Matei, Bajusz 1997, 36. 

621  Archaeological digs at porta principalis sinistra and porta praetoria confirm the planimetry of the gate 
towers and also bring new interesting data on the occupation inside the towers, the discovered materials, 
the temporary gate blocking and their construction system, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 38–57. 

622  Similar proportions and lengths are found with the forts at Rudchester (Taylor 2000, Fig. 5) or Benwell 
(Johnson 1987, Abb. 202), both being c. 45 m long, occupying over 5% of the forts surface and having 
inner courtyards lying on c. 30% of the headquarters buildings surface, in other words the largest 
percentages found with forts from Britannia, see Taylor 2000, Table 2, 4. 
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different623. However, the reason for the extension of the headquarters building may be due to 
retentura’s revetment at some point, probably subsequent the garrison change at Romita. Why 
did a larger headquarters building exist at that point? This may be explained if we consider 
which part of the headquarters building was mostly enlarged (see infra). Thereafter, it is 
possible that a smaller fort existed initially, at least retentura seems to have been shorter. 

The delimitation point of a fort is located by the intersection between via principalis 
and via praetoria, where the classical authors record a locus gromae. As such, groma marks the 
entrance into the headquarters building, having both a distinct functional purpose of a point 
from where all measurements start by defining the main roads624 and a religious function625. 
Epigraphically, groma is attested at Lambaesis by one inscription located over the entrance 
into the tetrapylon marking the intersection between viae principales and praetoria and the 
entrance into the headquarters building626. Since groma appears in Accusative, it was supposed 
that it made reference, in this case, to a construction rather than the topographical 
instrument627. Such construction is of the tetrapylon type, erected upon the model of a Roman 
triumph arch, marking the intersection of via principalis with via praetoria from Lambaesis or 
Dura-Europos, Lauriacum, Rapidum and even Haltern628. Cases when this structure was 
identified are extremely rare, although excavations in the headquarters building area were 
usually consistent. Except for the fortress at Lauriacum erected in the second half of the 2nd 
century AD and possibly Haltern, the existence of a construction marking locus gromae seems 
a feature specific to the East. 

In Dacia prints of an eventual groma base were discovered at Turda (Potaissa) under 
the volcanic tuff layer making up via praetoria by its intersection with via principalis, a 
limestone base of approximately triangular shape629. Additionally, at Sarmizegetusa the precise 
location of groma base was identified under the form of a stone base sized 67 × 60 cm630. Like 
at Lambaesis, at Sarmizegetusa groma was covered by a rectangular construction of 14.00 × 
8.40 m631. 

 

623  This is the case at Housesteads or Wallsend, see plans in Crow 1995, 50–51, Fig. 30 and Hodgson 2003, 
Fig. 10. 

624  Hyginus 12: in introitu praetorii partis mediae ad viam principalem gromae locus appellatur quod 
<quat>tuor viae ibi congruant sive in dictatione metationis posito in eodem loco ferramento groma 
superponatur, ut portae castrorum in conspectu rigoris stellam efficiant. Among under-officers are 
mentioned with Vegetius 2,7: mensores qui in castris ad podismum dementiuntur loca, in quibus tentoria 
milites figant vel hospitia in civitatibus praestant. Locus gromae is also known from papyri, including with 
guards being placed there, see Fink 1971, no. 15, col. 2, 9 and no. 19, line 6 (dated AD 242–256). See also 
RE VII, 2 (1912), 1881; Dilke 1971, 66, 88, 89 or Dilke 1974, 571 mentioning that groma must be placed 
‘in the centre of the centuriation stone’. 

625  Posita auspicaliter groma, Hyginus, de limitibus (Blume, Lachmann, Rudorff 1848, 170). 
626  … gromam Te[rtiis] Augustani[s……restituit], Ten[a]gino Prob[us] pra[eses] prov[inciae] Nu[midiae 

dedicavit] (CIL VIII 2571), re-read by Kolbe 1974, 284.  
627  After Kolbe 1974, 293, 295. 
628  Fellmann 1958, 139 f., Abb. 56, 58; Rakob, Storz 1974, 266; Petrikovitz 1975, n. 78; Johnson 1987, 140, 

Abb. 97. For a few examples of tetrapyla and the reconstruction of the one from the entrance into the 
stone forum at Sarmizegetusa, see Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004, pl. XXIX, XXX. 

629  Bărbulescu 1987, 129. 
630  The monument is not precisely by the intersection between decumanus maximus and cardo maximus, 

being slightly withdrawn towards the entrance, on the northern porticus line of the stone forum, 
subsequently moved southwards, after Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004, 64, pl. XXXII, 2, B. 33, 36. The 
proper base is sized c. 2.00 m. 

631  Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004, 104, 110. 
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Similarly, at Romita clearly visible in the magnetometric measurements plan, precisely 
by the intersection between via principalis and via praetoria, are four points representing most 
likely column bases forming a tetrapylon. The construction details are hard to establish, yet it 
probably had, alike the one at Lambaesis, several arch spans, although only four pillar bases 
were distinguished632. Like anywhere else, a separate construction as it appears from the plan 
seems unlikely, being related to the headquarters building by two arches between the southern 
bases and the frontal wall of the building. The intermediate space between the southern limit 
of the tetrapylon and the headquarters building façade is c. 5.00 m wide, composing probably 
a portico along the entire building façade, difficult to distinguish from the plan. Principia and 
implicitly groma and aedes are oriented precisely on mid fort axis. The four bases of the 
monumental construction marking groma are located on via principalis symmetrically, 
precisely by mid distance between portae principales. The bases are set 10 m one from the 
other, placed on the northern and southern limits of via principalis in front of its intersection 
with via praetoria. The mid point of the construction is at c. 70.00 m from porta praetoria, at 
145 m from porta decumana and at 85.00 m from portae principales. All such sizes clearly 
indicate this was the location where one would expect to find a groma monument. 

 

Principia 
Dimensions of the headquarters building were initially established based on field 

observations only, without archaeological diggings being carried out. Thus, according to the 
level differences in the fortification centre, it was considered to be c. 48 (north/south) × 34 
(east/west) m633. Following magnetometric measurements, one may easily notice that this land 
conformation was indeed due to a large building of approximately 50–52 (north/south) × 35–
37 (east/west) m in size, stretching over an impressive surface of almost 2000 m2, therefore 
close to previous measurements. Nevertheless, due to the fort very large sizes, the 
headquarters building occupies 4.10% of the fort surface, common for Dacian fortifications, 
where the value is, like elsewhere, between 3–5% with small variations634. Additionally, the 
length/ width ratio of almost 1.50 of the headquarters building is rather high, being exceeded 
in Dacia only by the same ratio of the headquarters buildings in the forts at Inlăceni (1.80) and 
Titeşti (1.72)635. At Romita the explanation could be that initially, the headquarters building, 
as mentioned, had been of only 40 m long on the back line of the neighbouring building from 
latus dextrum and the interval towers placed by the extremities of such a virtual line, where 
via Quintana had probably been. Therefore, the headquarters building could have been in an 
early stage of c. 40 (north/south) × 37 (east/west) m (1480 m2), occupying 3.5% of the fort, in 
case the fortification had been from the start that large636. 

Hence, the headquarters building was initially of 1 actus (120 × 120 Roman feet (pes 
monetalis) with small errors due probably to our measurements upon the magnetometric 

 

632  Entrances to principia from Lambaesis are sized c. 7.00 m, Rakob, Storz 1974, fig. 9, pl. 135, 2. 
633  The very large dimensions of the building made the authors of the field observations suppose the 

existence of two similar buildings fulfilling similar functions for each garrison troop, Matei, Bajusz 1997, 
30. Or, this would have been the first case known in the Roman Empire. For epigraphic evidence on a 
principia used by two troops concurrently see Johnson 1987, 139.  

634  For certain comparative sizes of the forts in other western provinces, see Haalebos 1999, 26, n. 43; Taylor 
2000, Table 2. 

635  Usually in Dacia, the headquarters buildings are, with few variation, approximately square irrespective of 
the forts length/width ratio.  

636  Since the fortification was probably occupied by two auxiliary troops from the start, the fact is not 
impossile. 
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plan, extended by another 15 m subsequently, thus resulting a length equal to the diagonal of 
one actus of 170 feet (c. 50.30 m)637. 

Practically, the headquarters building part which probably modified its sizes most was 
the front courtyard. It essentially served as location for soldiers assembling or display of 
emperor statues or altars for Disciplina militaris638. The requirement of a larger space is 
reasonable as two troops were quartered here. The headquarters building was par excellence 
the most important administrative and religious area of the fort and, where several troops 
were quartered, administrative needs related it were solved by the larger sizes of this 
construction, the surface it occupied being in principle directly proportional to the surface 
occupied by the entire fortification639. 

A few partitions were identified in the front side of the building, yet their sizes could 
not be distinguished from plan, having a relatively maximum depth of c. 10.00 m640. Other few 
compartments, approximately square with sides of approximately 6.00 m were noticed on the 
western side of the building. However, the divisions in the opposite side are not sufficiently 
clear, giving the impression they did not even exist641. 

The front courtyard was sized c. 28.00 (north/south) × 28.00 (east/west) m, resulting 
an almost 785 m2 space, occupying almost 40% of the principia. If the open space would have 
been flanked by rooms on the eastern side, the courtyard would have occupied a normal 
surface of c. 29% of the headquarters building area. The existence of a peristyle or a colonnade 
flanking the courtyard is unclear, yet if compartments on the mentioned side lacked, it was 
necessary, alike the cases mentioned from Hod Hill or Pförring. A more pronounced anomaly 
may be observed in the north-western corner of the headquarters building courtyard, where a 
fountain was usually located642.  

The walls in the back of the headquarters building are thicker, so they are much clear 
in plan. The partition wall between the front courtyard and the basilica, which seems to be 
interrupted by its ends, is also obvious in plan. As this wall was a stylobat, such discontinuity 
seems normal, while the walls ends did not require additional extension as access from the 
courtyard to the basilica was made thorugh there. On the other hand, if rooms borderded the 
courtyard, obviously the space from the stylobat extremities was not further used. 

The great thickness of the walls in the basilica area was caused by the large dimensions 
of c. 12.00 × 37.00 m (444 m2) of this building part. The location of the tribunal was not 

 

637  Cases of principia whose sizes were related to an actus, though this time associated to pes Drusianus, are 
at Chesters (38.99–39.19 m long) or Halton Chester (40.08–39.00 m), after Taylor 2000, 42. 

638  According to A. von Domaszewski principales assembled in the front courtyard, soldiers on via 
principalis, while the tribunes and centurions in basilica, Domaszewski 1899, 155. More suggestive with 
R. Fellmann, who argues that one may not generalize and that situations are not always similar, the 
analysis of each headquarters building being required, Fellmann 1958, 88. Conversely, H. v. Petrikovits 
states that the space is not sufficient for assembling all legionaries, Petrikovits 1975, 73, n. 71.  

639  At Vetera, the fort with two garrisoned legions, therefore double in size compared to other legionary 
fortifications, principia is almost double compared to other similar buildings, for a plan see Petrikovits 
1975, Taf. 5 a, b. 

640  Sizes are rather large compared to other headquarters buildings from auxiliary forts, being similar to the 
rooms of the large headquarters building at Potaissa (Turda), see Bărbulescu 1987, 137. 

641  Headquarters buildings flanked on one side by rooms were identified at Hod Hill (Johnson 1987, Abb. 182) 
or Pförring (Czysz et alii 1995, Abb. 195). 

642  Fountains in similar locations were identified in the forts at Hofheim (Johnson 1987, Abb. 190), 
Wiesbaden (Johnson 1987, Abb. 196), Eining (Czysz et alii 1995, Abb. 127) or Wallsend (Hodgson 2003, 
Fig. 10). See Bidwell, Speak 1994, 58 for the function of such fountains within religious rituals. 
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identified as it was probably timber-made or consisted of poor quality walls hard to detect by 
magnetometric measurements. In exchange, three statue bases or altars were clearly noticeable 
in the basilica, one being set, like elsewhere, in front of the aedes with the other two flanking 
the first. A base might have been placed near the south-eastern corner of the basilica643. 

The rooms in the back are not sufficiently evident either, being probably two each on 
both sides of the aedes. They are almost 5 m deep. In comparison, the central room occupies 
70.00 m2 surface and is sized c. 10.00 (north/south) × 7.00 (east/west) m. The room is 
projected southwards by approximately 5.00 m behind the southern limit of the headquarters 
building, and possibly, had no apse644. 

 

Praetorium 
A large building provided with central courtyard was spotted in latus dextrum at          

c. 30.00 m distance from the eastern side of the headquarters building. The construction is 
aligned and perpendicular to via principalis and is located near porta principalis dextra. The 
outer sizes of the building are c. 42.00 (north/south) × 37.00 (east/west) m, almost of an actus 
alike the initial headquarters building, surfaced 1554 m2. Therefore, it occupies 3.70% of the 
fort surface. According to its plan and position, the structure is obviously the commander’s 
quarters, being a house-perystle type construction.  

The inner courtyard is approximately 20.00 × 20.00 (25.00) m, being thus of 450 m2 
and lying on c. 30% of the building total surface. Magnetic anomalies were noticed in the 
north-eastern corner of the building, therefore the construction might have been enlarged or 
added additional compartments, like for instance the case of commander’s quarters from forts 
on the same limes sector at Buciumi, Bologa, Căşeiu or Gilău645. 

Several compartments were also visible around the courtyard. By mid side opposite to 
the entrance, a larger division of c. 10.00 × 8.00 m was observed and its northern side was not 
set on the separation line of the back rooms, beign slightly projected towards the courtyard. 
The room is similarly sized to an aedes from principia except that its projection is reversed, 
towards the building interior. This compartmenting might have been a triclinium, feature of 
Roman Mediteranean type houses and, with few exceptions, not of headquarters buildings 
from auxiliary forts646. 

West of this room, three approximately equally sized compartments are visible. 
Simetrically, it is possible that east of the triclinium other three compartments existed. 
Moreover, divisions seem to have existed on all four sides around the courtyard. Thus, the 
structure has all characteristics of a praetorium. 

The existence in praetentura sinistra of another similarly sized building, slightly 
different in plan though, is striking. The construction is close to porta principalis sinistra, 
aligned to via principalis, at 40.00 m distance from via praetoria and 30.00 m from via 
sagularis in the northern side of the fort. It also comprises an inner courtyard, yet it is much 

 

643  Such statue bases must have been found, alike in fora, constantly within forts, the four bases all approxi-
mately in front of the aedes in the fort at Wiesbaden being suggestive, see for plan Johnson 1987, Abb. 196. 

644  Similarly, the case of the central room at Balmuildy, Johnson 1987, Abb. 206. 
645  Isac, Hügel, Andreica 1994, passim, Abb. 5, 6, 7, 22, 25; Isac 2003, 148, Fig. 13b. 
646  For comparisons with Mediteranean type houses and the commander’s building from South Shields, see 

briefly Hodgson 1996, 143–149, Fig. 12.9, 12.10, 12.11. In fact, the triclinium sizes (of 10 × 6.60 m) from 
the commander’s quarters at South Shields are similar to those at Romita. 
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larger. The courtyard is surrounded on all four sides by large compartments, probably divided 
into several smaller spaces, however they are not visible in plan. The rooms’ depth is 
approximately 5.00 m, yet the single c. 3.00 m wide clear division, may be distinguished by 
mid southern side of the building, in front of via principalis, evidently marking the entrance. 
The total sizes of the construction are c. 4000 (east/west) × 37.00 (north/south) m, straching 
over a surface of 1480 m2 and 3.5% of the fort. Sizes are similar to those of the building from 
latus dextrum and the headquarters building, yet compared to the building deemed praetorium, 
its courtayard is 600 m2 surfaced, being c. 30.00 (east/west) × 20.00 (north/south) m, occupying 
almost 40% of the building total surface. 

Magnetic anomalies were detected in the south-western corner of the courtyard, as a 
water tank or cistern might have been placed there, close to the entrance, alike the 
construction with central courtyard from the praetentura of the fort at South Shields647. 

Where did these two buildings belong? Since a triclinium probably existed in the 
building from latus, I suppose it was most likely the residence of one of the commanders of 
the two garisson troops in the fort at Romita. 

The building from praetentura, could have been, upon its plan, a praetorium, mansio 
or accomodation for transit officials, fabrica, valetudinarium or a store house648. All these 
building types had susceptibly rectangular plan with rooms grouped around a central 
courtyard. Obviously, the definite framing of the building is possible only upon detailed 
archeological research, yet its large sizes indicate a residence, as we shall see. Since the 
building plan visible following measurements does not clearly establish the structure 
function, we shall not discuss here all assignment options. Summarizing, I aim to 
understand whether a second praetorium could exist within a fort and the reason for which 
two large residences existed here. 

Within certain fortifications, another building with inner courtyard surrounded by 
rooms emerges, yet positioned differently than the centre, interpreted also as praetorium. In 
Britannia, such buildings were identified in praetentura dextra of the fort at Hod Hill and in 
praetentura sinistra of that at The Lunt, Baginton649. The second praetorium from Hod Hill, 
larger than the one behing the headquarters building, was probably constructed for the 
praefectus equitum, superior in rank to the centurion commanding legionary vexillations also 
stationed there650. The one at The Lunt, Baginton, also larger than the one near the 
headquarters building, suggests the presence of more numerous staff ‘necessitated here by 
activities of which the gyrus is the chief archaeological indication’651. Another analogy for the 
existence of two praetoria is that at Caernarfon (Segontium), one being in latus and the other 
in one of the fort corners, assigned to an official responsible for ore mining652. 

At Rottweil, probably a fort with several garrison troops, two buildings with central 
courtyard, recognized as possible praetoria were found on both sides of the headquarters 

 

647  Hodgson 1996, 135, 137, Fig. 12.3. 
648  Briefly for each building type, see Petrikovits 1975, Bild 20, 23; Johnson 1987, passim; Hodgson 2003, 

139–140. 
649  Johnson 1987, 160, Abb. 182, 187. 
650  Johnson 1987, 160. 
651  Wilson 1974, 431. 
652  See Hodgson 1996, 143. The existence of two praetoria was discussed for the fort at South Shields, one 

being clearly located in praetentura (Hodgson 1996) and the other supposedly in normal position in 
latus (Bidwell, Speak 1994, 39–40), yet the existence of the later was not verified, see Hodgson 1996, 143. 
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building653. Additionally, east of the headquarters building from Straubing, aerial photographs 
indicated two buildings with central courtyard surrounded by rooms654. 

Generally, we are not certain on the situation of the forts where two troops are 
recorded, like for instance the fort at Strageath655. Were there two commanders or only one? 
Theoretically, two commanders should have been and hence, two praetoria, being hard to 
believe they were accommodated within the same building. However, it is apparent that only 
one praetorium existed in the fully researched fort at Strageath656. As such, due to pecularities, 
each fort should be analysed individually and no generality should be argued. 

It is rather obvious that the highest rank commander was theoretically the supreme 
authority within a fort quartering several auxiliary troops. Yet, sources, as far as we know, do 
not expressely mention the existence of one or several praetoria. Occasionally, preservation of 
accommodation for each officer and implicitly for commanders is certain657, especially since 
each commander was accompanied by his entire family658. 

As such, the structure from praetentura sinistra at Romita could have been a residence, 
yet different functionalities ones are not excluded since relatively large buildings with central 
courtyard proved to be, in the case of the fortifications at Oberstimm or Wiesbaden for instance, 
based on the discoveries inside, fabricae, especially since large water tanks were identified in 
the courtyards of both buildings659, alike they seem to be in the courtyard of the construction 
from praetentura sinistra at Romita. Additionally, the structure might not be a praetorium due 
to the rather regular plan of the compartments around the courtyard, rare in the case of a 
praetorium, especially due to numerous additions and different functions of various rooms. 

The reason for which the second praetorium from Romita could have been placed in 
praetentura may be the space lack in the central area, the house-perystle being placed in latus 
dextrum while two horrea were probably set in latus sinistrum (see infra). This internal 
planning could be the consequence of the fort division into two longitudinal halves between 
two troops. Since one of the troops was smaller, it could have occupied the western half of the 
fort, here being also placed the necessary granaries for the entire effective since enough space 
remained free here.  

 

Horrea 
Two narrow and elongated buildings, perpendicular on via principalis seem to have 

existed in latus sinistrum. Their length might have been similar to that of the headquarters 
building, yet the width is hard to establish, probably not being wider than 10.00 m. Even 
though buttresses were not obvious, these two buildings could have been granaries according 
to their plan and position. 

 

653  Plank 1975, 24–98.  
654  Czysz et alii 1995, 519–520. 
655  Nevertheless, the fort sizes are rather small, and for this reason probably only parts of two troops and not 

their entire effectives were stationed there, see Frere, Wilkes 1989, 135. 
656  See Frere, Wilkes 1989, passim. 
657  Polybios mentions that, although several legions were camped in a fort, each officer had its own precisely 

allotted place (Polybios VI, 27–28). It is true though, that it further mentios that consuls’ tents must be 
close to other official buildings in the central part of the fort (Polybios VI, 32).  

658  Attestation from the Vindolanda tablets suffice (Bowman, Thomas 1994, 29, 30), confirmed by archeolo-
gical discoveries from the commander’s quarters of the same fort for instance, after Birley, Blake, Birley 
1998, passim. 

659  Johnson 1987, 160–161, Abb. 180, 196. 
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Hence, the two structures sized 50.00 m, located at 15.00 m distance from the 
headquarters building, with 10.00 m intermediary space could have been both horrea. The 
occupied space was undoubtedly large, and so was the length/width ratio, usually of 1:2 or 1:3. 
The surface they occupy within the fort is around 4%, a relatively large percentage compared 
to other forts where such granaries strech on around 1.5–3.50%660. 

 

Inervallum area 

A building of c. 32.00 (east/west) × 7.00 (north/south) m, surfaced 224 m2 was visible 
in plan along the northern side of the fort close to the enclosure, in front of praetentura 
dextra. In case its width touches the enclosure wall, a double surface of c. 480 m2 would result. 
The purpose of this rectangularly planned building is hard to establish and it might have 
fulfilled numerous functions that future archaeological research has to clarify. The building 
might have been a residence, a stable, store house, fabrica or even utilitarian purpose. 

 

Barracks  
Barracks prints were identified in 1990 only in the profile of an artificial channel, 

named S1, and no systematic digs ensued. The placement of the barracks from retentura is 
rather clear for the archeologists drafting one of the channel profiles661. Since the small valley, 
whose bank was reinforced, runs east-west, thus sectioning the retentura width, the 
identification of the barracks usually placed per scamna (in this case, parallel to the valley) is 
very difficult. Therefore, the location of the barracks and their assignment to various troops 
stationed at Romita may be ineffectual at this stage662. 

A few narrow and extended constructions, lying on the entire width between 
intervallum and via decumana may be observed in retentura sinistra. Therefore, archeologists’ 
observations following the profile examination of the mentioned valley, may be valid, the 
buildings in this area being certainly oriented per scamna. Thus, they might have been of over 
50.00 m, very large sizes for barracks, yet numerous compartments of c. 4.00 m wide actually 
suggest barracks. In this case, structures of c. 55.00 × 10.00 (?) m would result, therefore of 
550.00 m2 surfaces. Or, barracks sizes vary around 325 m2 with 125–550 m2 limits663. Hence, 
especially due to the rather large space a barrack occupied, contubernia are also large, similar 
to those found with fortresses. 

If such structures are barracks, even tough of timber, they were proably erected on sill 
walls, this being the reason for which the plan renders at least their orientation and length. 
Constructions of probably comparable size may also be seen in praetentura dextra, yet their 
definite number cannot be specified. Scenarios regarding the soldiers number in the fort 
related to its sizes are also inoperative without the appreciation of technical details and the plan 
of all buildings inside, as the soldiers number within a troop depends on many unknown factors. 

 
Troops  
The fort at Romita was probably erected by coh. VI Thracum and coh. I Ituraeorum664. 

If the second troop is milliaria, then its replacement sometime during the 2nd century AD by 
 

660  Gentry 1976, Table 1, Fig. 5. For several detailed sizes of forts from Britannia, see Taylor 2000, Tab. 5. 
661  Matei, Bajusz 1997, 60–1. 
662  The winding route of the valley makes this interpretation even more difficult, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 62. 
663  After Davison 1989, 8. 
664  Stratigraphic circumstances of discovery of stamps bearing the acronym of these troops, made the 

excavators believe the fort construction by the two cohorts, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 95. 
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coh. II Britannorum ∞ is normal, although the last was probably equitata665. E.Tóth attempted 
to prove that the Ituraei troop was milliaria, arguing that the mirror-figured ‘S’, occasionally 
with extended extremities, appearing by the stamp ends is in fact the short form for milliaria, 
respectively a reversed ∞666. The single problem is that some inscriptions mention a few troop 
praefecti, therefore either the troop becomes quingenaria from milliaria at certain point, or, 
alike other cases, praefecti lead troops of larger effectives than expected667. 

Most likely, coh. II Britannorum was displaced at Romita in the first half of the 2nd 
century AD replacing coh. I Ituraeorum. The fact it coexisted with coh. VI Thracum is proven 
by numerous tile stamps, certain discovered within same archaeological contexts. It is possible 
that once with the seventh decade of the 2nd century AD, the garrison of the fort at Romita 
was coh. II Britannorum and coh. I Batavorum both milliariae troops, the last replacing the 
Thracian cohort. 

 

Coh. II Britannorum 

First attestation of the troop is abbreviation of troop name on tile stamps from 
Germania Inferior at Xanten668 and Vechten669, and more recently by its troop record within 
the diplomas from AD 81 and 83/84 (ZPE 143, no. 1)670. Once with the Dacian wars, the unit 
is displaced to Moesia Superior, as recorded by the diploma from AD 100 (CIL XVI 46). 
Between AD 109 and 164, the troop appears to form part of Dacia army and subsequently of 
Dacia Porolissensis671. 

The stamp proving coh. II Brittanorum in the fort at Ilişua differs from those at Romita 
by figuring the abbreviation for milliaria. In the fort and vicus from Căşeiu, a similar and two 
absolutely identical stamps with the one published from Ilişua were uncovered within 
relatively clear stratigraphic contexts: praetorium first occupation level dated under Trajan—
Hadrian, respectively the first phase of the vicus in the fort vicinity672. Thus it was concluded 
that the troop constructed the forts at Căşeiu and Ilişua during the first phase (Trajan), 
without specification of order or concurrency673. The ‘higher’ frequency of coh. II Brittanorum 

 

665  Coh. I Ituraeorum is recorded only by the diplomas from AD 109 (AE 1990, 860 = RMD 148) and 110 
(CIL XVI, 163 = IDR I 3), therefore it might have left the province during the first half of the 2nd century 
AD. Stamps attesting it at Vechten, in Germania Inferior, diplay letter E by the end, probably an 
abbreviation for equitata (CIL XIII, 12425), see Alfödy 1968, 8. Certain scholars doubt that horsemen 
were present within this troop, see Gudea 1983, 156. Although the troop is attested but by stamps, the ‘ex 
silentio’ argument concerning the term equitata, is not operable.  

666  Tóth 1978, 50–51. Similar opinion in Ţentea 2004, 809. 
667  Other cases of praefecti commanding milliariae troops are also known, like I Tungrorum (CIL VII, 638–

42) and II Tungrorum (CIL III, 11918, CIL VIII, 5532), see RE XXII, 2, col. 1278–1283. 
668  CIL XIII, 12424. 
669  CIL XIII, 12425; Alföldy 1968, 8. 
670  Tabella I reads [---]RITTON[---], identified with coh. II Brittonum milliaria, see Eck, Pangerl 2003, 205–11. 
671  The military diplomas are dated in AD 109 (AE 1990, 860); 110 (CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3); 133 (IDR I 11 

= RMD 35); 154 (IDR I 17 = RMD 47) and 164 (IDR I 18 = RMD 64; CIL XVI 185 = IDR I 19 and IDR I 
20 = RMD 63). 

672  Isac 1987; Isac, Marcu 1999, 587. The third fragmentary stamp from Căşeiu, displaying the acronym 
COH II BR…R is interesting upon findspot and type. The stamped tile was discovered in porta 
principalis dextra of the fort being probably reused, as a c lacked probably before the last R, short from 
c(ivium) R(omanorum), see Isac, Marcu 1999, 587. Or, within the military diplomas from AD 109 (AE 
1990, 860) and 110 (CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3) the unit was c(ivium) R(omanorum). 

673  Isac 1987, 179–180. 
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tile stamps in the fort at Căşeiu could represent indication on the fort garrison during the first 
occupation phase674. Garrison troops are not certain under Traian for either of the two forts. 
In this period, the surface of the fortification from Căşeiu is by almost one hectare larger than 
the fort at Ilişua675. Nevertheless, coh. II Britannorum could have been stationed in any of 
them and participate, with materials or staff in the construction of the neighbouring fort. 
Considering the relatively large sizes of the fortification, one may not exclude that the fort at 
Căşeiu might have been quartered coh. I Britannica milliaria equitata from the start. 

N. Gudea maintains the unit was the garrison of the fort at Romita, where it stationed 
beside coh. VI Thracum, which was quingenaria676. The author orders coh. II Brittanorum 
stamps discovered in this fort into 11 types with various variants, without being able to 
analyse them stratigraphically677. 

Indeed, following the large number of the tile stamps discovered at Romita, it is very 
probable that the troop was stationed here subsequently. Latest (?) known record on the 
troop, stamps mentioning its imperial surname Antoniniana also come from here678. The 
fortification at Romita has an impressive, 4.20 ha, surface for an auxiliary fort, having 
accordingly two garrison troops679. Since another troop II Britannorum is not evidenced 
within inscriptions or military diplomas, the existence of two troops with the same name is 
unlikely680. In addition, I would like to remind that abbreviation of troop names on tile stamps 
usually misses out the milliaria sign, aslike the case of Romita stamps, its inclusion being 
rather an exception than a rule681. 

The authors of more recent excavations in the fort at Romita are tempted to order the 
various tile stamps chronologically, classifying them especially upon letter shape682. Such a 
chronological classification is risky, as it ignores the stratigraphic context. Stamped tiles 
usually come from of one of the fort gates debris. Even the exacavators maintain the the stamp 
type considered to be ‘the earliest’ was discovered both at greater depths and upper levels683. 
Therefore, considering the tiles constant reuse, they are hard to frame chronologically. 
Furthermore, different acronyms of the troop’s name do not necessarily signal a chronological 
gap, as they might well be contemporary (see infra). 

The four tiles stamped by cohort II Britannorum from Românaşi, could have reached 
here as construction material. Nonetheless, COH II BR type stamps684, with the R placed on 
‘head’ were not found at Romita or Porolissum. Or, even ala Siliana stamp types from Viştea, 
in the vicinity of its garrison fort at Gilău, are different types from those in the mentioned fort 
and do not prove the presence of the unit here with certainty685. 

 

674  Isac 1987, 180.  
675  Protase, Gaiu, Marinescu 1997, 45–52. The troop from Britannia seems to have been equitata in 

Germania Inferior, its name being abbreviated coh(ors) II Br(ittonum) m(illiaria) e(quitata) in the 
stamps from Vechten, yet there is not further proof it comprised cavalry detachments. 

676  Gudea 1983, 156; Gudea 1984, 222–3. 
677  Gudea 1983, 155, pl. 1. 
678  The majority of stamps of the type emerged in later levels, see Matei, Bajusz 1997, 90–1, Fig. 9. 
679  Matei, Bajusz 1997, 67 f. 
680  Contra Matei, Bajusz 1997, 97. 
681  We enumerate only a few milliariae troops, although the tile stamps do not mirror the fact: coh. I 

Britannica, coh. III Campestris, coh. I Sagittariorum, etc. 
682  Matei, Bajusz 1997, 88–89. 
683  Matei, Bajusz 1997, 89. 
684  Macrea, Rusu, Mitrofan 1962, Fig. 20. 
685  See Marcu 2004, 572. 
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It is curious that inscriptions or other data recording this unit (composition, 
movements, etc.) are missing insofar, yet excavations in the fort at Romita targeted one of the 
gates and less the fort’s central part, where one would expect to find incriptions as proven by 
the three or four bases from basilica observed in the magnetometric measurements plan. 
Many of the bricks or tile stamps come from the baths near the fort. 

If the COH II BRTS type (retrograde S) stamps discovered only at Porolissum may be 
completed as coh. II Britannorum Severiana, then it could mean that the troop was displaced 
there, but more likely, that it sends tile material686. 

 

Coh. I Ituraeorum 
Single military diplomas recording coh. I Ituraeorum among Syrian troops come from 

AD 88687, respectively AD 109 (AE 1990, 860) and 110 (CIL XVI 57 = IDR I, 2) in Dacia’s 
army. Stamps from Porolissum mentioning this unit are identified in contexts dated in the 
2nd—beginning of the 3rd centuries AD688. On the other hand, the two stamps from the fort 
at Romita of same type to one discovered at Porolissum, are associated with earlier levels of 
the forth and baths689. Neither the troop’s stationing location, nor the moment when it was 
transferred to Thracia are certain690. In AD 135, the troop seems to be present in Cappadocia, 
being mentioned among the troops led by Arrian against the Alans, yet it was no longer 
attested in this province after that point691. 

 

Coh. VI Thracum 

The Thracian unit was part in AD 80 (CIL XVI 158) of Germania army, in AD 84 (CIL 
XVI 30) and 85 (CIL XVI 31) of the Pannonia army, and later of Moesian troops692. In Dacia 
then in Dacia Porolisssensis, it would be mentioned beginning with the AD 110 diploma693. It 
is hard to specify where in the north-western limes area it was garrisoned. Considering the 
larger number of stamped tiles and bricks from the fort at Romita, the troop could have been 
stationed there694. These stamps were ordered typologically, yet the establishment of 
chronologies based on stamp letters’ shape or combinations is tricky695. It is interesting that 
the CO VI T abbreviation type was discovered only at Porolissum, where they seem to belong 
to a later context696.  

 

686  Szilágyi 1946, 56, pl. XVIII/268. Another explanation would be that the reversed S represents in fact the 
abbreviation for milliaria. E. Tóth, maintains related to coh. I Ituraeorum that the mirror-figured S, 
sometimes with extended ends, appearing by the stamps end is in fact a reversed ∞, see Tóth 1978, 50–1. 

687  CIL XVI, 35. For a detailed history of the troop see Ţentea 2004. 
688  Garbsch, Gudea 1991, 71. 
689  The troop is considered to be, beside coh. VI Thracum, the garrison of the fort at Romita in the earthen 

enclosure phase dated under Trajan, Matei, Bajusz 1997, 91–93. 
690  It is mentioned here within inscriptions from Thracia, AE 1897, 123; AE 1907, 50; CIL XI 2113.  
691  Arrian, Alan. Holder 2003, 102, 117, Tab. 16. 
692  CIL XVI, 46; RMD 6. 
693  CIL XVI, 163 = IDR I 3. Subsequently appears in the diplomas from AD 114 (RMD IV, 226); 154 (IDR I 

17 = RMD 47); 164 (IDR I 18 = RMD 64; CIL XVI, 185 = IDR I 19 and IDR I 20 = RMD 63). 
694  The 90’s excavations identified 22 exemplars, of which five inside the fort, Matei, Bajusz 1997, 72.  
695  The troop stamps seem to have been discovered at Romita in early levels as well, thus supossing its 

stationing within the fort from the beginning of the 2nd century AD, Matei, Bajusz 1997, 78. 
696  Gudea 1984, 221–222. 
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No inscription recording either the troop or its soldiers was found in Dacia. One may 
not exclude that the unit left Dacia after AD 164, being probably present in Britannia, as 
recorded on the lead seals from Brough under Stainmore697. 

 

Coh. I Batavorum ∞ 

The inscription (CIL III 839 = ILS 2598) dedicated by vet(eranus) ex dec(urione) 
Florius Virilis to a centurion from coh. I Batavorum ∞ discovered at Romita may prove that 
the troop or its vexillations were at some point present, although the fact remains uncertain698, 
yet only the centurion’s presence there is hard to admit. The case of the Românaşi fort, near 
Romita, where this troop is also attested (CIL III 841) is similar. 

The Batavians troop was initially part of Pannonia and Pannonia Inferior army, being 
mentioned in the diplomas from AD 98 (CIL XVI 42), 100/2 (RMD 144), 113 (RMD 86), and 
signalled starting with AD 130–131 (Weiß 2002, no. 5) or 133 (IDR I, 11 = RMD 35) in the 
army of Dacia Porolissensis. Here it continues to be attested in the diplomas from AD 151 
(Isac 2001, 54), 154 (IDR I, 17; RMD 47) and 164 (CIL XVI 185 = IDR I, 19; IDR I, 18 = RMD 
64; IDR I, 20 = RMD 63; AE 1999, 1103).  

Probably after mid 2nd century AD, the cohort replaced coh. VI Thracum, being 
displaced from Potaissa once with the quartering here of leg. V Macedonica, as supposed by 
M. Bărbulescu699. It is true that the surface of Romita fort, although impressive, is not 
satisfactory for the full strength of two auxiliary troops, but it would explain the existence of 
two similarly sized praetoria, since the commanders of the garrison troops were of same rank. 
Once with the troop change, the fort at Romita and its internal planning would receive 
different shape, the one also suggested by magnetometric measurements plan. 

 
13. SUTOR 
The existence of a fort at Sutor, on Almaş valley, was supposed for a long time, first 

attempts being made by C. Torma700. Although several archeological digs were carried out for 
the purpose of establishing the fort’s right location701, it was identified only in 2002. Thus, the 
fort is located on Huedin-Zimbor modern road, more to the west than presumed insofar (pl. 
14). Following archeological research, latest ending in November 2008, a fort of approxi-
mately 165 × 220 m was observed702. Its sizes are identical with the fort at Hoghiz where ala 
Asturum was quartered. Hence, it is possible that numerus Maurorum, attested at Sutor by 
numerous tile stanps, might have been equivalent to an ala quingenaria. Another variant is 
that mixed or several troops were garrisoned, similarly to the fort at Romita of larger sizes 
than the new fort at Sutor. 

Based on the large number of discovered stamps, it was supposed rightfully that 
numerus Maurorum Optatianensium was stationed there. 

 

697  Bogaers 1974, 455; Holder 1982, 122. 
698  Some authors maintain the certain presence of this troop at Romita after the arrival of legion V 

Macedonica at Potaissa, where the unit of Batavians is also attested (CIL III 13766, 13767), see Bărbulescu 
1987, 36. 

699  Bărbulescu 1987, 36. 
700  Torma 1864, 10–1; Gudea 1997d; Ilieş et alii 2002. In general, the authors placed the fort where K. Torma 

argued its location. 
701  Ilieş et alii 2002. Three sides of the fort were identified in 2006, c. 165.00 m long (or wide). 
702  Results by a team comprising S. Cociş, C. Ilieş and Al. V. Matei are forthcoming. We thank them for the 

information they provided. 
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14. TIHĂU (pl. 16) 
Regarding the interior of Tihău fort, the result of archaeological excavations from 1958 

consisted in the unveiling of a building in latus dextrum or retentura dextra. Building A was 
thus identified two constructional phases703. 

However, following magnetometric research and soil resistivity measurements 
performed in 1999 by a Ducth team led by late J.K. Haalebos, the internal planning of 
fortification at Tihău is the best known from Dacia704. Except for a few details related to the 
buildings construction technique or the accurate succession of the various buildings phases, 
the location of all architectonic constructions is known within the fort at Tihău. 

 

Principia 

Principia stretches over 5.5% of the fort surface. Single noticeable details are two side 
rooms flanking the courtyard, while aedes is slightly projected outwards. 

Separation between basilica and the courtyard is visible as a continuous line705. 
 

Praetorium 
The building located in latus dextrum was considered, due to its sizes and location, the 

commander’s quarters. It lies on almost 5% surface, considerable sizes if we consider that the 
baths (?) partially excavated in 1958, are also an annex of the commander’s quarters706. It was 
identified probably by previous diggings, as a number of five rooms were uncovered, two of 
which were provided with heating system, one ending with in an apse707. At least two 
construction phases were observed. 

 

Barracks  
In pretentura barracks are oriented per strigas and probably per scamna in retentura, 

while with two double barracks were identified on each side of via praetoria. The two barracks 
located in retentura are obviously double. If all constructions from praetentura are deemed 
barracks, then the structures from retentura may be considered stables or barracks 
accommodating supplemental troops, since a quingenaria troop like cohors I Cannanefatium, 
even if equitata, requires six barracks, respectively eight barracks and two stables, in case of 
full strength. Detectable compartments inside these buildings from retentura indicate a 
different purpose than living space. Thus, it is rather clear that each building block was 
divided longitudinally, yet the two resulting halves are not similarly partitioned, the one from 
the north-west having a much more complex compartmenting708. As a result, I consider that 
constructions from retentura are barracks/stables of the type from the retentura of the Gilău 
fort—stables, storehouses or fabricae. Harness items found within this fort seem to confirm 
the first hypothesis, resulting that the troop of Cannanefati was equitata. 

The archaeological digs carried out by C. Opreanu in 1997 on the southern side 
between the south-eastern corner and the gate unveiled another building in the enclosure 
area, deemed as late construction and analogies were provided709.  

 

703  Protase 1994, 86–7, presents in detail all rooms of this building. For previous research in the fort at 
Tihău see also Ferenczi 1957. 

704  Haalebos 1999; Haalebos 1999a. 
705  Haalebos 1999a, passim.  
706  Results are not clear in the area of the supposed baths, see Haalebos 1999a, 25–6.  
707  For the research of 1958 see Macrea et alii 1960, Fig. 23, 385. 
708  Haalebos 1999, 26. 
709  Opreanu 1998, 81. Similar buildings exist, as we have seen, in other forts from Dacia Porolissensis. 
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Troops  
Troops attested at Tihău are cohors I Cannanefatium and vexillations from legio XIII 

Gemina710. The buildings from retentura and some harness items seem to confirm that 
Cannanefati troop was equitata711. The biggest issue is that the troop is attested only in the 
diplomas from Dacia Porolissensis of AD 164 (RMD 64) or, earlier, in that of AD 154 (RMD 
47), being hard to believe that up to that point no discharges were done, in case it would have 
been present in Dacia under Trajan. 

On the other hand, the inscription proving the presence of a leg. XIII Gemina 
vexillation was considered evidence for a vexillation equivalent to a quingenaria auxiliary 
troop, which would probably remain here until the arrival of leg. V Macedonica in Dacia and 
of coh. I Cannanefatium at Tihău712. The inscription was found in the decumana gate area713, 
proving its or even the fort construction by legionaries, still is not sufficient proof to confuse 
the vexillation with the garrison troop equivalent to a coh. quingenaria. 

 
15. TURDA 
The existence at Turda of an auxiliary troop fort, prior the arrival of legion V 

Macedonica, was supposed for a long time714. 
The fort was located on ‘Dealul Zânelor’, where the existence of a fortification was 

certain and from where come a series of Roman weaponry items, thus confirming such 
establishment715. 

 
Troops  
Troops or their soldiers attested at Potaissa by inscriptions are numerous, yet the 

single recorded also by tile material are legio XIII Gemina, cohors I Hispanorum and cohors I 
Alpinorum716. 

Currently, for lack of excavations inside the presumed fort, it is hard to establish which 
of the troops attested here were the fortification garrison, especially since its sizes are of 
maximum 1.00 ha717. As such, a quingenariae equitatae or a milliariae troop could not have 
been stationed here at full strength. Coh. I Alpinorum is part, after AD 118/119, of Dacia 
Superior army718. 

 

710  Wollmann 1974, 150–3. 
711  Haalebos 1999a, 35. 
712  After Macrea, Protase, Rusu 1960, 385, where the Cannanefati troop was confounded. 
713  Vexillat(io) / leg(ionis) XIII / Gem(inae), see Macrea, Protase, Rusu 1960, Fig. 24. 
714  See Nemeti 1999, with entire bibliography. 
715  Nemeti 1999, 195–7. 
716  Nemeti 1999, 194–5. 
717  Information S. Nemeti. 
718  CIL XVI, 90 = IDR I 14; RMD 123 
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I I I .  DACIA SUPERIORI I I .  DACIA SUPERIORI I I .  DACIA SUPERIORI I I .  DACIA SUPERIOR    

 
he military character of the province of Dacia Superior is proven by the existence of over 
thirty forts and numerous troops. Therefore, the accurate understanding of the military 

system including forts and troops is mandatory in order to determine its real purpose. Yet, 
archaeological excavations in Dacia Superior forts are extremely deficient and the study of 
auxiliary troops movements from one fort to the other also represents, a goal. 

Within this short analysis we shall take into account only auxiliary forts, including 
those of whose sizes vary from 1 ha to 6.5 ha, without mentioning fortresses or smaller-sized 
forts of different features compared to a proper auxiliary fort. I shall not examine the forts 
defensive system, i.e. the rampart, ditches or gates unless where they are the single known 
elements, being rarely significant for dating constructional phases. In addition, the text shall 
not include both fortifications inaccurately identified and supposed based only on the 
existence of tile stamps and fortifications where no archaeological research had been carried 
out inside. The latter comprise unfortunately large part of the localities of Dacia Superior 
where a fort was presumed: Bulci, Aradul Nou, Sânnicolaul Mare, Cenad, Szeged, Banatska 
Palanka, Dupljaja, Grebenac, Vršac, Surducul Mare, Fârliug, Orşova, Mehadia, Călugăreni, 
Sărăţeni, Odorheiul Secuiesc, Sânpaul, Cristeşti, Orăştioara de Sus, Războieni, Sighişoara, 
Zăvoi (?). Regarding several of them, I shall discuss the relation with the troop supposed to 
have been garrisoned. Concerning the troops, I shall provide details only if relevant. 

Forts along Mureş river, like Szeged, Bulci, Aradul Nou, Sânnicolaul Mare, Cenad 
continue to remain a ‘mistery’, the activity of legionary vexillations, especially those of legion 
XIII Gemina in this area being obvious following the discovery of tile stamps and inscriptions. 
The military character of the area is obvious, yet I have no correct information on the 
camping sites of these legionary vexillations. 

It is hard to specify whether the fortification at Vršac located approximately at 15 km 
west of the Lederata-Tibiscum road719, existed indeed, being supposed here following the 
discovery of inscriptions mentioning coh. II Hispanorum and ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana720. 
The cohort is part of the Dacian army, being recorded by the diplomas from AD 109 and 110721. 
The inscription from Vršac which mentions this troop dates from AD 108722. Subsequently, 

 

719  For the forts in the Banat area, see Nemeth 2005, passim. 
720  CIL III, 6273 = IDR III/1, 106; IDR III/1, 107. 
721  AE 1990, 860; CIL XVI, 163. 
722  CIL III, 6273 = IDR III/1, 106. 

TTTT
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the troop belongs to the army of Dacia Porolissensis, being in AD 154723 the garrison of the 
fort at Bologa with certainty. Hence, one may not exclude that it was initially stationed in south-
west Dacia, yet it is not certain if it was the garrison of either Vršac or Banatska Palanka forts, 
where tile stamps of the trop were discovered, yet none was identified yet. Ala I Tungrorum 
Frontoniana, which starting with Hadrian’s reign was garrisoned at Ilişua, seems to have 
initially activated in south-west Dacia, being mentioned on a bronze plate from Pojejena724, 
while a troop signifer was referenced on a stela or altar dedicated to his deceased spouse at 
Vršac725. This could have happened only between AD 114726, the last mention of the troop 
within the diplomas from Pannonia Inferior and Hadrian’s reign when it is stationed at Ilişua. 

A situation common to the forts in south-west Dacia is found at Banatska Palanka, 
where, considering the many military stamps, the military character of the site is certain. 
Nonetheless, the fortification is still unidentified. 

The forts from Grebenac, located close one to another, were identified on the field, yet 
only their sizes are certain. We have no data on the garrison troops of such fortifications 
except for their sizes, the smaller fort being adequate for a numerus. D. Protase maintains that 
the presence of legionary vexillations at Surducul Mare (Centum Putea (?)) is possible under 
Trajan, the fort here, together with the forts at Vărădia and Berzovia being abandoned by the 
beginning of Hadrian’s reign727. 

 
16. BRÂNCOVENEŞTI 
The fortification at Brâncoveneşti, on the right bank of Mureş River, located on the 

Dacia’s eastern limes is set on a 337–431 m high terrace728. Is it sized 177 × 144 m (2.55 ha) 
(pl. 24). The fort, aligned with the forts at Orheiul Bistriţei and Călugăreni, blocks the Mureş 
valley from east and is according to its sizes, the most important in the area not by accident, 
considering its location in the large valley of Mureş and an ala in garrison. 

Although archaeological excavations were performed over a long period between 1970 
and 1987, they were only ocassionaly extended inside the fort, data on the internal planning of 
buildings being incomplete729. In exchange, epigraphic discoveries and sculptural monuments 
found were almost entirely published, the majority coming from the 1970–1973 excavations 
performed in the enclosure area: berm and ditch in the gate decumana area730.  

The forts strategic position seems to confirm its existence as early as the beginning of 
the province, yet earliest archeological material dates under Hadrian731.  

Concerning the internal planning, we find that floor prints pertaining to a timber 
construction (barrack?) and traces of a post of the outer walls were discovered in retentura732. 

 

723  RMD 47. 
724  Petolescu 1995, 48, n. 205. 
725  IDR III/!, 107. 
726  RMD 87. 
727  Protase 1967, 67; Protase 1975, 348. 
728  For the history of research see briefly Protase, Zrinyi 1993; Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 78–82; Zrinyi, Petică 2000. 
729  The fact is due to constructions and a cemetery dated in the medieval period, see excavations plan at 

Protase, Zrinyi 1994, Pl. XXV. Unfortunately, the trench widths of only 1 m hindered the establishment 
of coherent building plans to a large extent. 

730  The majority are funerary monuments, after Protase, Zrinyi 1992; Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 110–121. See also 
Russu 1977. 

731  Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 52. 
732  Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 102–3. 
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Other trenches dug in latus identified the 15.40 m long wall of a ‘rectangular’ supposedly 
hospital, yet no arguments were provided733. Single information related to this wall regards the 
embedding of bricks and tegula mammata fragment. Inside the building, pottery and bone 
fragments were found, too little information to decide on the building type.  

Last coins within the fort come from Gordian III and Philip Arabs734, consequently the 
fort had similar existence to other forts on the limes. Yet, first coins date only from Hadrian, a 
rather awkward fact since within the remainder of the forts, 1st century AD or Trajanic coins 
are most frequent due to the pays that soldiers received in the Dacian wars aftermath. Hence, 
considering the last record of the garrison troop, it is possible that fort’s early period dated 
once with the new reorganization of the province by the beginning of Hadrian’s reign, when 
in fact, the majority of cavalry troops were transferred to Dacia, like the one at 
Brâncoveneşti735. A different explanation of early coins or artefacts lack would be that 
similarly to the ala fortifications from Gilău and Ilişua, a smaller initial fort existed, yet the 
fact does not entirely explain why coins from the civil settlement that would have been 
established nearby are missing. 

 
Troop  
The troop quartered in the fort at Brâncoveneşti is ala I Numeri Illyricorum. The unit 

is attested by a stamp found prior the systematic excavations initiated in 1970 (CIL III 6284 = 
8074, 7)736 and by two inscriptions. The troop’s name and especially the significance of letter N 
initially completed under the form n(ova) led to controversy737. The single stamp attesting the 
ALNILYR troop was considered an abbreviation of a(la) I n(umeri) Il(l)yr(icorum), due to A 
and L, respectively I and N ligatures738, or a(la) n(umeri) Il(l)yr(icorum)739. I. I. Russu’s reading 
of the single inscription in the fort at Brâncoveneşti recording ala is Inlyricorum, based on the 
N and L ligature740, although the troop appears again as a(la) n(umeri) Il(l)yr(i)c(orum) within 
an inscription discovered at Apulum741. The term numerus is not used ethnically, but as 
equivalent for vexillatio or simply for designating a military unit742. Evidently the use of the 
term numerus for a subunit or military unit is not unexpected, yet the association between ala 
and numerus for a troop which did not form as ethnic troop similar to Palmyrenes, Moors or 
Britons troops is odd. One of the closest analogies is the Greek inscription from Thessaloniki 
(ILS 9472) recording a praefectus alae numeri Palmyrenorum Porolissensium, the troop 
conversion from an ethnical Palmyrian numerus into an ala being obvious. Probably this why 
the numerus title is preserved, in order to distinguish between customary ala and a troop that 
becomes ala from a numerus understood as ethnical troop. 

 

733  After Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 103. 
734  Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 125–7. 
735  Due to its strategic location, the excavators of Brâncoveneşti doubted the fort had not existed under 

Trajan, Protase, Zrinyi 1994, 141. 
736  The stamp housed with the History Museum of Cluj (inv. no. MIC 19 = V. 12896) is republished in 

Protase, Zrinyi 1975, 62, pl. XXVII. 
737  Paulovics 1944, 26. The issue was solved in Russu 1956; Gostar 1968, 475. 
738  Protase, Zrinyi 1975, 62. 
739  Russu 1977, 99. 
740  Russu 1977, 99. 
741  Băluţă 1987, 169–72; IDR III/5, 585. 
742  On the use of the term numerus designating a detachment, subunit or even military unit see Speidel 1977 

with bibliography. 
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It is hard to believe that a vexillatio could have survived under this form from under 
Trajan until AD 129. In fact, within a previous article, even the excavators wondered if the 
initial troop of the fort could not have been another or whether the earthen fort was 
constructed subsequent Trajan’s reign743. 

It was supposed that the troop was initially matched to the homonym unit from Dacia 
Inferior stationed in the fort at Hoghiz and attested by several military diplomas (see infra)744. 
Or, a recently discovered diploma confirms the existence of this numerus in Dacia Superior in 
AD 136/8 as equitib(us) et pedit(ibus) qui [milit(averunt) in al(is) III et vexil(latione) or 
numer(o)] Illyr(icorum), therefore confirming the existence of two homonym troops 
originating from Illyricum and the fact that Brâncoveneşti fort belonged to Dacia Superior745. 
Horsemen, part of the troop were also mentioned at Apulum746 and Roma747.  

 
17. BUMBEŞTI 
Overseeing the southern entrance to Jiu valley, on the road connecting Oltenia to 

Transilvania, two forts placed at 800 m distance one from the other (pl. 23) were identified at 
Bumbeşti748. One of two is ‘better’ known. Its western part was destroyed by Jiu River, the 
single undamaged side measuring 167.00 m749. The very odd shape of the fortification stands 
out. The military unit of garrison erecting the stone enclosure by the beginning of the 3rd 
century AD was milliaria, yet the sizes of the fort’s southern side is much reduced750. A few 
buildings were partially excavated inside the fortification, however their function is unknown. 
Their location inside the fort seems atypical. 

 
Troops  
Archaeologists performing the excavations supposed, based on the discovered tile 

stamps, that the fort was used by coh. IIII Cypria and detachments of legio V Macedonica, IIII 
Flavia or VII Claudia. Considering numerous tile stamps attesting it751, coh. IIII Cypria 
stationed here probably sometime in the 2nd century AD752. It is known for certain that by the 
beginning of the 3rd century AD, coh. I Aurelia Brittonum milliaria rebuilt the fortification 
enclosure in stone753. Still, the towers of the two known gates are not at all projecting 
outwards, on the contrary, they are very elongated inwards. The situation is interesting 

 

743  Protase, Zrinyi 1975, 64. 
744  See Russu 1977, 99–100. 
745  Petolescu, Corcheş 2002, 120–6. 
746  CIL III 1197 = IDR III/5, 585; IDR III/5, 475 = AE 1987, 829; IDR III/5, 631 = AE 1988, 947. 
747  CIL VI 3234 = ILS 2209 = IDRE I 54. 
748  Tudor 1978, 269, 309; Bujor 1959; Bujor 1983; Vlădescu 1986a. 
749  Archaeological materials from Bumbeşti-Jiu fort are dated starting with the 2nd century AD, see 

Marinoiu, Bratu 2000,27. The excavators consider that the undamaged side is that where porta praetoria 
is located in the middle (CCA 2004 (2005), no. 59), although it also might be decumana. 

750  The side measures less than 50 m up to the preserved gate, much more less even in the case of a porta 
principalis. 

751  Stamps were discovered including in the baths outside the fort, CIL III 14216, 27 = IDR II 179. 
752  The troop is recorded in Moesia Superior in AD 103/7 and then in AD 109, 110 in Dacia, CIL XVI, 54; 

RMD 148; CIL XVI, 37. It is supposed that the unit was quingenaria, see Spaul 2000, 389; Marinoiu 2003, 
58–9. C. C. Petolescu believed that the troop was subsequently displaced north of the Black Sea, where a 
soldier of cohort Cypria was mentioned, without specifying the number, Petolescu 2002, 102, n. 8.  

753  CIL III, 14485A; IDR II, 174. 
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considering the fact the numerous forts from Dacia were dated in the first half of the second 
century precisely because of the rectangular and not outward projecting towers. 

The identification of coh. I Aurelia Brittonum milliaria Antoniniana, erecting the stone 
enclosure of Bumbeşti fort with coh. I Ulpia Brittonum754 which was quartered at Porolissum 
until the second half of the 2nd century AD is possible755. To this end, I remind that the troop 
of Britons, compared to the other military units from Porolissum, is not attested by tile 
stamps, except for two exemplars dated in an early period756. 

 
18. Southwards, in the forts at CĂLUGĂRENI and SĂRĂŢENI archaeological digs 

targeted their fortification systems757. The enclosure of the fort at Sărăţeni was researched 
more extensively, two of the gates being unveiled on the southern and eastern sides of the fort. 
It is interesting that the gates are located approximately by mid both sides, therefore it is 
impossible to specify which is one of portae principales and which is decumana or praetoria. 
Interior buttresses were discovered on all sides where excavations were carried out. A tower, 
which does not seem to be an interval one due to its rather large sizes compared to the 
discovered gate towers, was identified in the northern side, closer to the north-eastern corner 
of the fort. Even odder is the fact that the tower had passageways in and out of the fort. 
Therefore it is certain that it functioned as a gate, like at Vărădia. It is hard to specify the kind 
of gate it was, as it was not symmetrical to the one on the opposite side, yet not very much 
displaced compared to it, the difference from the gate axis being of c. 5.00 m. Therefore, via 
principalis might have connected these gates. Gates by single towers are rather specific to 
timber structures, yet there are cases when they are erected of stone758.  

The single building discovered inside the fortification is located near the gate on the 
western side of the fort, at c. 10.00 m southwards, close to via sagularis. Is it rectangular, has 
no compartments, yet its walls seem very solid. Its sizes are c. 10.00 × 6.00 m (60 m2), yet its 
function is impposible to recognize. 

It is interesting that the single military unit recorded in both forts—by same stamp 
types759—is coh. I Alpinorum equitata760. The proof that the troop was equitata comes from an 
Apulum inscription where it appears as c(o)hor(tis) I Alp(inorum) eq[u]?it(atae) (IDR III/5, 
480). Both fortifications are sufficiently large to accommodate an equitata, even milliaria 
cohort, yet it is impossible to say where the cavalry unit was stationed. It is mentioned by the 
diplomas of Dacia Superior of AD 119, 136/8, 144 and 179761. Considering that an inscription 
from Sărăţeni assigns it the surname Antoniniana (CIL III 7713 = IDR III/4, 206) as well, its 
presence in the area seems unmistakable during the 3rd century AD762, yet the cohort name 

 

754  Marcu 2004, 224–7. 
755  CIL III, 14485 a; IDR, II, nr. 174. The epithet Ulpia dissapears from the troop title (see diplomas of AD 

164, RMD 63–4). In fact, within the same diplomas, such epithet is no longer present to other troop 
names as well, see the case of the cohort of Hispanics from Orheiul Bistriţei. The imperial surname 
Aurelia could have been granted as honourific title without implying the creation of the cohort I Aurelia 
Brittonum under Marcus Aurelius, see Bersanetti 1940, 105–7; Wagner 1938, 108. 

756  Gudea 1997c, Fig. 12. 
757  See Protase 1965. 
758  Such a tower was discovered by one of via quintana extremities in the fort at Wallsend, Hodgson 2003. 
759  IDR III/4, 212–3; IDR III/4, 220. 
760  For troops records prior Dacia, see Petolescu 2002, 81–2; Marcu 2004, 572–3. 
761  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2001; Petolescu, Corcheş 2002; CIL XVI 90 = IDR I 14; RMD 123 = AE 1987, 843. 
762  Petolescu 2002, 82. 
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did not preserve within the inscription, so we cannot be certain it made reference to it. The 
troop also appears in the inscription dated under Septimius Severus from Micia, wherefrom 
we find it participated beside other troops in the erection of a construction (CIL III 1343 = 
IDR III/3, 77). 

Recently, following an investigation in the National History Museum of Transylvania 
storage, we have noticed that stamps bearing the CPAI abbreviation attributed to cohort I 
Alpinorum, belong in fact to coh. I Augusta Ituraeorum763.  

Since the majority of these stamps were identified at Călugăreni and no CPALP stamps 
were discovered here, it is obvious that the fortification was garrison for the Huraens troop. 

 
19. The eathern fort at CĂTUNELE oversees Motru valley, yet the troop quartered there 

is unknown. Based on its sizes, one may argue it was a quingenaria troop. Excavations were 
performed only in the defence system area, hence nothing is known on its internal planning764. 
A similar situation is found in the case of the fortification located north, at Pinoasa. 

 
20. CIGMĂU 
The fort is located west of village Bobâlna and south of Geoagiu in a place sugestively 

called ‘Cetatea Urieşilor’ (‘Giants fortress’), on a plateau dominating Mureş valley from east 
and at 8 km from Geoagiu (pl. 22). The fortification is approximately at mid distance between 
the fort at Micia (c. 40 km south-west) and Apulum (c. 45 km north). Its irregular size, 
elongated trapeze, is explicable if we take into account the geographical area of location and 
the garrison troop type. The fortification was placed on a high terrace of Mureş River, its 
enclosure following closely the natural land configuration. Due to the fort’s strange shape, 
narrowing to the east765 and of much reduced width compared to the length, we would be 
entitled to suppose that praetentura was destroyed by Mureş floods or by the nearby 
construction of the county road. The authors of the archaeological excavations and aerial 
photographs maintain they clearly show that the southern enclosure of the fort was located 
very close to the entrance into principia766. A. Pescaru and E. Pescaru carried out in 2000 and 
2002 the archaeological diggings767. Little is known from the first excavation year, except for 
researched areas and trenches. Discoveries in the fort’s northern, eastern and western 
enclosures were important, however we are not told anything regarding the fortification total 
sizes. Nevertheless, the archaeologists published the results of subsequent digs commendably, 
revealing almost every technical detail of the identified stone buildings. 

Therefore, praetentura lacks entirely from the initial plan of the fortification. The fact 
is odd as fortifications of no classical tripartite plan are found only in 1st century AD, under 
Claudius, the classical example being the fort at Valkenburg768. Or, retentura and not the front 
part of the fort lacks here, like it happens at Cigmău. Thus in the latter case, via principalis, 

 

763  Piso, Marcu 2009, passim. 
764  See Tudor, Davidescu 1976, passim. 
765  The authors of aerial photos maintain there is a 300 difference between the short sides, Hanson, Oltean 

2003, 8, Fig. 5. 
766  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105, 132; Hanson, Oltean 2003, 8. 
767  The excavations results are published in site reports chronicles, CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
768  Glasbergen, Groenman-van Waateringe 1974. In the case of the early fort at Eining, exhibiting an 

awkward internal planning, only latus praetorii and praetentura seem to have existed Czysz, Dietz, 
Fischer, Kellner 1995, 434–6, Abb. 127. 
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one of the most important roads of a fort, becomes marginally via sagularis. The single gate 
identified was porta principalis sinistra769. 

Irregularly-planned forts are corroborated by Vegetius, who reminds that fort plans 
may be ocassioanly square, sometimes triangular or circular, according to land peculiarities770. 
Or, this ‘free-shape’ is rather characteristic to late Antiquity, except for a few very early 
fortifications771, in contrast with the forts of the 1st—2nd centuries AD or even the first half of 
the 3rd century AD and Polybios772 and Hyginus descriptions773. 

 

Principia 

Although there are anomalies regarding the general plan of the fort, the headquarters 
building has a classical plan (fig. 26). Thus its sizes are of 34 (north-south) × 35 (east-west) m 
(1190 m2), a significant space rather square774. The building has an inner courtyard 
surrounded by a portico and rooms on three of the sides. The entrance is on the southern side, 
comprising a sort of 6.00 m wide vestibulum flanked by the rooms and portico extremities 
delimiting the courtyard on this side as well. It is interesting that the western end of this 
portico, wherefrom theoretically the vestibulum was reached, seems to have been blocked at 
some point, the plan provided by the excavators showing visibly the extension of the eastern 
wall of the room left of the entrance, closing the portico as well and the attachment of another 
wall doubling the first in the portico area. The outer walls of the building are 1.20 m wide, 
while inner walls are 0.70 m wide, rather strangely considering that the basilica was very high, 
therefore it should have had more solid walls. 

The inner courtyard paved with a mortar layer is surfaced 13.00 × 18.00 (234 m2)775, 
occupying only 19% of the total surface of the building. This is due to the fairly large sizes of 
the headquarters building and the addition of a c. 2.70 m wide portico776 and several rooms on 
three of the courtyard sides. 

The portico was made of a stylobat and three column bases placed at 3.50 m one from 
the other and sized 0.75 × 0.75 × 0.30 m were incorporated in the western wall. Column bases 
are small777, yet they were placed on a stone base that definitely increased their strength. 

Behind the portico, several rooms were set on the eastern and western sides of the 
courtyard778. Thus, a single very long room of c. 12.00 m and three divisions may be observed 
on the western, respectively eastern sides. The rooms’ length on the eastern side decreases 
from north to south, the first being c. 8.50 × 2.50 m, the following of c. 3.00 × 2.50, while the 
last is 0.90 × 2.50. Alike in other cases, one might say that this compartment was a hallway. 
One may also wonder whether a storey was reached from there. The building walls are rather 

 

769  Insofar, the most complete and suggestive fort plan may be consulted from Hanson, Oltean 2003, Fig. 5. 
770  Vegetius I.23 sau III.8. 
771  See Johnson 1987, 254–9, Abb. 174, 175, 177, 178, who maintains that the plan of the forts based on land 

configuration, which could be often polygonal start under Claudius to look like a ‘playing card’ (p. 259). 
772  Polybios 6.31.10, 6.42. 
773  Hyginus 21. 
774  Sizes reported following the analysis of aerial photos are of 32.50 × 32.50 m, Hanson, Oltean 2003. 
775  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
776  Identical sizes at Housesteads, yet no rooms were set on the sides bordering the courtyard, Taylor 2000, 

Tab. 3, Fig. 10. 
777  At South Shields column bases are 1 m2 (Bidwell, Speak 1994, 62–4), yet they are individual. 
778  Unfortunately, the excavators did not provide further details on such compartmenting (CCA 2004 

(2005), no. 105), yet the plan is sufficiently clear to learn at least the partitioning fashion. 
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thin to support such a theory. Finally, considering the portico’s very small width I do not 
exclude the possibility that a storey existed. The last room might also have been an accessway 
into the south-eastern corner of the building and the second room on the eastern side. Such a 
hypothesis is emphasized by the fact that the mentioned building in the corner did not have 
an exit or common walls with the portico, but only with neighbouring rooms. Unfortunately, 
in neither part of the headquarters building were observed entrances. It is obvious that access 
into that could have been easily made through one of the adjoining rooms, therefore the 
existence of the hallway for access to a storey is still possible. 

 

  
Fig. 26 

 
The situation of the rooms placed on both sides of the entrance into principia is also 

interesting. A single room was placed west of it, similar in shape and sizes to that perpendicu-
lar on the one in the western side, being shorter by 2.00 m. Hence, it could have been a storage 
room. In exchange, the situation east of the entrance is different as three equally-sized 
compartments, each of c. 3.00 × 2.50 m, were found here, thus adequate for offices. 

Compartments around the courtyard could be, as the excavators also agreed, 
armamentaria779, yet not all rooms had the same purpose. It is interesting that three of the 
compartments are rather long, while the other four are smaller, similar to the rooms in the 
back. Another argument for the two long rooms in the western half of the courtyard usage 
as storage rooms is the portico blocking in this area, thus providing a different function 
for a space which evidently was less used780. On the other hand, in the south-west corner, 
beside smaller compartments, the hallway existed as well. It would have been interesting 
and probably rare to restore the headquarters building with a storey only on a single side 
of the courtyard, yet one may not exclude that this was he case at Cigmău. Contra, one 
may argue that no construction structural differences were identified between the two 
courtyard wings. 

 

779  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105.  
780  It is possible this new ‘partition’ was thus a store room. 
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Basilica is sized 32.50 × 5.00 m781 (162.50 m2), lying on 13% of the building total 
surface. Passage from courtyard to the basilica was probably made by arches, whose bases 
must have been placed, like the case of the courtyard stylobat, on the wall, visible in plan, 
separating the courtyard from the hall. The single column base preserved is located in the 
extension of the three column bases incorporated into the western wall of the courtyard, at the 
intersection of this stylobat with the southern wall of basilica. Along the eastern half of the 
southern wall of basilica, three monument bases (probably statues also) sized 1.70 × 1.20 m 
were identified during excavation.  

It is curious that basilica walls are not thicker than those of the building compart-
ments, thicker being only the outer ones, in this case on the building short sides. Or, the 
basilica width is much smaller compared to other basilicas from forts782, therefore the roof 
weight would have been carried by these 0.70 m thick walls as well, even though basilica 
exceeded, theoretically, the height of other parts of the construction and the greatest stress for 
the roof support was carried by the basilica long walls. In fact, in the nortern part it was the 
front wall of the rooms in the back. As proof, the wall was reinforced by compartments behind it. 

In the eastern part of the basilica traces of a poorly made wall, deemed tribunal by the 
excavators were identified783. Nonetheless, the tribunal does not seem to connect with the 
eastern outer wall of the headquarters building, as it would have been normal, but the 
perpendicular wall runs southwards from less than 1.00 m (?) of respective wall and seems to 
corner with another wall running east-west. Straicase traces for access into the tribunal were 
not identified here either. 

Back rooms. Two rooms each, sized approximately 3.50 × 5.50 m were set on both 
sides of the aedes. An opus signinum floor was noticed only in the one east of aedes and that in 
the north-western corner784. It is odd that the the last two rooms west of aedes were separated 
by a brick wall for unknown reasons, since other brick constructions did not seem to have 
existed at Cigmău. It is more interesting that farther west, another similar wall parallel to the 
first existed, thus creating an area of 3.50 × 1.50 m in the western limit of the building. Its 
similarity with the first mentioned, proves it was a common partitioning wall. However, 
which could be the reason for this compartmenting? In the case of the space from the south-
east opposite corner of the building, I suppose it functioned as hallway, without being able to 
specify whether it provided also upstairs access, but it definitely eased passage to the two 
adjoining rooms. In the case of the small room in the north-west corner, this was invalid 
simply because it was the last partition in of the back rooms row, while the design of a hallway 
to reach the eastern room was unpractical and useless. Or, if it was intended to create an 
intermediary access space, the Romans would have placed it between the two rooms on the 
western side, their inner sizes remaining the same. I do not agree that this space corresponded 
to those excubitoria of the aedes guards, yet if this was the case, this tiny guard room would 
have been closer to the aedes. For such reasons, I believe this space was used for access to a 
storey. The Roman’s decision to create overlaps in the front of the eastern half and in the 
western half of the back rooms is interesting. The space from upstairs might have covered all 

 

781  Obviously by mistake CCA 2004 (2005) no. 105 records the 65 × 32.5 m sizes. 
782  See comparative sizes from forts in Britannia where basilica widths frame within 7.00–9.00 m, Taylor 

2000, Tab. 3. 
783  We do not understand the significance of this wall definition as ‘support for an over-tight timber floor’ 

(CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105), yet the archaeologists may be right on the assignment made. 
784  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
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rooms, access being in this case rather difficult. It is hard to explain why the Romans needed 
additional storey, since the headquarters building was considerably sized. 

The excavators are also deserving for having discovered the room under the aedes, 
rarely identified in the forts from Dacia785. It was sized 2.00 × 4.00 m (8.00 m2) framing within 
the upper limit of surfaces such rooms occupied786. Access to the underground room was 
made by a staircase comprising five stone stairs placed by the western end of aedes787. 

Somewhere behind the headquarters building, aerial photographs identified a building 
which may deemed praetorium, yet its plan is difficult to restore788. This structure axis is 
displaced by c. 15.00 m westwards from the north-south axis of the headquarters building. 
Finally, the photos only outline two long and narrow structures running east-west, the space 
between them being occupied by another similar construction. Their c. 40.00 × 7/8.00 m sizes 
seem appropriate to barracks or stables rather than the commander’s quarters. 

 

Horrea 

The excavations in the fort at Cigmău identified two storehouses places west of the 
headquarters building (fig. 26)789. Theses structures are not perfectly parallel with the 
headquarters building, the north-east corner of the first horreum being at c. 8.00 m distance 
from the opposite corner of the headquarters building, while the south-east corner of the 
granary is at only 5.00 m from the headquarters building. Almost adjacent to the first horreum 
follows the second, running this time parallel to the first. Proportions between the two sides of 
the granary in the western vicinity of the headquarters building are of 1.65 : 1.00, rather large 
for a horreum, being of 29 (north-south) × 17.50 (east-west) (507.5 m2), with almost double 
width compared to a normal horreum. Or, double horrea are often found especially in 
Britannia, like the case at Hardknott, Templeborough, South Shields, Housesteads, Benwell or 
High Rochester790. The difference between them and the one at Cigmău is that in the case of 
the latter, no compartmenting was noticed. The wall foundation, 0.60 m deep, is made of 
cobbles mixed with mortar, while the elevation is made of tufa791. Exterior buttreses measure 
1 × 0.50/0.60 m, being placed at c. 2.50 × 4.00 m one from the other. Considering the granary 
sizes, this distance is relatively extended compared to 1.50–3 m found in general, yet the 
building walls seem thicker than the headquarters building exterior walls measuring 1.20 m, 
therefore thick enough to carry the roof. This conclusion is emphasized by the plan of the 
second granary which, much narrower than the first, had a lighter roof. Buttresess placed at 
unsual large distances of 6/7 m prove that walls were thick enough to support the roof. 

Since ‘buttresses’ were identified in the interior of the eastern side792, a heightened 
floor might have indeed been in place, on the so-called buttreses as proven by their very large 
lengths of 1.20 m. In fact, archaeologists supposed the existence of such heightened floor. It 
was stated that ‘a level of same tufa which probably carried the floor bolsters, also allowed the 

 

785  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
786  Bidwell, Speak 1994, Table 3.2. 
787  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
788  Hanson, Oltean 2003. 
789  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105, 132. 
790  At least one wall or pillars for longitudinal support existed by mid storehouse, Gentry 1976, 7. Sizes of 

the storehouse at Cigmău are rather large, yet no larger than the double granary of 42.70 × 18.30 m from 
Benwel, Taylor 2000, Table 5. 

791  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
792  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105, 132. 
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necessary vent of the room’ was noticed inside the storehouse793. Obviously, either small walls 
or floor-carrying pillars were made of such tufa. 

The second horreum, located in the near vicinity of the first, is sized 28.50 (north-
south) × 10.50 (east-west) m (299.25), of c. 2.7 : 1 proportion. This time, the construction is 
typical both as plan and sizes. It does structurally differ from the first, yet it is much narrower 
and inside, on the longitudinal axis, posts for floor support placed at intervals of c. 0.80 m one 
from the other were noticed794. In front of them, a series of buttresses sized 1.20 × 0.60 m were 
attached, which, proven their length, were also designed to carry the floor. Regarding 
ventilation made by under the floor, a single interruption somewhere by mid western wall of 
the granary may be observed in plan. 

Horrea from the fort at Cigmău occupy an unusually large total surface of 806.75 m2, 
although fort sizes are also very large. 

Another wall of 0.90 m wide, made of quarry stone bound with mortar was noticed in 
2004 at 10.75 m east of the headquarters building795. It was considered the western limit of 
another horreum, whose width was of c. 12.75 m796. I believe it is hard to establish the 
functionality of this room, since the identified walls might not represent the outer limits of a 
building. Besides, the ‘massive floor… of gravel and mortar’797 is not indicative of a horreum, 
whose floor is almost always suspended. Additionally, another horreum at Cigmău is difficult 
to explain, since evidently enough storage space was provided by the two mentioned horrea. 

During all excavation campaigns, burn traces or even traces of timber posts were 
noticed, without specifying other planimetries or technical details798. 

 
Troop 
The troop attested by a series of tile stamps and inscriptions in the fort at Cigmău 

consists of pedites Britanniciani. The unit is mentioned in the diploma from AD 103/107 (CIL 
XVI 54) issued for the troops in Moesia Superior and then in Dacia within the two diplomas 
from AD 110799, in Dacia Superior within the diploma of AD 157 (CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15) 
and that of 179 (RMD 123)800. All diplomas mention them as pedites and the majority record 
them as singulares801. Probably that Illyrian soldier of ala I Batavorum, ex n(umero) 
sing(ularium) (CIL III 7800 = IDR III/5, 522) was possibly one of the pedites at Cigmău802. 

The troop is also attested by a series of tile stamps discovered still at Cigmău, 
displaying the abbreviations NB, NSB, NPS, SPB or NBC803. 

 

793  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
794  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
795  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
796  The building width is initially considered of 12.75, and following digs by trenches north of the first 

trench of 2004, of 10.60, CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. The excavators believe it is a horreum, probably due 
to buttreses, yet their precise location is not clear to us. 

797  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
798  See for instance last research in the fort, CCA 2004 (2005), no. 105. 
799  CIL XVI 57 = IDR I 2; CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3. 
800  See also Piso, Benea 1984. 
801  Except for the diploma of July the 2nd, 110 (CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3). 
802  C. C. Petolescu recognizes in this numerus those equites singulares (personnal guard of the legates), 

although no inscription or stamp mention them as numerus. For evidence on such guards see Petolescu 
2002, 145–6. 

803  CIL III 1633,14; CIL III 8075, 32; IDR III/3, 227; Szilágyi 1946, 57, pl. XVIII, no. 275. 
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The slow evolution towards a numerus is proven by the troop title within the diploma 
from AD 179 recording it as vexillatio peditum singular(ium) Brittanicianorum804 and ends 
immediately after, in AD 186, when one inscription dedicated to the Nymphae records it as 
numerus805. The troop was probably milliaria as the altars dedicated by two troop tribunes to 
the Nymphae at Germisara seem to show806. In fact, the sizes of the fortification at Cigmău 
emphasize such a theory, the garrison being even insufficient to occupy the entire fort, yet its 
entire internal planning is unknown and free spaces probably existed, like for instance in the 
fort at Ellingen, where the fort garrison comprised, coincidently, pedites singulares of Raetia807. 

The last record on the troop in the fort at Cigmău is an altar dedicated to Philip Arabs 
recording them as n(umerus) sing(ulariorum) Brit(annicianorum) Philippiani808. 

 

21. One of the few alae from Dacia, ala I Bosporanorum, is present in the CRISTEŞTI 
area, fort on which we have no certain information. The cavalry troop is attested for the first 
time by mid 1st century AD in Syria809 and subsequently in Moesia810. Later, after AD 100 the 
unit seems to have been quartered at Odiavum, in Pannonia811, being then mentioned in the 
diplomas of Pannonia Superior of AD 112, 113 and 116812. It is possible that the troop was 
transfered in Dacia immediately after AD 118/9813. The troop is definitely present in Dacia 
starting with Hadrian’s reign, being evidenced for the first time in AD 136/8814 and then in 
144, 157, 158 and 179815. In Dacia Superior the unit is firstly attested at Micia by a few 
inscriptions mentioning two praefecti of the troop816 and at Germisara where a decurion is 
referenced817. For this reason it was supposed that the troop was initially stationed at Micia818, 
although the military effectives from Micia seems to have been established by the beginning of 
Hadrian’s reign, the basic garrison being ala Hispanorum. Tile stamps of the troop were 
discovered only at Cristeşti819. Based on a stamp here, the troop was considered milliaria820. 

 

804  For the use of the term vexillatio see Speidel 1975, 219, 221–3. It is used to refer to the use of the term 
numerus for designating a detachment, subunit or even military unit, see Speidel 1977 with bibliography. 

805  Gostar 1956, 69–77. 
806  Piso, Rusu 1990, 16–7, no. 11 = AE 1992 1487. In the second case, the authors clearly confirm that this 

numerus consisted of 1000 soldiers, as shown by the iteration appearing after the mention C. Valerius 
Valentinus function trib(unus) leg(ionis) XIIII G(eminae) An[t(oninianae)] / item trib(unus) n(umeri) 
sing(ularium) Brittan[nicianorum …], Piso, Pescaru, Pescaru 2004. Previous opinions argued these 
troops were regularly led by legionary centurions, see for instance Dietz 1983, 518. For singulares in 
general, see bibliography at Dietz 1983, 516 or Speidel 1978. 

807  Czysz, Dietz, Fischer, Kellner 1995, 436–9, Abb. 130, 131 (reconstruction). 
808  CIL III, 12573 = AE 1967, 411 = IDR III/1, 214. Fact which could mean that at some point, it was no 

longer the governor’s guard, see Dietz 1983, 516–7. 
809  CIL III 6707 = ILS 2510 = IGLS I 140 = AE 1922, 109. 
810  AE 1925, 70; CIL X 1258, Wagner 1938, 18 sqq; Beneš 1978, 6, no. 5. 
811  Lőrincz 2001, 15, Kat. no. 54. 
812  AE 1997, 1782; RMD 86; CIL XVI 64. 
813  Gudea, Zrinyi 1977, 224 sq; Piso, Benea 1984, 279. 
814  Petolescu, Corcheş 2002. 
815  CIL XVI, 90 = IDR I 14; CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15; CIL XVI 108 = IDR I 16; RMD 123 = AE 1987, 843. 
816  CIL III, 1344 = IDR III/3, 76 (PME V 14); IDR III/3, 107 = AE 1930, 12 (PME C 186). 
817  CIL III 7888 = IDR III/3, 246. 
818  Gudea, Zrinyi 1977, 223–32; Piso, Benea 1984, 279 
819  Stamps are of ALIB, ALBOS, ALBOSPOR, AIBO, ALABO, ALEBOSPO type (CIL III 12630 = IDR III/4, 

152–7), Gudea, Zrinyi 1977. In the case of the last stamp, a ∞ seems to have existed. 
820  E. Birley argues that the troop did not become necessarily milliaria prior the 3rd century, without 

disputing its change, Birley 1966, 56. See also Gudea, Zrinyi 1977, 226. Yet, see contra Russu 1972, 65–6; 
Piso, Benea 1984, 279. 
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Another inscription attesting a praefectus of the troop was found still at Cristeşti821. The 
diploma from AD 158, whose holder was in fact a former knight of the troop, was lost at 
Cristeşti as well. Thereafter, I believe that this ala was stationed at Cristeşti from the very 
beginning. In Dacia the troop is attested, conversely to other provinces, under the form 
Gallorum et Bosporanorum, being probable that Gall detachments were attached once with the 
troop transfer to Dacia. The single diploma wherein return is made to the previous title is that 
of AD 179, therefore, probably at least the inscriptions above mentioned, which did not 
record the Gallorum ethnicon, may be dated after AD 158, yet ala Hispanorum is present at 
Micia including in the 3rd century AD (see supra), hence it is hard to suppose the troop 
displacement from Cristeşti to Micia822. 

 
22. DROBETA 
The fort at Drobeta (pl. 19) was evidently constructed in order to protect a vital 

strategic area, being located by the eastern limit of the Mehedinţi Mountain Chain, wherefrom 
the Danube lowlands begin. The fortification was erected close to the Roman bridge over the 
Danube, on a high plateau of almost 20 m level difference. 

The plan of the fort at Drobeta is undoubtedly the best known from entire Dacia 
Superior, if not from entire Dacia. Nonetheless, the perfect symmetry, practically the western 
half of the fort is the mirror copy of the eastern one, may seem odd, as no analogy could be 
found. Cases when praetentura or retentura sinistra are identical with praetentura or retentura 
dextra are rare, yet even rarer are cases when in latus dextrum, respectively in latus sinistrum, 
constructions are identical as plan. Obviously, numerous changes in the Drobeta fort 
hampered archaeological research, hence I am sure that the analysis of the buildings inside the 
fort must be very cautious. 

First archaeological research were carried out by Cezar Bolliac, then by G. Boissière 
who identified for the first time several phases of the fort: Trajanic, Constantinian and 
Byzantine823. Subsequently, between 1896–1899, Gr. G. Tocilescu and then Al. Bărcăcilă824 
performed first systematic researches, the first publishing a plan and the discovered 
inscriptions. Gr. Florescu was the first who provided a coherent plan of the fort, following a 
single excavation campaign825. Gr. Florescu, R. Florescu and M. Davidescu diggings in the 
First World War aftermath revealed more occupation and repair phases than previously 
noticed, later phases constructions disturbing the area very much. 

It is strange that all scholars dealing with the fort at Drobeta or with coh. I 
Antiochensium concluded that the troop erected the fortification, although the inscription on 
which such statements were based was fragmentary, recording partially the emperor’s name 
and the troop title (IDR II 14 = AE 1959, 309) only826. It nevertheless proves that the troop 
constructed something important, if not the fort itself, probably one of the main buildings. 

 

821  IDR III/4, 135; AE 1912, 74; 1967, 402 (PME C 11). At Apulum, another inscription mentions a knight of 
the troop transferred from numerus Illyricorum, CIL III 1197 = IDR III/5, 585. 

822  Only in the case of one of the two praefecti a dating under Hadrian/Antoninus Pius is supposed, after 
PME V, 14. 

823  For the history of research, see Tudor 1978, 274 with bibliography. 
824  See Bărcăcilă 1932, Bărcăcilă 1938. 
825  Florescu 1931. For discoveries at Drobeta see Florescu 1965; Florescu 1965a; Florescu 1967; Florescu 1970. 
826  The inscription was read as follows: [Imp(erator)] Caes(ar) di[vi Ner- / vae f(ilius)] Nerva Tra[ianus / 

Aug(ustus) Ger]m(anicus) Dacic(us) p[ont(ifex) / max(imus) trib(unicia)] potest(ate) co(n)s(ul) [p(ater) / 
p(atriae) / … per co]h(ortem) I Antio[ch(ensium)…], without being certain that respective troop erected 
the fort at Drobeta. 
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Via sagularis is 2.50 m wide, made of 10 cm thick gravel layer827. Via praetoria and via 
principalis are 5.75 m wide and flanked by a portico. It consisted of 70 × 70 cm bases placed at 
3.00 m distance one from the other, the portico depth being of 3.20 m. A series of chapiters, 
stone posts and marble statues fragments were discovered in the area, thus pointing to a 
portico with statues. I am not sure to what extent this phenomenon is characteristic to via 
principalis, as this area seems to be the single one researched828. Via decumana is rather 
narrow and has no flanking portico, while via quintana is almost inexistent. The consistency 
of the roads is unexpectedly precarious, D. Tudor arguing they were made from a gravel layer 
of only 10–15 cm thickness829. 

Via quintana does not seem to have existed or, besides, the structures behind the 
headquarters building are too close to the constructions from latus, thus the two buildings 
oriented per scamna north of the headquarters building appear to be part from latus. In 
exchange, the distance between these structures and the barracks in their north is rather large, 
adequate to even a via quintana. 

 

Principia 

The headquarters building (fig. 27) is stone-made in the known phase, has classical 
plan, occupying 6.34% of the fort total surface, the ratio length/width being of almost 1 : 1.  

The entrance does not seem to be 
made by a tetrapylon, as not even a portico 
existed in this courtyard part, but by a 
5.90 m opening in the front wall of the 
headquarters building. Thus, the span 
becomes unsually large. Such simple open-
ings only in the front wall of similar build-
ings from Britannia forts are of c. 2.50 m. 
In case a portico existed also along via 
principalis, a monumental entrance was 
probably no longer required. An entrance 
in obvious direct connection with the 
portico in front was possible, with a gable 
roof, slightly higher and perpendicular on 
the portico roof, carried by the two column 
bases in front of the entrance. They seem 
to be larger than column bases from the 
rest of the ambulatory830. In case in front of 
the headquarters building, a basilica 
exercitatoria (see infra) was located then 
clearly, a much elevated entrance was not 
furter required. 

 

827  Tudor 1978, 276. 
828  In plan, only column bases from this area were smut (Tudor 1978, Fig. 73), hence I don’t know how 

certain is this portico along via praetoria as well. 
829  Tudor 1978, 276. 
830  A similar, yet much more complex entrance, may be seen in the reconstruction of the headquarters 

building at Xanten, Horn 2002, Abb. 70. 
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The inner courtyard is flanked by two side porticoes. Nonetheless, the open space 
occupied 427.50 m2, hence 39% of the total surface of the headquarters building, whilst the 
usual percentage was of 25%. The courtyard was paved on its entire surface831. It was 
surrounded on the eastern and western sides by five rooms each, equally sized of c. 3.30 × 3.35 
and identified as armamentaria. Their interpretation as armamentaria of the fort is uncertain, 
especially since we have no information on the discoveries inside them. I am not sure to which 
entrance makes D. Tudor reference, who maintains, upon the inner courtyard description that 
‘an enormous blocks base, designed for an equestrian statue is noticeable by the entrance’832. It 
might have existed somewhere in the courtyard border or even in its middle, alike Roman 
forums833. D. Tudor and C. M. Vlădescu decided a storey existed over the rooms in the 
courtyard sides, providing no indication on their assumption834. 

Access to the basilica was made by three arched-entrances supported by the bases 
identified in northern courtyard and by the ones by the northern ends of the portico 
surrounding the courtyard. The four column bases which carried the entrance arches were 
1.40 × 1.40 m, while the column diameter was 0.70 m835, therefore extremely solid to support a 
high superstructure, even without internal prop. The structure occupies 15% of the stretched 
surface of the headquarters building, being probably provided with a tribunal on its eastern 
side, sized 5.00 × 6.00 m836. The latter was not by mid short eastern side of the basilica, but 
adjacent to the room from the eastern limit of the back compartments row corresponding to 
the strongroom, its eastern limit being the building outer wall itself. The reason for which the 
tribunal was set this fashion is the result of placing a 2.35 m wide entrance on this side, 
between the courtyard and the basilica southern limit. Similar entrance on same location was 
found on the opposite side837. 

Back rooms. The aedes provided with apse and heightened floor, which was reached 
by way of a few stairs, was located by mid side. There isn’t any indication that another room 
existed under the aedes, as one would have expected, or to the constructional technique of the 
walls. Other two, equally-sized rooms flank the central room, yet their surface is not specified. 
Onwards, one may notice two narrower compartments and behind them other two rooms, the 
one in the east being attached an apse. If the normally-sized rooms require no explanation, the 
function of the two ‘hallways’ located on both sides of the aedes, between the secondary 
rooms, clarification is needed. Such compartmenting might have theoretically provided access 
to the adjoined rooms, probably access to a storey or functioned as excubitoria. Another 
peculiarity of the rooms in the back from Drobeta fort is the attachment, by their short northern 
ends, opposite to the entrance, of spaces as long and narrow as proper hallways (?)838. It is 

 

831  After Vlădescu 1986, 15 
832  Tudor 1978, 277. C. M. Vlădescu states it is brick made and 0.40 m high, quoting Bărcăcilă 1932. 
833  See for instance Trajan’s statue base in the middle of the forum from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa 

(Etienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004,131 sqq) similar to the quadriga statue in Trajan’s Forum from Rome. 
834  Tudor 1978, 277; Vlădescu 1986, 14. 
835  Tudor 1978, 277. 
836  D. Tudor characterised the structure as a later room, Tudor 1978, 277. Tribunals structure is almost 

constantly of poor quality compared to the neighbouring rooms or the outer wall of the enclosure, hence 
D. Tudor probably noticed accurately that the walls here were different structurally, yet it does not 
necessarily imply subsequent erection. 

837  Entrances on both sides are usual for many forts of the Empire, see Johnson 1987, 129, Abb. 92, 99 (the 
forts at Lambaesis and Chester). 

838  As resulted from plan, see Tudor 1978. Fig.73. 
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certain that the hallway in the eastern half of the headquarters building gave access to 
neighbouring rooms as the room in the headquarters building eastern extremity had no access 
from any other part, towards basilica having a common wall with the tribunal. Corre-
spondingly, one may suppose that the similar hallway in the west part fulfilled same aim. 
Nonetheless, the reason that the annexes were constructed in the northern part of the 
building, also reached by the mentioned hallways remains to be explained. Most likely, upon 
their sizes, they might have sheltered the staircase to a storey. However, to be certain, the 
excavations should have identified the staircase base, the single case when a storey was 
positively identified, at least over part of the back rooms being that of the fort at 
Housesteads839. Inconveniently, such access stairs were often timber-made, hence, almost 
impossible to identify by excavation. 

The distance between column bases forming the portico bordering via principalis 
seems much reduced compared to the distance between the other bases, appearing even 
crowded840. This distance reduction might have been required for the support of a more solid 
superstructure placed in front of the entrance into the headquarters building. It could have 
been identical with basilica exercitatoria known from analogies with other forts of the Empire 
and evidenced by inscriptions. In fact, even the entrance wall into the headquarters building 
had a very large span and lacked the portico inside and it might have been the outer northern 
wall of the drill hall. A portico similar to that of Drobeta, extending on the entire length of via 
principalis, by its mid in front of the headquarters building and also over via principalis, 
forming a basilica, is found in the fort at Künzing841. 

 

Praetorium 

In the fort central part, horrea are placed n both sides of the headquarters building 
(fig. 28) (see infra), and other two buildings, identical in plan and almost similar sizes are 
noticeable behind these store houses. They are surfaced 23.80 × 14.80 m (352.24 m2) (latus 
dextrum), respectively 23.80 × 18.50 m (440.30 m2) (latus sinistrum). Their plan is classical 
consisting of a central courtyard, of 8.00–9.00 m wide, surrounded on three sides by a series of 
rooms in the back being four, five rooms on one side and other four on the other side. 
Nonetheless, the plan of the structures from Drobeta is only apparently similar to praetoria, as 
the latter, civil houses by excellence, observe the plan of the Mediteranean-type house and 
usually of the ‘peristyle house’ with central courtyard flanked on all sides by rooms, some 
having evidently a much more complex planimetry842. 

The excavators from Drobeta characterise the two structures near horrea as officers 
and subordinates houses843. Since other buildings that could have been deemed praetorium 
were not found within the entirely researched fort at Drobeta, the authors of the research 
could be right, irrespective of all deficiencies of the buildings plans. In fact, being private 
dwellings, such constructions tend to have most flexible plans844. A planimetry almost identical 
with the buildings from Drobeta was noticed to a structure from latus sinistrum in close 

 

839  Bidwell, Speak 1994, 74 
840  See plan in Tudor 11978, Fig. 73. 
841  Schönberger1975, Abb. 4. 
842  For a series of buildings plans, see Johnson 1987, 153–4, Abb. 101. 
843  See in Tudor 1978, 277. 
844  At Housesteads a L-shaped praetorium initially existed (Johnson 1987, 156), while at Vindolanda an 

initial U-shaped one (Birley, Blake, Birley 1997, Fig. 17), both changing into peristyle-house type plans. 
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vicinity of the headquarters building from the fort at Hofheim, being considered, for lack of 
clear evidence, either accomodation for the commander of certain vexillations, or hospital or 
store house845. Significantly, its identification with a praetorium was excluded, since a building 
with a very complex plan discovered in latus dextrum definitely fulfilled such function. 

 

0 10 20 30 m  
Fig. 28 

 
One of the buildings from Drobeta occupies c. 3% of the fort total surface, the 

length/width ratio being c. 1.50. Access into the two buildings was made from via principalis 
by the portico whose shed roof was carried by the front wall of the rooms neighbouring via 
principalis and extended southwards, being carried by afferent poles forming the ambulatory. 

These buildings location is also relatively unusual, although analogies were identified. 
Or, where other buildings existed in the part from latus where the commander’s quarters was 
set, the forts were larger846, which is not the case at Drobeta. Even though the commander’s 
quarters are not always in the central part of the fortification, they are positioned behind the 
headquarters building, being almost always in its close vicinity, with few exceptions when the 
officer’s house was set in praetentura847.  

On the other hand, the buildings sizes are not usual either, the surfaces minimum being 
c. 750–800 m2 848. In Drobeta’s case, both buildings occupy a surface of 792.54 m2, thus fairly 
normal, yet it is impossible that same commader dwelled them concurrently. If the commander’s 
house mirror the offcier’s rank849, then at Drobeta he might not have been famous. 

Where more than two troops are attested within a fort, there is usually a single 
commander’s quarters850. For two praetoria within forts, evidence is little convincing, 

 

845  The construction has three rooms in the back and four on both sides of the courtyard and a series of 
deep wholes (cellars) inside certain rooms, Baatz, Herrmann 1982, 354, Abb. 297; Nuber 1986, 228, Abb. 1. 

846  A praetorium is located in latus praetorii dextrum, behind a horreum, in the forts at Mumrills, Balmuildy 
or Birrens, Johnson 1987, Abb. 205, 206, 208. 

847  See Johnson 1987, 159. 
848  See arguments in Snape, Bidwell 1994, 269. 
849  Johnson 1987, 161. 
850  See for instance the case of the entirely researched fort at Strageath, Britannia, Frere, Wilkes 1989. It is 

true that there are forts where the use of the headquarters building by two troops seems obvious, an 
inscription from Niederbieber recording that the western side of the headquarters building was used by 
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although there are fortifications where more than one building with central courtyard 
surrounded by rooms existed at the same time, yet they might have had other functions851. 

 

Horrea 

Two horrea (fig. 28) sized identically, 23.00 × 12.00 m (276.00 m2), were identified 
aligned with the rest of the buildings north from via principalis, on both sides of the 
headquarters building, each lying on c. 1.6% of the fort total surface852. It results that they 
occupy a total surface of 506 m2 and a rather large percentage of over 3%853 explicable by the 
Drobeta fort position, harbour by the Danube and implicitly a probable supply base. In one of 
the occupation phases from the fort at Strageath, horrea occupy 3.7% of the fort surface and 
therefore were related to the campaigns of Agricola in Scotland854. 

The location of these horrea within the fort is rather unusual, since another two 
buildings lie between them and the intervallum area. Frequently, horrea are erected in close 
vicinity to the gates, for easy access. Both horrea were provided with buttresses to the exterior 
of almost all walls, four on the short and six on the long sides. Exceptions are the front wall of 
the store house from latus, which had not buttress and the eastern wall of the same store 
house, which lacks the last two buttresses along the wall, the remaining four being placed 
symmetrically with the ones in the opposite side. 

No wall breaches were observed, consequently one may suppose that entrance into 
horrea was made from their short sides, as customarily855, although the distance between these 
buildings and the surrounding ones seems to be little856. In fact, this is confirmed by the store 
house with no buttresses against the short side from via principalis. 

The interior of the constructions is characteristic to other structures of same 
functionality, being undivided, and especially to other horrea from Dacia, where no traces of 
usually heightened floor, posts, pillars or floor supporting walls were signalled857. 

 
Barracks  
Barracks (fig. 29) with relatively clear plans are found in pairs on both sides of via 

praetoria, oriented per scamna, with the officer’s room projected outwards (south). 
Dimensions of almost 350 m2 frame within the maximum concentration percentage found 
with auxiliary forts858, yet the buildings partitioning is different. Barracks flanking via 
principalis are practically placed in mirror alike all the other constructions from the fort at 

 

numerus Divitiensiun, while the eastern by numerus Brittonum, see for other several examples Johnson 
1987, 139. In Britannia, beside the usual praetoria, buildings resembling a praetorium were identified in 
praetentura dextra of the fort at Hod Hill and in praetentura sinistra of the fort at The Lunt, Baginton, 
see Johnson 1987, 160–1. 

851  See briefly Johnson 1987, 160–1. 
852  It is certain that the structures noticed in the Column scene quoted by D. Tudor (Tudor 1978, 277, Fig. 7.1) 

as clearly proving the two horrea in the fort at Drobeta, has nothing to do with the buildings from latus 
since the fort corner is depicted, without being certain if it was that of Drobeta. It might have been a 
fortification on the other Danube bank. 

853  The usual surface of the store houses represented c. 1.5–2.00% of the total fort, Gentry 1976, 27, Tab. 1, 2. 
854  After Frere, Wilkes 1989, 123 
855  Johnson 1987, 171. 
856  The largest interval, of only 5.00 m, seems to be between these buildings and principia, Tudor 1978, 277. 
857  Johnson 1987, 164–5. 
858  Davison 1989, 7, 80. 
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Drobeta. One barrack from praetentura sinistra, respectively dextra is divided, as expected, 
into ten contubernia, while the other two are compartmented into five contubernia, the last 
non-separated upon papiliones and arma.  

Also, the officer’s rooms projection 
is rather curiously—southwards—oriented 
to all barracks. Habitually, officers’ rooms 
are, according to legionary barracks, 
oriented either back-to-back in the case of 
double barracks or facing each other in the 
case of individual barracks and rarely like 
in the praetentura of the fort at Drobeta. 
The different compartmenting fashion of 
the barracks is inexplicable, as only two of 
the six buildings whose plans resemble the 
structures aimed at accommodating 
soldiers are partitioned like a common 
barracks. The two are from praetentura in 
the close vicinity of gate praetoria. They 
belong to type A described by D. Davison as the most common within the Empire859.  

In both cases there are eight contubernia, whose sizes are unknown, the ones in the 
close vicinity to the officer’s room being larger860. The officer’s room is sized861 c. 13.00 × 
10.00 m (130 m2) and is located by the ends of via sagularis, while the contubernia rows are of 
c. 30.00 × 8.00 m (240.00 m2). As such, the officer benefited of 35% surface of each of the two 
barracks near porta praetoria, high percentage comparable to those found in the forts from 
Britannia during the Flavian and Antoninian periods862. The space occupied by officers in the 
barracks from praetentura dextra is divided into five compartments, the northern one, in 
extension of the barracks verandah, being based on its sizes, only a hallway, the others being 
of equal sizes. Within the barracks from praetentura sinistra the surface occupied by the 
officer was partitioned into six rooms of approximately equal sizes. 

The following A type barracks from praetentura sinistra and dextra south of the first, 
placed also per scamna, were divided as mentioned into five (praetentura dextra), respectively 
four rooms (praetentura sinistra). These compartments did not seem to be subdivided, the 
surface being yet almost identical with the barracks described above. Considering the c. 9.00 × 
9.00 m dimensions of each division, I believe that the described rooms must have been formed 
in fact of several rooms, evidently similar to those identified in the barracks south of them. 
Regarding the barracks located in praetentura sinistra, the space designed for officers occupies 
the same surface as those similar from the above described barracks, yet the compartmenting 
is different. Thus, in contubernia (?) extension a space of c. 9.00 × 9.00 m formed, and behing 
it another space subdivided into two sectors863. The first seems to be of c. 9.00 × 4.00 m, while 

 

859  Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
860  For various functions such contubernia fulfilled, see Davison 1989, passim. 
861  The buildings surface was measured based usually on the plan provided in Tudor 1978, Fig. 73. These 

data are relative, depending on the accuracy and precision of the fort plan. 
862  The percentage was usually of 20–29%, Davison 1989, 92. 
863  We should not forget that in Britannia, for instance, many of the spaces designed for centurions or decu-

rions total only c. 9.00 × 9.00 m, even smaller values in the forts on Hadrian’s Wall, after Davison 1989, 85. 
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the other is divided again in two spaces of c. 9.00 m lengths and smaller widths. Other two 
transversal subdivisions of very small sizes as well, were set in the verandah extension. It is 
hard to decide on the functions of these partitions, the largest being probably designed for 
living, yet such dwelling comprised kitchens, small stables, latrines, etc. Similarly to this 
barracks, on the other part of via praetoria was located a barrack with an almost mirrored 
planimetry. The officer’s space was compartmented into three parts, the first and largest 
division was square and measures c. 10.00 × 10.00 m (100.00 m2) and the other, c. 4.00 × 4.00 m 
and 3.00 × 3.00 m, thus resulting again a c. 125–130 m2 surface. As such, the officer benefited 
of c. 35% of the building surface. The reason for which only five contubernia were identified 
requires elucidation, this time each being c. 6.00 × 5.00 m, reduced in size compared to the 
previous barracks. Although smaller spaces are under discussion, it may be supposed that each 
of the compartments was partitioned into four divisions, probably of inequal dimensions, in 
order to create enough space in papilio. 

Other two barracks sized c. 46.00 × 9.00 m (414 m2) also having the officer’s rooms 
projecting southwards were flanking via decumana, oriented per scamna and compartmented 
into five contubernia. These contubernia seem to have similar sizes to those of the barracks 
from praetentura described above, so they could have been divided in four compartments, 
resulting a total of 10 contubernia. Nonetheless, in the barracks from retentura dextra the 
space closer in size to the officer’s room is almost half the other widths, while a similar room is 
found also in the barracks from retentura sinistra, located in the opposite end of the officer’s 
room. I suppose that these two narrower spaces represent in fact the normal width of 
contubernia, the other being divided in two transversal spaces per barracks, resulting a total 
number of nine contubernia. These buildings are, as it may be noticed, simple barracks, yet the 
soldiers dwelling areas seem to be slightly wider and longer (by c. 7.00 m) compared to the 
correspondents from praetentura, therefore the rooms designed for soldiers dwelling become 
more spacious compared to those from praetentura. This phenomenon is the direct result of 
the surface reduction occupied by the officers’ rooms. No compartments were noticed inside 
them and have normal sizes of c. 10.00 × 10.00 m (100 m2). In fact, comparative to other forts, 
they occupy 25% of the entire surface of the barracks864. 

The structures from retentura (fig. 30) 
on both sides of gate decumana, north of the 
above mentioned rooms, have c. 46.00 × 
7,00 m (322 m2) sized barracks, yet the 
officers’ rooms are not projecting outwards 
like in the other cases. They are divided only 
into inequal five (latus dextrum), respectively 
six compartments (latus sinistrum), each 
compartment being divided, like the 
contubernia, into two parts of equal surfaces.  

The buildings resemble thus to a B 
type barrack865, although not all compart-
ments were identified. The officer’s rooms 
have lengts similar to those from the barrack 

 

864  Davison 1989, 85. 
865  Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
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placed behind them, yet are not outwards projected, being compartmented longitudinally in 
two equal spaces. Their approximate sizes are of 10.00 × 7.00 m, thus occupying slightly over 
20% of the barracks surface. 

Other two structures somewhat similar to those described above are also placed in 
retentura, behind the buildings from latus, however, if they are barracks, then the space 
designed for officers, located towards via sagularis as well, is partitioned into four subdivisions 
relatively equal in size. Should one disregard the officer’s room, other four, respectively five 
almost equally sized compartments were identified. Precisely due to such sizes, one should 
admit the existence of other compartments, probably being nine contubernia. 

Although we would expect a veranda to the barracks with the officers’ rooms outward 
projecting, such structures were not identified at Drobeta866. 

To conclude, the fort at Drobeta probably comprised a total of ten barracks, adequate 
number for quartering a milliaria peditata troop. Without taking into account minor 
differences between the barracks located in praetentura, three barrack types were identified867. 
Two barracks, with the officers’ room projected as much as the veranda are in fact type A, 
while the other two are similar to types B or J in D. Davison’s organization868. Which is though 
the explanation for barracks differentiation? Often, differences between the barracks 
planimetry within the same fort was explained as the result of mixed garrisons869. At Drobeta 
though, if there were different troops and if each troop would have had a certain barrack type, 
it would mean that three such troops had to exist, according to the number of distinct barrack 
types. On the other hand, within the forts where the officers’ rooms by the end of the barracks 
are different in size, rank differences between officers were considered, and as such the 
decurion, for instance, would occupy a more comfortable space than the centurion, and as 
well, legionary centurions compared to those of auxiliary troops870. Hence, we would notice 
that where such rank differences existed, mirrored by the planimetry of the rooms by the 
barracks ends, contubernia occupied by legionaries would have been more comfortable than 
those of auxiliaries, while those designed for cavalry, more comfortable compared to those 
accommodating infantry. Yet, inside the fort at Drobeta the situation is confusing, as, where 
the officers’ rooms are more spacious contubernia are smaller, while within the barracks from 
retentura where contubernia are rather large, the officer’s room is limited. It does not 
necessarily depend on building sizes, those from retentura being slightly longer than those in 
praetentura. Finally, such length differences result from the missing portico along via 
decumana, which allowed extension by few meters of the structures in this area. 

 
Other buildings  
Constructions in the central area, behind the so-called commander’s buildings, have a 

rather ambiguous shape in order to be deemed barracks, as they are too short and the officer’s 

 

866  Although this situation may seem odd, there are other examples of barracks of same type with no 
verandah, like those at Strageath (Flavian phase), Bar Hill and Gelligaer or other whose portico was 
destroyed, like the case at Newstead, Haltwistle Burn and Watercrook, Davison 1989, 75.  

867  By barrack types I do not necessarily understand major differences in the barracks general plan, but also 
dimensional differences, like between the barracks from praetentura and those with the officer’s rooms 
outwards projecting from retentura, even though they do not belong to the same type. Such elements are 
relevant for planimetric differenciation. 

868  Davison 1989, Fig. A. 
869  Davison 1989, 185 sqq. 
870  Davison 1989, 9–11, 82–6. 
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rooms is projected on both sides, both northwards and southwards, a fact hard to interpret. 
Such officers’ rooms, projected in both directions were identified in a few ala forts, yet 
barracks had normal sizes, the two spaces being designed for the two decurions commanding 
each a turma871. Or, in the case of the buildings from Drobeta, accommodation of two turmae 
was impossible, hence the spaces by the ends were not meant for officers. In this case, without 
any analogies, single indication on the establishment of the building function would be 
provided by the discoveries inside, which unfortunately would remain unknown. The 
interpretation as store houses is uncertain872. 

The two extended buildings from praetentura, near via principalis, sized c. 45.00 × 
4.00 m, partitioned in several equal compartments, could be store houses873, stables874 or even 
workshops. One would expect, as mentioned above, several storage areas, the use of such 
buildings for stabling is problematic, since the basic troops from Drobeta do not seem to be 
equitatae875. Another function could be of dwellings for immunes, a similar construction being 
found in the fort at Hofheim, yet in retentura dextra876. However, until further detailed 
archaeological excavations all is speculative. 

 
Troops  
Beside legionary detachments partaking civil works in the fort and bridge877 over the 

Danube, numerous at Drobeta, the basic troops are coh. I Antiochensium, coh. III Campestris 
and coh. I sagittariorum. At least the last two cohorts are milliariae, the fort at Drobeta, of 
only 1.69 ha, being therefore rather reduced to accommodate such garrison878. The first of the 
mentioned troops that stationed at Drobeta seems to be coh. I Antiochensium. The unit is 
mentioned only within the diplomas from Moesia Superior—starting with AD 78 until     
AD 161879, probably participating in the Dacian wars and the construction of Drobeta fort880, 
obviously beside legionaries. 

One may suppose that in the 2nd century AD, the basic garrison of the fort at Drobeta 
was coh. III Campestris, a troop mentioned in the diplomas from Dacia as early as AD 109 and 
110881. The last diploma which records the troop also in the army of Dacia is from AD 179882. 
Meanwhile, within the diplomas from AD 160 and 161883, the unit appears as part of the 

 

871  Type I to D. Davison, see Davison 1989, 73. 
872  Hassall 1983, 103. 
873  Hassall 1983, 119; Frere, Wilkes 1989, 129. 
874  Hassall 1983, 118. 
875  Nevertheless, coh. I sagittariorum seems to be equitata during the 3rd century, IDR II, 10 where the 

troop is mentioned as Philippiana milliaria equitata. 
876  A similar construction, yet comprising a verandah, was uncovered at Pen Llystyn, being deemed hospital, 

although inside metallurgical prints, i.e. fireplaces and crucibles were discovered, Nuber 1986, 228, n. 9, 
Abb. 1, 21. For other interpretation of these buildings function, see Johnson 1987, 212, Abb. 145. 

877  In the bridge area, bricks with the stamps legio VII Claudia, coh. I Cretum, II Hispanorum and III 
Brittonum were found, IDR II, p. 17. 

878  Part of the troop could have been stationed in the fort at Transdrobeta, on the other bank, information 
C. C. Petolescu. 

879  RMD 2; RMD 55. 
880  AE 1959, 309 = IDR II, 14. 
881  AE 1990, 860; CIL XVI, 57 = IDR I 2. 
882  Piso, Benea 1984. 
883  CIL XVI, 111; RMD 55. 
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Moesia Superior army. The explanation seems to be valid also for the cohort V Gallorum 
mentioned above884. This troop is displaced from Drobeta to Porolissum, being replaced by 
the end of the 2nd century AD by coh. I sagittariorum885. 

The sagitarii cohort was associated with coh. I Aelia sagittariorum ∞ equitata, 
recorded in Pannonia Superior diplomas of AD 133, 146, 148, 149886, numerous inscriptions 
and military stamps from Pannonia Superior, especially from Klosterneuburg887. The sagitarii 
unit is also mentioned in Germania, at Bingen888. In Dacia the troop is present most probably 
at Drobeta, where it left a series of tile stamps and epigraphical monuments889. Other troop 
stamps were discovered in the forts at Zăvoi and Tibiscum as well890. According to J. Spaul, the 
troop movement starts from Germania at Bingen, after which is present in Pannonia at 
Klosterneuburg for great part of the 2nd and the first half of the 3rd centuries AD, and 
subsequently, for a shorter period of time at Drobeta, in Dacia Superior891. However, arguments 
pleading in favour of two distinct troops of sagittari are quite obvious: in all military diplomas, 
stamps and inscriptions mentioning the troop in Pannonia Superior, the unit bears the imperial 
surname Aelia, probably evidencing it was established under Hadrian892, while the stamps and 
inscriptions from Germania and Dacia record the troop by the abbreviations coh(ors) I 
sag(ittariorum), coh(ors) I sagitt(ariorum) or c(ohors) I s(agittariorum). Stamps with the CIS 
acronym from Zăvoi and Tibiscum emerge in early occupation levels of the forts893. 
Additionally, the unit dedicates an altar to emperor Marcus Aurelius at Tibiscum, in AD 165894, 
thus approximately during the time it was evidenced in Pannonia895. The troop is present at 
Drobeta from the very beginning of the 3rd century AD and not from mid same century as 
argued by J. Spaul896, as proven by stamps mentioning the imperial surname Ant(oniniana)897. 
Hence, I suppose that the troop from Dacia, initially present at Tibiscum, probably at Zăvoi as 
well, and at Drobeta during the 3rd century, is identical with that in Germania, but different 
from the similarly named troop from Pannonia Superior898. 

 

884  Piso, Benea 1984, 284; Piso 2001, 230. 
885  Piso 2001, 230. For the troops history, see also Petolescu 2002, 92–5, 120–1. 
886  CIL XVI, 76, 178, 96, 97. For most recent evidence on the troop correcting J. Spaul, see Ţentea, Matei-

Popescu 2004, 291–3. 
887  Spaul 2000, 480.  
888  CIL XIII, 7512, 7513, 7514, 7515, 11692a. 
889  Benea 1976, 80, fig.2/1–4, 3/1, 2–5. The troop is most certainly present at Drobeta also during the 3rd 

century AD, as proven by the imperial epithets Antoniniana, Gordiana or Philippiana recorded by tile 
stamps or inscriptions (IDR II 106; CIL III 6279 = IDR II 23; IDR II 10). Three sacer(dotes) c(o)ho(rtis) 
are mentioned by another novel inscription, Petolescu 2002, 120 n. 10. 

890  IDR III/1, 251, 252. Piso, Rogozea 1985, 213–4; Petolescu 2002, 120. 
891  Spaul 2000, 481–2. W. Wagner discusses the two military units separately, considering coh. I Sagittariorum 

was present only at Drobeta in the 3rd century AD, Wagner 1938, 182–3. 
892  Certainly, troops wearing certain imperial nomina did not necessarily form under respective emperor, as 

the title might be granted as simple honourific title, see Bersanetti 1940, 105–7. As such, the similar case 
of the infamous coh. I Ulpia Brittonum from the AD 106 diplomas (IDR I 1), established under the 
Favians and not under Trajan.  

893  Benea, Bona 1994, 37. It is hard to argue this in the case of Zăvoi, which was never researched 
archaeologically. 

894  IDR III/1, 130. 
895  Coh. I Sagittariorum is evidenced at Klosterneuburg by two inscriptions dated in AD 159 and 230, AE 

1977, 616; CIL III, 5647. 
896  Spaul 2000, 481–2. 
897  IDR II, 106. 
898  Same conclusion in Ţentea, Matei-Popescu 2004, 292. 
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At Drobeta, it appears with Gordiana and Philippiana epithets, thus attesting its 
presence here until late 3rd century AD899. 

 
23. INLĂCENI 
The fortification from Inlăceni, identified on ‘Cetate’ site close to the current village is 

located at approximately 30 km south the fort at Sărăţeni. Dimensions of the stone-walled 
fortification are 142 × 146 m (2,07 ha) (pl. 25). Single certain data on the internal planning 
come from the central fort part900. 

 

Principia 

The shape of the headquarters building (fig. 31), sized 29 × 16.30 (472,7), is interesting 
as it apparently lacked the inner courtyard901 thus consisting only of basilica and four rooms 
in the back. The 2.3% proportion of the total surface is extremely small. A courtyard evidently 
existed due to the building position and the great distance from via principalis to the building 
façade. Portae principales are not perfectly symmetrical, yet the distance between the western 
limit of the basilica and the probable route of via principalis is of c. 20.00 m. In fact, the 
building orientation is slightly displaced from that of the fort, so it was clearly constructed 
depending on via principalis, hence it was in its close vicinity. 

Therefore, the courtyard would have been sized 
c. 20.00 × 26.50 m (530 m2), while the entire head-
quarters building of c. 26.50 × 35.00 m (927.50 m2), 
stretching on a normal c. 4.6% of the fortification total 
surface. 

In the back, four rooms were identified, an 
interesting fact since an odd number of rooms were 
encountered elsewhere902, usually placed in equal 
numbers on both sides of the aedes. In this case, two 

rooms are located north of aedes and only one south. The central room is not set precisely on 
the building axis, being displaced by c. 1.00 m southwards. Thus, side rooms in the northern 
part are of approximately 4.70 × 4.90 m and 3.70 × 4.90 m and that in the south of c. 9.00 × 
4.90 m. It is therefore apparent that the last room must have been compartmented. 

 

Horrea 

The two buildings south the headquarters building were considered store houses based 
only on their location. There is no element that would make us believe they were horrea, as 
even buttresses absolutely necessary for buildings with no internal compartments of the type 
are missing. Moreover, their orientation is rather unusual, being practically perpendicular on 
the headquarters building. Or, in almost all cases, such store houses are parallel to the 
headquarters building axis. We should also notice that, compared to the headquarters 
building, these buildings are not oriented according to via principalis, their sides being parallel  

 

899  CIL III 6279 (= ILS 3154; IDR II 23); IDR II 10. 
900  See Gudea 1979. 
901  Dimensions are approximate, slightly different if measured from plan, see Gudea 1997d, 59–60. 
902  Except for the headquarters building at Porolissum, although the odd number is the result of other 

rooms addition to the initial plan. 
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to the fort sides. Therefore, I wonder if such constructions 
were not previous to via principalis of the stone fort and 
implicitly to principia, the building being set upon a road 
which belonged to the fort’s timber enclosure, where gates 
principales should have been symmetrical. Following 
archaeological excavations, no chronology element became 
obvious. 

The structures sizes (fig. 32) are of 20.00 × 13.00 m 
(260 m2), respectively 20.00 × 7.70 m (154 m2), a c. 2% 
proportion of the fort surface, usual sizes being around 
this number. The length/width ratio is in one case 1 : 1.5 and 1 : 2.60 in the other, rather 
curious differences for two buildings serving same purpose.  

 
Troops  
During the first half of the 2nd century AD, the garrison of the fort at Inlăceni was 

probably coh. VIII Raetorum, a quingenaria and equitata troop, therefore suitable for the fort 
sizes. Prior mid 2nd century AD, the unit is transferred to Teregova, being replaced by 
another coh. quingenaria and equitata903, IIII Hispanorum904. Accordingly, the troop began to 
be recorded within military diplomas, the first being from AD 144 and then from AD 157, 158 
and 179905. The troop is mentioned in numerous inscriptions discovered exclusively at 
Inlăceni, being present here also during the 3rd century AD, as proven by the emergence of 
the imperial surnames Antoniniana (?)906, Severiana Alexandriana (?)907, Gordiana908 and 
Philippiana909. At Inlăceni its title is also abbreviated on a few tile stamps910. Another stamp, 
exhibiting a curious ligature, found west of the fort at Inlăceni is very interesting911. The stamp 
begins with the ligature and is followed by H IIII. The first sign represents a sort of reversed 8 
without being entirely visible. Therefore, IDR III/4 editors complete the abbreviation as COH 
III, mentioning concurrently it is the single stamp where COH, instead of C, appears before 
H. However, the ligature reading as CO is rather unlikely. Considering the writing could have 
been retrograde, the ligature is the last and not the first sign. Therefore, it should represent 
signs that could appear after H. If other stamps would be taken into account, an ISP or SP 

 

903  The troop is evidenced as equitata by inscription IDR III/4, 277 = AE 1978, 698; IDR III/4, 280, while a 
troop decurion is mentioned in IDR III/4, 283 = AE 1958, 311; 1988, 974. 

904  Numerous praefecti of the troop are attested, see for all inscriptions the notes from Petolescu 2002, 115, 
n. 5–15. 

905  CIL XVI, 90 = IDR I 14; CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15; CIL XVI 108 = IDR I 16; RMD 123 = AE 1987, 843. 
906  IDR III/4, 267 = AE 1988, 971. 
907  IDR III/4, 265 = AE 1988, 970. Epithets are considered to be Antoniniana, yet since the text was erased, 

C. C. Petolescu decided it was Severiana Alexandriana, Petolescu 2002, 115, n. 2. 
908  IDR III/4, 277 = AE 1978, 698. 
909  IDR III/4, 269 = AE 1988, 973. The inscription does not mention the troop name, although it might have 

been the cohort of Hispanics. 
910  Usually, the abbreviation is CIIIIHISP, AE 1912, 71 = IDR III/4, 301. Nonetheless, similar stamps are 

also signalled, yet without the last P (IDR III/4, 302), yet it may be caused by the stamps fragmentation. 
Such stamps were also discovered by Niegebaur (see comment in IDR III/4, p. 237) at Mihăileşti, a 
village north from Miercurea Ciuc and at c. 85 km east of Inlăceni, outside the forts line on the eastern 
limes of Dacia. 

911  IDR III/4, 302.1. 
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ligature would have been in place here; the H and I ligature is possible with this stamp sign, 
although letter P would be harder to distinguish. Less likely, yet not excluded, the sign could 
be ∞ as milliaria symbol. The latter seems most plausible, yet one should bear in mind the 
approximately 10 inscriptions mentioning praefecti as troop commanders, one even when the 
troop wore the epithet Gordiana. As such, the ligature is most likely related to the proper 
troop name. 

Other tile stamps record coh. I Alpinorum again912, garrison of Sărăţeni or Călugăreni 
forts, nearby, probably partaking certain civil works or repairs. 

 

24. The fort at MEHADIA is located on the road to Tibiscum, north of Orşova, 
positioned in the place named ‘Zidină’ at 3 km north of the village, on a plateau between the 
national road Caransebeş-Orşova and river Belareca. The earliest archaeological evidence date 
by mid 2nd century AD, yet, considering its strategic position, it might have been erected 
under Trajan as well. First and most numerous epigraphic discoveries coming from here or 
Herculane, were made north of the fort, in the location of a medieval fortress, the area named 
‘Biserica ungurească’ or ‘Biserica spartă’, being reused as construction materials. First 
archaeological research were carried out prior the First World War by general N. Cena, who 
discovered the famous inscription dedicated to Iulia Mamaea (IDR III/1, 76) and subsequently 
in the 40’s by M. Macrea, I. I. Russu, N. Gostar and Y. Ghenovici-Marinescu teams. Later, 
research was resumed by D. Benea and her team from the University of Timişoara, furthered 
with interruptions until last years913. Unfortunately, for several reasons, site reports published 
lately provide almost no details on the internal planning of the fort. Evidently, the 
establishment of occupation phases in the enclosure area is beneficial, yet, without a plan that 
would mirror the situation described by the research team from Timişoara, the archaeological 
situation is hard to understand.  

The fort is sized 116.00 × 142.00 m (1.65 ha), yet we possess no clear data on its 
interior. 

 

The troops evidenced here are coh. VIII Raetorum, coh. III Delmatarum and 
detachments of legio XIII Gemina and legio V Macedonica. The last two military units appear 
connected, explained by the military unrest under Marcus Aurelius, in fact the cause for 
legion’s V Macedonica movement to Dacia. Other authors relate the association of these 
legions to military operations during Gallienus’s reign914. The cohort of Raeti is present here 
probably to participate in certain civil works915, the troop being the garrison of the fort near 
Teregova (see infra). The cohort that leaves most material traces at Mehadia is cohort III 
Delmatarum, consisting of stamps on bricks and tiles, as well as incriptions mentioning troop 
soldiers916. The troop is for the first time mentioned in the army of Dacia Superior by the 
diploma from AD 179917. Coh. III Delmatarum seems to have been established under the 

 

912  IDR III/4, 299. 
913  For previous research see Macrea 1949 and Macrea et alii 1993. For results of the last years see CCA 2002 

(2003); CCA 2003 (2004). Single clear data come from the first site report, recording that several kilns 
were identified in the enclosure area, yet no buildings are referenced.  

914  Moga 1985, 72. 
915  IDR III/1, S.120; Marcu 2004, 581. 
916  IDR III/1, 99, 100; IDR III/1, 76, 77, 81, 87. 
917  The authors suppose that the troop was transferred here due to the Marcommanic wars, Piso, Benea 

1984, 265–267, 280. 
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Flavians918, being mentioned by the military diplomas from Germania and then Germania 
Superior of AD 80 until AD 134 and, also, attested by tile stamps from various areas in 
Germania Superior919. At least in the 3rd century AD, the troop is mentioned as milliaria and 
equitata by one inscription where it bears the surname Alexandriana and Valeriana 
Galliana920. Or, the fort at Mehadia, of 1.65 ha, is rather small even for a milliaria peditata 
troop. In fact, the single troop commander attested at Cologne is a praefectus921. Therefore, it 
is supposed that either troop vexillations were garrisoned in close sites as early as the 
beginning of the troop’s stationing in the area or the unit was present ‘understrenght’922. I 
mention the 1.30 ha fort from Hardknott as analogy, where, coincidently, still a coh. 
Delmatarum was stationed, yet the IIII, which was equitata. P. Bidwell assumed this fort was 
too small, therefore parts of the troop were stationed at Ravenglass as well923. 

I am not certain on the troops’ precise transfer from Germania to Dacia, yet it might 
have taken place around mid 2nd century AD. Since stamps recording the Raeti troop at 
Teregova emerge from the last occupation level, one may not exclude that the troop was 
initially stationed at Mehadia, moving subsequently to Teregova and being replaced by coh. III 
Delmatarum after mid 2nd century AD. 

 
25. MICIA 
According to its strategic location, the fort at Micia (pl. 20) is, beside the one at 

Tibiscum, one of the most important military centres of Dacia, as proven by the fortification 
sizes and the number of soldiers it garrisoned924. The surface it occupied is remarcable, 360.00 
× 181.00 m (6.51 ha)925, being more extended than even the ‘large’ fort at Tibiscum, while the 
1.98 length/width ratio is also surprising. The dimensions and plan of the earthen fort 
supposed to have existed prior are unknown926. A smaller fort probably existed previously 
since ala, known to be quartered in the fort is mentioned only from mid 2nd century AD. 

Although archaeological excavations were numerous, the single known interior 
construction, partially researched, was a horreum from latus dextrum927. The building is sized 
22.85 × 12.70 m (290 m2) and has 0.95 m thick walls. Its floor was initially supported by 
transversal walls, placed at 1.35–1.45 m distance ones from the other, rather large for a timber 
floor. Yet, the 0.65–0.70 m thickness of the walls was great enough to carry large girders. 
Subsequently, the floor was replaced by another carried by stone poles and bricks. The 0.85 m 
distance between the poles allowed timber floor prop. 

Beside excavations, results could have been provided by aerial photographs, yet the 
relatively recent928 indicate, north to the current European road, only building ends or inner 
roads. If buildings, they are the extremities of four structures, oriented per scamna, distin-
guished on c. 20.00 m lengths and 20.00 m widths. Upon shape and order, one in the exten-

 

918  Wagner 1938, 132–3; Spaul 2000, 305–6 with epigraphical evidence. The attestation from Pannonia (AE 
1914, 100) used by W. Wagner, is uncertain, see Kraft 1951, 174. 

919  CIL XVI, 158; CIL XVI, 36; CIL XVI, 62; RMD 90; CIL XVI, 80; AE 1975, 621; CIL III, 12433–6. 
920  IDR III/1, 76. 
921  AE 1896, 101. Obviously, it does not necessarily indicate that troop effectives comprised 1000 soldiers. 
922  Marcu 2004, 578. 
923  Bidwell, Snape, Croom 1999, passim. 
924  For bibliography on Micia, see Petculescu 1981; Petculescu 1983; Alicu 1998. 
925  For previous research see Floca, Mărghitan 1970. 
926  C. Daicoviciu identified the earthen fort by a trench, Daicoviciu 1931, 169–70. 
927  Described in detail in Petculescu 1987, no. 3. 
928  Hanson, Oltean 2003, Fig. 2. 
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sion of the other and according to their width, these structures seems to be double barracks. 
The handiest analogy available is the ala fort at Heidenheim where two barracks, of which one 
was double, were unearthed in praetentura sinistra, the last being also c. 20.00 m wide929. 

 

Troops  
The military units garrisoned in the stone fort at Micia are ala I Hispanorum 

Campagonum, coh. II Flavia Commagenorum and numerus Maurorum Miciensium. Ala is 
mentioned for the first time within the diploma of Pannonia Inferior of AD 114930 and then in 
those issued for Dacia Superior in AD 136/138, 144, 157 and 158931. Based on an inscription 
from Apulum932 it was supposed that the troop was at least at some point milliaria933.              
N. Gudea and M. Zahariade disagree934, yet if we consider the very large sizes of the fort at 
Micia, one may not exclude that the unit was indeed milliaria, although no province with two 
alae milliariae is known. Obviously, only fort sizes cannot be an argument themselves935, yet 
considering that coh. II Flavia Commagenorum was quingenaria, even if equitata, and even if 
the Moors were over 500 soldiers, one would expect that the ala in question would be of 1000 
men or that beside these troops other effectives existed in the fort at Micia. The cavalry troop 
was probably, as early as the first half of the 2nd century AD, quartered at Micia, replacing 
probably under Hadrian, ala I Ituraeorum sagittariorum936 recorded in Dacia by the AD 109 
and 110 diplomas937, yet returning shortly after to Pannonia Inferior, where it was attested by 
the AD 98 diploma938 and then the diplomas from AD 135 and 139939. 

The fact that ala Hispanorum Campagonum was garrisoned in the fort at Micia is 
obvious following the discovery of several inscriptions940 and tile stamps941 recording its 
presence including during the 3rd century AD942 

Another inscription from Micia, dated under Septimius Severus, seems to attest the 
construction here of a basilica belonging to the same ala Campagonum (CIL III 1343 = IDR 
III/3, 77)943. The same inscription mentions other numerous troops which apparently 

 

929  Filtzinger, Plank, Cämmerer 1976, 292–7, Abb. 117. 
930  RMD 153. 
931  Petolescu, Corcheş 2002, 120–122; CIL XVI, 90, 107, 108. J. Spaul mentions the troop in a diploma given 

for Pannonia Inferior, unpublished, dated in AD 114, see Spaul 1994, 74. Within the diploma from AD 119, 
the troop is not mentioned with the title Campagonum, being possible that its homonym, ala I 
Hispanorum was present in Dacia, transferred subsequently to Dacia Inferior, and, thus, first record on 
the troop at Micia would come from AD 136/138.  

932  CIL III, 1193 = ILS 2746. 
933  See discussion at Spaul 1994, 75–6, n. 5. 
934  Gudea, Zahariade 1980, 63. 
935  See for instance Breeze, Dobson 1969, passim. 
936  A troop veteran is known at Micia (CIL III, 1382 = IDR III/3, 75). Evidently, it does not prove the troop 

presence at Micia. 
937  RMD 148; CIL XVI, 57 = IDR I 2; CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3. 
938  CIL XVI, 42. 
939  AE 1999 1352 = RMD IV 151; CIL XVI 175. 
940  IDR III/3, 56, 57, 59, 60, 65, 75, 77, 172, 183. 
941  IDR III/3, 38a, 196. 
942  The troop name has attached epithets like Antoniniana or Philippiana. 
943  CIL editors, although render row 7 as O BAS AL CM, do not complete the BAS abbreviation, CIL III 

1343. On the other hand IDR III/3 complete 77 as a[l]ae Ba[t(avorum mil.) Al(ae) Cam(pagonum) 
concluding that a larger number of troops could not have been brought here unless following serious 
military situation, IDR III/3, p. 93–4. IDR editors might be right, yet respective inscription, considering 
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participated in the erection or revetment of the same construction944. It is indeed, hard to 
believe that so many troops could be quartered at Micia only to partake construction works, 
especially since one of them was displaced from rather large distance945. Whatever the reasons, 
it is certain that the monument requiring such repair was important. 

Earliest evidence on the troop certain presence at Micia come from under Hadrian, 
when coh. II Flavia Commagenorum dedicated an altar to the emperor (IDR III/3, 51 = CIL III 
1371). The troop was initially present in Moesia Inferior, being attested in the diplomas from 
AD 96, 100 and 103/7946, participating also in the Dacian wars947. Later on, the cohort would 
make part of the new province, recorded in the diplomas from Dacia of AD 109, 110 and the 
diplomas of Dacia Superior of AD 123, 136/8, 144, 157 and 179948. The most interesting of the 
diplomas is obviously the first, issued for troops from two provinces, whose holder is a Syrian 
soldier of this Zaccae Palaei troop. 

A single attestation comes from outside Micia, the cohort abreviation being found on a 
tile from Cladova (Arad county)949. The locality is on the road from Micia and Tibiscum at a 
distance of c. 75 km from the first. Considering the relative vicinity of this locality to Micia, I 
suppose that the troop participated with tile material at a public construction or, less probable, 
that a vexillation was present for the same purpose in the area. In fact, considering the 
distance of 150 km it is not excluded that another smaller fortification was established on the 
road between Micia and Tibiscum, occupied by vexillations of the troops located in 
neighbouring forts. Evidently, other Roman settlements, villas or public edifices existed on 
this road, yet another fortification located precisely by mid distance between the two 
important forts was required. Moreover, Cladova was located by the intersection of a road 
initiating from Bulci on Mureş River to Tibiscum with a road connecting Micia to the fort at 
Tibiscum, crossing today’s Lugoj. 

The majority of the troop evidence come from the fort at Micia950, with epigraphic 
items dated starting with Hadrian until the 3rd century AD, when the troop bears epithets like 
Severiana951 or Phillipiana952. The troop is evidenced as sagittaria as early as the diplomas of 
first stationing years in Dacia, while other inscriptions from Micia mention it as equitata953. 
The many troop praefecti954 prove that the troop was quingenaria. 

 

the formula sub cur(a) Iul(ii) Tere(n)tiani, must evidently refer to the construction or reconstruction of 
an edifice. Hence, other authors completed row 7 as bas(ilica) al(ae) C(a)m(pagonum), Torma 1865, 133; 
Petolescu 1974, 370–1; Petolescu 2002, 73. 

944  For a restoration of the troop names see IDR III/3, 77. 
945  Among mentioned units, appear all troops known at Micia: coh. II Flavia Commagenorum, numerus 

Maurorum Tibiscensium and ala Campagonum and other from neighbouring forts like Tibiscum: coh. I 
Vindelicorum and numerus Maurorum Tibiscensium. Yet, a coh. I Alpinorum moves from eastern Dacia 
Superior appearing precisely at Micia. It is in fact a list of the troops in Dacia Superior, Piso 1991, 146. 

946  AE 1977 722 = RMD 6; CIL XVI 146; CIL XVI 54. 
947  Strobel 1984, 128. 
948  Pferdehirt 2004, nr. 22; RMD 148 = AE 1990, 860; IDR I 3 = CIL XVI 163; Petolescu, Corcheş 2002, 120–

6; IDR I 14 = CIL XVI 90; IDR I 15 = CIL XVI 107; Piso, Benea 1984 = AE 1987 = RMD 123. 
949  Hügel 1996, 73–8. 
950  For the troop tile stamps discovered at Micia, see Petolescu, Mărghitan 1974, no. 32–5; Petolescu 1976, 

no. 3; Gudea 1976, no. 1; IDR III/3, 197; Petolescu 1984, no. 233 = AE 1983. 
951  IDR III/3, 46 = AE 1903, 66 
952  CIL III 1379 = IDR III/3, 58. 
953  IDR III/3, 138 = AE 1903, 65 = ILS 9273. A troop decurion is also mentioned in CIL III 1355 = IDR III/3, 105. 
954  For the cohort prosopography see Spaul 2000, 404 and Petolescu 2002, 97–9. 
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The unit civil works activity is proven by inscriptions recording that the troop baths 
were remade955, a significant fact that might prove that each troop benefited of its own 
facilities. Unfortunately, baths were excavated in few forts, and, to our knowledge, fully 
researched fortifications with several troops in garrison, which had several baths, are unknown. 

The Moors are definitely attested at Micia by the beginning of the 3rd century AD.956 
and in Dacia Superior under Antoninus Pius by the military diploma from AD 158957. We do 
not know which of the Moors units should be identified with those of AD 158, it is certain 
though that they appear at Micia for the first time in AD 205, being attested as Mauri 
Mic(ienses) (AE 1944, 74 = IDR III/3, 47), without being yet organized as numerus. This first 
record is important also because it clearly proves that the Moors were useful not only for 
border police activities,958 but also in constructions, participating in their erection, as 
mentioned by respective inscription: Mauri Mic(ienses) et Iul(ius) Evangelianus, praef(ectus), 
templum deorum patriorum vetustate conlapsum sua p(ecunia) et opera restituer(unt). Soldiers 
of the troop still are mentioned subsequently at Micia, this time as numerus,959 while at Potaissa 
(Turda) probably a troop decurion, which proves that the unit was at some point also equitata960. 

Considering the Antoniniana, Alexandriana, respectively Philippiana imperial 
surnames worn by the Hispanic ala and the mentioned cohort, their presence is certain in the 
fort at Micia during the 3rd century, beside the irregular troop of Moors. 

 
26. The position of the fort at ODORHEIUL SECUIESC is unkown, yet the discovery 

of C I VB stamps type made specialists suppose the existence of a fort in this location961. 
Another stamp was discovered in Ozd area, on Târnava River, at c. 150 km west of Odorheiul 
Secuiesc962. Coh. Ubiorum is mentioned for the first time in the diplomas of Moesia Inferior of 
AD 75, 78, 97, 99 and 105963. The cohort shall have attached numeral I only within Dacia 
Superior diplomas starting with AD 136/8, 144, 157 and 179964. Prior Dacia Superior 
mentions, the troop appears probably in one diploma from Dacia Inferior dated between 
AD 120–130, without numeral965. One of the possibilities for the troop emergence in Dacia 
Inferior is, according to the authors issuing the diploma, a border change between Dacia 
Inferior and Dacia Superior. Thus, Odorheiul Secuiesc would have been part of Dacia Inferior 

 

955  CIL III 1374 = IDR III/3, 45 ‘…balneas coh(ortis) II Fl(aviae) Commag(enorum) vetustate dilabsas 
restituit…’ 

956  IDR III/3, 47 = AE 1944, 74. For other evidence on the Moors troop, see Petolescu 2002, 134 sqq. 
957  See on Moors Southern 1989, 93–4. 
958  For interpretation of the Moors role within irregular troops of the Empire, see Southern 1989, 92–3. 
959  CIL III, 6267 = IDR III/3, 166; CIL III 7872 = IDR III/3, 176. 
960  The fragmentary inscription renders N M and the left half of another M (CIL III 7695), therefore        

P. Southern is right when identifying this numerus with the one at Micia, Southern 1989, 136. 
961  CIL III 8074, 25; IDR III/4, 262. 
962  IDR III/4, 132. 
963  Pferdehirt 2004, no. 1; Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2002a, no. 1; Weiss 1997, 233; CIL XVI, 44; Pferdehirt 

2004, no. 11; Petrovszky 2005, 40–3. From when the troop was stationed in Moesia Inferior, another tile 
stamp is signalled at Capidava (AE 1997, 1330) and few inscriptions mention a prefect and other 
soldiers, CIL X 6015; PME, I 54, Bălteanu 2000, 39, no. 1. 

964  Petolescu, Corcheş 2002, 120–6; CIL XVI, 90 = IDR I 14; CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15; RMD 123. The 
inscription from Băile Herculane dedicated by a troop prefect (CIL III 1571 = IDR III/1, 63) dates from 
during stationing in Dacia. 

965  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2001, 38–42, no. 3. Inscriptions from Dacia also mention a soldier at Apulum 
(CIL III 1187 = IDR III/5, 494). 
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from the start and subsequently from Dacia Superior966. If it were so, then the stamps from 
Odorheiul Secuiesc and Ozd date from post AD 136/8 or little prior, when the troop is 
attached the numeral. Hence, it is not certain that the troop was stationed, when it was part of 
Moesia Inferior or Dacia Inferior armies, in the fort at Odorheiul Secuiesc, or that the border 
between Dacia Inferior and Dacia Superior changed at some point967. Or, Odorheiul Secuiesc 
was initially part of Dacia Inferior, then from Dacia Superior, so the troop was quartered here 
from the beginning968. 

 
27. The fort at OLTENI is located on Dacia Inferior and Dacia Superior border, yet we 

do not know to which province belonged the troop whose presence was signalled here. 
Therefore, it is possible that the fort was part of Dacia Inferior. Should the C IIII BET 
abbreviation969 on tile stamps be completed as c(ohors) II Fl(avia) Bess(orum), it is probable 
that the fortification belonged to Dacia Inferior, since the troop was part of this province army. 

The shape and sizes of the fortification from Olteni are unusual following probably the 
land configuration (pl. 26)970.  

 
28. The fort at ORĂŞTIOARA DE SUS is located north the former Dacian fortress 

from Costeşti in the place named ‘Piatra Grădiştii’, north-east of Glemenea top971. First data 
on the fort sizes are rather clear, although different authors give different sizes972. From the 
beginning of the 20th century, ‘Apa Oraşului’ stream damaged the fortification as confirmed 
by the excavations from 1957973 and 1964974 which targeted the defence system. Only the 
north-west corner of the fort and part of the western and northern sides are preserved. 

Numerus Germanicianorum exploratorum was probably stationed in the Orăştioara de 
Sus fortification975. Single datable proof recording this numerus inside the fort is the altar 
dedicated to Diana in AD 176/7976. A funerary stela discovered in the fort attests an 
expl(orator) domo Agrip(pinensi)977. The troop is also mentioned in one inscription from 

 

966  It could have happened little prior AD 130, yet no later than 140, Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2001, 40–1. 
After the discovery from AD 136/7 it is certain than not prior 136/8. 

967  See for this border change Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2001, 40–1, but also Petrowszky 2005, 42. 
968  Information I. Piso. 
969  See discussions on these stamps in AE 1967, 409 = 1975, 725 = IDR III/4, 318. In Piso 1999, 84 reads IIII 

?BEL –. See also Russu 1972, 68; Vlădescu 1983, 38; Gudea 1997, 62; Gudea 2001 (with bibliography). It 
was supposed the abbreviation of an unknown troop name coh. IIII Baetasiorum (see Gudea 2001a, 
passim). Yet, the single unit composed of Baetasii, as tribe from Gallia Belgica, is evidenced as coh. I 
Baetasiorum in the first half of the 2nd century AD in Britannia, see Spaul 2000, 236. For identification 
of the troop from Olteni with coh. II Flavia Bessorum, see Petolescu 2002, 85. 

970  See Székely 1980. 
971  History of research and bibliography on oldest mentions of the fort are summarized in Ferenczi 1951, 

108–9. 
972  A. Fodor maintains that they are 356.50 × 133.00 m and J. Niegebaur of 181.90 × 153.00, later H. Daicoviciu 

and I. Glodariu confirming J. Niegebaur measurements, Daicoviciu, Glodariu 1973, 18, n. 6. 
973  Gostar 1959, 350–353. 
974  The gate span on the fort western side was identified, consisting of 4.05 m interruption, formed by ‘the 

(enclosure) wall bend in right angle… on a length of 4.40 m’; no towers were identified, Daicoviciu, 
Glodariu 1973, 79–80. 

975  Gostar 1972. For exploratores and their functions see briefly Speidel 1970, 148, n. 70. 
976  CIL III, 12573 = AE 1912, 304 = IDR III/3, 262. 
977  IDR III/3, 263. 
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Micia dated under Septimius Severus978. A Thracian miles of the troop, Zeno Tarasis, is 
recorded by a funerary inscription from Apulum979. In all mentioned inscriptions, the troop 
name appears wih the abbreviation n. Germ, read as n(umerus) Germ(anicianorum). Also, 
abbreviation from tile stamps discovered at Orăştioara de Sus is of NGE, NG or NGER type980, 
the read name being Germanicianorum981. 

It was supposed that the troop is identical with the one attested in Germania (CIL 
XIII 8683), Thracia (CIL III 14207) and probably the one in Mauretania982. Indeed, the 
mentioned inscriptions record the troop as n(umeri) e[xpl(oratorum) G]erm(anicianorum) 
and n(umeri) expl(oratorum) [G]ermanicianorum Ger(maniae) inf(erioris)983, the troop 
name being thus certain. Whether the troop is indeed the one which would be present in 
Dacia, requires clarification. The fact that the troops from Germania Inferior, Mauretania, 
Thracia and Dacia Superior are identical is proven by the presence at Orăştioara de Sus of 
one Iulius Secundus explorator from Colonia Agrippina984 and the NGE stamp, the last 
letter being considered abbreviation for exploratores985. Or, numeri Germanicianorum from 
Germania Inferior and Superior appear under a different name, while the troop from 
Orăştioara was never recorded with the exploratores title, and if it were, I don’t see why this 
title would be placed by the name end since with the rest of the troops, it appears in front 
of either the ethnic name or the official troop title986. Moreover, evidence of those numeri 
from Germania comes especially from the 3rd century AD987. Finally, the name 
reconstruction based only on the NGE stamps is doubtful, being most likely n(umerus) 
Ge(rmanicianorum?)988. In fact, should we judge the troop from Orăştioara de Sus upon its 
exploratores quality, we would expect this numerus to have been the garrison of a border 
fort989. Exploratores are, as their name implies, scouts, being always positioned in the army 
front, and within the fort, closest to the gates990. Nonetheless, the geographical location of 
the fort at Orăştioara may justify exploratores troops. 

 

978  CIL III 1343 = IDR III/3, 77. 
979  IDR III/5, 615 = AE 30, 1910, 179–80; 1972, 487; Wagner 1938, 206. 
980  N(umerus) G(ermanicianorum) E(xploratorum) or only N(umerus) G(ermanicianorum), CIL III 8074, 

29b = AE 1972, 487; 1974, 548. 
981  Gostar 1968a;  
982  W. Wagner argues that the troop temporarily stationed in Thracia and Mauretania (Wagner 1938, 206); 

however, G. Alföldy doubted the latter possibility, Alföldy 1968, 80. M. P. Speidel does not subsequently 
dispute over border incursions of the exploratores in Germania Superior, yet they were detached there 
for a short period between AD 253–255, Speidel 1983, 69–70. 

983  In both cases they are a veteran and a soldier tomb stones. 
984  IDR III/3, 263. 
985  Gostar 1972. Other authors doubted the term exploratores in the abbreviated troop name, Daicovicu, 

Glodariu 1973, 80, n. 19. 
986  Similar idea to H. Daicoviciu, I. Glodariu (Daicoviciu, Glodariu 1973, n. 19) or M. P. Speidel, although 

the latter did not doubt the exploratores quality of the troop from Orăştioara, Speidel 1983, n. 6. The 
single troop in whose case exploratores appear by the end of the name is coh. IX Batavorum (CIL III 
11918), attached subsequent its establishment, see Southern 1989, 111. For the title of other troops see 
also Stein 1932, 260–9. 

987  See Stein 1932, 264–5. 
988  Same variant is provided also in AE 1972, 487 
989  Units of exploratores were always on the border, often in most important strategic points, see Speidel 

1983, 74–5; Southern 1989, 114. 
990  Arrian, Ektaxis I, 1; Hyginus 24; Vegetius 3, 6. 
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The reading Germanicianorum may be accurate, although no inscription mentions the 
entire name, since the tombstone of the same Iulius Secundus is very elaborate and his name 
is Roman991. Thus, it is hard to believe he was part of the Germani outside the borders992. 

On the other hand, N. Gostar attempts to prove that the troop was established once 
with the Dacian wars and even to identify it among the troops mentioned by Hyginus. Or, 
neither the Germans, nor exploratores from troops in Germania or elsewhere, were included 
among the troops of nationes listed by Hyginus993. 

Regarding the troop size, if we bear in mind the (2.5 ha?) fort surface, it is quite large. 
Yet, single evidence on a troop commander records a leg. V Macedonica as praepositus 
centurion994. Since the troop had similar status to the neighbouring pedites singulares 
Britanniciani, not being nationes troops, clearly, if they were numerically similar, it would 
have been led by a tribune alike the troop from Cigmău. Nevertheless, by analogy with similar 
troops from Germania and no further arguments, M. P. Speidel believes that all units of the 
type were milliariae995. Considering the fort sizes and the importance of the area for the 
surveillance of Orăştiei Mountains, surely additional troops were required, most appropriate 
being probably legionaries, the fort being at c. 65 km from Apulum996. 

Regarding the fort chronology, a titulus honorarius erected to honour Commodus997 
and a coin from Elagabal998, discovered in north-west fort corner berm, respectively the 
northern rampart are noteworthy999. 

 

991  Regarding Iulius Secundus, M. P. Speidel did not doubt its relation to exploratores troops from Germania, 
yet, argues that it is unlikely he had moved to Dacia together with his troop, see Speidel 1983, 64–5. 
Contrary to W. Wagner, the author believes that Iulius Secundus began his military service under Trajan 
and died during his or Hadrian’s reign, yet this supposition is based on the fact that the troop should 
have been present from the beginning of the fort at Orăştioara, with the purpose of surveilling Orăştiei 
Mountains. Moreover, evidence for an early dating of Iulius Secundus’s stela is the fact that the troop 
from Orăştioara would relinquish the exploratores title rather early, after Gostar 1972, 241–7. Still, this 
and the fact that the troop ever wore the exploratores title are uncertain. In fact, exploratores term seems 
to be initially associated to legionaries and auxiliaries and only from the end of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
centuries AD to numeri, see in detail Stein 1932, 261 sqq; Speidel 1970, 148; Southern 1989, 110–4. 

992  Undoubtedly, the Germaniciani title is connected, like the case of pedites Britanniciani, to the province 
whose name is used and not to populations outside Empire borders, see Stein 1932, 261; Speidel 1983, 65. 

993  However, N. Gostar maintains that also (Germaniciani) exploratores appear mentioned in Hyginus (24, 
29, 30, 43) and that beside other mentioned nationes, they are found in the army of Dacia immediately 
after the conquest, hence these troops partook the Dacian wars, Gostar 1979, n. 4. Th. Mommsen argues 
that nationes and numeri troops originated from the troops mentioned by Hyginus, dated as 
contemporary to the Dacian wars, Mommsen 1884, 219–34. Conversely, I remind that nationes troops 
from Dacia seem to be part of the province army only from under Hadrian, and some even later, alike 
the rest of the numeri. Regarding Hyginus the term Germaniciani is not mentioned at all. Hyginus 
mentioned exploratores indeed in the paragraphs quoted above by N. Gostar, yet not among the nationes, 
as shown by the author, but among the auxiliaries, between classis and cohorts equitatae milliariae, 
Hyginus 30. 

994  IDR III/3, 262. 
995  Numerus exploratorum Divitensium was led at some point by a prefect (CIL XIII 6814) similar in rank to 

an ala milliaria prefect, in the fourth militia, Speidel 1983, 73. 
996  Archeological excavations within the fort revealed including a few leg. XIII Gemina tile stamps, IDR 

III/3, 265. 
997  IDR III/3, 261. 
998  Gostar 1959, 352. 
999  Gostar 1959, 351–2. 
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29. POJEJENA 
The fort at Pojejena is located left the Danube, hence it was theoretically part of Dacia, 

subsequently of Dacia Superior (pl. 18)1000. Confirmation may be found in the history of the 
troop garrisoned there. 

 

Principia 

The identification of the headquarters building (fig. 33) in latus is regular, yet, its 
asymmetrical position compared to the east-west central axis of the fort, aligned to via 
praetoria is anomalous. Additionally, the existence of barracks in the headquarters building 
close vicinity, in latus sinistrum, is unusual for an auxiliary fort of the 2nd or 3rd centuries 
AD. As via praetoria lacked in this area confirms it was the central part of the fort. The 
situation here is extremely interesting, yet, archaeological excavation status prevents us theorize.  

However, an explanation is possible if we 
take into account the location, dimensions and 
features of this fort. The Danube vicinity and the 
presence of coh. V Gallorum (see infra on its 
similarity with the twin cohort from South Shields, 
Britannia) make me believe that the fortification at 
Pojejena had a similar function with that of the 
South Shields fort1001, in other words, of harbour 
and supply base1002. Therefore, the internal planning 
of the buildings, supposing more than usual horrea 
existed here, would seem strange. This would 
explain the central anomaly and the structure 
deemed headquarters building would be in fact 
something else, probably a store house. 

Data regarding the barracks and the 
horreum from latus are insufficient for detailed analysis. It can only be inferred their sizes 
were adequate to such building types. The lack of buttresses on the eastern long side of the 
horreum is rather peculiar.  

I do not believe that inside a Roman fort, like the Pojejena fortification, a temple, in 
this case a mithraeum could ‘function’ and no analogy is known thereafter1003. 

 
Troop  
The probable garrison of the fort at Pojejena was coh. V Gallorum, a troop mentioned 

for the first time in Dacia in the diplomas from October 14th, 109 (AE 1990, 860) and July 2nd 
110 (CIL XVI 163 = IDR I 3), recorded by a few tile stamps (IDR III/1, 23), one inscription 
mentioning a Q. Petronius Novatus (IDR III/1, 11 = AE 1972 490) and a second inscription 
where Q. Vibius Donatus is the prefect of an unnamed cohort1004. It is odd that an identically 

 

1000  For a few data on the fort at Pojejena see Gudea, Uzum 1973; Gudea 1975a; Gudea, Bozu 1977a; Gudea, 
Bozu 1979. 

1001  Obviously, a troop does not always determine the fort function, yet its camping here cannot be accidental. 
1002  On several alterations of the headquarters building during various functioning phases of the fort at South 

Shields see Bidwell, Speak 1994, 16–20. 
1003  After Gudea, Bozu 1977; Gudea, Bozu 1977b; Marcu 2007a, passim. 
1004  The authors of IDR III/1, p. 40 suppose, probably on good grounds, that this was coh. V Gallorum. 

100 20 30 m

 

Fig. 33 
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named troop appears in the diploma from Tokod, also dated on July 2nd, 110 (CIL XVI 164). 
The diplomas from AD 110 mention beside coh. V Gallorum other two military units as part 
of Dacia and Pannonia Inferior armies1005. Opinions concerning the simultaneous presence of 
the Galls troop in both diplomas maintain that the unit would either be divided or that two 
distinct troops existed1006. It is hard to agree with the latter, as this would have been the case of 
the other units mentioned by both diplomas. Or, the four units mentioned above could have 
moved or sent vexillations to Pannonia Inferior following conflict conditions. Although this 
variant is plausible, latest research confirms the existence of two V Gallorum cohorts, one 
being the garrison of the South Shields fort in the second half of the 2nd century AD. It still 
remains to be seen whether the troop mentioned in the diplomas from Britannia of AD 122 
(CIL XVI 69), 135 (CIL XVI 82), 127 (Nollé, Roxan 1997, 270, n. 25) and maybe 158 (Spaul 
2000, 168) is one and the same with the unit in Pannonia Inferior. Beside these diplomas, the 
Galls cohort from Britannia is also recorded on a series of stamps, bricks and inscriptions1007. 
It is significant that the troop role in the fort at South Shields was to ensure harbour and 
goods from sea to province transfer protection. Therefore, the twin unit from Dacia, 
garrisoned in the fort at Pojejena, fulfilled the same task as its homonym from Britannia. The 
single difference between the two units resided in their structure, the one from Britannia 
being quingenaria equitata with certainty. Although the Galls unit from Dacia Superior does 
not ever appear as equitata, considering the sizes of the Pojejena fort, one may suppose it 
comprised horsemen. 

Subsequently, the V Gallorum appears in the diplomas of Moesia Superior from 
AD 156/7 (Chiron 2002, 420), 155/9 (AE 1998, 1617), 158/9 (ZPE 126, no. 4), 160 (CIL XVI 
111) and 161 (RMD 55) and then in the Dacian diploma from AD 179 (RMD 123). I. Piso and 
D. Benea, the editors of the last mentioned diploma, assume that the Moesia Superior legate 
extended his authority north of the Danube under Antoninus Pius1008, which would explain 
the Galls cohort among the troops from Moesia Superior, without having to move south of 
Danube1009. Nevertheless, the cohort tile stamps were found south of Danube, more exactly at 
Tekija (Transdierna?)1010, on river’s right bank, evidence of troops’ frequent mobility. The last 
mention of the troop comes still from Moesia Superior, at Carataš (Diana), this time bearing 
the imperial surname Antoniniana1011. 

We cannot be precise on the period when the Galls cohort stationed at Pojejena, 
certain stamps of legions VII Claudia and IIII Flavia Felix dating in the 3rd century AD (?)1012. 
On the other hand, classic stamps of such legions were discovered inside the fort, yet their 
date cannot be narrowed. In fact, archaeological excavations inside the fort, beside being 
performed on small scale, targeted firstly the last occupation phase, thus accounting for the 
late character of several artifacts. 

 

1005  These troops are coh. I Thracum c.R.p.f. and coh. I Montanorum. C. C. Petolescu argues that also ala I 
Flavia Augusta Britannica from Dacia is mentioned by both diplomas (Petolescu 2002, 67), yet in fact 
they are two different Briton alae, the one from the Pannonian diploma bearing the Flavia surname (CIL 
XVI, 164). 

1006  See discussion in Petolescu 2002, 66 sqq. 
1007  For those at South Shields see Bidwell, Speak. 1994, 155 sqq. For evidence see briefly Spaul 2000, 168. 
1008  Piso, Benea 1984, 284; Piso 2001, 230. 
1009  After Piso, Benea 1984, 284; Piso 2001, 230. 
1010  Gudea 2001, 73–74. 
1011  AE 1994, 1511. Petolescu 2002, 108. 
1012  D. Benea and D. Protase maintain that the LEGVIICLC [leg(io) VII Cl(audia) C(uppis)] and LEGIIIIF 

stamp types, without the second F are late, Benea 1983, 98; Protase 1995, 112. 
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30. RĂZBOIENI 
The most important auxiliary troop from Dacia—ala I Batavorum ∞—was stationed in 

too little researched archeologically Războieni-Cetate fort, the troop name also borrowing its 
name to the neighbouring vicus1013. The fort is located by mid distance between Apulum and 
Napoca, at 100 km farther. Single archeological research were carried out in 1995 and 1996 by 
a research team from Cluj, when two trenches were dug on the northern and eastern fort 
sides, covering part of its interior1014. Although the excavators argue that at least three of the 
sides are noticeable in the field, the approximate sizes of the fortification are not provided. 
The available plan shows that the fort was c. 175.00 × 220.00 m (3.80 ha). It is true that only 
two sides of the enclosure were identified archaeologically. The fort must have been large as 
similar surfaces are specific to 500 men-made up cavalry forts. For instance, the fort at Gilău is 
3.03 ha, the one at Ilişua 3.31 ha and that at Slăveni 3.50 ha. I passingly mention that miliariae 
cavalry troops’ fortifications were between 5.30 and 6.00 ha1015. Therefore, the difference 
between them and Războieni is too great to consider real the sizes of the latter. 

Archaeological digs consisted of two trenches, dug perpendicularly on the northern 
and eastern sides of the fort1016. Beside enclosure phases, identified by both trenches, the 
archaeologists noticed three phases of the approximately 5.00 wide via sagularis. Behind this 
via, parts of a building deemed barracks were excavated inwards1017.  

 
The barracks  
Technical details on the structure investigated south of via sagularis are fairly concise 

and numerous and two occupation phases of the ‘barracks’ were noticed, two of timber and 
one of stone1018. Seven timber walls, certain of a rather ambiguous structure belonged to the 
earliest phase. Thus the two walls (named P1, P2) placed at 0.35—0.40 m distance one from 
the other1019 are located in close vicinity to the first via sagularis, being, seemingly, covered by 
the southern end of the second via sagularis. They were 0.30 m wide, hence proper walls were 
noticed and not their hole, which evidently had to be larger. Hence, the c. 1.00 m depth of 
these structures seems very interesting. It is very curious that such walls appeared like a wall 
foundation in profile, the walking level being somewhere by their upper limit, hence the 
0.30 m width makes impossible such observation1020. Further on, at 2.00–2.10 m southwards, 
another 0.25 m wide wall (P4) was found, perpendicular on the archaeological trench, which it 

 

1013  The inscription (IDRE II 411) from Apamea in Syria proves the existence in Dacia of the ad Vatabos 
locality, probably Războieni (after IDRE p. 428), although it is not the single locality where Batavians 
stationed. For instance, the location of coh. I Batavorum station is uncertain.  

1014  Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004. 
1015  Aalen (6.07 ha); Heidenheim (5.28 ha); Rottweil (5.80 ha) or Frankfurt am Main = Heddernheim/Vida 

(5.20 ha), see Filtzinger, Plank, Cämerer 1976, 201, 292, 483, Abb. 48, 117, Taf. 74. In the last case, it is 
true that a 500 soldiers cavalry troop was supposed, camped beside another cohort, Baatz, Herrmann 
1982, 279–80, Abb. 208. 

1016  Although the authors numbered trenches in text S I (eastern side) and S II (northern side), the plan 
registers S 1 (northern side) and S 2 (eastern side), after Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 291–2, Pl. 1. 

1017  Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, Pl. 3. 
1018  Due to the lack of archaeological material, phases chronology could not be established, Bota, Ruscu, 

Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 293–5. 
1019  In order to simplify, we adopt the excavators numbering of digs. In drawing, the walls seem to be 

attached, suggesting rather a double wall or a post hole of two walls, without kwowing if simultaneously, 
see Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, Pl. 3. 

1020  See for construction techniques Hanson 1982. 
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crosses east to west only on a 1.40 m lenght, interrupting at 60 cm from the western limit of 
the trench. This time, the wall print appears lower compared to that of the previous walls, 
being also shallower than theirs1021. The print of another wall, sized 1.20 × 0.20 m was 
observed in plan between the mentioned structures, running parallel to wall P4, without 
reaching the trenches edges. This wall is impossible to contend. Another c. 0.15 m wide wall 
(P6) was observed perpendicular to wall P4 course, without intersecting it, along the western 
edge of the trench and slightly blocked by it. The wall seems to be interrupted on a 1.35 m 
portion and runs again intersecting the walls near via sagularis. The authors consider the 
interruption represented an entrance1022. They also conclude that the wall corresponded to the 
western limit of the ‘barracks’1023. The compartments continue at 4.00 m southwards wall P 4 
by another 0.20 m wide wall P51024. It is transversal on the trench width, running east-west, 
parallel to the other walls and perpendicular on wall P6. Another wall (P 7), exhibiting similar 
features to the above described wall was identified at approximately 4.00 m southwards, 
partially covered by the southern limit of the archaeological trench and a later wall. The 
destruction of this first phase of the building following intended (?) fire was noticed 
stratigraphically and a levelling clay layer of 20–30 cm thickness was placed over this 
occupation horizon in order to construct the second timber phase1025. Regarding the building 
planimetry, it is impossible to say whether wall P 6 was or not the building limit. I could agree 
with the exacator’s supposition that the structure was a barrack, without being certain though. 
Thus, I wonder how this building orientation was imagined. If running east-west, then it 
was either a c. 100 m long barracks, the distance to the eastern enclosure of the fortification or 
two barracks placed one in the extension of the other existed. Evidently the first case is 
excluded, such sizes being impossible to attribute to barracks. The second case also seems 
inappropriate, as the barracks would be placed per strigas, rare yet possible case. Placement of 
two barracks one in extension to the other is specific to fortresses, whose sizes are very large. 
Furthermore, if it were so, the archaeological excavation could not have discovered the 
western limit of the barracks, simply because on its short side no entrances were identified. 
We also question the barrack planimetry and compartments, since three rooms, one beside 
the other, were found. These rooms are, as mentioned, c. 2.10 m wide and the following two 
c. 4.00 m. The first compartmenting is not suitable to papilio or to arma, yet it befits a portico 
or verandah, seldom placed along a barrack. The different construction fashion of these 
norhtern limit walls supports such theory. Here the walls thickness reaches 30 cm and I 
assume therefore they are post trenches and a verandah did not require a different type of 
support. The adjoining of these two trenches (P1 and P2) might represent the portico 
reconstruction at a certain point, being little narrowed or widened. Hence, it is obvious that 
the most probable orientation of the building is indeed per strigas1026, a western limit of the 
building being possible, as the excavators believed. Yet, in this case, the entrance the authors 

 

1021  It may be easily noticed in trench, although the authors maintain the opposite within the text, arguing its 
print may be seen at 10 cm higher than the others and that the depth is similar to that of wall P2, Bota, 
Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 293, Pl. 3. 

1022  Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 293. 
1023  Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 293. 
1024  The wall width prevents us believe it was the wall ‘posts hole’ as specified in Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, 

Ciongradi 2004, 293. 
1025  Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 293. I mention that this layer is extremely difficult to establish in 

profile for lack of contexts numbering. 
1026  I mention that the fort, hence neither the buildings orientation are not certain. 
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discussed was not made from outside into a room, but into a portico. The entrance into the 
first compartmenting (arma) was made by the interruption of wall P 4, as an entrance- 
adequate 60 cm span remained between it and the perpendicular wall P 6 extremity. 

During the following occupation levels, the walls running along via sagularis preserve 
same course with slight differences. The most significant change consists in the 
discontinuance of the verandah north of the building, enlarging via sagularis1027. Another 
difference is found in the construction technique of what the authors name ‘walls or post 
holes’. During the second phase of the building, the walls post holes1028 are sized 0.50–0.70 m, 
except for wall P 10 which is, in fact, blocked by the trench southern edge. This time a first 
compartment of c. 4.50 × ? m and a second of c. 3.00 m × ? were delimited. In the latter case, 
the post hole print of another wall (P11), longitudinal to the trench and perpendicular on 
walls P9 and P10, which it intersects was noticed in the eastern limit of the trench. It is not 
excluded that the barracks (?) orientation changed. If unchanged, I don’t see why papilio 
becomes smaller than arma. This might have been explained if horses would have been 
accommodated in papilio, yet no mention of horse waste pits is made.  

The last occupation phase identified is considered the ‘stone phase’, although little 
details regarding the walls construction technique were provided. This would have been 
evidently beneficial, since few stone barracks are known. We learn that the walls foundation 
consists of a layer of pebble bound with mortar and that the elevation preserves only one row 
(?) of schist stone1029. ‘Walls’ are 0.60–0.70 m thick, those running east-west having 
approximately same course with the previous phase walls trenches, except for the one in the 
northern limit of the construction, which is c. 70 cm inward withdrawn. Thus, the surface of 
the first partition becomes of 4.00 m, the following being identical to the one in the previous 
phase. It is interesting that longitudinal (to the trench) compartmenting was no longer 
identified in the second, but in the first room. A ‘wall’ of same course with wall P6 of the first 
phase, without intersecting ‘wall Z1’ thus forming another c. 1.70 m entrance (?) was noticed. 

 
Troop  
Arguments in favour of Războieni fort chronology are few, the cavalry troop records 

being the most important. It was initially stationed somewhere in Pannonia Superior, attested 
by the diploma from AD 112 (AE 1997, 1782), the tile stamps from Puzsta Almas (CIL III 
4666), while a troop praefect is recorded by an inscription from Adianum (CIL III 13434). 
B. Lőrincz maintains that the troop stationed until the beginning of Hadrian’s reign at 
Vindobona, wherefrom it would be transferred to Dacia Superior1030. The unit is attested here 
by the AD 136/8, 144, 157, 158 and 179 diplomas1031, a series of tile stamps from Războieni1032 
and inscriptions recording soldiers at Apulum1033. 

Hence, we may suppose that the fortification at Războieni was constructed by the end 
of Trajan’s reign or, more probably, by the beginning of Hadrian’s reign, when several cavalry 

 

1027  It may be observed from the trench profile, see Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, Pl. 3. 
1028  This time considered as such, Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 2004, 293. 
1029  On the provided profile, a single row of cobbles or stones could be noticed, Bota, Ruscu, Ruscu, Ciongradi 

2004, 294. 
1030  Lőrincz 2001, 15, no. 2, Kat. 510. See also Piso, Benea 1984, 278. 
1031  Petolescu, Corcheş 2002, 120–6; CIL XVI 90 = IDR I 14; CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15; CIL XVI 108 = IDR I 

16; RMD 123. 
1032  IDR III/4, 78, 79 (here the stamps read a(la) p(rima) B(atavorum) Ant(oniniana), after Petolescu 2002, 64). 
1033  CIL III 7800 = IDR III/5, 522; AE 1987, 829 = IDR III/5, 475. 
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troops are brought in Dacia1034. The presence of the unit within the fort at Războieni also 
during the 3rd century AD is proven by stamps which seem to indicate the surname 
Antoniniana1035. Beside stamps evidencing an ala, several tile stamps of legions from Apulum 
and Potaissa were also discovered1036. 

 
31. On the c. 150 × 133 m (1.99 ha) fort at SÂNPAUL1037, we benefit of little information. 

Discovered tile stamps indicate that a numerus Maurorum S(?), whose name was abbreviated 
on tile stamps as N M S (?) (retrograde), presumably stationed here1038. Since the Moors were 
present in Dacia only starting with Antoninus Pius’s reign, the 2nd century AD was 
considered the fort’s construction ‘date’1039. C. Timoc’s judgment, according to which the 
Moors troop would bear the title n(umerus) M(aurorum) S(alinensium) consequent 
surveillance of the salt mines from Sânpaul, is not entirely excluded, yet hard to prove. In fact, 
same idea is argued elsewhere, assuming that the letter comes from Saldae, the locality, 
deriving its name from Saldenses, population attested by Ptolemy1040.  

I am not sure that the troop and fort had not belonged to Dacia Inferior, yet upon its 
geographical position, more probably to Dacia Superior, close to Odorheiul Secuiesc and 
aligned to Sighişoara. 

 
32. The fort at SIGHIŞOARA functioned, seemingly, only in the first half of the 2nd 

century AD, the civil settlement developing at some point on the fortification place. Regarding 
military units, the single stamp discovered mentions legio XIII Gemina. The sizes of the fort 
are 180 × 133 m (2.4 ha), suitable therefore to an ala or a coh. milliaria equitata. 

 
33. TEREGOVA 
The fortification at Teregova is located north of the fort at Mehadia. It was identified 

with Ad Pannonios on Tabula Peutingeriana, although the distance from Mehadia, 
respectively Teregova to Tibiscum indicates rather Gaganae1041. Single archaeological 
excavations were carried out in 19691042, 2001, 2002 and 2004, identifying firstly the 
characteristics of the fortification system and parts of two buildings1043. On three of the fort 
sides the enclosure preserves up to c. 1.50 m high, its south-western side half and especially 
the south-west corner of the fortification being impressive, the preserved height being up to 

 

1034  Among, ala Siliana and ala I Tungrorum Frontoniana, detached in Dacia Porolissensis (see supra). 
1035  Petolescu 2002, 64. 
1036  Information I. Piso. 
1037  For bibliography see also in IDR III/4, 193–4 or Timoc 2000. 
1038  IDR III/4, 254. 
1039  Gudea 1997, 61. 
1040  Gostar 1954, 607–10. An additional argument would be that the stamp from Craiova lacks letter S, 

IDR II, 173. 
1041  Information I. Piso. 
1042  The area of the eastern enclosure was researched by narrow trenches, identifying the wall and ditch 

afferent to the stone enclosure, Gudea 1973, 97–101. 
1043  CCA 2002 (2003), no. 205; CCA 2004 (2005), no. 225. Excavations from 2002 consisted of a relatively 

long trench dug perpendicularly on the eastern enclosure and partially inside the fort. Thus the structure 
and chronology of the enclosure was established, results from the interior being promising, CCA 2001 
(2002), no. 207. Unfortunately, the following years showed that the layers inside the fortification were 
extremely poorly preserved, CCA 2002 (2003), 325–7; CCA 2004 (2005), no. 225. 
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2.00 m. Unfortunately, subsequent a level analysis we noticed that large part of the Teregova 
fortification interior is practically missing, the soil current level being largely under the 
earliest occupation level of the fort, although it was not visible at first sight. In case future digs 
would be performed, single results from large part of the fort inside would consist of the 
foundation trenches of the first two occupation phases’ timber walls. Single areas only 
partially damaged by floods are the fort extremities, from the intervallum area, preserved over 
a larger spread in the fortification north-western half. 

Inside the fortification, diggings targeted so far a spread near the eastern enclosure, 
with parts of via sagularis, a road perpendicular on it and of two buildings being found. Via 
sagularis, of 3.00 m average width underwent three revetment phases. This small street 
consitency comprised a very compact pebble layer, mixed with medium sized cobbles. The 
thickness of each of the three small streets is of c. 15–20 cm. Gutters were noticed only during 
the second use phase of the small street, which is by c. 20 cm higher than the first via sagularis 
and slightly displaced towards the agger. A second c. 2.00 m wide and 30 cm thick road 
perpendicular on the direction of via sagularis was found in 20021044. The single identified 
gutter is south from the road, measuring c. 95 cm. The space between this via and the building 
identified to the south is c. 3 m. 

A third road, whose structure also consisted of compact pebble was found perpendicu-
lar on via sagularis as well, yet the pavement was made of bricks and reused tiles, being at first 
sight very similar to a floor. Its width is 3.00 m and has 40–50 cm thickness, being used in all 
occupation phases of the fort, yet the small street revetments could not be clearly 
distinguished. This road ran east-west starting from via sagularis from, being the intermediary 
space between the two buildings identified at Teregova to this point. The distance between via 
and the buildings is insignificant, the constructions being practically adjacent to the road. 

 
Interior buildings  
A building with c. 8.50 m total width and unclear length was discovered north via 

sagularis and west of the small street perpendicular on it. The structure had three phases, 
being made, during the first two, of wattle and daub and provided with 20–25 cm walls placed 
in c. 40–50 cm wide and over 50 cm deep post trenches. In the third timber and daub phase, 
the walls had almost 1.00 m foundation, made of three-four cobble rows. Unfortunately, the 
last phase walking level seems to have been entirely lost to floods1045. During all phases, walls 
are following same course, the second construction phase of the building being in fact a repair 
of the first, consisting of walls revetment and walking level hightening1046. This phase ends due 
to fire, without kwowing if it was purposefull or the result of hostilities. In the south-western 
corner of the barracks, a circular kiln of l.00 m diameter and c. 25 cm thick walls was 
identified. In close vicinity of the described kiln, a larger sized kiln of c. 2.50 m diameter and 
50 cm wide walls was iniatilly discovered. Inside the kiln, obviously part of its structure, three 
bricks and other two brick halves placed recumbent one beside the other at c. 30–40 cm 
distance from the kiln wall inner edge were found1047. Inside same room, yet in the north-

 

1044  It was assumed via principalis (CCA 2002 (2003), no. 205.), yet the road thickenss does not correspond 
to the fort main road. The entire width of the latter was not found. 

1045  It was believed initially that the destruction was caused by amateur archaeologists, CCA 2002 (2003), no. 205. 
1046  For a detailed description of the walls see CCA 2002 (2003) and CCA 2004 (2005). 
1047  An identical kiln was found in a room from the fort at Exeter, Bidwell 1980, Fig. 41. 
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western corner, a small 50 cm diameter fireplace, which practically cuts the P2 and P3 walls 
holes, was discovered. Obviously, not all kilns are cotemporary, the two in the room corners 
being the earliest stratigraphically. 

 

 
Fig. 34 

 
Initially, the first two excavation campaigns unearthed a row of three apparently sized 

4.00 × 3.50 subdivisions, placed approximately north-south, of a building deemed barracks. 
Subsequently, east of the first row was noticed another row, representing structures that might 
have been contubernia. Nonetheless, the 2004 diggings did not identify the structure southern 
end from via sagularis, the excavation not being perfectly perpendicular and failing to 
precisely start from the 2001 and 2003 trench S1 edges. Within this spread of the researched 
surface, two walls of the last occupation phase were partially identified, with a base comprising 
cobbles not bound with mortar which evidently carried a timber superstructure. The observed 
via sagularis limit represented the eastern extension of what was previously named Z 2, the 
wall discovered during the first campaign of 2000’s1048. The other wall is perpendicular on the 
first and represents the eastern limit of the entire edifice. In previous years, it was noticed that 
although the building walls had same alignment during all phases, the post hole of the timber 
wall in the southern limit were displaced by half meter towards via sagularis compared to the 
wall on sill wall. Thus, since the southern limit of the last occupation phase was precisely on 
the trench edge, it was impossible to identify the extension of the wall trench from the 
southern limit of the previous phase. Among the compartments that seem to have existed east 
of those mentioned, the first, partially delimited by the sill wall, was clearly identified. The 
distance between the dug trenches was c. 1.00 m, hence both identified one and the same 

 

1048  See the campaign from 2002, CCA 2002 (2003), no. 205. 
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structure1049. The first room in the building southern limit did not seem to be divided, since 
the east-west wall (P 6), which should have represented the partition, was uncovered only on 
half of its length. It was hard to identify, yet in trench it was clear that the wall trench 
extending from north ended sharply1050. In the northern compartment, this wall was evidently 
the longitudinal wall running by mid construction. Hence, the first room, sized c. 8.00 × 3.50 m, 
was originally heated with the aid of the fireplace and kiln in the corners, and later by the 
larger kiln from mid southern side. Farther northwards, approximately equally-surfaced 
compartments typical for contubernia divided into papiliones and arma, would have been 
normal. However, situation is confusing here as well. In 2002, another partition wall (P 5) 
interrupted on c. 70 cm a distance, thus forming an entrance, was noticed in the second room 
of the building western half1051. Therefore, other two small rooms sized c. 2.30 × 3.50 m 
(8.05 m2), respectively 1.60 × 3.50 (5.60 m2) resulted. The last is obviously an access hallway to 
the western room, by the mentioned entrance. Onwards, circumstances further complicate 
since the occupation layer is increasingly hard to distinguish due to flood destruction and 
even wall trenches are hardly noticeable. 

Hence, contubernia are not clear, thus neither the general orientation nor the edifice 
purpose are certain. The barracks (?) could be placed either per strigas or per scamna. I 
suppose, upon rooms’ location, that if the structure were barracks, then the officer’s rooms 
would have been placed in this area. Unfortunately, in the relatively large area of 3.00 m 
between the building and the road in the north, no archaeological element was observed. The 
usual width of barracks verandahs with other forts of the Empire is between 1 and 2.5 m, thus 
it might be assumed here as well. However, if officer’s rooms are set in this area, usually by the 
barracks end from via sagularis, they are not projecting outwards, therefore the portico could 
not have been north of the building. It is certain though, that the structure was not alongside 
via sagularis as presumed1052, but perpendicular on it. 

Another building was positioned behind the road paved with brick fragments1053. From 
the construction layout, a single room, almost complete and the beginning of another in 
extension of the first, to the north were unveiled. The building western extremity was not 
identified here either, yet considering the c. 9.10 m distance between the fort’s enclosure wall 
and the trench edge, it is very likely that its limit was under the trench margin. Therefore, the 
timber-walled room was sized c. 3.00 × 3.20 m. There is no certainity that the phases of the 
buildings placed on both sides of the paved road corresponded, as east of the road no clear 
print of the last phase walls could be identified, probably due to floods disturbing this area as 
well. However, both the interior stratigraphy and the walls construction technique seem to be 
identical on both sides of the road during the first two timber phases. 

Specific to the demolition layer of the second occupation phase, east of the paved road 

were observed a dark soil alveolate shaped layer, comprising fragments of burnt daub and 
sherds, replacing previous layers on a portion, a partition wall and partially the south-west 
corner of the building1054. Additionally, another late chronological element in the form of an 

 

1049  A partition wall (P3) observed initially in 2002 (CCA 2002 (2003) extends in the surface excavated 
during 2004 (CCA 2004 (2005). 

1050  We believe this ditch was initially extended here by Romans default, CCA 2002 (2003), no. 205, pl. 1. 
1051  For details see CCA 2002 (2003). 
1052  CCA 2002 (2003), no. 205. 
1053  CCA 2004 (2005). 
1054  The context is similar to waste pits identified in mixed barracks of auxiliary forts, yet their filling (Sommer 

1995, passim) is different to that from Teregova. 
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over 1.00 m diameter pit, eliminating all elements of previous phases, was noticed in the 
vicinity of the discussed pit. It was filled with cobbles and brick and tiles fragments. Few 
sherds and two coins dated under Hadrian, respectively Antoninus Pius belong to this context. 

Unfortunately, other certain datable materials were not found at Teregova, except for a 
coin issued in the 1st century AD, found on the first phase floor of the building west of the 
paved road. 

 

The walls construction technique  
It is hard to specify anything on the construction technique of the building last phase. It 

clearly consisted of a timber superstructure carried by a base formed of cobbles bound with 
earth. However, in 2004, especially in the building east of the road paved with bricks, a few very 
suggestive construction details surfaced. Thus, it became obvious that during the first two 
occupation phases, walls were entirely made of timber, the construction technique of both 
buildings being probably that of posts placed in post trenches. Regarding this structure, easily 
visible in excavation, the posts, respectively the walls are adjacent to the eastern limit of the post 
trench. Thus, the wall facing the road was supported by the interior edge of the room, while the 
opposite was supported by its exterior edge. It is one of the most diffused construction 
techniques, the stability of a post carried at least in one part by compact, un-dug soil being 
safer1055. Since excavations failed to identify post holes and trenches prints, it is not excluded that 
the partition wall (P8), creating a subdivision, was made of sleeper beams carrying the uprights. 

Due to little available time, trenches were not fully excavated, so it was impossible to 
establish the accurate position of the posts, however, when carried out, posts were placed at 
c. 1.00 m one from the other. The relation between walls P11 and P12 clearly confirms that 
this construction was equipped with posts placed in post trenches. It was noticed that the 
walls trenches did not intersect, nearing at c. 20 cm distance. This would have been possible 
only if the building structure consisted of posts placed in trenches, the extension of trench P12 
into P11 not being required. For building stability, it did not happen in the corners of 
constructions where thicker posts were necessary to carry the two intersecting walls. It may be 
definitely observed in the south-western corner of the building west of the paved road. 

The similarity of walls construction techniques of the two buildings is confirmed by the 
kilns positioning in the south-western corners of the structure west of the paved road. They are 
erected in building corners, yet their walls prints practically cut the timber walls trenches. 
Unfortunately, due to flood damages, we could not observe the walls effective structure, like in 
the case of the building east of the paved road. Still, they were definitely adjoined to the outer 
edge of post trenches, otherwide the kilns would have been made in or through the walls, most 
unlikely. The single portion of burnt wattle and daub wall observed in the building west of the 
paved road was P 3, clearly placed on the edge of the trench found when deepening1056. 

 

Troop  
The main military unit attested here is coh. VIII Raetorum1057. The troop is mentioned in 

Dacia by the diplomas of AD 109, 110 and 1791058 and seems to be present under Hadrian at 
 

1055  Hanson 1982. 
1056  Archaeological digs were performed by a team composed of I. Piso, F. Marcu and A. Ardeț. 
1057  See Macrea 1960a. 
1058  CIL XVI, 57 = IDR I 2; CIL XVI, 163 = IDR I 3; RMD 123. The troop does not seem to be recorded 

within the diploma of Nova Zagora from AD 144 (CIL XVI 90 = IDR I 14), as shown by J. Spaul (Spaul 
2000, 287), see for correction Ţentea, Matei-Popescu 2004, 291. 
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Inlăceni where it is recorded by an inscription from AD 129 (IDR III/4, 263 = AE 1960, 375). 
Here, the cohort is mentioned as quingenaria and equitata. The single coh. VIII Raetorum stamp 
discovered in the excavations from 2001, was identified on the third via sagularis, hence on what 
was deemed last occupation phase of the barracks. Additionally, following 2004 excavations, 
other 10 tile fragments bearing the coh. VIII Raetorum stamp surfaced, yet this time, they were 
part of a small street paved with brick and tile fragments, being therefore reused1059. 

I presumed above that the troop of Raeti could have been probably stationed initially 
at Mehadia, as tile or stamped brick fragments evidencing it at Teregova were discovered 
either in secondary position or reused for the pavement of the road identified in 2004. 
Therefore, it is hard to decide whether the troop stationed here or in the fort at Mehadia after 
leaving the fort at Inlăceni. 

Within the last occupation horizon identified also on via sagularis was found another 
tile stamp having incised the letters MAG, a unit still unknown, which could have been 
present in the fort at Teregova during its last occupation phase. 

 
34. TIBISCUM 
The situation from Jupa-Tibiscum where a total number of five forts (pl. 21), obviously 

not all contemporary, were identified, is very interesting. Initially, by the beginning of the 2nd 
century AD, probably between the two wars, a 60.00 × 60.00 m (fort I) fortification existed, 
followed in the same area by another fort sized 110.00 × 101.00 m, initially of timber and earth 
and then of stone (fort II). Within site reports, D. Benea and P. Bona take into consideration 
the dating elements as well, thus reaching the conclusion that the existent fortification was 
erected under Trajan and remade under Hadrian1060. In the 90’s, at a distance of 15.00 m south 
of the southern side of the ‘small’ stone fort, a spread of the enclosure of another fort 
extending south-west (fort III) was identified1061. Archaeologists maintain this fortification is 
one and the same with that found in 1984, observed under the western enclosure of the ‘large’ 
fort at Tibiscum, deeming factual the contemporaneity of forts I, then II, with fort III1062. The 
existence of the second fort was considered certain although the archaeological excavations 
identified only part of the enclosure. By mid or in the second half of the 2nd century, the two 
neighbouring forts were incorporated and replaced by a larger size fort (fort IV)1063. The 
southern side of the large fort was destroyed by river Timiş. 

The complex situation from Tibiscum is added a novel element, when a new fort (fort 
V), located on the other bank of river Timiş, at c. 600 m distance eastwards the already known 

 

1059  Only one stamp could be entirely restored out of two tile fragments, the name being abbreviated as COH 
VIII R, alike previous stamps. 

1060  For previous bibliography see Bona, Petovszky, Petovszky 1982, 311. The monograph of the forts at 
Tibiscum is evidently beneficial, yet the text understading is often hindered by the lack of corresponding 
plans and dimensions, Benea, Bona 1994, 32, 36. The construction of the small stone fort is dated under 
Hadrian based on towers shape. Or, the towers rectangular shape, even though not outward projecting, is 
not an accurate dating element, being characteristic to the second century in general and even to the 
beginning of the 3rd century (see the fort at Bumbeşti). In fact, even within the complex at Tibiscum the 
towers of the large fort gates, erected most early in the second half of the 2nd century are similar to the 
gate towers of the smaller fort. 

1061  I am thankful to E. Nemeth for this information. 
1062  Benea, Bona 1994, 37. For previous research at Tibiscum see contributions from Bona, Petrovszky, 

Petrovszky 1982; Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky, Rogozea 1982; Bona, Rogozea 1985. 
1063  The archaeologists consider the fort was erected under Antoninus Pius, probably by the end of his reign, 

Benea, Bona 1994, 38. See also Marcu 2009. 
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forts, was discovered1064. According to the information provided by the excavator, A. Ardeţ, 
the new fort endured for a short while sometime during the 2nd century AD, being replaced 
by the civil settlement1065. Since archaeological digs are insufficient, it is hard to say which was 
the garrison troop and if the recently discovered enclosure belongs to a fort or to part of the 
second civil settlement enclosure in the area. 

The dating of the forts at Tibiscum is doubtful as the excavators considered the 
fortifications chronological succession according to forts numbering, yet this situation is not 
at all certain1066. 

Regarding the internal planning of these forts, except for the large fort (fort IV) single 
elements known are in connection to fort II. Thus, the archaeological excavations of the 80’s 
identified the main roads inside the fortification, part of the headquarters building and parts 
of a few barracks. The plan of the headquarters building could not be specified as it was 
sondaged only in the first courtyard area. As via principalis enlarges considerably in front of 
the headquarters building1067, we may suppose here a basilica exercitatoria, although other 
identification elements or a coherent building layout do not exist. Accommodation barracks 
were found in praetentura dextra, respectively retentura dextra of the fort. These construc-
tions are made of wattle and daub, the walls framework being made of timber posts placed 
probably in individual holes. The widths of the three identified barracks vary between 6.20–
7.50 m. Unfortunately, further details concerning these barracks are not available and 
publications did not provide any plan. 

The 4.50 m (via praetoria and decumana) or 3.90 m (via principalis) widths of the 
roads inside fort II are usual. 

Hence, single constructive elements referring to the interior of the small fort with 
stone enclosure come from retentura dextra barracks. Post holes of three barracks placed per 
scamna were observed. First of the barracks is located at 9.50 m from the northern enclosure 
wall and is 7.15 m wide1068. It is timber-made, with posts placed in individual holes at a 
distance of c. 2.00 m one from the other. Further southwards, after a 1.00 interval where an 
alley existed, a second barrack, this time 7.50 m wide, was noticed made according to the same 
technique as the first1069. Parallel to it, after a paved interval of another 2.70 m, the third 6.20 m 
wide barrack is located. The excavators consider the barracks length of c. 42.00 m, because the 
distance between their short eastern sides and via decumana is 1.60 m. Nonetheless, the single 
plan available with measuring grid1070, clearly shows either that the building sizes are not real 
or the grid is reduced to half of real dimensions1071.  

 

1064  After Ardeţ, Ardeţ 2004, 38 sqq., Fig. 1. 
1065  The internal planning of the fort is also described, yet information is partial and plans unsatisfactory, 

Ardeţ, Ardeţ 2004, 45 sqq. It is not at all certain this is the fort retentura, or that timber uprights trenches 
belong to barracks, without knowing further technical details on sizes, for instance. 

1066  I believe the excavators were influenced by the discovery succession of the forts, without considering 
other stratigraphic criteria. 

1067  Benea, Bona 1994, 35. 
1068  Benea, Bona 1994, 35. 
1069  Benea, Bona 1994, 35–6. 
1070  In Gudea 1997d, No. 17. Neither plan provided by the excavators indicates this measuring grid, while the 

110.00 × 101.00 m sizes of fort III are mentioned only in the introductory chapter, see Benea, Bona 1994, 
18, Fig. 4, 5, 7. 

1071  Probably, both building sizes and the measuring grid are erroneous, obvious if we attempt correlation 
between provided sizes and sizes from the plan, see Gudea 1997d, 33. 
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The brick with AIM stamp or the MASY abbreviation imbrice, of civil character, were 
found in secondary position1072, as such it is useless to establish the fort garrison based only 
on them. 

First systematic exacavations in the large fort were initiated in 1984, targeting 
primarily the western enclosure1073 and continue intermitantly until the present1074. 

Regarding the street network of fort IV, single information regard via sagularis and via 
principalis sinistra, which was 7.75 m wide1075. Due to the large fort form, the main road 
length, reaching c. 150 m is unusual, via principalis dextra being evidently even longer. Via 
sagularis is c. 4.80 m wide. 

 

Fort IV. Principia 
The sizes of the headquarters building are 31.50 × 36.00 (1134 m2), adequate to these 

construction types1076, yet the proportion it occupies from the total surface of the fort is 
unusual, being of only 1.87%, while the length/width ratio is of 0.87. Headquarter buildings 
with the long side on basilica’s direction and not the opposite were identified in rather few 
forts from other provinces. One of the earliest timber buildings exhibiting this shape is that 
from the Neronian fort at Nanstallon, in southern Britannia, yet the excavators failed to 
explain the reason for which the building looked that way, as the fort had common sizes and 
shape1077. At almost a century distance, a similar building is constructed in the fort at 
Mumrills, on the Antoninian Wall1078. However, the building plan corresponds to the fort 
plan, shaped like a flat playing card, attached to the Antoninian Wall. Moreover, at Mumrills 
the reverse prolongation of the headquarters building is given especially by the attachment of 
very long seemingly undivided spaces on the structure sides and back. 

The entrance consists of a simple opening in the building front wall, thus forming an 
inner as wide as the entrance lobby by the location a portico inside the courtyard at some 
point, the open space of the first courtyard remaining practically reduced to this lobby. The 
excavators argue that during a first phase, the inner walls of the rooms bordering the 
courtyard are not related to the front wall of the building and therefore the entrance would 
consist of 21.60 m wide span, located between the side rooms1079. Archaeologists maintain that 
the front wall of the building was attached between the rooms flanking the courtyard at later 
date1080. The authors drew this conclusion based on the fact that the walls did not seem to be 
erected at the same time, alike almost all known headquarters buildings, yet this does not 
represent a different chronological element. More precisely, the headquarters building 
construction started with the aedes, the most important room of the building, progressing 
with the other rooms in the back and other parts of the building. Therefore, the difference the 
archaeologists noticed at Tibiscum does not necessarily have a chronological relevance. On 

 

1072  Benea, Bona 1994, 33. 
1073  Benea, Bona 1994, 38. 
1074  The last site report was published in CCA 2003 (2004), no. 95. 
1075  Benea, Bona 1994, 42. 
1076  A detailed description of the building was made in Benea, Bona 1994, 44–9. 
1077  Fox, Ravenhill 1972, 56 sqq. A. Johnson cannot explain the ‘odd’ shape of the building, Johnson 1987, 272.  
1078  Johnson 1987, Abb. 205. 
1079  Benea, Bona 1994, 44, Fig. 19. This situation is very curious by its uniqueness, yet it is unlikely. As proof, 

the bases of the portico walls do not start in the entrance area, but after a few meters interval, meaning 
that the portico started theoretically inwards having no support in the area of the building gable. 

1080  Benea, Bona 1994, 44. 
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both sides of the entrance, the walls have dissimilar lengths, in the southern part being by 
c. 1.20 m shorter. For this reason the span is not placed on headquarters building axis, being 
displaced southwards. Curiously, the excavators noticed that this entrance corresponded to 
the southern lobby of gate praetoria1081. Flanking the span, two bases of 2.00 × 1.10 m were 
investigated, suggesting they represented a massive arch bases1082. It would have been useless 
should the entrance be a simple opening into the front wall. Therefore, the portico bordering 
the inner courtyard probably ran behind the front wall as well, access being made at least 
through the portico1083. The larger sizes of the column bases from the entrance are justified, 
the roof being here higher. 

The inner courtyard, sized 15.00 × 21.60 m (324 m2) is flanked by porticoes and 
rooms on two sides. It occupies 28%, yet substracting the porticoes width, we obtain only 
14%1084 the common proportion being 25%. 

 

  

Fig. 35 a 

 

1081  Thus, the authors date the accomplishment of the portico and implicitly of the front wall in the first half 
of the 3rd century AD, when the northern lobby of gate praetoria was supposedly blocked, Benea, Bona 
1994, 40, 45. It is indeed possible that this was the reason that the entrance into principia deviated, yet 
the dating remains uncertain. 

1082  D. Benea and P. Bona assume an ‘imposing portico’ by the entrance, Benea, Bona 1994, 45. 
1083  The fact that column bases west of the entrance into principia are not perfectly symmetrical with those 

from the entrance is of no great relevance here, as access was not made by hallway but by open portico. 
1084  It is obvious should we compute the ratios upon the sizes provided in Benea, Bona 1994, 45. Yet, these 

sizes are rather inaccurate. Thus, the authors argue that the sizes of the courtyard are of 21.60 × 15.00 m, 
and without the porticoes on the northern and southern sides of only 14.00 × 11.60. Therefore, I 
conclude that these porticoes would have been c. 3.30 m (2.80 m Benea, Bona 1994, 45) wide, yet I do not 
see why the east-west sizes of the courtyard are not similar in both cases since, according to the authors, 
no porticoes existed on the eastern or western sides. 
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As mentioned, the first portico is possible to have bordered also the eastern inner 
courtyard so that column bases located on both sides of the entrance would have any 
meaning. It is very interesting though that the portico was much enlarged at some point thus 
creating an open lobby precisely the size and extension of the entrance into principia. The 
excavators believe these column foundations, three on each sides of the courtyard, represented 
statue or monuments bases1085. I disagree, however since statue bases within forts are placed 
approximately in the courtyard centre, or, by analogy with city forums, by the courtyard 
extremities1086. Or, foundations sizes in the courtyard at Tibiscum are c. 1.00 m2 and similar to 
column bases identified in the forts at Wallsend or South Shields1087. It is difficult to conceive 
the appearance of the headquarters building courtyard in this phase. The former stylobate was 
further used, otherwise the portico would have become 7.60 m (in the northern part), 
respectively 6.40 m (in the southern part), which is unlikely. Therefore, two options come into 
view: either a portico whose roof was carried by two parallel column rows or half of the 
portico space was used for different purposes. The chronological relation between the initial 
stylobat and these column bases is impossible to establish, yet considering that inside the 
former portico, behind the stylobat, a mortar floor (?) is placed at certain point, I suppose this 
space would be eventually closed1088. The excavators consider that these compartments 
become ‘living’ areas1089, yet the eastern ends of the so-called walls stop abruptly, without 
connecting the outer wall of the side rooms or the headquarters building front wall, ending at 
few meters from the latter. It is hard to believe that the free space left constitutes an entrance, 
as it is c. 3.00 m wide. Other entrances into the headquarters building were not observed 
because little was preserved from the walls foundation. Probably, a sort of storage rooms was 
designed. Their necessity would be confirmed by the large number of soldiers at Tibiscum. On 
the other hand, if this space is closed, I don’t see how access was made to the back rooms, 
which bordered the courtyard from the very beginning. Hence, the chronological situation 
might be the reverse. As such, there was an initial unusual wide portico, possibly covered 
considering the large column bases. Subsequently, it might have been discontinued, the 
courtyard enlarged and new column bases placed on a stylobat1090. A similar example is found 
in the fort at South Shields where at some point, the front portico was narrowed from 6.00 to 
3.50 m due to the roof heightening1091. It is not excluded that this would be the case at 
Tibiscum as well, the final result being the creation of a storey. 

The sizes of the rooms bordering the headquarters building courtyard are of c. 30 m2. 
Customarily, the four compartments flanking the courtyard, two on each side, functioned as 
armamentaria, yet sometime in the 3rd century AD they would change utility or would only 

 

1085  Column bases placed on a stylobat were considered possible statue bases or monuments, yet the 
analogies with the forts at Dura-Europos or Potaissa (Benea, Bona 1994, 45, Fig. 20) have nothing to do 
with the situation at Tibiscum, as there, they are bases of large statues located in the courtyard central 
area as it was the rule in city foras. 

1086  However, to my knowledge, such discoveries do not come from auxiliary troop forts. 
1087  Bidwell, Speak 1994, 62, 64; Taylor 2000, 51. 
1088  The archaeologists concluded this floor supposed a covered space (Benea, Bona 1994, 45), true indeed, 

except this space deemed portico, was obviously covered even when the ‘pavement’ was pebble-made. 
1089  The reason for this change is inconsistent, being based on the observation that the space between the two 

column bases, placed on a wall (stylobat) was built-in, Benea, Bona 1994, 47. 
1090  The fact that passages toward basilica were identified in front of these porticoes, contradicts the author’s 

conclusion that such spaces become habitable. 
1091  Taylor 2000, 27. 
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become more comfortable. Two of them would be provided with lobbied heating system1092. It 
is hard to imagine that if these rooms ever were storage rooms, they preserved such function 
including when a hypocaust1093 was added. Some of the rooms delimiting the headquarters 
building could have been store houses of other objects than weaponry, like the case of room B, 
located in north-western courtyard, where a large mortarium, filled with iron and lead pieces 
was found1094. In fact, armamentaria stored projectiles instead of proper weapons or equipment 
in general. 

Basilica is sized 36.00 × 8.00 m (288 m2). Passage from courtyard to the basilica could 
have been made by arches, two of the columns being carried by the western ends of the 
mentioned stylobat. Yet, an over 5.00 m span would be developed, therefore due to higher 
basilica, I suppose at least two additional column bases in the area. But, a wall between basilica 
and the courtyard was identified here, yet it was assigned to a later phase of the building1095. 
Evidently, this wall was also a stylobat, which must have carried column bases. Access from 
courtyard into the basilica were discovered, one entrance each by the western ends of the 
porticoes and another on the short southern side of the basilica. A tribunal was not identified 
here, although the wall similar to a buttress which seems to be in the extension of the southern 
wall of the north-western corner room may suggest a tribunal1096. The structure’s oblong 
aspect is given by the headquarters building shape. Approximately on the building axis, 
slightly displaced northwards and at 1.60 m from the back rooms, a large statue base (4.00 × 
2.00 m) was identified1097. 

Back rooms. Five compartments were identified in the back side. The ‘central’ room 
measures 14.00 × 6.60 m, being deviated from the building axis. Its sizes are very large 
compared to other dimensions from forts in Dacia, therefore it must have been divided. From 
south to north, the rooms located on both sides of the entrance are sized 6.60 × 5.50 m (room 
E), 6.60 × 2 m (room F), 5.50 × 5.80 m (room H) and 6.80 × 6 m (room I)1098. Plaster pieces 
with painting traces were uncovered inside the last room. By its centre, a ‘mortar bound brick 
altar, sized 1.60 × 1.60’ was identified on a clay floor1099. It consisted of a ‘12 bricks covering 
placed by 3, while the border was made of a bricks row placed on edge’1100. Much ash and 
animal bones were discovered all over the room. I regard its description as of great 
importance believing it is unique within the Empire, consequently I deplore the lack of any 
graphical record or pictures. The structure’s cult function is doubtful1101. 

The second southward compartment is also very interesting (room F), which, 
according to its sizes, could be a hallway. Which was its purpose is hard to say, yet analogies 

 

1092  Hypocaust systems were added in rooms A and D. Dating was made based on bricks stamped coh. I 
Vindelicorum and the reuse of an inscription dedicated to Minerva for the health of two emperors, see 
Benea 1985, passim; Benea, Bona 1994, 45–6, Fig, 20.  

1093  D. Benea, P. Bona make no differentiation between the rooms, considering they were ‘theoretically’ 
armamentaria, Benea, Bona 1994, 47. 

1094  This material was probably gathered for metal melting and reuse, see Benea, Bona 1994, 46. 
1095  This wall makes the archeologists argue that the basilica was covered in a later phase, Benea, Bona 1994, 

47, Fig. 20. 
1096  See Benea, Bona 1994, Fig. 20. 
1097  Benea, Bona 1994, 48. 
1098  It is impossible to imagine the 5.50 m span of room H, as observed by the excavators, Benea, Bona 1994, 48. 
1099  Benea, Bona 1994, 49. 
1100  Benea, Bona 1994, 49. 
1101  The main argument is the ash and animal bones discovered inside, Benea, Bona 1994, 49, n. 59. 
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with other forts from Dacia, provide for an access staircase to a storey. Nevertheless, a 
threshold was found back on the short western side, making the excavators believe that 
passage to the back of the building was made through there as well1102. 

Another c. 20–25 m2 room seems to have been attached at some point west of the 
middle room, in the back1103. 

The headquarters building from Tibiscum shape is, as mentioned uncommon, 
however it could be explained, alike in the fort at Mumrills, by the fort layout in the form of a 
‘playing card’, placed reversely, with a short via praetoria and a very long via principalis. On 
the other hand, its proportion within the fort is evidently extremely reduced. The smallest 
percentages, of minimum 3.30% of the total surface are found with infantry troops’ forts1104. I 
believe this building was that small because it was initially part of fort III, in other words of 
the latest fort discovered south of the small stone fort (fort II)1105. It is possible that when coh. I 
sagittariorum dedicates in AD 165 an altar to Marcus Aurelius1106, the headquarters building 
was still part of fort III, quartering the mentioned troop. The inscription was reused when the 
stone headquarters building was revetted or repaired. 

 

Schola1 (?) 
The excavators deemed schola a building oriented NE-SV, sized 28.80 × 6.80 m and 

almost 196 m2 surfaced (fig. 35) identified in the fort north-eastern corner1107. The building is 
at 0.40 m distance from the eastern enclosure wall, therefore over the 5.50 m wide agger and 
partially over the 5.75–7.00 m wide via sagularis1108. Its chronology is hard to appreciate, yet 
the excavators considered it a late structure based on its position1109. The 2.60 m entrance into 

 

1102  Benea, Bona 1994, passim. 
1103  See Benea, Bona 1994, Fig. 20. 
1104  Pitts, St Joseph 1985, Table 1. 
1105  On the contrary, where several garrison troops existed, the headquarters building occupies rather little of 

the fort enlarged surface, like at Vetera (1.95%) or even Porolissum (1.30%). However, the principia of 
fort III might have existed here. The excavators do not question such fact, stating that under the known 
principia a previous layer, belonging to fort III was identified and that a clay arrangement was placed 
over in order to construct the large fort headquarters building, Benea, Bona 1994, 44. Obviously, the 
building first phase could have been timber-made, therefore hard to observe in excavation. 

1106  IDR III/1, 130. 
1107  See the building description in Benea, Bona 1994, 50. 
1108  For measurements see Benea, Bona 1994, 39. 
1109  The precise dating of certain artefacts discovered by M. Moga, whose description consists in the simple 

mentioning of the object type, seems artificial, see Benea, Bona 1994, 50. See for other items from here 
Piso, Benea 1999, passim. Available chronological data are not encouraging, the archaeological situation 
being rather ambiguous. Indeed, the building seems to be later, yet I do not understand why the 
doubling of the enclosure wall, a rudimentary wall located at 0.40 m from the main enclosure wall, 
overlaps partially the building floor. This wall was identified by M. Moga at 5.00 m from the eastern 
enclosure wall, arguing its existence only on the fort eastern side and only in the north-eastern corner up 
to porta praetoria of the large fort, see Benea, Bona 1994, 39. Further on, M. Moga maintains this wall 
was interrupted in front eastern gate of the former smaller stone fort (fort II), essential fact, I believe. 
Although the excavators maintain this gate was blocked once with the enlargement of the fort (Benea, 
Bona 1994, 39), the interruption of the enclosure doubling wall is significant, considering this gate 
remained in use at least for a while. The fact is evidently justified by the very large sizes of fort IV, the 
distance from the northern enclosure to porta praetoria being of 150 m. Moreover, I do not believe that 
the exact alignment of the buildings in the fort north-eastern corner to the former road running through 
the eastern gate of the small stone fort is incidental. In fact, previous site reports mentioned this gate 
continued to be used also in the period of the enlarged fort since ‘there are no blocking traces (Bona, 
Petovszky, Petovszky 1982, 314). I do not understand the later opinion change. 
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the building was made on the short southern side by a 3.20 m wide small portico, the floor 
being made of brick bound with mortar. The portico comprised four column bases, those in 
the extremities being by the ends of the building longitundinal walls, which extended to outer 
portico. These pilaster foundations (antae) of 0.80 × 0.80 m are rather large, therefore they 
might have carried arches. Thus, three entrances were created, one 2.60 m wide in the centre 
and other two c. 1.80 m on the sides. 

Initially, the building seems to have 
been partitioned in two by a transversal wall 
located approximately by mid building1110. 
Subsequently, the brick floor overlapped the 
two walls, hence the building becomes one of 
basilica type, rather long and narrow. It is not 
certain the building had same function during 
all occupation phases. As the building struc-
ture was different, I would say no. Neverthe-
less, due to little available information, its 
function is hard to establish. The building was 
dated by mid 3rd century AD, however we are 
sure on its construction date. Among 
discovered archaeological materials count 
marble pieces decorated with vegetal motifs, 
‘votive plates’ and MID-stamped bricks, 
similarly stamped bricks from the building 
pavement1111, probably reused. Compared to 
the other western buildings, this structure is 
slightly withdrawn northwards, not being 
perfectly aligned to the road by the eastern gate. The space between this road and the building 
is a 3.40 × 2.60 m intermediary space, paved almost entirely with large stone slabs. A 
foundation of limestone blocks sized 2.40 × 2.00 m was discovered at c. 6.40 m distance south 
the entrance into the portico, approximately on the building axis, yet slightly deviated 
eastwards.1112 

Its function is suggested by the inscription-bearing brick found in the portico and the 
discoveries inside.1113 It was thus deemed schola, probably used by the Palmyrenes from 
Tibiscum.1114 However, if we compare the building layout with other supposed schola, we 
would be tempted to believe that the structure in the close vicinity of basilica type building 
fulfilled this role. The existence of a heating system reinforces such conclusion, as a schola was 
theoretically designed for the meetings of a restricted number of individuals.1115 

 

1110  In fact, two parallel walls, 1.00 m wide were discovered, placed at c. 1.20 m distance one from the other, 
Benea, Bona 1994, 50. 

1111  Benea, Bona 1994, 50–1. 
1112  The authors consider, rightfully, that it could represent a statue base, Benea, Bona 1994, 51. 
1113  The discovery of items inside this construction is confirmed by I. Piso, who had access to M. Moga’s 

excavation journals. Beside votive plates and decorated marble panelling fragments, a jug with melted 
lead fragments inside was also discovered. 

1114  Piso, Benea 1999, passim. 
1115  See in detail Marcu 2007b. 

 

Fig. 35 b 
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I underline that some of the rampart buildings of several forts from Britannia were 
interpreted as belonging to irregular troops1116. This could also be the case of the building 
from Tibiscum, although it evidently was not a barrack, like certain from Britannia. 

The greater height of the building is proven by the partial thickening of the short 
northern side wall following high pressures of the roof carried only by the outer walls. 
Without a doubt, it would have been natural to reinforce the longitudinal walls, the stress in 
those areas being much higher. Probably the wall, parallel in plan to and at little distance from 
the eastern longitudinal wall of the building, was used to this end, although the fact it did not 
reach the short ends walls, prevents us to understand its real purpose. It could have supported 
benches, usual in scholae. 

Another construction whose eastern wall doubled the enclosure wall was discovered 
still in the north-eastern corner of the fort.1117 As the construction in the north-eastern corner 
described above is very long, I wonder where precisely this second building was positioned 
and consider it was one and the same structure.1118 

 

Schola 2 (?) 
M. Moga unearthed another 18.40 × 10.70 (196.88 m2) structure in close vicinity to the 

basilica type building, at 2.00 m west.1119 It was also provided with a small portico on the short 
side, sized 7.50 × 3.20 m and with posts probably placed on a stylobat.1120 A 2.60 m wide ‘brick 
pavement’ was identified in front of the portico.1121 These bricks might have come from stairs 
on which the portico was reached. Beside this portico, the building was initially formed of 
only 10.90 × 7.50 m room. 

The chronological relation between this structure and the one at east is rather obvious. 
Hence, at least at some point, the constructions must have been contemporary. Thus, the large 
stone slabs which paved the area in front of the basilica type building are adjoined to the 
eastern wall of the building with apse. Therefore, the basilica type structure together with the 
afferent paved space were erected subsequently, probably immediately after the erection of the 

 

1116  Holder 1982, 39. In P. A. Holder’s book review, B. Dobson maintains, justly, that the assigned functions 
of the buildings in the enclosure area are not at all certain, while regarding the nationes troops 
accommodation, these buildings ‘do not necessarily constitute a ‘breakthrough’ on this problem until 
their nature is known’, Dobson 1983, 363. 

1117  Benea, Bona 1994, 39. 
1118  Because M. Moga researched this area, starting with the 80’s the excavators were forced, for lack of 

coherent data in previous excavation diaries, to appeal to the restoration of older trenches routing. 
Hence, subsequent confusion is justified. 

1119  For other results of previous research see Moga 1965; Moga 1970 or Moga et alii 1979. Following latest 
research, based on the discovered material and the construction technique, the archaeologists date the 
building by the beginning of the 3rd century, Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 319. Regarding sizes, it 
is odd that the authors plan (Benea, Bona 1994, Fig. 23) indicate same width for the basilica type building 
and the apsed building, although the first was 6.80 wide and the other almost 11 m. 

1120  It is very curious that the excavators consider the ‘attached’ space to the building southern end as new 
compartmenting, although specify that the walls have smaller thickness (0.65), no foundation and only 
two stone rows preserved, Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 318; Benea, Bona 1994, 52. The portico’s 
alignment to the road exiting from the fort previous eastern gate is obvious, although I do not believe 
that this small compartment was added later, but was part of the initial construction scheme. Or, it is 
obvious that access must have been made by this part of the building, the long sides being almost 
completey blocked by the buildings in close vicinity, while the other short side was provided, at least at 
some point, with an apse. 

1121  The excavators believe a hallway could have existed here, Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 319. 
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apsed building. If the constructions chronology would be the reverse, the slabs would have not 
been adjoined to the structure eastern wall. 

The construction has an abutting apse on the north-eastern side.1122 The apse seems to 
have been added at later date, since the extremities of its walls do not begin from either the 
building northern corners or the walls extremities cornerning with the longitudinal sides of 
the same structure.1123 Yet, why was the northern wall not discontinued when the apse was 
attached? Probably, the heating system was provided at the same time and part of the wall is 
left in place in order to carry the floor, heightened in this area. Although the building is rather 
large and unpartitioned, the entire surface seems to have been heated by a heating system with 
canal.1124 It is odd that the canal does not cross the building longitudinally or transversally, 
being located only in its north-eastern corner. The narrow wall doubling the building eastern 
longitudinal wall is also interesting as it should have been related to the heating system, 
although the plan shows that it blocks the main heating canal at certain point. Inside the last 
mentioned canal, 70 arrowheads with three or four facets were discovered. 

A ‘short sword’ with bone handle and a fragmentary bronze casing were also identified 
in this building area.1125 

It was considered that this construction was designed to store arms,1126 a fact obviously 
impossible since it was equipped with heating system.1127 Its all constructional details prompt 
me, as mentioned above, to believe that the construction was a schola, undoubtedly related to 
the other basilica type buildings. 

In M. Moga’s excavations of the large fort praetentura sinistra, a building shaped and 
sized like a barrack was identified. No details regarding its interior are known.1128 It was set in 
close vicinity west of the apsed building, related to it by a small 1.10 m long wall. The 
structure’s 0.80 m thick walls are made of cobbles bound with mortar, the edifice sizes being 
of 34 × 6.40 m.1129 The short walls of the building extend by 2.00 m outwards and one may 
suppose a verandah paved with bricks bound with mortar1130. Such a construction technique 
would have evidently led to the uncovery of posts bases, yet they were not identified, not even 
by the ends of the building short extremities1131. Moreover, barracks erected entirely of stone 

 

1122  The apse is considered another room (Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 318), although it is possible 
than no partitioning existed. Without such apse, the building is only 13.40 m long, see Benea, Bona 1994, 
51–2. 

1123  These two very short walls seem to form at some point a single wall as initial northern limit of the building. 
1124  Fragments of suspensura bricks were discovered in the hypocaust canal and the apse area, Bona, 

Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 318; Benea, Bona 1994, 51–2, n. 72. 
1125  Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 319; Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1983, 413, no. 21. 
1126  Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 319. Subsequently, by mistake, it was argued that the excavators 

considered this building as ‘seat of the guard’ (Benea, Bona 1994, 52), yet the authors referred to the 
building west of the apsed structure, see Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 318–9. 

1127  The excavators maintain, with no arguments, that the hypocaust system is at certain moment discontinued, 
Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 319. 

1128  Bona, Petrovszky, Petrovszky 1982, 319. Probably this is the building that D. Benea and P. Bona 
described as barracks. Accordingly, the structures would be at 9.50 m from building I, unearthed by         
M. Moga, Benea, Bona 1994, 52–3. 

1129  I do not know if the building width comprises or not the portico, Benea, Bona 1994, 52. 
1130  It is very curious that the authors do not mention such pavement inside the building as well, Benea, Bona 

1994, 52. I mention that the barracks pavement was usually made of battered clay and in very few cases, 
of stone slabs. I know only the case of the fort at Chester, where the barracks were paved inside with 
bricks, Davison 1989, 228. 

1131  Stone columns were identified in the forts at Chesters and Housesteads, in the latter being incorporated 
in a late phase barracks, after Taylor 2000, 71. 
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are extremely rare and seem to be characteristic to the end of the 3rd and the beginning of the 
4th centuries AD1132. 

Seven entrances seized between 0.80–1.00 m were noticed on the western longitudinal 
side. They were placed at equal intervals except for the first two (?), which were at 1.00 m 
distance one from the other.1133 Inside, no compartments were discovered, yet, they evidently 
corresponded to the mentioned entrances. Theoretically, we could suppose as many divisions 
as entrances. This partitioning is very curious, because if the structure would have been a 
barrack, then by one of its ends a larger space designed for the centurion or decurion would 
have been set. Everything depended on the entrances location.1134 Based on their numbers, the 
spaces created were oblong and very narrow if we longitudinally divide the building in two, 
resulting a 1 : 2 length/width ratio. Or, the barracks arma or papiliones are approximately square. 
In fact, the number of these so-called contubernia is not specific to classical barracks.1135 

We are informed that the single discovery coming from this building is a bas-relief 
representing the Danubian Knight.1136 

For all above reasons, I do not believe that the structure may be deemed barrack. In 
addition, considering the brick pavement in the so-called verandah and the lack of column 
bases or pillars I assume that the building western limit was in fact not identified. 

Between the three buildings in the fort north-eastern corner, placed one close to the 
other, behind the apsed building, a rather large open space resulted, however, I am not sure 
what the discoveries coming from this area and rendered in plan, represented. Due to this 
space, the connection wall between the apsed building and the one west of it and the slab-
paved portion in front of the basilica type building, we may presume that the three buildings 
were somewhat related, although I am not certain on the nature of this relation1137. 

The fort baths were partially discovered in praetentura dextra, south of via praetoria.1138 
Following the 1976, 1977 and 1979 campaigns, the archaeological materials discovered 

in several fort parts and especially in the apsed building area were published in detail1139. 
Another building, placed over fort II via sagularis, very close to the c. 4.50–4.60 m 

wide enclosure doubling wall and a portico with columns on limestone bases located on the 
short side, with also a 2.57 m entrance and heating system were identified in praetentura 
sinistra.1140 

 

1132  See Taylor 2000, 70–1. 
1133  Unfortunately, the plan provided by the authors renders only six entrance spaces, the interval between 

them being approximately equal, Benea, Bona 1994, 52. 
1134  Theoretically, the arma entrance was located close to a partition wall and not by mid room, as it was 

intended to design as much useable space as possible.  
1135  Only starting with the 3rd century AD, probably from its mid, contubernia become much more spacious, 

yet the length/width ratio between arma and papilio continues to be c. 1 : 1, see Davison 1989, 94 sqq. 
1136  Upon representation, the piece is dated in the 2nd century AD, Benea, Bona 1994, 52. 
1137  The fact that the buildings opened towards the exterior, instead of the courtyard is hindering. 
1138  Benea, Bona 1994, 53. 
1139  See Bona, Petovszky, Petovszky 1983, 405–32. 
1140  Since only the building extremities were researched, it is difficult to recognize its function, CCA 2003 

(2004), no. 95. It is interesting that the author notices the location of the building over fort II via 
sagularis, yet, previously mentioned the existence under this construction of another, also of unknown 
function. Additionally, the hypocaust sytem inside the building is also interesting, the floor being carried 
by common brick pilae, but also by ‘small cobble walls bound with mortar, no wider than 0.20–0.25 m’, 
after CCA 2003 (2004), no. 95. 
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Troops  
The military units which occupied the two contemporary forts dated in the first half of 

the 2nd century AD are supposed to be coh. I sagittariorum, attested by tile stamps,1141 
detachments of legio IIII Flavia Felix and XIII Gemina and the Palmyrenii sagittarii, starting 
with Hadrian’s reign.1142 The fort stone was assigned to cohort I sagittariorum, while the 
recently discovered fort (fort III) to the Palmyrenii sagittarii.1143 The single datable record of 
coh. I sagitariorum available comes from AD 165.1144 It is not certain that the troop occupied 
fort I or II as the forts chronology is also imprecise. The unit is present with certainty at 
Drobeta during the 3rd century AD. Or, considering the fort 1.1 ha sizes, I believe that a troop 
which, at least by mid 2nd century AD, was milliaria would have been very difficult to 
accommodate here. Besides, even if the unit were quingenaria the fort would still be too small. 
Hence, I believe this fortification was occupied by the Palmyrenes, while the one south, by 
coh. I sagittariorum. The headquarters building during its first phases belonged probably still 
to this fort. These two forts were replaced by an enlarged fortification, erected after mid 2nd 
century AD. 

Coh. I Vindelicorum. The troop would be probably transferred at Tibiscum in the 
second half of the 2nd century AD, replacing coh. I sagitariorum, transferred at Drobeta. At 
Tibiscum the troop is attested by several tile stamps and a series of ephigraphical monuments 
discovered in the large fort and the neighbouring temple of Apollo.1145 The presence of the 
troop in the 3rd century AD at Tibiscum is certain, being recorded by an inscription where 
the imperial epithet, Severiana, Alexandriana, Phillipiana, etc., of one emperor from the 3rd 
century AD was erased from the troop name.1146 That is precisely why the quoted author 
believes that coh. I Vindelicorum Cumidavensium Alexandriana could not be identified with 
the troop at Tibiscum.1147 The unit is also recorded by a joint dedication to Septimius Severus 
known in the fort at Micia (IDR III/3, 77). C. C. Petolescu, agreeing with C. Cichorius and      
W. Wagner, considers that the troop participated between AD 132–135 in the Judaean war, on 
the occasion of which Easterners were recruited, one of them being a Caesarea native, holder 
of the diploma from AD 157 (CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15) discovered at Tibiscum.1148 This 
possibility may not be entirely excluded as the diploma holder was from Caesarea, however, 
since the troop was active in Tibiscum area, where numerous Easterners were found, one 

 

1141  IDR III/1, 251, 252.  
1142  For troops see also Moga 1970a or Moga 1974. 
1143  See Benea 1980; Benea 1982; Benea, Bona 1994, 37. 
1144  The troop dedicated the inscription to Marcus Aurelius and was subsequently reused in the headquarters 

building revetment or repair, IDR III/1, 130. It would be very interesting to find its accurate location, the 
excavators believing it was ‘fixed’ in the basilica western wall, between rooms E and F (Benea, Bona 1994, 
47, 49). It is an essential element for dating the building constructional phases. 

1145  IDR III/1, 137, 138, 253–255; Benea 1985; Piso, Rogozea 1985, 211–218; Petrescu, Rogozea 1990, 122, no. 4; 
Benea, Bona 1994, 57; Piso, Benea 1999, 97 sq.; Benea 1997, 109 sq. 

1146  Piso 1983, 111. For other comments and the missing epithet completed as Philippiana, see Petolescu 
2002, 126–7, n. 13, 14. 

1147  As stated by I. I. Russu in Russu 1974, 46–8. 
1148  Petolescu 2002, 125–6. The author maintains that K. Kraft also confirmed C. Cichorius and W. Wagner’s 

views (see Petolescu 2002, n. 16), however, he conversely showed that other Easterners were also enrolled 
in troops from Dacia, without being sure on the troop’s presence in Judaea, Kraft 1951, 191–2, no. 1930. 
In fact, even C. C. Petolescu reminds that a Moor, Aurelius Maurus (CIL III 6267 = IDR III/3, 166) 
joined coh. II Flavia Commagenorum from Micia, thus recording numerous Moors who had come once 
with the troop or were heirs of the Moors numerus stationed there, see Petolescu 2002, 146. 
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should wonder whether he did not come in fact, from somewhere in the Tibiscum area.            
P. Aelius Theimes, former centurion and duumvir at Sarmizegetusa is also recoreded in the 
same troop1149. Nevertheless, if the diploma holder of AD 157 would have been recruited from 
Tibiscum area, this would have happended around AD 135, thus indicating that the troop was 
already in Tibiscum area, which is however hard to believe since from AD 165 coh. I 
sagittariorum, beside the Palmyrenes, were garrisoned at Tibiscum. In fact, this entire scenario 
is futile should we accept that the Moors recorded by the AD 157 diploma were not recorded 
among the troops whose soldiers received citizenship, as P. Southern assumed1150. 

The inscription fragment discovered in one of the headquarters building back rooms, 
which lists a few decurions and one centurion, may belong to any of the troops from 
Tibiscum, all being seemingly, equitatae. 

In my view, the recently discovered c. 0.63 ha fort, on the other bank of river Timiş, 
could have been occupied by the Moors brought at Tibiscum under Antoninus Pius1151. 
Subsequently, when the large earthen fort was constructed at 600 m west, Mauri equites could 
have constituted, together with coh. I Vindelicorum and the Palmyran archers, the fort garrison. 

 
35. VĂRĂDIA 
The locality was associated to ancient Arcidava. Tabula Peutingeriana does not seem 

to identify Vărădia with ancient Arcidava, the distance on the ancient map being of 18 km, 
whilst it is c. 35 km air line1152. I shall discuss here only the the fort at Vărădia-‘Pustă’, as the 
second fortification, close to same locality and located on hilltop ‘Chilii’ was dated during the 
two Dacian wars, prior the existence of the proper province. 

The fortification is sized 170.00 × 154.00 m (pl. 17), porta praetoria is oriented 
northwards, being the only one which was double. All gate towers are curious due to their 
great extension and 4.65 m (porta praetoria), 3.15 m (portae principales), respectively 2.80 m 
(porta decumana) widths and a similar impressive length of c. 8.50 m1153. It is strange that they 
are paralleled in Dacia only by the gate towers of the fort at Bumbeşti, definitely constructed 
by the beginning of the 3rd century compared to this fort which, according to the excavators, 
dates only in the first half of the 2nd century AD1154. 

The roads width is also very interesting, via principalis being only 3.45 m and via 
praetoria c. 9.00 m1155. Generally, we would expect the reverse, however among gates, only 
porta praetoria is double. 

 

1149  CIL III 12587 with correction and comments in Piso 1979, 139–41, Abb. 2. 
1150  Vexilarii were probably recruited from troops stationed in northern Africa and Mauretania Caesariensis 

to ensure the Moors command, Southern 1989, 93. This is hard to prove, yet the formula ‘qui sunt cum 
Mauris gentilibus in Dacia Superior’ entitles us to notice the Moors presence in respective province only, 
without necessarily involving a discharge in their case. Mauri equites are mentioned among the Empire’s 
regular troops and not among nationes, Hyginus 30. 

1151  For the troop of Moors, see Benea 1985a. 
1152  After Nemeth 2002, 115. 
1153  Latest research shows that the two narrow towers are, in fact, walls, therefore there must have existed a 

single tower for access, similar to several timber gates. Stone gates of this type were identified in some of 
the forts from Dacia, like those from Bivolari (Arutela), Sărăţeni and Titeşti, or like the case of one of the 
gates from Wallsend (after Hodgson 2003, 154). 

1154  Fortifications on the road Lederata-Tibiscum seem to have been deserted by the beginning of Hadrian’s 
reign, after Protase 1967, 67; Protase 1975, 348 and, with additional arguments, Nemeth 2005, 88. 

1155  Gudea 1997d, 26. 
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Principia 

The single building known from the fort interior is the headquarters building. 
Excavations after 2000 complete information already available subsequent archaeological 
digs from 19321156. Confirming Gr. Florescu’s plan, the two trenches dug in the headquarters 
building did not identify rooms on the courtyard western side. Instead, two construction 
phases of the headquarters building were identified, an initial timber and a second stone 
phase1157. The second trench excavated along the back rooms did not identify the initial 
timber phase of the headquarters building. Principia, measuring 37.50 × 32.50 m (558 m2) in 
its stone phase, represents 4.6% of the fort total surface, thus framing general known 
standards. Recent excavations confirmed that no rooms existed on any of the courtyard 
sides, hence its proportion from the building total surface is unusually large, c. 45%. Usually, 
this structure occupies c. 25% of the total surface, even where there are no rooms bordering 
the courtyard, like the case of the majority of forts from Britannia1158. Nevertheless, the latter 
had at least a c. 4.00–5.00 m wide portico surrounding the courtyard1159, as it may be supposed 
at Vărădia as well. 

Regarding the basilica and the five rooms on the southern side, nothing unusual was 
recorded. Basilica, sized 9.50 × 30 m, occupies 23% of the building surface. Information given 
by Gr. Florescu, i.e. the existence of two rooms flanking the building identified as aedes 
principiorum1160 remain single noticeable details from this area. The occupation level from the 
principia, corresponding to the Roman period, is rather superficial1161 nonetheless, considering 
its function, it is not at all unusual. In addition, the fort seems to endure only under Trajan. 

 
Troop  
Single evidence, unfortunately uncertain, on coh. I Vindelicorum ∞ stationing is        

Gr. Florescu’s discovery in 1932, under not specified stratigraphical conditions, of a phalera 
mentioning Iulius Martialis from c(enturia) Clementis (IDR III/1, 110). The presence of the 
cohort in the fort at ‘Pustă’ is supposed by the end of Trajan’s reign1162. Starting with the 
second half of the 2nd century AD, the troop is garrisoned, together with other military units, 
at Tibiscum1163. Beside the military insignia certifying at least one troop soldier in the fort at 
Vărădia, another argument for its presence here is procured by fort sizes, adequate to a 
milliaria and equitata troop, like coh. I Vindelicorum. 

The troop firstly stations in Germania Inferior, being recorded by the AD 98 (RMD 
216) diploma from Elst1164, wherefrom moves to Pannonia1165 and then to Moesia where it is 

 

1156  Florescu 1934, 60–72. 
1157  Nemeth 2002, passim 
1158  Taylor 2000, passim. 
1159  Taylor 2000, 27. 
1160  Florescu 1934, 61 sqq. 
1161  Nemeth 2002, 118–9. 
1162  Excavations unearthed a few coins and brooches, Nemeth 2002, 119–20. 
1163  Benea, Bona 1994, 54, 57; Piso, Rogozea 1985, 211 sqq. 
1164  Haalebos 2000, 47–8. For the troop and its records from Germania see Alföldy 1968,75 with bibliography. 

A funerary inscription from Cologne attests the troop in Germania Inferior as well, CIL XIII 8320 = ILS 
9162 = Alföldy 1968, 216, no. 164; Kraft 1951, 192, no. 1931. 

1165  Alföldy 1968, 75. Recently B. Lőrincz decided that soldiers mentioned by the inscriptions from Pannonia 
at Aquincum (CIL III 3562) and Alisca (AE 1935, 103 = RIU 1029) were lost while the troop moved to 
Moesia in AD 98–99, as the troop never stationed in the province, Lőrincz 2001, 48. 
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evidenced by May the 8th, 100 (CIL XVI 46) diploma. In Dacia it is attested for the first time 
by the diplomas from AD 109 (AE 1990, 860 = RMD 148) and 110 (CIL XVI, 163 = IDR I, 3). 
In Dacia Superior the cohort is mentioned by the diplomas from AD 144 (CIL XVI 90 = IDR I 
14), 157 (CIL XVI 107 = IDR I 15) and 179 (Piso, Benea 1984). By mid 2nd century AD, the 
unit is transferred in the fort at Tibiscum, where it is recorded by several tile stamps and a 
series of epigraphic monuments discovered in the large fort and the neighbouring temple of 
Apollo1166. The unit is also mentioned in a joint dedication to Septimius Severus from the fort 
at Micia, where it participates in the revetment or erection of a temple together with other 
troops (IDR III/3, 77)1167. 

At Orşova, although the strategic position necessitated a fort, its location is not at all 
certain1168. The site’s military character is proven additionally by the discovery of military 
stamps recording coh. I Brittonum and detachments of legio V Macedonica1169. 

 
36. The second fort in the Bumbeşti-Jiu fortification area is the one at VÂRTOP, also 

flood-damaged. A few coins discovered inside the fort and dated from Trajan to Commodus 
suggest the fort dating during the 2nd century AD1170. Such dating corresponds to the finding 
of the single tile stamp bearing legion’s IIII Flavia Felix symbol1171. Inside the fort, the single 
stone building partially researched is close to the western enclosure, near via sagularis, the 
walls foundations being made of cobbles bound in the lower part with clay, while the proper 
elevation consists of cobbles bound with mortar1172. The excavators deemed it horreum, yet a 
hypocaust pila contradicts such interpretation1173. It is obvious that this pila could not have 
come from a hypocaust system, although it was evidently designed to carry a floor in order to 
vent and not heat it. 

 

1166  IDR III/1, 137, 138, 253–255; Piso, Rogozea 1985, 211–218; Petrescu, Rogozea 1990, 122, no. 4; Benea, 
Bona 1994, 57; Piso, Benea 1999, 97 sq.; Benea 1997, 109 sq. 

1167  For interpretation of troops’ presence here see also Marcu 2004, 584. 
1168  Nemeth 2002, 31. 
1169  IDR III/1, 73 sqq. 
1170  See Marinoiu 1992, 28; Marinoiu, Bratu 2000, 26–7; Marinoiu, Hortopan 2003, 36–40. 
1171  Marinoiu, Hortopan 2003, 40. 
1172  Ionescu, Marinoiu 1994, 54–6. It is hard to locate this building, especially since no plan of the fort at 

Bumbeşti is available.  
1173  Ionescu, Marinoiu 1994, 55. 
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IV .  DACIA INFERIORIV .  DACIA INFERIORIV .  DACIA INFERIORIV .  DACIA INFERIOR    

 
he creation and territory limits of Dacia Inferior determined numerous scientific 
debates. It was established that Dacia, initially an individual province under Trajan, was 

divided under Hadrian in two distinct parts: Dacia Superior (today’s Banat and Transylvania) 
and Dacia Inferior (Oltenia)1174. Dacia Superior would be subdivided by the end of the AD 150’s 
thus creating Dacia Porolissensis1175. The discovery of AD 123 (IDR I 7 = RMD 21) and 133 
(IDR I 11 = RMD 35) military diplomas at Gherla1176 confirms the formation of Dacia 
Porolissensis once or little after the creation of Dacia Superior and Inferior1177. The AD 119 
diploma published by W. Eck, D. MacDonald and A. Pangerl1178 clearly proves, thus con-
firming I. Piso’s theory, that Dacia Porolissensis did not exist at that point yet, being formed 
subsequently, up to AD 123. 

The issue of Dacia Superior and Dacia Inferior borders is still unclarified. Based on 
Dacia Inferior troops movements1179, E. Ritterling argues that south-east Transylvania 
belonged to Dacia Inferior1180, a theory accepted and further proved by C. Daicoviciu1181 yet 
disputed by D. Tudor1182, however lately confirmed by the finding of AD 140 (IDR I 13) 
military diploma from Palamarca1183. To conclude, east Oltenia, southern Moldova, south-
eastern Transylvania and Muntenia pertained, under Trajan, to Moesia Inferior1184.               

 

1174  Among most important works on this issue I mention Daicoviciu 1945; Macrea 1960, 352–6; Macrea 
1966, 121–50; Petolescu 1985, 45–55; Petolescu 1986, 131–8; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1977; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 
1997, 55–60; Ardevan 1998, 32. 

1175  Premerstein 1909, 259 sqq.; Stein 1944, 32–5. 
1176  Initially, the authors who published the diploma maintained the creation of Dacia Porolissensis in AD 124, 

Daicoviciu, Protase 1964. After the discovery of the diploma from AD 123, I. I. Russu states it was 
established between AD 120–123, IDR I p. 20. 

1177  C. C. Petolescu supports the simultaneous creation of the three provinces, Petolescu 1979, 267–70; Petolescu 
1979a, 105–9; Petolescu 1985, 53–5; see also Piso 1985, 471–81. The creation of Dacia Porolissensis is 
considered to have taken place little after the establishment of the two provinces, as suggested by their 
names Superior and Inferior, Piso 1993, 34. 

1178  Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2004, nr. 7. 
1179  Diplomas of Dacia Inferior are from AD 122 (Pferdehirt no. 20); 129 (CIL XVI 75 = IDR I 10), 129/130 

(Weiß 1997); 140 (IDR I 13 = RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269) 
1180  Ritterling 1924, col. 1719. Contra, Fabricius 1926 and Patsch 1937, 169. 
1181  Daicoviciu 1935, 250, n. 1, 253, 255; Daicoviciu 1940, 315. 
1182  Tudor 1944a, 157–65. 
1183  Gerov 1959. 
1184  See also IDR III/4, p. 7 sqq. 

TTTT
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I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu attempting to explain the reason for the initial inclusion of south-east 
Transylvania into Moesia Inferior, subsequently to Dacia Inferior, decided this area was 
attached after AD 1021185. 

Subsequently, it would be argued that south-east Transylvania would become the 
possession of Dacia Superior, as a legionary vexillation is mentioned as participating in the 
construction of the fort at Hoghiz, and of Dacia Inferior only by the end of Hadrian’s or the 
beginning of Antoninus Pius reign1186. 

Issues related to Dacia Inferior’s territory limits are hindered by the lack of datable 
archaeological materials. Single chronologically framable items are as follows: a stamp which 
mentions numerus Illyricorum (IDR III/4, 243)1187; an altar dedicated by coh. III Gallorum to 
emperors Marcus Aurelius and Commodus (IDR III/4, 231); a stamp of coh. I Flavia 
Numidarum Antoniniana (IDR III/4, 177), therefore datable by the beginning of the 3rd 
century AD and finnaly a few coin hoards especially relevant for the ending period of the 
Roman rule in the area1188. 

Gr. G. Tocilescu is the first who proposed that limes Transalutanus, located at 10–50 km 
from Olt River was established by the end of the 2nd and/or beginning of the 3rd centuries AD1189. 
V. Christescu, following the analysis of the coin hoard from Săpata de Jos, dated the moment 
of this limes accomplishment by the beginning of the 3rd century AD1190. In addition, D. Tudor 
maintained this limes was created under Septimius Severus, being abandoned under Philips 
Arabs1191. Further on, C. C. Petolescu related the creation of the limes with emperor Caracalla’s 
visit by the beginning of the 3rd century AD1192. 

Conversely, I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu attempts to prove that in fact, the limes was organized 
under Hadrian and that it had several use phases1193. Confirmation would consist of the fact 
that recently, several researchers argue that several occupation phases were identified at 
Câmpulung-Jidova, therefore the fort beginnings could be placed under Antoninus Pius1194. 

More suggestive were the views of foreign scholars by the end of the 19th and 
beginning of the 20th centuries, like K. Zangemeister and E. Kornemann who considered it a 
limes doubling Olt river dated under Hadrian or Antoninus Pius1195. E. Fabricius argues that 
the new limes represents in fact an enlargement of the defence area of settlements which had 
developed along Olt, without being a proper double limes1196. I consider such view significant 
as archaeological digs, little indeed, did not identify civil settlements near the forts on limes 
Transalutanus, this system being similar to that established by ‘Stanegate frontier’ and 

 

1185  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1969, 478. 
1186  IDR I, p. 20. 
1187  The stamp dates after AD 130, as the irregular troop is mentioned as vexillation in AD 129 (CIL XVI 75 

= IDR I 10) and 129/130 (Weiß 1997) diplomas. 
1188  See Petolescu 1981 with bibliography. 
1189  Tocilescu 1900, 123–4. 
1190  Christescu 1934, 73. 
1191  Tudor 1955, 90. 
1192  Petolescu 2002, 60. C. C. Petolescu initially agreed with the theory according to which limes 

transalutanus would be created under Antoninus Pius, Petolescu 1982, 75–6. 
1193  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 60. 
1194  See comment and bibliographical notes in Petolescu 2002, 58, n. 5. 
1195  Zangemeister 1895, 81 sqq.; Kornemann, 1907, 105. 
1196  Fabricius 1927, 645. 
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Hadrian’s Wall. In Germania also, the palisade and earthen rampart border would shape by 
mid 2nd century AD. 

Therefore, the initial dating under Hadrian or Antoninus Pius may not be excluded1197. 
It is additionally reinforced by the fact that double forts, specific to Hadrian-Antoninus Pius 
period in Germania, begin to be constructed. Nevertheless certain forts, like that at Cumidava 
functioned also under Trajan, as proven by numerous coins including from the 1st century 
AD, the archaeological material being very similar to that identified in the forts at Drajna de 
Sus, Mălăieşti or Târgşoru Vechi1198. Except it belonged, during this period, to another province. 

Similarly to other Dacian provinces, Dacia Inferior has a marked military character. 
Fortifications had been extablished along main communication roads, first of all along Olt 
valley, including its Transylvanian side located on its right bank, starting with the fort at 
Olteni and continuing with those at Hoghiz, Feldioara, Cincşor, Boiţa (Caput Stenarum). 
Eastwards, the Oituz pass was controlled by the fort at Breţcu. The fortifications at Câineni 
(Pons Vetus), Racoviţa, Copăceni, Călimăneşti-Bivolari (Arutela) and Jiblea were located in 
the Carpathian sector of Olt River, this time on its left bank. Aligned to the latter 
fortifications, east of the Cozia massif, are positioned the forts at Titeşti, Rădăcineşti and 
Sâmbotin (Castra Traiana). It remains to be established if the construction date of these 
fortifications was the same or not. The forts at Stolniceni (Buridava), Ioneştii Govorii (Pons 
Aluti), Momoteşti (Rusidava), Enoşeşti (Acidava), Reşca (Romula), Slăveni, Tia Mare and 
Islaz were identified in the region from Olt River’s exit from the mountains to the Danube. 

West of Olt River line, other roads crossing Dacia Inferior passed by Răcari fort area, 
from Drobeta to Romula or from the Danube on Jiu valley to Bumbeşti and farther. 

East the Olt’s fortification system, a second defence line, the so-called transalutan, was 
established at about 10–50 kilometres from Olt. It unfolds like an actual limes with earthen 
rampart and no defence ditch, in its immediate vicinity being placed fortifications running 
250 kilometres from the front of Bran pass to the Danube. Thus, the forts at Câmpulung-
Jidova, Purcăreni, Albota, Săpata de Jos, Fâlfani (Izbăşeşti), Urluieni, Ghioaca (Crâmpoaia), 
Gresia, Roşiori de Vede (Troianul), Băneasa, Putinei and Flămânda are located from north to 
south. Unfortunately, archaeological excavations in the area are incomplete. 

 

37. ALBOTA 
Albota fortification on limes Transalutanus is described as suitable to a numerus, being 

known the fort dimensions of c. 56–00 × 81.00 m1199. Archaeological excavations were not 
carried out, however the rampart is said to be 20.00 m wide and 0.50 m high. Alike with other 
forts in this frontier sector, the single defence ditch of the fort is very wide, being 20.00 m wide 
and 1.50 m deep1200. 

 

1197  Until Antoninus Pius reign, Aelius Aristides was rigth, telling the emperor in AD 147 that ‘emperors did 
not neglect erecting walls (for Rome), yet placed them all around the Empire, instead of the city’, Roman 
Oration 80; after Appian Preface 7. For the scientific controversy caused by the issue of this limes 
Transalutanus establishment, see for latest contributions also the bibliography in Bogdan-Cătăniciu 
1997, 59 sqq. or Petolescu 2002, 28–9, 55–60. 

1198  The fort at Cumidava is located however, by the northern extremity of limes Transalutanus, north of 
Bran pass, therefore, it could have stood individually, initially outside the newly created system. 

1199  Gudea 1997d, 78. Gr.G. Tocilescu, quoted also by D. Tudor or C. M. Vlădescu as well, maintains it 
measured 108 × 95 steps (about 35 × 30 meters) Tocilescu 1900, 128, Fig. 71; Tudor 1978, 258; Vlădescu 
1986, 89. 

1200  Tudor 1978, 258, Fig. 76/3. 
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38. BĂNEASA 
At Băneasa, at 50 m behind limes Transalutanus, another two neighbouring forts were 

identified. Their position is strategic, surveilling Călmăţui valley, therefore the access road to 
Oltenia. The digs from the 19th century consisted of some small trenches1201. The construction 
date of the fort sized 126.00 × 130.00 m is considered based on numismatic finds, to have 
taken place by mid 2nd century AD (pl.40.1). The fort is among the few on limes Transalutanus 
that could accommodate a full strength auxiliary troop, i.e. a cohors quingenaria peditata. 
Interestingly, at some point the big fort was divided by an earthen rampart in two almost 
equal parts. Another fortification sized 45.00 × 63.00 meters is placed at 150 m north/east 
from it, but we have no indication on it. 

 

39. BIVOLARI (Arutela) 
Almost half of Arutela forts was destroyed by Olt River, the excavations of 1967–1978, 

performed by D. Tudor, C. M. Vlădescu and Gh. Poenaru-Bordea, indentifying partially or 
entirely only five constructions from the fort interior1202. Its defensive system in the preserved 
area was revealed almost completely by the end of the 19th century by Gr. G. Tocilescu, with 
the participation of P. Polonic1203. The single part entirely preserved is the north-east one, 
being 60.80 m. Porta praetoria is placed by its mid. 

It seems that the construction of the fort ended by AD 138 (pl. 34), when their authors, 
Suri sagittari, dedicated an inscription upon the order of Dacia Inferior governor, Titus 
Flavius Constans (CIL III 12601, 13793, 13794)1204. 

The 1.60 m wide enclosure wall is built of two paraments made of quarry stone blocks 
with a cobble filling in-between, etc. Alike with other forts from the Cozia massif area, 
buttresses were placed against the enclosure wall inside. 

Porta praetoria has a 2.80 m span, rectangular towers, sized c. 1.80 × 1.50, projecting 
inwards and 0.70 m entrances. Porta principalis dextra has a 2.85 m span and sinistra of 3.85 m, 
without towers, however buttresses flanking the exit are longer. Inside and partially the 
outside of portae principales, a pavement made of big limestone blocks bound with mortar was 
discovered1205. It is obvious that these gates represent entranceby a single gateway, while the 
side pillars supported an arch, or, at any rate, the gate space was covered1206. An identical gate, 
with 3.00 m span was identified in the fort at Wallsend deemed porta quintana dextra1207. 
Alike Wallsend, portae principales from Arutela might have been provided with arches outside 
and inside the gates, especially since both inner and outer ends of the walls are thickened, 
being provided with some short walls. The latter were required to carry arches1208. 

The interior living space is quite reduced, as the case with other forts in the area. That 
is why C. M. Vlădescu claims that the space created between the buttresses placed on the inside 
of the enclosure wall could have been used as storage or stable, as proven by the discovery of 

 

1201  Cantacuzino 1944. 
1202  Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1979. For a complete bibliography of the site reports see Vlădescu 1986, 46. 
1203  After Vlădescu 1986, n. 194. 
1204  The inscription comes from the gate area, therefore the assumption that the troop which built the fort is 

made of Syrians might be correct. 
1205  Vlădescu 1986, 50. 
1206  The gates at Vărădia, Sărăţeni or Titeşti are probably similar. 
1207  Hodgson 2003, 154. 
1208  The excavators argue that these protusions form inside a second gate, suggesting there were two 

succesive entrances, Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 16. 
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horseshoes therein1209. However, the buttresses are sized 1.50 × 1.00 m and placed at 2–3.60 m 
intervals, the spaces thus created being about 4.50 square meters. It is hard to believe that horses 
could have been accommodated there, the space being insufficient even for animals of burden, 
instead could have functioned as storage or for industrial activities beneath the patrol road. 

Via principalis and via praetoria are c. 3.00 m wide and are made of cobbles. It is 
interesting that a free interval existed between the fort main roads and the three gates. Here it 
is supposed that the connection between the pavement identified in gates area and the roads 
was made by a beam system1210. Via sagularis surrounds the fort at 3.00 m distance from the 
enclosure wall, being 1.50 m wide1211. 

At via praetoria and via principalis junction, partially over the first, a stone platform 
placed directly on the ground, of apparently no role, was identified. It is neither in front gate 
praetoria or the entrance into principia, located midway between portae principales. The base 
is located in front the entrance into the headquarters building, at 6.00 m from its front wall, 
on the northern edge of via praetoria, slightly displaced from the fort axis, towards 
praetentura sinistra. It is square with 2.00 m long sides, being made of stone and crushed brick 
and having on edges rectangular stone plates bound with mortar preserved up to a height of 
0.20 m1212. Certainly, the location of this platform is absolutely unusual and its rather large 
dimensions make the establishment of functionality more difficult. Evidently, it was a 
monument base, but what could that be!? I am not familiar with any examples of statues 
located in this position, their place being inside the headquarters building. In my view, the 
only monument that could have been placed there would be dedicated to the groma. The 
monument must have been undoubtedly smaller, probably similar to the one identified in 
Sarmizegetusa, of c. 0.70 m1213. 

The set point wherefrom a fort was designed was at via principalis and via praetoria 
junction, where ancient authors speak about a locus gromae. Hyginus himself references a 
central point where agrimensores established their groma (Hyginus 12). As such, groma marks 
the entrance into the headquarters building, having both a specific function of measurement 
starting point, plotting the two main roads1214 and a religious one1215. Groma must be fixed ‘in 
the centre of the centuriation stone’1216. Such bases existed theoretically in every intersection. 
Groma is not required to be set right by the intersection of two roads, however in such fashion 
that lines and right angles could be made. At Pompeii, for instance, groma is slightly displaced 
from the intersection centre1217. At Arutela as well, from the base central point, a straight line 

 

1209  Vlădescu 1986, 51. 
1210  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 17. 
1211  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 18. 
1212  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 20. 
1213  See detailed in Marcu 2007c. Here the whole problematic is shortly reviewed. 
1214  Hyginus 12: in introitu praetorii partis mediae ad viam principalem gromae locus appellatur quod 

<quat>tuor viae ibi congruant sive in dictatione metationis posito in eodem loco ferramento groma 
superponatur, ut portae castrorum in conspectu rigoris stellam efficiant. Printre subofiţeri sunt amintiţi la 
Vegetius 2,7: mensores qui in castris ad podismum dementiuntur loca, in quibus tentoria milites figant vel 
hospitia in civitatibus praestant. Locus gromae is also known from papyri, including guards being placed 
there, see Fink 1971, number. 15, column. 2, 9 and number 19, line 6 (dated in AD 242–256). See also RE 
VII, 2, 1912, 1881; Dilke 1971, 66, 88, 89 or Dilke 1974, 571. 

1215  Posita auspicaliter groma, Hyginus, of limitibus (Blume, Lachmann, Rudorff 1848, 170). 
1216  Dilke 1974, 571. 
1217  See Dilke 1971, 66, 70. 
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along the northern edge of via praetoria, from praetentura sinistra could be traced. The area of 
via praetoria meant for traffic would become of c. 1.60 m, rather narrow, but as elsewhere, via 
principalis was probably the main access route. Perhaps that is why the monument central 
point was not located by the right angle of the two main roads, by their midst, so to avoid 
hindering passage over via principalis also, of 2.80 m wide. The base sides are oriented 
precisely according to the cardinal points1218. 

Epigraphically, groma is attested to Lambaesis by an inscription over the entrance into 
the tetrapylon marking via principales and praetoria junction and the entrance into 
principia1219. Since groma appears in Accusative, it was assumed it relates to a construction 
itself and not the actual topographic instrument1220. Such construction is therefore the 
tetrapylon, built upon the model of a Roman triumphal, which marks the intersection of via 
principalis with via praetoria from Lambaesis or Dura-Europos, Lauriacum, Rapidum and 
possibly Haltern1221. Cases when this structure was identified are extremely rare, although 
excavations of headquarters buildings are usually consistent. Apart from Lauriacum fortress, 
erected in the second half of the 2nd century A D., and maybe Haltern, the existence of a 
building delimiting locus gromae seems rather a feature of the East. The special character of 
the fortification at Arutela is probably due to its garrison, Suri sagittarii, more familiar with 
the monuments of the type.  

In Dacia traces of a possible groma base were found in Turda (Potaissa)1222. In addition, 
at Sarmizegetusa, the precise location of groma under the form of a 67 × 60 cm stone base was 
identified1223. 

Similarly, at Romita magnetometric measurements plan clearly show, this time 
precisely by via principalis and via praetoria junction, four points that probably represented 
the columns bases of a tetrapylon1224. 

 

Principia 

Dimensions of the headquarters building are assumed to be of 9.70 × 16.301225, 
however it was partially excavated, preserving the front only, therefore part of the courtyard. 
The eastern side, the single completely preserved is 9.70 m long with 0.60 m thick walls1226. 
The entrance into pricipia has a 1.70 m span, being paved with stones bound with mortar. It is 

 

1218  Generally, when the land was divided, the main orientation lines were exactly, or approximately, north-
south and east-west, see Dilke 1971, 86. Therefore, kardines and decumani are oriented north-south and 
east-west (Frontinus), but usually the east orientation is prefered (Hyginus Gromaticus) (apud Dilke 
1971, 86–7), as in the case of Arutela as well.  

1219  … gromam Te[rtiis] Augustani[s……restituit], Ten[a]gino Prob[us] pra[eses] prov[inciae] Nu[midiae 
dedicavit] (CIL VIII 2571), re-read by Kolbe 1974, 284. See also Cagnat 1908. 

1220  After Kolbe 1974, 293, 295. 
1221  Fellmann 1958, 139 sqq., Abb. 56, 58; Rakob, Storz 1974, 266; Petrikovitz 1975, n. 78; Johnson 1987, 140, 

Abb. 97. For some examples of tetrapyla and the restoration of the one by the entrance into the stone 
forum from Sarmizegetusa, see Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004, pl. XXIX, XXX. 

1222  Bărbulescu 1987, 129. 
1223  The monument is not precisely by decumanus maximus and cardo maximus junction, being slightly 

withdrawn to the entrance on the portico line from the northern side of the stone forum, subsequently 
moved southwards after Étienne, Piso, Diaconescu 2004, 64, pl. XXXII, 2, B. 33, 36. The base itself is 
almost 2.00 m. 

1224  Franzen, Matei, Marcu 2007, Fig. 1, passim. 
1225  Vlădescu 1986, 54. 
1226  Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu, Stoica 1979, 129. 
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rather small compared to common 2.50 m of regular entrances, but this deficiency seems to 
be solved by a completely unusual second entrance, also directly to the courtyard, 
positioned on the building northern side at about 2 m from the northeast corner of the 
structure. The opening was noticed only as a result of pavement preservation this width 
connecting it with the alley, which bordered the headquarters building on the northern side 
at 1.00 m distance1227. 

The courtyard is largely paved with cobbles. Exceptions are the courtyard edges on the 
eastearn side, on an unpaved 1.50 m stretch and in the opposite side, where a portion of 3.10 × 
8.20 is paved by smaller cobble1228. Areas where pavement differs from that in the middle were 
considered rooms, some being used as armamentaria1229. Such differences in the pavement 
composition could have been the result of the existence of a portico, quite normal in this area, 
especially since sizes are so variable. Portico depths are usually of 4.00–5.00 m1230, but 
considering the very small dimensions of the headquarters building at Arutela is a smaller 
depth is possible. 

Inside the courtyard, close to its centre, a drainage channel was found1231, while by the 
outer western (preserved) end of the north wall a water tank made of stone and brick, sixed 
c. 1.00 × 1.00 meters was discovered1232. 

 

Horreum 

A rectangular building sized 11.10 × 9.80 m (108.78 m2), having c. 0.70 m thick walls 
supported by buttresses on the inside, entrances on three sides and a series of small stone 
bases measuring approximately 1.50 × 0.50 m on the central longitudinal axis were identified 
in praetentura sinistra1233. At 1.80 m from the building, between it and via praetoria, an 8.50 m 
long and 0.40 meters thick parallel wall was found, which was interrupted at some point, 
creating a paved entrance threshold of 0.60 m wide1234. The exacavators identify this building 
as basilica type, functioning as meetings hall, the rectangular stone foundations of the central 
axis serving to support the gable roof, while the pilasters from the inside, to display trophies or 
carry statues1235. 

N. Gudea deemed this structure horreum, however failed to bring any supporting 
arguments1236. Indeed, the building has almost all features of such buildings. The only 
inconsistency is its excessive width1237 and the missing exterior buttresses against the walls 
especially since it was 0.70 m wide. Finally, the absence of external buttresses could have been 
supplied by internal buttresses, whose obvious primary role was to carry the floor. The floor 
stood on these buttresses and the stone bases located on the central longitudinal axis. 

 

1227  A similar alley was identified on the opposite side after Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 18. 
1228  Vlădescu 1986, 54–5. 
1229  Vlădescu 1986, 55. 
1230  In the fort at South Shields for example, the portico width is at some point of 3.50 m,Taylor 2000, 27. 
1231  Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu, Stoica 1979, 129. 
1232  Vlădescu 1986, 55. 
1233  Vlădescu 1986, 57–8. 
1234  Vlădescu 1986, 58. 
1235  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 21. 
1236  Gudea 1997d, 91. 
1237  General storehouse dimensions are 20—40 m × 6—10 m, Manning 1975, 106, Tab. 3; Gentry 1976, 7; 

Taylor 2000, 38–9, Tab. 5. 
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Theoretically, between this central wall and buttresses on the wall’s inner edge supporting 
pillars were required, either of stone or wood1238. 

It is clear, also, that on the southern side from via praetoria, where no entrance was 
identified, a loading platform existed, whose outer support wall was found between via 

praetoria and the building. The so-called entrance or opening, of only 0.60 m, represents 
probably the straicase base leading to platform top. Entrances on the other three sides are 
rather holes or vents, frequent in granaries case1239. 

 

Fabrica (?) 
In praetentura dextra were supposed two buildings based only the traces left by 

‘isolated collinear stones’1240, observing that their walls were timber-made1241. On the other 
hand, inside there were also identified floors of crushed bricks and a few alleys for access to 
the main roads1242. The space is approximately 20.00 × 9.00 m, slightly wider in the southern 
half1243. The building was appreciated workshop following the discovery in the southern 
extremity of a crucible and slag waste1244. 

In latus dextrum were observed prints of two perpendicular ‘walls’, identified due to 
the emergence of a cobble pavement in the area1245. 

It would be very interesting to find out how long this fort was occupied. Single 
information on the occupation levels of the interior provide for only one1246, without knowing 
with certainty how thick it was. The plans given by the excavators show that the occupation 
level, described here as a ‘black ashy soil level’1247, is quite consistent and, for lack of a 
measuring unit, its thickness could be assessed portion by portion. Thus, as the only known 
element is the enclosure wall, 1.60 m thick, it is clear that the layer mentioned by 
archaeologists is in certain areas more than 1.00 m1248. Or, it is hard to believe that within a 
fort a single occupation level could represent, even together with the demolition layer of the 
buildings, a compact soil of 1.00 m. Therefore, I presume Arutela had several occupation 
horizons. Additionally, certain discovered artifacts account for longer occupation. Thus, there 
were unearthed two yellow-green glazed pottery fragments specific to the end of the 2nd or 
beginning of the 3rd centuries AD.1249. Moreover, the brooches found in the fort of Arutela 
generally fall into the 2nd—3rd centuries AD, specifying that Aucissa and returned foot 

 

1238  A combined system for floor support is found with the granaries of the fort at Birdoswald, Taylor 2000, 
61. The floor is supported by a small central wall and by timber posts between this wall and the exterior 
ones. In this fort and those at Housesteads and South Shields, another combined support system of floor 
is found, consisting of pila on both sides of a central wall, Taylor 2000, 61. 

1239  The only impediment to considering them vent shafts is the width of two of them, rather great, of 1.20, 
respectively 1.70 m. Typically, such shafts are wide 0.30–0.75 m, Gentry 1976, 11.  

1240  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 22. 
1241  Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 106. 
1242  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 22. 
1243  Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu, Stoica 1979, Fig. 10. 
1244  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 22. 
1245  The construction was originally deemed horreum, and subsequently barracks, Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, 

Vlădescu 1969, 23; Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu, Stoica 1979, 135. 
1246  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 12. 
1247  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, Fig. 3. 
1248  At least this clearly results from the provided drawings, see Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, Fig. 3. 
1249  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 24, Fig. 20, 3–4. 
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brooches are characteristic to the second half of the 2nd, respectively early 3rd centuries 
AD1250. The coins found inside the fort date also until Elagabalus1251. 

 
Troop  
Suri sagittari built something in AD 138 at Arutela, probably quite the fort, under the 

command of Dacia Inferior procurator1252. A stamped brick from Drobeta recording the Sv(ri) 
sa(gitarii) is, also, dated in the first half of the 2nd century AD1253. Given the relatively large 
distance between the forts on Olt River and the one on the Danube, the troop’s quartering, at 
some point, at Drobeta might be supposed, thus confirming the builder skills of Syrian archers. 

Other inscriptions from Romula recording the irregular unit are dedicated by a 
praepositus (?)1254 and an immunis, who erects a tombstone to his daughter1255. Still at Romula 
were discovered a number of stamped tiles and bricks, some being used in ‘Philippus Arabs 
Wall’1256, which could have been easily used as building materials1257. Latest views argued that 
no fort existed at Romula, even though it is represented on P. Polonic’s sketches. If so, a 
military material that rich is quite difficult to explain1258. 

At Numerus Syrorum (Mauretania Tingitana), several inscriptions of the 3rd century 
AD record the formula domus Romula, one of the evidence on the unit transfer from Dacia in 
Mauretania under Septimus Severus1259. It could have occurred once with Sex. Iulius Iulianus’s 
advance, a tribune of n(umeri) Syrorum M(a)lvensium (CIL VIII, 9381, 20 945 = ILS 2763) 
leading 1.000 Thracian recruits, from Thracia to Mauretania Tingitana1260, however the numerus 
was more likely present in Mauretania at the time when the Thracians were transferred1261. 

Tile stamps of the same numerus were discovered south Romula in the fort of Slăveni, 
quartering ala I Hispanorum, since a number of inscriptions and stamps registering the troop 

 

1250  For technical details and accurate dating of brooches discovered at Arutela see Cociş 2004, inv. no. 676, 
677, 714, 755, 801, 1145, 1571, 1826, 1827, 1828. 

1251  Only four discovered coins date from the 3rd century AD, two issued under Septimius Severus, one 
under Caracalla and the last under Elagabalus, yet coin finds are in general few, Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, 
Vlădescu 1969, 37–40; Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu, Stoica 1979, 144. 

1252  CIL III, 12601a = 13793 = IDR II, 575; CIL III, 12601b = 13794 = IDR II, 576. 
1253  AE 1978, 695. D. Benea identifies on these stamps coh. I sagittariorum milliaria that might have 

originated from Syria, see Benea 1978, 206, no. 195, pl. 1. 
1254  IDR II, 341. 
1255  CIL III, 1593 = 8032; AE 1914, 120. Based on these inscriptions and Sex. Iulius Possessor’s career (CIL II, 

1180 = ILS 1403 = AE 1983, 976) M. P. Speidel considered that the numerus was camped here, Speidel 
1973, 169.  

1256  Tudor 1978, 116; Petolescu 1995, 36. 
1257  See also Speidel 1973, 169, n. 5. 
1258  See Speidel 1973, 174. Evidently, it is not excluded that the Syrians were camped inside the city since this 

is the situation at Sala in Mauretania Tingitana where coh. II Syrorum or ala Syrorum were also camped, 
see Roxan 1973, 847. Besides, this is frequent in the Eastern parts of the Empire. 

1259  Speidel 1973, 171, n. 24 with bibliography. Such option is disputed by H. Wolff and C. C. Petolescu who 
consider that the unit from Dacia differs from that in Mauretania, see Wolff 1975, 139 sqq., Petolescu 
1983, 44. H. Wolff argued that the formula domus Romula used in Numerus Syrorum does not register 
the numerus from Dacia in Mauretania, and that the formula sagittariorum is attached to the troop name 
only in Dacia, hence the troops are different. Nonetheless, one of the tombstones from Numerus 
Syrorum records Quadrati Suri Sagittari, Speidel 1977, n 1. C. C. Petolescu considers that the Seville 
inscription mentioned the name of Malvensis precisely for distinguishing it from the homonym numerus 
headquartered in Mauretania Caesariensis at Lala Maghnia, see also Petolescu 2002, 144. 

1260  Rowell 1936, 2554. 
1261  Speidel 1973, 172; Speidel 1977a, 172–3. 
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name were discovered1262. In this context I remind the inscription from Seville from which we 
learn that Sex. Iulius Possessor cumulated as praepositus the command of I Hispanorum and 
numerus Syorum sagittariorum. Therefore, either a joint garrison or separate, yet close 
garrison forts are presumed (see supra). 

Finds consisting of Eastern specific weaponry in the fort at Arutela also confirms the 
Syrians in the fort. The most significant pieces are the three facet-cut arrowheads, the           
so-called ‘römische dreiflügelige Pfeilspitzen’1263. Beside them, there was identified a brooch of 
a type known only in Syria1264, best analogies, dated AD 165–256, coming from the fort at 
Dura-Europos1265. Once again, the Syrians are confirmed at Arutela. 

Evidence of the presence here of an eq(ues) libra(arius) (CIL III 12,602 = IDR II, 582) 
and a decurion (CIL III 12,603 IDR II = 581) of coh. I Hispanorum was also identified at 
Arutela. Proof that this troop activated in the Olt area under Trajan and/or Hadrian is rather 
clear (see supra). It is possible that the unit was stationed in the fort of Sâmbotin, near Arutela, 
the only argument being insofar the finding of a troop tile stamp1266. A librarius and a 
decurion of the Hispanic troop could have been sent to the fort of Arutela to complete the 
administrative and command staff of the Syrian troop. 

 
40. BOIŢA (Caput Stenarum) 
The fortification of Boiţa, located at 1 km distance from Turnu Roşu pass, was firstly 

and accurately identified following the excavations of M. Macrea from autumn 19571267. The 
excavation in the enclosure area revealed two parallel walls of c. 1.20 m thickness, the space 
in-between—between 0.70–3.40 m—being filled with debris. In other parts of the enclosure, 
the foundation of the outer wall was much wider, between 2.40–2.50 m, compared to that of 
the inner wall (1.20 to 0.85 m)1268. A double enclosure wall was assumed here as well, a feature 
also specific to other forts on Olt line (see supra)1269, however the 1958 excavations found that 
the outer wall was built in a ditch, assuming there are actually two phases of the enclosure1270. 
It was also noted that the enclosure wall is not double on the eastern and northern sides and 
that the fortification sides are not parallel to each other, it being approximately surfaced 46 × 
47 m1271. Furthermore, N. Lupu argues that the walls were filled in-between with a filling soil 
of same colour, which had no impurities, so it may be supposed that the two walls might have 
been contemporary at least at some point1272. 

The span of the only known gate on the west side, is of only 2.60 m1273, hence traffic 
must not have been high. Moreover, it was not even intended with such a small fort. 

 

1262  IDR II, 496, 498, 499, 510, 526. 
1263  Tudor, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 29, Fig. 26/2. The excavators describe them as Hellenistic type 

arrowheads, however, during the 2nd–3rd centuries AD, they are rather characteristic to populations 
coming from Asia, those at Arutela framing types 2 and 4 described by W. Zanier, Zanier 1988, 7–14. 

1264  Cociş 2004, inv. no. 1571. 
1265  Toll 1949, 62, pl. XV/124. 
1266  Avram, Avăsiloaiei 1995, 193–5; Petolescu 2002, 110. 
1267  Macrea 1959, 429–37. 
1268  Lupu 2003, 61. 
1269  Macrea 1959, 437. 
1270  The excavations of 1959 focused on the civil settlement, Lupu 1961, 416. 
1271  Lupu 2003, 57, 61. 
1272  Thus, the in-between filling of the walls was the foundation of the patrol road and the proper agger, Lupu 

2003, 61–2. 
1273  Lupu 2003, 62. 
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Single information on the fort interior confirm the existence of timber constructions 
(?), which ‘belonged to a previous fort, built by a Roman cohort’,1274 without further detailing. 
The reason for which N. Lupu supposed that timber constructions belonged to a previous phase 
is probably the greater depth (?) (1.70 m) at which were discovered, which may be irrelevant. 

 

Troops  
Stamps of leg. XIII Gemina were found and ascribed to the activities of some 

vexillations during the period of the Dacian wars1275 or used as an argument to prove the 
stationing here of legionary vexillations.1276 Another tile stamp records a cohort with number 
I, probably coh. I Flavia Commagenorum, a troop which appears on many tile stamps from 
Dacia Inferior forts.1277 

N. Gudea assigned this stamp to coh. I Tyriorum Sagittariorum.1278 A coh. I Tyriorum is 
registred for the first time in Moesia Inferior in AD 99 (CIL XVI, 45), subsequently in Dacia 
Inferior in AD 129/30 (Weiß 1997, 244), and then in the same province in AD 140 (IDR I 13, 
RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). Two commanders, troop praefecti, appear on two funerary 
inscriptions from Perugia (PME A 176, CIL XI 1934) and Salona (PME V3, CIL III 8716). An 
ignotus is probably mentioned on a tombstone from Yalovaç. 

 

41. BOROŞNEUL MARE 
More extensive excavations in this fort were performed only in 1973 and 1974 by        

Z. Székely (pl. 28)1279. The remains of gates praetoria and decumana were identified. Although 
Z. Szekely noted that no other portae were noticed on the other sides,1280 N. Gudea stated 
recently that only one gate of one of the sides was dug, rendering in plan porta principalis 
sinistra .1281 The gates towers are rectangular, being outwards projecting. The fort’s enclosure 
wall was c. 1.35 m wide. The sizes of the fortification measured by the exacavator of the 1970 
are 90.00 × 70.00 m.1282 It is very interesting and curious that dimensions provided by N. Gudea 
vary greatly: it is argued that the enclosure wall was 1.50 m wide and that the fort was 130 × 
198 m, therefore, more than double the known dimensions.1283 In addition, should we 
consider the graphic scale appears next to the fort plan made by N. Gudea, we would note that 
fort sizes are of 150.00 × 120.00 m, while the two rendered gates are portae principales. Or, 
Z. Székely maintained porta praetoria, respectively porta decumana were uncovered.1284 Exca-
vations inside the fort were not carried out. 

 
Troops 
It was assumed that the building inscription (AE 1974 564 = IDR III / 4, 325) from 

Boroşneul Mare proved that ala I Batavorum built or restored something in the fort, the last 
 

1274  Lupu 2003, 57. 
1275  See Gudea 1997d, 70. 
1276  Lupu 2003, 61. 
1277  See Petolescu 2002, 95–7; Marcu 2004, 577. 
1278  Gudea 1997d, 70. 
1279  Székely 1975, 343. 
1280  Székely 1975, 343. 
1281  Gudea 1997, 64, no 40. 
1282  Székely 1975, 344. 
1283  Gudea 1997d, 64. 
1284  Székely 1975, 343. 
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line of the inscription being read ala I Bat(avorum) by I. I. Russu1285. Following the reading of 
the inscription CIL XVI 90 = IDR I 14, it was supposed that this was ala originally stationed in 
the fort at Boroşneul Mare1286, however the fortification sizes are evidently too small to allow 
the quartering here of an ala milliaria. 

In fact, the last line of the inscription recording the troop reads ala Flau[ia], as correctly 
re-read by I. Piso1287. A brick preserving entire stamp found in the north-west defence ditch of 
the fort records another cavalry troop, AL(a) PALM(yrenorum)1288. Two similar, yet fragmentary 
stamps were read by J. Szilágyi al(a) (I)Pa(nnoniorum)1289 and al(a) p(rima) A(sturum) by     
Z. Szekely, I. I. Russu and M. Zahariade1290. I. Piso rectified their reading showing clearly that 
they mention yet again A F AL A(?)S, short for Al(a) F(lauia) al(a) As(turum)1291. The last troop 
was probably the garrison of the neighbouring fort at Hoghiz, where tile stamps of the troop 
with the abbreviation AL AS or ALA I A were discovered. I. Piso associates ala Flavia, 
recognized in the inscription and stamps, with ala I Flavia Gaetulorum1292, although the author 
noticed that the troop number lacked from both the stamp and inscription from Boroşneul 
Mare1293. In conclusion, the building inscription recording ala Flavia is dated after AD 118 and 
prior AD 129, when the province was governed by Plautius Caesianus (PME, E 3)1294. This unit 
might have left Dacia until AD 140, as it is no longer registered in the diploma of the same year 
and by AD 145 probably returns to Moesia Inferior1295. 

Recently, when discussing the inscription from Boroşneul Mare, B. Lőrincz and          
P. Holder identify as well, quoting I. Piso, ala Fla(uia) instead of ala Bat(avorum)1296. P. Holder 
assumes, however, that this ala is identical with ala Fla(uia) Gallorum the main reason being 
precisely the missing number, the name abbreviation of this unit usually did not specify it, 
unlike ala I Flavia Gaetulorum, argument that does not seem satisfactory1297. 

Within the defence ditch corresponding to the stone enclosure of the fort at Boroşneul 
Mare, there were additionally discovered two stamped bricks of a troop ALA GAL, 
respectively (AL)A GALL (IDR III / 4, 326–7)1298, identified by most scholars with ala I 
Claudia Gallorum Capitoniana1299. This unit is transferred from Moesia Inferior, where it was 

 

1285  Russu 1978, 560–1. Zs. Székely who published first the inscription from Boroşneul Mare read ALA I 
LAT[OBIC(ORUM?)], Székely 1975, 345. 

1286  Russu 1978, 560–1. The inscription mentioned was used as one of the arguments according to which 
south-eastern Transylvania originally belonged to Dacia Superior, see discussion and references in 
Petolescu 2000, 76. 

1287  Piso 1999, 83. 
1288  Russu 1974, 39, n. 4; Székely 1975, 344; IDR III/4, 328; Gudea 1997d, 64; Vlădescu 1983, 39. 
1289  Szilágyi 1946, 19. 
1290  Székely 1944, 486; Russu 1957, 362; Zahariade 1976, 485. The latter re-reads the stamp as al(a) 

(Pa)lmyrenorum, Zahariade 1977, 264. 
1291  Piso 1999, 83, fig. 2, 3. 
1292  For the troop history see Spaul 1994, 124–5; Piso 1999, 85. 
1293  The lack of the number even from a building inscription seemed ‘ce qui est surprenant’, Piso 1999, 83. 
1294  Piso 1999, 86. 
1295  Piso 1999, 84–5. 
1296  Lőrincz 2001, 15; Holder 2003, 105, n. 14. 
1297  Holder 2003, n. 14. 
1298  Székely 1975, 344. 
1299  Gostar 1966, 181; Russu 1972, 66; Speidel 1974, 377; Vlădescu 1983, 39; Aricescu 1977, 53–4; Strobel 

1984, 111; Spaul 1994, 80–1; Petolescu 2002, 69. D. Tudor considered that these stamps more likely 
indicated ala Gallorum et Bosporanorum, Tudor 1978, 331. 
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evidenced in AD 92 (Petolescu, Popescu 2004, 69–76), 97 (Weiß 1997, no. 4), 105 (CIL XVI 
50), 111 (RMD 222) and 118–119 (Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl in 2002, no. 3) (?) in Dacia 
Inferior1300. In addition, a tegula bearing the AL GAL stamp was found in civil settlement from 
Reci1301. The tile stamps from the fort of Slăveni exhibiting the abbreviation AL CL, which 
most probably belonged to this unit, were assigned chronologically to the period of the Dacian 
wars1302. Finally, because a troop decurion was mentioned in an inscription from Mauretania 
Caesariensis, it was assumed that it was displaced here under Septimius Severus1303. Within the 
inscription, the ethnic name Gallorum is omitted, being recorded only as ala I Claudia 
Kapitoniana.  

The only one who doubted identification of the troop recorded on Boroşneul Mare 
stamps with ala I Claudia Gallorum Capitoniana was Z. Szekely, arguing that bricks from 
Slăveni exhibited a different abbreviation designating this troop as AL CL1304. Further on, the 
author wondered whether the troop attested at Boroşneul Mare by ALA GAL stamps is one 
troop unknown at the time1305. Even though the author's arguments took into account the two 
different stamp types, which theoretically should not prevent the equivalence of the men-
tioned ala troops, he accurately deduced that the troop at Boroşneul Mare was not the same 
with the cavalry troop at Slăveni. The most likely candidate that can be found on Boroşneul 
Mare stamps is most probably ala Gallorum Flaviana, unit that appears as I mentioned, 
almost always recorded without a number and usually with the ethnic name immediately after 
ala, the same with the troop mentioned in the building inscription mentioned above1306. 

Ala Gallorum Flaviana1307 was originally part of Moesia Inferior army, being recorded 
in diplomas from AD 92 (Petolescu, Popescu 2004, 269–76), 99 (CIL XVI 44), 105 (CIL XVI 
50) and 118/9 (Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2002, 409). By AD 132 the troop would be 
transferred to Moesia Superior, as mentioned in AD 132 (RMD 247) and 161 (RMD 55) 
diplomas. The unit name is abbreviated Gallorum Flaviana in all diplomas mentioned and 
number I was included only in the diploma from AD 159/160 (CIL XVI 111). Inscriptions 
recording the unit, mention its name as ala Flaviana Gallorum (CIL VIII 21037) or ala 
Flaviana (CIL V 2841). The question is whether ala Gallorum Flaviana was ever part of Dacia 
Inferior army or dedicated the inscription when the territory of the future province Dacia 
Inferior was still part of Moesia Inferior. I. Piso, when examining the Boroşneul Mare 
inscription and the mentioned procurator situation (?), argues it was dedicated between 
AD 118–1291308. It is hard to say to which provinces belonged the fort at Boroşneul Mare 
when the inscription was made, however the cavalry troop’s transfer from Moesia Inferior to 
Moesia Superior might have occurred at the time of the reorganization by the beginning of 
Hadrian’s reign. Therefore, ala Gallorum Flaviana had never been part of Dacia Inferior army, 
being present in the fort at Boroşneul Mare when it still belonged to Moesia Inferior by the 
beginning of Hadrian’s reign. 

 

1300  In Dacia Inferior the troop is mentioned in the military diplomas of AD 122 (Pferdehirt no. 20); 129/30 
(Weiß 1997, 243–6); 140 (IDR I 13 = RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). 

1301  IDR III/4, 315. For the significance of military stamps in civil environment see Marcu 2004, 584–5. 
1302  Petolescu 2002, 69. 
1303  CIL VIII, 8828 = ILS 6889; Speidel 1973, 378. 
1304  Székely 1975, 344. 
1305  Székely 1975, 344. 
1306  See Marcu 2005a. 
1307  For a short troop history see Spaul 1994, 115–6. 
1308  Piso 1999, 86. 
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If ala stations at Boroşneul Mare only by the beginning of Hadrian's reign and possibly 
under Trajan then, the troops succession in this fort is still unclear. Single military units also 
evidenced at Boroşneul Mare are coh. I Bracaraugustanorum and coh. III Gallorum. 

Coh. I Bracaraugustanorum is recorded in first half of the 1st century AD in 
Dalmatia1309, then in Mauretania Tingitana in the diploma of AD 88 (CIL XVI 159) and those 
of Moesia Inferior from AD 92 (Petolescu, Popescu 2004) and 99 (CIL XVI 44). Subsequently, 
the troop is listed in Dacia Inferior, mentioned by the diplomas of AD 122 (Pferdehirt no. 20), 
129/130 (Weiß 1997, 244), 140 (RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). In the meantime, a coh. I 
Bracar or Bracaror appears in the diplomas of Moesia Inferior from AD 125 (Weiß 1997, 193), 
127 (1997 Roxana, 287), 134 (CIL XVI 78), 145 (165 RMD) and 145 / 6 (ZPE 124, 279). J. Spaul 
mentions the troop including in Dacia Inferior diploma from AD 129/30 (ZPE 117, 244) and 
other authors in that of AD 167/8 (Eck, MacDonald, Pangerl 2001, no. 5). 

B. Gerov acknowledges that there are in fact, two troops: coh. I Bracaraugustanorum 
and coh. I Bracarum or Bracarorum, claiming that in the diploma dated between 146–1541310 
from Brestovene in Moesia Inferior appear simultaneously coh. I Brac(arum) and coh. II 

Brac(ar)aug(ustanorum), therefore, a clear distinction between the two troop names is 
made1311. An important, however not decisive argument, is the new diploma dated AD 146 
(RMD 269) recording coh. I Bracaraug(ustanorum), while a coh. I Bracar(um) appears in 
almost contemporary diplomas of AD 145 (RMD 165) and 145 / 6 (ZPE 124, 279). It is there-
fore concluded that there are indeed two troops with similar name coh. I Bracaraugustanorum 
and one coh. I Bracarum, one recruited from precisely Bracara Augusta and the other from 
Bracares in south-west Hispania. 

The equivalence theory of the two troops was also disputed by M. Zahariade, who 
maintained the equivalence of coh. I Bracar in the AD 134 diploma (CIL XVI 78) with coh. I 
Bracaraugustanorum1312. M. M. Roxan seems to endorse same theory when asserting that the 
troops name registered by military diplomas is not always relevant, even coh. III Bracar-
augustanorum appears in diplomas from Britannia recorded either as Bracaraugustanorum 
(CIL XVI 48) or abbreviated as Bracarorum (CIL XVI 69) and Brac. (CIL XVI 70), or coh. IIII 
Bracaraugustanorum from Syria Palaestina recorded Brac. (CIL XVI 87) or in an inscription, 
IIII Bracarum1313. Therefore, if troops with similar name are identical, their movements would 
be from Moesia Inferior to Dacia Inferior, returning to Moesia after 140, the again moving to 
Dacia Inferior in 145 or 146, so to finally return to Moesia Inferior prior 157. 

The above are supplemented by the inscription attesting a cohort prefect, who 
cumulates as praepositus also the command of numerus Illyricorum (ILS 2738 = CIL VIII 
9358), probably garrison of the fort at Hoghiz during the first half of the 2nd century AD.          
B. Gerov argues that P. Aelius Marcianus is praepositus n(umeri) Illyricorum immediately after 
the completion of coh. I Bracaugustanorum prefect function, possibly after Hadrian’s reign1314. 

Given the rather strange movement of this troop, I believe that two troops with similar 
names probably existed. In addition, I mention that over the 2nd century, the troop appears as 

 

1309  Roxan, Eck 1997, 197. 
1310  For the diploma dating see also Doruţiu-Boilă 1968, 398. 
1311  Gerov 1959, 205; Bakó 1980, 633. 
1312  Zahariade 1977, 263. 
1313  RMD, p. 286, n. 5. See also Roxan, Eck 1997, 197–8. 
1314  Gerov 1959, 204. 
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Bracaraug only in the diplomas of Dacia Inferior and never in those of Moesia, where the 
abbreviation is just Brac., Bracar or Bracaror. 

Tile stamps of coh. I Bracaraugustanorum were identified including in the fort at 
Boroşneul Mare, so the troop could have been stationed there probably during the first half of 
the 2nd century after Gallorum Flaviana left by the beginning of Hadrian’s reign. Coh. I 
Bracaraugustanorum was replaced at Breţcu with coh. I Hispanorum. The stamp from the fort 
at Slăveni recording a CIB (IDR II 527) was assigned either to Briton troops or to coh. I 
Bracaraugustanorum1315. 

The problem of Boroşneul Mare fort garrison remains unclear, because even coh. I Bracar-
augustanorum, a quingenaria cohort, is still too large for a c. 0.65 ha fort, unless it was larger. 

If a coh. quingenaria is too large for the fortification at Boroşneul Mare, it is useless to 
insist here on the impossibility of quartering a full strength ala. All this make me believe that 
the fort was occupied only by vexilationes of ala Gallorum or from coh. I Bracaraugustanorum, 
however the inscription dedicated by respective ala to Hadrian, allows the supposition that 
large part of the cavalry troop effectives were camped here. One solution would be that part of 
the unit would have been quartered in the fortlet from Comalău, located to almost 10 km north 
Boroşneul Mare fort. But, even in this situation ala was too large for an area of just over 1 ha as 
total area of the two mentioned forts. The small scale excavations did not identify the fort’s 
timber phase, but only that of the stone wall. It is not excluded al all that the original 
fortification was in fact larger, so an ala could have been camped there. By comparison, I recall 
that a fort occupied by an ala, the neighbouring one at Hoghiz, measured for instance c. 3.63 ha. 

Subsequently, P. Aelius Marcianus praef(ectus) coh(ortis) I Augustae Bracarum, 
commands as praepositus a numerus Illyricorum (CIL VIII 9358 = IDRE II 464 = PME A 44 = 
ILS 2738). Both functions are part of militia prima, therefore it probably commanded these 
units concurrently and at the same time, their joint fort garrisons. We could imagine again 
that the strength of both troops occupied somehow the forts from Comalău and Boroşneul 
Mare, however the area is still too small. This numerus may have been transferred here from 
Hoghiz, where it was stationed together with ala Asturum. As result, I believe that when coh. I 
Bracaraugustanorum was transferred from Breţcu to Boroşneul Mare, part of the troop 
remained in place with coh. I Hispanorum. The argument for which Boroşneul Mare might 
have been the basic garrison of this troop is the joint command of Marcianus, who obviously 
had to lead both coh. I Bracaraugustanorum and numerus Illyricorum. 

 
42. BREŢCU 
The fort of Breţcu is one of the most important fortifications in Dacia, especially from 

the strategical point of view, being placed by the entrance in Oituz pass from Transylvania 
(pl. 27). Systematic excavations were performed in 1925 by Em. Panaitescu and in 1950 by a 
team led by M. Macrea. The results of this research were partly published by M. Macrea and 
his team in 19511316, while N. Gudea published 30 years later, a few additional details and the 
archaeological material discovered1317. 

The only known evidence on this fort comprises elements of the enclosure, which is 
double and provided with circular corner towers. The stone phase of the enclosure was 

 

1315  See the discussion on this diploma in Isac, Marcu 1997, 588. 
1316  Macrea et alii 1951. 
1317  Gudea 1980. 
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considered typical to either the 2nd century, even to its first half1318, or, due to the corner 
towers shape, to the 3rd century AD1319. Single forts from Dacia and Moesia Inferior equipped 
with such enclosure of parallel walls, however no circular corner towers, are those at Hoghiz 
and Drajna de Sus1320. Regarding each double enclosure, there is a construction difference, in 
the case of Breţcu fort, the inside wall is not linked to the outer one, as sometimes the case at 
Hoghiz1321. M. Macrea’s, his team and of D. Protase’s conclusions were that the inside wall 
served as support for the patrol road1322. Conversely, N. Gudea argues that the partially 
excavated inner is not continuous for certain and it could represent buildings ends built in the 
enclosure area1323. Nonetheless, the inner wall was identified including in the corners and each 
trench excavated into the enclosure area, therefore I believe that M. Macrea or D. Protase 
should be given credit. 

The distance between the two walls is c. 4.00–6.00 m, extending in the gates area up to 
a 9.00–10.00 m, thus being composed as ‘fighting platform’1324. The two walls are practically 
implanted in the initial earthen rampart of the fort, without any relation between them. 

It is interesting that the fortress is surrounded on three of its sides by two ditches, but 
there is no defence ditch on the southern side, instead a gravel layer was discovered over a 
width of 9.00 m from the wall, considered by M. Macrea to represent a road1325. The lack of 
this defence ditch is explained by a relatively steep slope after a 36.00 m interval, which led to 
the conclusion that Breţcu valley flowed in ancient times much closer to the fort, right under 
the mentioned terrace1326. 

The fort gates and corner towers were also uncovered, thus establishing the southern 
orientation of gate praetoria. Corner and gate towers do not appear to have been inhabited. 
The gates planimetry is ordinary and they are not outwards projecting. The gates span is          
c. 4.00–5.00 m, but the size of porta decumana towers appears to be almost double compared 
to the others1327. 

The north-west corner tower is, unlike the other towers, slightly projected outwards, 
probably due to a constructional error. Otherwise, the other corner towers are practically part 
of the enclosure1328. 

Via sagularis was identified only on the northern side of the fortification, N. Gudea 
arguing it was inexistent on the other sides, as the case with other parts from Dacia1329. 

It is interesting that a water collecting ditch was discovered on three sides, of c. 0.90–
1.00 m wide, whose route ran parallel to the enclosure wall by the inner edge of the rampart, 
being at 1.75 m from the enclosure wall on the southern side, at 2.90 m distance on the 
western side and at 3.50 m away on the eastern side1330.  

 

1318  Daicoviciu 1945, 110, n. 2; Gudea 1980, 297. 
1319  Christescu 1937, 48–51. 
1320  Macrea et alii 1951, 288–9; Protase 1977. 
1321  Macrea et alii 1951, 288. 
1322  Macrea et alii 1951, 289; Protase 1977, 201. 
1323  Gudea 1980, 282. 
1324  Protase 1977, 195. 
1325  Macrea et ali 1951, 289. 
1326  Macrea et ali 1951, 291. 
1327  Referring to the gates, see Gudea 1980, 284–7. 
1328  See Gudea 1980, 287–8. 
1329  Analogies provided by N. Gudea refer to the forts from Bologa, where via sagularis is missing on one 

side and the fort at Râşnov-Cumidava, where it lacks entirely, Gudea 1980, 282. 
1330  Macrea 1951, 289; Gudea 1980, 283. 
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Inside the fort, the only clear evidence discovered by M. Macrea’s excavations is found 
near the northern and southern enclosure. Thus, M. Macrea argued that in the area between 
the inner wall of the enclosure and the channel timber buildings were set, some of them 
functioning as workshops1331. Unfortunately, we have no other information about this area. 

Em. Panaitescu excavated inside the fort two trenches that cross it diagonally, from the 
northeast corner to the southwest corner and from the northwest corner to the southeast 
corner1332, while M. Macrea dug another three trenches in the centre of the fort1333. 
Irrespectively, no major buildings were identified, the walls being removed to the foundation. 
One of the most significant shortcomings concerning the Breţcu fort research is the loss of the 
documentation resulted from Em. Panaitescu’s excavations, single data being reviewed and 
ordered by N. Gudea1334. Another impediment is represented by the trenches width, which 
does not exceed 1.00 m1335. The digs of 1950, revealed only the northern 11.60 m long wall 
long of a building from latus dextrum and parts of another two walls perpendicular on the 
northern wall ends1336. They are 0.70 m wide and, if we compute the distance to via principalis, 
the building length was c. 22.00 m1337. Inside, tiles and imbrices were discovered, plaster pieces 
underneath, a charcoal layer further below and, finally, under this layer, the virgin soil, the 
walls being built according to the technique of the fort enclosure wall1338. Behind this building, 
a 30–40 cm thick occupation level and ‘stone rows not bound with mortar’ were identified, 
interpreted as foundation for wattle and daub walls1339. Because many tiles and imbrices were 
also found in this area, it was assumed that tile roofing covered these timber constructions1340.  

 
Troops 
Coh. I Hispanorum veterana is mentioned in Moesia diplomas from AD 92 (ZPE 148, 

269–76), 99 (CIL XVI 44) and May 13, 105 (Pferdehirt 2004, 10). Further, this is the unit 
recorded by the Hunt papyrus1341 and Dacia Inferior diplomas of AD 129 (CIL XVI 75 = IDR I 
10), 129/30 (ZPE 117, 244)1342 118/140 (ZPE 141, no. 4), 140 (SCIVA 46 / 2, 193–5) and 146 
(RMD 269). The stamped brick found at Sâmbotin (Castra Traiana) was dated, without 
stratigraphic consideration, in an early period or even during the Dacian wars, when the troop 
activated in the region1343. Nearby, in the fort of Arutela a plate mentioning Valerius 
Valerianus, eq(ues) libr(arius) c(o)hor(tis) I His(panorum) ex [v]oto pos(uit) (CIL III 12,602 = 

 

1331  Macrea 1951, 289. 
1332  Panaitescu 1929; Gudea 1980, 288. 
1333  Macrea 1951. 
1334  Gudea 1980, 262–3. 
1335  For dimensions of all trenches see Gudea 1980, 264.  
1336  The more than 11.00 m long wall was considered to belong to a praetorium, Macrea 1951, 291. 
1337  If these are the building limits, the construction could have probably functioned as storehouse, Gudea 

1980, 289–90. 
1338  Gudea 1980, 289. 
1339  Gudea 1980, 289. M. Macrea argues that behind these buildings traces of certain ‘timber and clay 

barracks’ were discovered (Macrea 1951, 291), without providing further constructional details or 
planimetry. 

1340  Gudea 1980, 289. 
1341  Hunt papyrus was dated in AD 99 or AD 105–106, see Fink 1971, 217–27; Syme 1959; Rădulescu, 

Bărbulescu 1981, 355–8. F. Matei-Popescu argues that the date of this pridianum is September 17. 105, 
Matei-Popescu 2004, 213, n. 418. 

1342  On other diplomas fragments of the same period, see Weiß 2002. 
1343  Avram, Avăsiloaiei 1995, 193–5; Petolescu 2002, 110. 
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IDR II, 582) was found. Still from the fort of Arutela comes a silver medallion displaying the 
name of Ter(e)nt(ius) dec(urio) of the cohort of Hispanics (CIL III 12,603 = IDR II 581)1344. 
N. Gudea agreed to the troop presence at Arutela as argument for the unit’s transiting this 
area towards the fort of Breţcu, the one of Arutela being too small to have been able to 
accommodate such a cohort.1345 It is though hard to believe that the tile stamp with the C HIS 
abbreviation found at Sâmbotin (Castra Trajana) reached here following the troop's transiting 
the area. In conclusion, I believe that the authors, who supported the early dating of artifacts 
evidencint the troop here, were right. In addition, because coh. I Hispanorum veterana 
mentioned in the papyrus Hunt was ‘Buridavae in vexillatione’,1346 at about 10 km south the 
fort of Sâmbotin, indicates this cohort is identical with troop I Hispanorum mentioned later in 
Dacia Inferior diplomas and the fact it was stationed in the area, which under Trajan belonged 
to Moesia Inferior, controlling the Olt sector upon its exit from Făgăraşului and Căpățânii 
Mountains. Further more, the proof that the troop remains in the area after Trajan’s reign (?) 
comes from the fort of Arutela, erected apparently under Hadrian and Antoninus Pius (see 
infra). It remains to be seen where the troop was stationed during its movements in the Olt 
region. It is hard to believe that the entire troop of Hispanics was quartered at Arutela, since it 
was probably built by Suri sagitarii, however troop vexillations seems to have activated in the 
area under Hadrian, without knowing which fort garrisoned them. 

It is probable that the troop was the garrison of the fort from Breţcu, in northeast 
Dacia Inferior, where tile stamps bearing the unit’s symbol were found. However, the 2.5 ha 
sizes suggest that beside this quingenaria equitata troop, other detachments were stationed 
there as well. Coh. I Bracaraugustanorum is also attested here by stamps. 

Tile stamps of coh. I Hispanorum were also discovered in the neighbouring fort at 
Comalău1347. Since it is possible that coh. I Bracaraugustanorum was moved in the Boroşneul 
Mare fort early under Hadrian, thus replacing ala I Flavia Gallorum, I presume that the troop 
of Hispanics reached Breţcu still in the same period, replacing cohors Bracaraugustanorum. 
W. Wagner considered that coh. I Hispanorum replaced coh. I Bracaraugustanorum after 
AD 1291348. 

Nevertheless, the issue of Breţcu fort garrisons remains unsolved, even though I agree 
that coh. I Bracaraugustanorum was stationed here in a first phase, followed by coh. I 
Hispanorum, as the 2.6 ha fort sizes are quite large, suitable for an ala or a coh. milliaria 
equitata. However, both troops appear to be quingenariae, as four or five praefecti of the first 
troop are known, even if the second is, apparently, equitata as well. Therefore, the fort 
accomodated effectives of other troops also or it remained partially occupied from some point 
onwards. The most likely possibility is that part of coh. I Bracaraugustanorum remained on 
site occupying the fort together with coh. I Hispanorum, since Boroşneul Mare fort is too 
small to fit the full strength (see infra). The logic of this solution is the two forts geographical 
location, Breţcu being obviously positioned in a more important strategic place. 

 

1344  The medallion comes from Gr.G. Tocilescu’s excavations, Poenaru-Bordea, Vlădescu 1969, 101, n. 3. 
1345  Gudea 1980, 293. 
1346  Fink 1971, 217–27. 
1347  Gudea 1980, 293. 
1348  Wagner 1938, 150. 
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43. CASTRANOVA 
Based on Tabula Peutingeriana a fortification between Romula and Pelendava, Castris 

novis, is confirmed in this area along Jiu River. No diggings were carried out. 
 

44. CÂINENI (Pons Vetus) 
Roman traces were discovered on a fairly large area of Câineni village. In a place called 

‘La Turnuleţe’ following the identification of a 1.50 m thick-walled tower, a Roman fort was 
supposed, however it was largely destroyed by Olt River1349. On the othe hand, its existence is 
uncertain, the little archaeological research invalidating in fact the fortification’s existence1350. 

In Câineni commune, at Râul Vadului in the place named today ‘Trajan's Gate’ a 
Roman fortification was presumed, signalled earlier by Marsigli1351. 

 

45. CÂMPULUNG-JIDOVA 
The forts at Câmpulung-Jidova are located on limes Transalutanus, near Bran pass. 

The archaeological excavations started in the 19th century revealed two fortifications of 
132.35 × 98.65 m (pl. 38) and 50 × 60 m, constructed at a distance of 200–300 m one from the 
other1352. 

The enclosure of the first fort was built of stone mixed with bricks. In the second fort 
from Jidova the 19th century excavations led to many discoveries, but no buildings inside the 
fortification were identified. The fort gates, built according to the same techniques as the large 
fort enclosure, suggest similar construction dating. We have no accurate data for the troop 
identification, some researchers considering it numerus, because the sizes of only 50.00 × 
60.00 m. 

The four gates towers together with the interval or corner towers are rectangular, the 
gate ones being slightly outwards projected1353. 

In the fort’s central area were investigated as follows: the headquarters building, a 
building with two apses, a horreum, and left the headquarters building, a structure that seems 
to be a praetorium. In retentura portions of a barrack were detected. Regarding the fort 
chronology, scholars argue for a possible construction date under Hadrian or by the end of 
the 2nd century AD, however supporting archaeological evidence is not adequate1354. 

It is interesting that among the four buildings in the fortification central part, the only 
one aligned to via principalis is the headquarters building (principia) (pl. 38). Thus, it is created 
a space of less than 15 m between the main road and the building with two apses, of about 
3.00 m to the front of the granary and about 2.00–2.50 m between the road and the front of the 
building east of principia. Neither in the back are the buildings aligned to via quintana, such as 
normal. It was not discovered, but the granary exceeds by c. 2.00 m and the latus sinistrum 
building by 8.00–9.00 m, the outer limit of the rooms behind the headquarters building1355. The 

 

1349  Tudor 1978, 287; Vlădescu 1986, 79. 
1350  Vlădescu 1983, 114. 
1351  Marsigli 1726 (apud Tudor 1978, 297). 
1352  For the forts description see Popescu, Petolescu, Cioflan 1984; Popescu, Popescu 1968; Popescu, Popescu 

1970; Vlădescu 1986, 89–90; Gudea 1997, 79–81. 
1353  For details see Vlădescu 1986, 90. 
1354  Tudor 1936, 115; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 44; Gudea 1997, 80. According to recent numismatic 

discoveries, the fort was abandoned under Philip the Arab, after Popescu, Petolescu, Cioflan 1984, 16. 
1355  The measurements were made unconventionally after the plan offered in Avram, Petolescu 1997, Fig. 6, 

so they can be wrong. 
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buildings withdrawn are explained, in the case of the granary by the need of manoeuvre space 
for loading and unloading goods, and in the case of the latus sinistrum building by the need of 
space for a portico. It is though hard to explain why the latter building was extended beyond 
the building line back when there was enough space between it and the fort east side1356 and 
the position of the small building between horreum and principia. Where the back line of 
structures adjacent to the headquarters building exceeds that of its last rooms, like at 
Housesteads, there is another building in the fort centre, behind the headquarters building, 
via quintana being withdrawn towards porta decumana. 

 

Principia 

The long sides of the headquarters building are not equal, the building being slightly 
asymmetrical. It is approximately 34.70 × 30.40 m (1054 m2), the walls being of stone bound 
with mortar, the interior ones having 0.60 to 1.00 m thickness and the exterior ones c. 1.20 m 
thickness1357. The building occupies 8.1% of the fort total area, which is remarkable since the 
proportion of headquarters buildings reaches the maximum of 7% and that in some ala forts 
of the Empire. Usually, the space occupied by headquarters buildings is 5 to 6% of the fort 
living area. The 1054 m2 surface of the headquarters building from Jidova is appropriate in 
particular to ala forts of the Empire, those for infantry troops averaging 700 m2. It is 
interesting that these dimensions of the headquarters building do not necessarily correspond 
to fort sizes, therefore, even though some coh. milliariae forts are similar in size to those of 
ala, they have a smaller headquarters building. 

The inner courtyard of 19.00 × 14.30 m (271 m2) occupies 25% of the headquarters 
building, being flanked by three equally-sized rooms, of 4.30 × 4.30, deemed armamentaria1358. 
We do not know where exactly from principia come the approximately 400 bronze and iron 
arrowheads1359, but their location is likely in this area. Above the compartments a storey was 
supposed, however without any archaeological grounds1360. The courtyard itself had an entrance 
from via principalis, was paved with cobbles and had a shaft in the southwest corner1361. 
Probably much of this structure from the headquarters building was left unexplored, therefore 
it is hard to say if there was or not a portico around the courtyard. 

The basilica was sized 28.00 × 9.20 m (257 m2), similar proportions to the front of the 
headquarters building, occupying 24% of the fort. No entrance from the courtyard towards 
the basilica was identified, therefore passage must have been made through an opening with 
arches, whose bases could be placed on the continuous wall discovered between the courtyard 
and basilica, functioning as a stylobate. That is why probably no opening was observed. 

Another oddity, common to other forts in Dacia, consists in the absence of a tribunal. 
Back rooms. On the northern side of the basilica were uncovered three rooms, the 

strongroom being flanked by one room each, the one in the west being provided with 

 

1356  It is possible, however, that another structure was also set in this space. 
1357  Inner walls are of only 0.60–1.00 m, after Vlădescu 1986, 90. 
1358  Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257; Tudor 1978, 282. In these rooms, only parts of the partition walls of the 

three rooms on the eastern side of the headquarters building were identified. Thereafter a similar, in 
mirror, situation was assumed for the opposite side. 

1359  Tudor 1978, 284. 
1360  The solution of the access to this storey is solved by D. Tudor by wooden stairs placed in the courtyard of 

the headquarters building, Tudor 1978, 282. 
1361  Tudor 1978, 282. 
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hypocaust1362. The mid room was sized 5.50 × 6.30 m, without having any further indication if 
under it had been identified another room. Rooms located on both sides of the strongroom 
have impressive dimensions of 6.30 × 10.15 (63.90 m2), so it is almost certain that they were 
compartmented, since the maximum values found in other forts are around 5.00 × 5.00 m. In 
fact, when D. Tudor explained the heating system found on the eastern limit of the back 
rooms, maintains that hypocaustum was built in a ‘small room’ of 4.30 × 5.55 m1363. So, the 
partition of the spaces flanking the strongroom is indirectly proved. 

 

Horreum 

At 14.00 m west the headquarters building, in latus dextrum, there is a large storehouse 
sized 34.40 × 12.95 m (445.4 m2), with thick walls supported by external buttresses, eight along 
each long side and three on the short side from via quintana. The buttresses have dimensions 
of 0.80 × 0.90 × 0.95 meters and 1.20 m.1364 Access was probably made from via principalis, 
since only here buttresses are missing. Moreover, in order to create room for manoeuvre, the 
front of the building is withdrawn by a few meters from via principalis, not being aligned to the 
front of the headquarters building. It would be very interesting to learn what the excavators 
understand by the discovery ‘on the floor (of some) charred beams, spaced at equal intervals in 
the form of rectangles, (which) indicate the existence of a framework for roofing support. The 
rectangles are so disposed that they divide the building interior into three aisles’1365. Firstly, I do 
not understand what the authors mean by floor. What kind of floor was there, since posts or 
supporting walls were not identified? Or, these traces of carbonized wood might be explained 
precisely as floor carriers or if they were part of the roof, it is interesting that only it was put fire 
at certain point. Most likely however, the grid of charred beams represented the floor 
framework, which was originally placed on small stone pillars that logically, would be normally 
found in front the beams junction. Existence of a heightened floor is obvious, since on all sides, 
vent holes or spaces erroneously identified as entrances, were discovered in walls.1366  

Between horreum and principia a very small building was discovered (10.00 × 8.00 m), 
whose northern side consisted of two apses (Fig. 36).  

It is hard to imagine the function of this building as it could not have been 
theoretically a small bath due to its dimensions. They would be hypothetically possible for a 
private bath, however the building is set between a horreum and principia and not near the 
headquarters building. Moreover, the construction technique consisting of stone bound with 
soil only1367 prevents a functionality that would require perfect impermeability. However, 
inside were discovered the remains of a heating installation.  

This heating installation expands into including the two unequal apses. Perhaps for 
this reasons the excavators suggested it could be identified with officers’ quarters1368. I wonder, 
however, whose officers, as an individual building housing officers is not known in auxiliary  

 

1362  Tudor 1978, 282. 
1363  Tudor 1978, 282. 
1364  Tudor 1936, 21. 
1365  Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257. This ‘grid’ may be observed in the plan provided by D. Tudor, Tudor 1978, 

Fig. 77. 
1366  Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257. One ventilation hole was noticed on each of the short sides, and three such 

vent spaces on each long sides.  
1367  After Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257. 
1368  Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257. 
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troop forts of the Empire, except the commander’s building. In support its function as fabrica 
I mention the unprocessed iron ore lumps, which the exacavators argue to have been 
discovered in the vicinity1369, but such a building provided with heating installation has no 
analogies among constructions assigned to workshops. All the above arguments seem to 

further contribute to the uncertainty surrounding 
this structure. In addition to regular buildings in 
a Roman fort, the only structure that appears 
connected to a fort interior seems to be so-called 
schola collegiorum. Unfortunately, insofar very 
few things are known about this type of 
construction, for the lack of an inscription 
related to a building certifying made 
assignments. Thus, forts where such structures 
were discovered are few and come from only 
Germania and Britannia. This construction type 
plan is due to its functionality, being relatively 
small-sized, with apsed rooms usually located 
near the headquarters building. Therefore, this 
may be precisely the role of the building in the 
central part of the fort at Jidova, observing all 
three conditions. There is no archaeological 
confirmation of this building chronology, 
however analogies within the Empire make us 
assign it to changes occurred within the army by 

the end of the 2nd or early 3rd centuries AD1370, although an early dating is excluded since 
possible scholae exist for example in the early fort at Eining, dated no late than Hadrian1371. 

Another large building, partially excavated, was found in the central part of the 
fortification, also having rooms provided with heating installations1372. The commander’s 
quarters could obviously be located in this area. The remaining space between the head-
quarters building and the east enclosure wall is c. 30.00 m, therefore ideal for the construction 
of a praetorium, who would be, in the case of the fort at Jidova, similarly sized to the 
headquarters building. 

However, the mentioned structure recently represented in the plan of the fort at Jidova 
is only 38.65 × 16.80 m (Fig. 37)1373. It appears like a building with an open interior space 
surrouned by a stone wall, delimited on one of the sides by 2 rows of rooms, all heated. As the 
building was withdrawn from the frontline of the headquarters building, I assume a portico 
existed in the front.  

The compartments by the corners end with one apse. Based on shape and findings 
from the inside, it was deemed bathsuite or collegia seat1374. To consider it bathsuite, the 

 

1369  Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257. 
1370  Snape, Bidwell 2002, 268. 
1371  See detailed in Marcu 2007b, 262. 
1372  Vlădescu 1986, 91. 
1373  After Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. 
1374  Numerous bricks, tile and clay pipe fragments were discovered, after Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. 
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building should have had a few water basins, not being necessary or appropriate that all rooms 
be heated. In addition, the building layout does not suggest such function, although since they 
are less known within auxiliary forts, it is very difficult to establish a building type1375.  

Seats of military collegia, if they exist inside forts, are usually small-sized1376. 
In exchange, the position and characteristics of this building encourage me to believe it 

is in fact the commander’s quarters, so far unidentified 
in Câmpulung. Several room rows on one of the structure 
sides are common to the commander’s quarters, and their 
different dimensions represent another argument for 
assigning civil function to the building from latus 
sinistrum. Of course, normally it should have existed 
rooms at least on the eastern side of the building, but 
commander’s quarters bordered by room rows were 
discovered in Dacia at Gilău or Căşeiu. 

It is difficult to determine the rooms’ functions, 
but it is possible that the large central room in the back 
functioned as triclinium. 

Surveys of praetentura and retentura identified 
traces of two barracks1377. The dimensions of one of them 
are known, 36.00 × 9.00 m, in the other being identified 
the graffiti brick mentioned above1378. The barrack length 
is much reduced compared to other barracks from Dacia 
or the Empire. 

There are no clear archaeological data on the 
destruction of the fort at Jidova, where last coins date 
under Gordian III and Philip the Arab1379. 

In retentura dextra were identified two barracks 
oriented per scamna1380. The one close to the north side 
of the fort was investigated, sized 36.00 × 9.00 m. I only 
know that it was lost to fire1381. In their area, belonging to one of them, a heating system was 
found, and the barracks or one of them, seem to be mixed1382. 

 

Troops 
The inscription scratched into the soft paste of a brick and the deposits of triangular 

arrowheads recording cohors I Flavia Commagenorum sagittariorum were found in 3rd 
century AD contexts1383. 

 

1375  Where discovered, bathsuites are smaller, provided with rooms for hot and cold bathing and are located 
in praetentura or retentura, where was extra space, see Johnson 1987, 213–4. 

1376  See Marcu 2007b, passim. 
1377  Popescu, Popescu 1970, 257; Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. 
1378  A single occupation level was found inside the barrack, after Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. 
1379  See with bibliography Popescu, Petolescu, Cioflan 1984. 
1380  See Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. 
1381  Appropriate archaeological level is c. 10–20 cm thick, here being discovered a coin issued under Philip the 

Arab, hence destruction could have occurred during the Carpian war, after Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. 
1382  Information C. C. Petolescu, whom we thank this way. 
1383  Petolescu 1995, 249. 
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Tile stamps of this troop were also identified in the fort at Drajna de Sus, along with 
those of legions I Italica, V Macedonia and XI Claudia and in the forts at Târgşor and 
Voineşti, together with stamps of leg. XI Claudia1384. They were dated during the conquest or 
generally under Trajan, when the unit was part of Moesia Inferior army, as indicated by the 
diploma of AD 105 (CIL XVI 150). Also, in Moesia Inferior is attested in the recently 
published diplomas from AD 92 (Petolescu, Popescu 2004) and 111 (RMD 222). 

Later, the troop is recorded by the Dacian diplomas of AD 140 (IDR 13 = RMD I 39) 
and 146 (RMD 269). At Romula, Slăveni and Acidava, three localities on Olt River, tile stamps 
evidencing this cohort appear to be identical. Having no inscription1385 the unit definitely 
supplied tile material to forts on Olt, the river being an ideal way of transport1386. 

In the large fortification form Câmpulung-Jidova, in a barrack located near the 
granary, a brick scratched before firing was found, having engraved the name of a coh. I Flavia 
Commagenorum soldier1387. The troop presence at Câmpulung-Jidova is possible, but not 
certain1388, this graffito certifying only the presence of a soldier in brickyards wherefrom the 
material could be transported to the fort here. 

 

46. CINCŞOR 
In the fort of Cincşor archaeological excavations were carried out in 1974–1975 by          

I. Pop, and from 1979 intermittently until 1992, by teams led by archaeologists I. Pop,             
L. Petculescu and D. Isac. Single archaeological surveys inside the fort, performed in the 
southwest corner, are one from 1988 and two from 19911389. Two phases of the enclosure were 
identified, one of earth-and-timber and one of stone, on the west side being observed four 
ditches as well1390. The fort stratigraphy preserves only in the southwest corner in the highest 
point. The excavation of 1991 found a ditch belonging to the stone phase and the beginning of 
an earlier one, pertaining to the timber phase1391. The single preserved tower is poorly 
preserved, being built of quarry stones and cobbles, with walls of c. 0.70–1.10 m wide1392. 
Between via sagularis and the corner tower were identified traces of metallurgical activities, 
such as a brick and clay kiln, in whose area were identified iron slag and vitrified paste1393. One 
of the conclusions of recent excavation refers to nearly 70% fort destruction1394. 

Inside the fort were identified parts of a building characterized by two main phases of 
construction, one of wood and probably one of only wooden superstructure, but built on a sill 
made of cobbles bound with ground1395. In the second phase, its limits were discovered in the 

 

1384  Petolescu 1995a, 249. 
1385  The only tombstone mentioning a veteran of the unit comes from Tomis, AE 1938, 6.  
1386  See Marcu 2004. 
1387  Petolescu 1995a, 220; Petolescu 2002, 96–7. . For other tiles or bricks with graffiti from Câmpulung –

Jidova, see IDR II, 610–634. 
1388  Some deposits of triangular section arrowheads found at Câmpulung-Jidova in 3rd century contexts 

confirm probably the presence here of coh. I Flavia Commagenorum sagittariorum, see Petolescu 1995a, 249. 
1389  See Isac, Isac 1994, 104, 106, Fig. 2. 
1390  The information comes from L. Petculescu, who mentioned partial results of the 1988 campaign, see in 

Gudea 1992, 83, no. 44. 
1391  Isac, Isac 1994, 107. 
1392  The tower was excavated in 1988, but the results of archaeological excavations are unknown, being only 

re-dug in 1991 Isac, Isac 1994, 108. 
1393  Isac, Isac 1994, 108. 
1394  Isac, Isac 1994, 110. 
1395  The excavators argue that this construction could belong to retentura dextra, Isac, Isac 1994, 110. 
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form of a foundation of slabs of yellow sandstone and cobbles, bound only with soil, T-shaped, 
covering the eastern end of via sagularis1396. There were identified relatively clear traces of four 
timber walls trenches, precisely under the mentioned stone foundations, 0.40 m wide, 
specifying in plan possible sizes of one of the partitions, c. 3.75 × 2.50, thus concluding they 
corresponded to contubernia1397. 

 
Troop 
The military unit which was the garrison of the fort at Cincşor was identified, 

following the discovery of tile stamps1398 and one inscription1399, as coh. II Flavia Bessorum. 
The troop is mentioned in the army of Moesia Inferior by the diplomas of AD 92 (Petolescu, 
Popescu 2004), 97 (ZPE 117, 233–8) and 105 (CIL XVI 50), as participating in the Dacian 
wars. The tombstone from Gigen (Oescus) of a soldier from c(o)h(ors) II F(lavia) B(essorum)1400, 
does not record that the troop was garrisoned in the fortress here, but rather that the soldier 
was temporarily transferred or that his origin was in this region. 

Later, in AD 122 (Pferdehirt no. 20), 129 (CIL XVI 75 = IDR I 10), 140 (RMD I 39 = 
IDR 13) and 146 (RMD 269) the unit is registered by Dacia Inferior’s diplomas. Initially, the 
group was likely camped somewhere on Olt’s lower course, confirmed by the stamps of type 
coh(ors) II F(lavia) Bes(sorum) (IDR II 561–2) from Stolniceni1401. In neighbouring civil 
settlement from Bârseşti, a single brick stamped with the abbreviation coh(ors) II F(lavia) 
B[e(ssorum)] (IDR II 571) was discovered, probably the result of its reuse or use into the 
erection of an official building. On the other hand, the stamped material from Stolniceni 
could have been easily transported from Cincşor, located on the upper course of Olt, where 
the troop is attested on a number of tiles and an inscription. The tombstone is dedicated by 
L. Carvinius Rusticinus, praef(ectus) coh(ortis) II Fl(aviae) Bess(orum), to his brother Carvilius 
Secundinus1402. 

Nevertheless, further confirmation that the troop activated in lower Olt area, is given 
by the bricks stamped coh II F [l(avia)] B(essorum) (IDR II 607) from Rucăr, a small 
fortification of 60 × 47 m, 100 km away from Stolniceni. Or, Stolniceni stamps date from the 
Dacian wars, while those from Rucăr under Trajan1403. 

In the Transylvanian region of upper Olt, tile stamps of this troop were identified at 
Olteni. At first glance, the abbreviation of the name C IIII BE (IDR III / 4, 318) does not seems 
to indicate the unit under discussion, but a troop with IIII number and the name whose first 
letter is B is not named by Dacian diplomas1404. 

Among other troop commanders counts also the prefect of coh. II Flavia Numidarum, 
in the neighbouring fort at Feldioara, T. Ant. Cl. Alfenus Arignotus, who cumulates under 
Marcus Aurelius as praepositus also the command of coh. II Flavia Bessorum1405. 

 

1396  Isac, Isac 1994, 110. 
1397  Isac, Isac 1994, 110. 
1398  Szilágyi 1946, 55, Pl. XVII/254. 
1399  Russu 1967, 87. 
1400  AE 1957, 299. 
1401  Unfortunately, we have no information on the accurate sizes of the fort, see Gudea 1997d, 88–9. 
1402  AE 1971, 379 = IDR III/4, 179; PME C 85. 
1403  See Petolescu 1995a, 240. 
1404  Gudea 2001. 
1405  CIG III, 3497 = IGR IV, 1213 = ILS 8853. Pop 1983, 45; Petolescu 1987, 157–72. 
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47. COMALĂU 
The archaeological excavations in Comalău area were initiated in 1909–1910 by          

W. Csuták and Fr. László and continued in 1942 by Z. Székely (pl. 29)1406. Several trenches 
were made, most of them targeting the fort’s defence system, including the gates. Excavations 
from the inside did not yield any consistent results. 

The fort shape is rather curious, being pentagonal and sized 70 × 70 × 40 × 50 × 20 and 
provided with corner and interval rectangular towers, totally projecting outwards the 
enclosure wall1407. Precisely because of this planmetry the fortification was considered by some 
scholars of medieval age. However, the archaeological material consisting of pottery, bronze 
and iron pieces or coins is evidently Roman. K. Horedt, quoting two plates made by Z. Székely, 
argues that black pottery with polished ornaments and a handle-free conical cup are specific 
to the 4th century1408, thus proving occupation in the post-Roman period as well. Or, the cup 
mentioned by K. Horedt is of the type decorated with notches by the base, vessels that can be 
dated in the 3rd century as well1409. The coins chronology begins with the reign of Vespasian 
and ends with Philip the Arab1410, hence it is similar to any fort from Dacia. Furthermore, a 
COHH type tile stamp was discovered, probably abbreviation of coh(ors) H(ispanorum), the 
same troop that stationed at Breţcu1411. 

The fort dimensions of only 0.2 ha clearly plead for its function of a fortification 
overseeing the roads junction in the area, especially since at little over 10 km south the 
Boroşneul Mare fort was located. 

In my view, the fort at Comalău was built indeed to monitor trade routes in the area, 
but also to complement the fort at Boroşneul Mare, rather small. It is therefore probable that 
vexilations of the troops stationed at Boroşneul Mare fort could have been garrisons of the 
fort at Comalău. So, it might have quartered parts of ala Flavia Gallorum, and subsequently of 
coh. I Bracaraugustanorum or, more likely, of numerus Illyricorum. It is not excluded that 
troop of Hispanics sent here, at certain moment, vexillations or only building material. 

 
48. COPĂCENI 
Archaeological excavations in the fort at Copăceni on Olt River were performed by         

C. M. Vladescu and Gh. Poenaru-Bordea in 1973–1975 (pl. 32). Fort sizes are approximated at 
64.00 × 64.00 m, being mostly destroyed. The western half of the fortlet was flooded and 
destroyed by Olt. Thus, the dimensions of only one fort side are known, c. 64 m. The other 
sides, partially preserved, can be distinguished on a length of c. 17.00 m. 

The eastern gate, the only one preserved, is by mid east side of the enclosure, so it 
might have been porta praetoria or decumana, having 3 m span, the towers not being 
outwards projecting. The enclosure wall has once again interior buttresses. From the fort 
interior, the plan renders two perpendicular incomplete walls, of c. 0.80 m thickness, located 
near to the single preserved gate. Evidence on the fort’s existence also during the 3rd century 
AD is represented by the coins found inside, dated starting with Antoninus Pius to Gordian 

 

1406  For history of research see Székely 1943, 4—9. 
1407  Székely 1943, 6. K. Horedt considered, probably correctly, that the interval towers, one on each long side, 

are the gate towers, which must have had each one counterpart, Horedt 1974, Fig. 2. 
1408  Horedt 1974, 556. 
1409  See Marcu, Ţentea 2000, 74–7. 
1410  Székely 1943, 28. 
1411  Székely 1943, 27. 
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and a milliary dated under Maximinus Thrax, found in one of the towers of the single gate 
preserved1412. 

 
Troop 
This fortification was certainly built under Hadrian, as proven by an inscription dated 

in AD 138, according to which numerus Burgariorum et Veredariorum1413 rebuilds the fort 
after two years from construction (CIL III 13796 = ILS 9180). The castra numeri formula 
undoubtedly indicates the garrison troop. Another argument in favour of a garrison formed of 
numerus is represented by the so-called ‘dreiflügelige’ type arrowheads. Numerus is not an 
ethnic unit1414. 

From the fort at Copăceni comes as well a brick with inscription (graffito in raw paste) 
mentioning an Aur(elius) Ponticu[s], soldier of the same numerus (CIL III 14216, 40 = IDR II 590). 

Given that the troop stationed here, burgarii ‘guardians of the burgh’ and veredarii 
(veredus = horse mail) and that the name of Praetorium may not have been coincidental it is 
likely that at Copăceni was located the headquarters of the procurator-governor of Dacia 
Inferior1415, although it could be quite hard to believe given the land geography. An inscription 
dotted PAC BF (CIL III 13,797 = IDR II 591) was also found here. 

 

49. The fort of ENOŞEŞTI (Acidava), situated on a hilltop was almost entirely 
destroyed following the construction of Slatina-Piatra Olt-Craiova railway, preserving only 
part the southern side1416. Single archaeological material, which could be recovered, consists of 
a few bricks bearing the stamp of cohort I Flavia Commagenorum (CIL II 807414d = IDR II, 
551) and stamp CR (IDR II, 552)1417, completed by D. Tudor as c(ohors) R(aetorum) (?)1418. 
Fortification is approximately sized 60 × 601419, although such approximation is uncertain, the 
only known elements being part of the enclosure wall, made of bricks bound with clay and 
having an impressive breadth of 1.80–1.901420. I. Bogdan Cătăniciu, subsequent excavations of 
the 70’s south the preserved side of the fort argues that prior the fort of brick walls, there was 
another of earth-and-timber, larger, dated during the Dacian wars to mid 2nd century AD1421. 

Tile stamps of coh. I Flavia Commagenorum were also discovered at Romula, Slăveni, 
and a graffito mentioning the troop at Câmpulung-Jidova. 

 

50. FÂLFANI 
The fort on limes Translutanus is characterized as a fortification suitable for a numerus 

based on its small sizes of c. 63.00 × 93.00 m1422. The rampart (murus cespiticius) width is 
 

1412  Tudor 1982, 76. 
1413  For this troop type see the analogy with numerus barcariorium from Britannia, which does not change 

role, Shotter 1973, 209. 
1414  See the similar case of numerus barcariorum from Britannia, Southern 1989, 118. 
1415  See Petolescu 2002, 129. 
1416  From D. Tudor’s (Tudor 1978, 258, Fig. 79/3) and N. Gudea (Gudea 1997, no. 71) plans it results that 

including part of the southwestern corner of the fort is still preserved, however C. M. Vlădescu confirmed 
that only the southern side still exists, Vlădescu 1983, 89.  

1417  Bricks with the CR symbol were found as well at Romula, IDR II, 388. 
1418  After Vlădescu, Poenaru-Bordea 1978, 140. 
1419  Vlădescu 1983, 89. 
1420  Vlădescu, Poenaru-Bordea 1978, 138. 
1421  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1977, 336. 
1422  See the plan in Tudor 1978, 279. no. 19 and a recent one, in Avram, Petolescu 1997, Fig. 5. 
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believed to be c. 7.00–8.00 m and via sagularis of 2.00–3.50 m. Along the northern side is 
described a defence ditch sized 8.00–9.00 m and 3.00–4.00 m deep1423. 

 

51. FELDIOARA 
The fort at Feldioara is located less that 10 km west the fort at Cincşor, south the Arpaş 

pass. Archaeological excavations were conducted only in 1973–19791424, noticing that big part 
of the fort was destroyed by floods (pl. 31). 

Two main construction phases of the enclosure were identified, the first of earth-and-
timber and the second of stone. Approximate dimensions of the second phase are c. 114 × 
137 (?) m1425. However, only the short northeast side can be measured with some precision, 
the identified gate being placed in its middle, while the sizes of the second and last side 
preserved in the north-east of the fort are approximate, porta principalis (probably sinistra) 
not being by its mid. The gate towers are rectangular, slightly projecting outwards, therefore 
we do not understand why the fort construction was dated by mid 2nd century AD, based also 
on this argument1426. Such dating was ‘confirmed’ by the archaeological material discovered in 
the interval tower1427. 

In praetentura sinistra two buildings considered barracks were discovered, whose 
dimensions are 6.30 × 6.70 × 3.00 and 3.001428 (sic!). In fact, should we measure the sizes of 
buildings with weak stone walls1429, upon the plan provided by N. Gudea1430, it results that they 
were just over 40.00 m long and a c. 20.00 m width. Therefore, they very unlikely represented 
barracks. We could suppose that the two barracks were double, but still, the dimensions are 
quite large for such buildings. 

 
Troop 
The stamps of various types, C N, COH MVMID or COH NVM ANT1431 indicate that 

coh. II Flavia Numidarum was the troop of garrison of the fort at Feldioara. A signaculum with 
the mark CN (AE 1991, 1333) is also suggestive to this end1432. 

The troop name indicates its establishment under the Flavians, although the troop's 
first attestation comes from AD 122 (Pferdehirt no. 20) and then 129/30 (ZPE 117, 244), 140 
(IDR I 13, RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). 

An inscription from Šipka dated under Marcus Aurelius records a horseman Marcus 
Traidaci of coh. II Numidarum, who dedicated an inscription to another horseman of coh. II 
Bracaraugustanorum1433. Therefore, one may note that the troop was equitata. Another 
inscription from Thyatira dated in c. 200 mentions T. Ant(onius) Cl. Alfenus Arignotus1434 
troop prefect (AE 1065, 347). An ignotus, vet. (AE 1048, 86) is registered at Aquincum. 

 

1423  Avram, Petolescu 1997, 189. To Vlădescu 1986, 88 of 18.00 m and 1.80 m deep. 
1424  Gudea, Pop 1977; Gudea, Pop 1980. 
1425  Gudea 1997, 68. For other measurements, see Gudea, Pop 1977, 334. 
1426  Gudea, Pop 1977, 337; Gudea 1997, 69. 
1427  Gudea, Pop 1977, 233–8. 
1428  Gudea 1997d, 69. 
1429  Gudea, Pop 1977, 336. 
1430  Gudea 1997d, No. 45. 
1431  Gudea, Pop 1977, 337; IDR III/4, 175–177. 
1432  Isac 1991, 46. 
1433  IGB III/2, 1741 bis = AE 1965, 347 = IDRE II, 350. 
1434  CIG III, 3497 = IGR IV, 1213 = ILS 8853. Pop 1975, 291; Petolescu 1987, 157–72. 
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52. GHIOACA 
No archaeological excavations were carried out, hence the 102.00 × 75.00 m (0.76 ha) 

sized were supposed1435. Alike other forts from limes Transalutanus, although not archaeolo-
gically investigated, the sizes of the defence rampart and the existence of a single defence ditch 
are only supposed based on field observations. 

 
53. GRESIA 
Similar situation with the fort at Ghioaca, except that fort sizes are considered to be of 

only 50.00 × 60.00 m1436. Two fragmentary stamps were signalled, the abbreviation preserving 
only letter B, however they are similar to CIB (IDR II, 527) stamp types found at Slăveni1437. 

 
54. HOGHIZ 
In the fort of Hoghiz first archaeological excavations were conducted by K. Horedt in 

19491438 and resumed in 1965–1967, respectively 1975–1979 by D. Protase1439. The fort interior 
is almost entirely unkown, except for certain walls in the central part.  

The enclosure of Hoghiz, one of the largest from Dacia and the largest in the area, is 220 
× 165 m, covering 3.63 ha surface and has two construction phases, an early one of earth-and-
timber and another of stone. The stone enclosure consisted of two parallel walls linked at 
intervals of c. 2.75 m by transversal walls, with an earth filling in-between1440. The outer wall is 
1.15 m thick, the inner one is of 1.05 m, while those transversal are of 0.90 m. Their preserved 
height exceeds 2.50 m. The corner towers role is overtaken by theses partitions of the enclosure. 
It was argued that all walls composing the enclosure were built from the same level according to 
the same technique1441, however the section rendered indicates a single wall, the outer one. 

The only consistent information on the fort interior comes from K. Horedt, who 
researched an area in the middle assuming it was inside the principia. The scholar maintained 
the discovery of a basin remains, reminiscent of a bathsuite1442. Respective area seems indeed 
suitable for a headquarters building, but is not impossible that such construction was actually 
in praetentura or retentura of the fort. 

It is interesting that between the enclosure and via sagularis a 2.50–3.00 m space was left. 
The coins discovered inside the fort and in the area of the fortification at Hoghiz are 

issued under Trajan, Hadrian1443, Antoninus Pius, Severus Alexander, Iulia Mamaea, Gordian 
III1444, Probus, Diocletian, Constantius Chlorus, Maximin Daza, Constantine, Constantine II, 
Constantius II, Julian the Apostate, Jovian, Valentinian, Gratian, Valentinian II, Theodosius 
and Arcadius1445. 

 

1435  See Tocilescu 1900, 126, Fig. 69; Tudor 1978, 277, Fig. 76/10. 
1436  Tocilescu 1900, 125, Fig. 68; Tudor 1978, 277, Fig. 76/7. 92.00 × 86.00 m to Avram, Petolescu 1997, 188. 
1437  After Avram, Petolescu 1997, 188. 
1438  Horedt 1953, 785–98. 
1439  Partial information in Protase 1977. 
1440  Protase 1977, 197–9. 
1441  Protase 1977, 199. 
1442  Horedt 1950, 124. 
1443  Popa 1990. 
1444  Horedt 1953, 796. 
1445  On late ‘post-Roman’ coins and finds, K. Horedt mentioned their findspot in the surrounding of 

localities Rupea and Hoghiz, specifying clearly that inside the fort no post-Roman evidence could be 
found, Horedt 1950, 124. 
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G. Bakó counts among the researchers who support the existence of a smaller 
fortification on the opposite bank of Olt River, together with a related civil settlement, without 
providing much information, except for the sizes of 100 × 60 feet1446. 

 
Troops 
In the fort of Hoghiz are attested by inscriptions or tile stamps legio XIII Gemina, ala 

Asturum, coh. III Gallorum and numerus Illyricorum. From the fort of Hoghiz probably comes 
a slab (CIL III 953 = IDR III / 4, 230) in the collection of Bruckenthal Museum of Sibiu1447. Ala 
Asturum is recorded in the diploma of AD 99 (CIL XVI 45) in Moesia Inferior, being 
presumed it partook the Dacian wars since Prifernius Paetus (CIL IX, 753) was decorated by 
Trajan. Next references are made in Dacia Inferior in in AD 130 (Weiß 1997, 243–6, no. 8), 
140 (RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). Single records of the troop in Dacia consist of several tile 
stamps discovered at Hoghiz (CIL III, 1633, 11, CIL III 8074, 1b) where the troop's name is 
abbreviated as AL AS, respectively ALA I A. The troop is different from its homonym from 
Britannia, which is usually recorded within diplomas as ala I Hispanorum Asturum1448. Troop 
praefecti, staff or veterans are mentioned in various locations of the Empire, at Messina (CIL X 
6976), Rimini (CIL IX 393), Ankara (AE 1981 786), Chalons-sur-Saône (CIL XIII 2613), Saint 
Géréon (AE 1990, 732), Nova (ILB ILN 305 = 56), Serdica (iDream II 353) and other sites 
from Dacia, at Germisara (CIL III 1393) and Constanţa (AE 1988, 998). 

C. Nonius Caepianus (PME N 12), honoured in the inscription from Rimini (CIL IX 
393), leads the troop with praefectus title. Simultaneously or subsequently he becomes 
praepos[itus] numeri equitum elector[um] ex Illyrico, identified with numerus Illyricorum from 
Dacia Inferior. Therefore, it was supposed that the two troops garrison must have been 
adjacent or joined. Furthermore, in the fort of Hoghiz a tile stamp with the letters NIL in 
ligature (IDR III / 4, 243) was discovered, obviously an abbreviation of the n(umerus) 
Il(lyricorum)1449. 

The diploma of March 22, 129 (CIL XVI 75 = IDR I 10) is given to an ex gregale 
Eupator Eumeni f. (Sebastopolis—Pontus) from vexillatio equitum Illyricorum. The same unit 
appears with unchanged name in AD 130 (Weiß 1997, 244). As numerus equitum Illyricorum 
it will be recorded in the diploma of AD 140 (RMD 39), whose holder would be again an ex 
gregale of the troop, Bithus Solae f. Under the same form the numerus is mentioned in the 
diploma of 146 (RMD 269), granted to an ex sesquiplicar(io), Coca Tyru F. Sardic(a).  

Coh. III Gallorum is mentioned in AD 74 (CIL XVI 20) in Germania, then in Moesia 
in AD 75 (RMD 2), 78 (CIL XVI 22; RMD 208), 82 (CIL XVI 28) and Moesia Inferior in AD 99 
(CIL XVI 45), 105 (CIL XVI 50) and 114 (CIL XVI 58). In the Dacia Inferior the troop is 
recorded in the diplomas of AD 122 (Pferdehirt no. 20), 129 (CIL XVI 75 = IDR I 10), 129–
30 (ZPE 117, 244), 140 (IDR I RMD 13 = 39) and 146 (RMD 269). C. C. Petolescu includes it 
among the cohorts that are not equitatae1450, although if at Valkenburg, where the troop 
seems to have been stationed during the 1st century AD, it is equitata, the full strength coh. 

 

1446  Bakó 1975, 141; Bakó 1977, 196. Because the long distance between the Hoghiz and Cincşor forts,          
K. Horedt supposed somewhere by midway, near the locality of Hălmeag (Braşov) another fort, Horedt 
1977, 333. 

1447  See Piso 2000a, passim. 
1448  See Spaul 1994, 37–9. 
1449  The first to assign this stamp to the numerus is G. Bakó, Bakó 1975, 142–3. 
1450  Petolescu 2002, 41. 
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III Gallorum being present here, respectively 6 centuriae and 4 turmae or only 4 centuriae 
and 2 turmae1451. 

The abbreviation of the cohort name on a tile stamp from Ioneştii Govorii1452 and a 
stamp from Boroşneul Mare appears identical, as COH(ors) III G[al(lorum)] (IDR II 555; IDR 
III / 4, 330). None of the mentioned tile stamps is known from photos and they seem to be lost, 
however it is strange that both stamps from Ioneştii Govorii and Boroşneul Mare are broken 
precisely in the same place. Single sizes and drawing preserved belong to the stamp discovered 
in the enclosure wall of the fort at Boroşneul Mare, but only letters COH III C can be 
distinguished1453. The stamp of Ioneştii Govorii is known only from Gr. Tocilescu’s transcript, 
who maintains that a brick with the engraved letters COH III G was found1454. Fragmentary 
stamps of the form COH III [ ] also attributed to COH. III Gallorum were identified to Enoşeşti 
as well, one also mentioned by Gr. Tocilescu and the other discovered during rescue excavations 
of the 70’s1455. As yet, given the fact that in Dacia Inferior no other troop numbered III was 
known, it can be assumed that troop III Gallorum initially stationed by mid course of Olt River. 
This seems to be confirmed by the joint command of Sex. Iulius Possessor who fulfils as militia 
prima the prefect office of coh. III Gallor(um), after which he is praepositus numeri Syrorum 
sagittariorum item alae primae Hispanorum and curator civitatis Romulensium Malvensium 
(CIL II 1180 = ILS 1403). As a result he has joint command of some troops garrisoned at 
Romula, respectively Slăveni, still on mid and lower course of Olt River1456. 

By mid 2nd century AD, the diplomas of 154 (RMD 48), 153 (Weiß 1997, 254), 156 / 7 
(CIL XVI 181) and 157 / 8 (CIL XVI 182) from Mauretania Tingitana record also a coh. III 
Gall(orum) the last three naming it felix, thus proving that the entire troop was here. When 
discussing coh. III Gallorum from Dacia Inferior, C. C. Petolescu does not reference the 
mentioned diplomas, as makes explicit distinction between homonyms troops from 
Mauretania Tingitana and Dacia Inferior1457. On the other hand, J. Spaul includes all records 
of cohort III Gallorum in the discussion about a single troop, considering that the unit of Galls 
arrives from Hispania to Germania and then in Moesia Inferior, Dacia Inferior respectively, 
being transferred by mid 2nd century AD in Mauretania Tingitana.1458 However, the latter 
author, although uses as source the inscription dedicated by the troop to Marcus Aurelius and 
Commodus (AE 1944, 42 = IDR III/4, 231) at Hoghiz, avoids giving a solution to its 
chronology. He had claimed that the troop left Dacia Inferior, being transferred in 
Mauretania, while Dacia was abandoned, therefore by mid 2nd century, when the troop is 
attested in northern Africa (sic!).1459 

Thus, there are two possibilities to identify the troops bearing the appellative III Gallorum. 
The most convenient solution would be to admit that there are indeed two different troops1460, 

 

1451  On one of the tablets from Valkenburg the troop name abbreviation appears as C(o)HOR(s) III 
GALLOR(um) E(quitata) (AE 1975, 633). 

1452  No excavations were carried out in the fort of Ioneştii-Govori, in fact not even its location is sure. 
1453  Székely 1975, Fig. 3; IDR II, 330. 
1454  Apud. Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 66, n. 44. 
1455  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 66, n. 42. 
1456  For comments see also Petolescu 1987, 164–71; Petolescu 2002, 106–7. 
1457  Petolescu 2002, 106–7. The same opinion in Ţentea, Matei-Popescu 2004, 283. 
1458  Spaul 2000, 161–2. 
1459  Spaul 2000, 162. 
1460  It may be significant that there are no fewer than three troops coh. IIII Gallorum or two troops coh. V 

Gallorum, see Spaul 2000, 163–7, 168–70. 
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one stationed in Dacia Inferior, the other in Mauretania Tingitana. Another possibility would 
be that only one coh. III Gallorum moved in the 2nd century AD from Moesia Inferior to 
Dacia Inferior, then to Mauretania Tingitana, only to return in the second half of the 2nd 
century in Dacia Inferior. The key to solve this problem could be Sex. Iulius Possessor 
career1461. Before exercising the joint command of numerus Syrorum and ala prima 
Hispanorum, had led the cohort of Galls as prefect. The logical assumption is that the three 
troops mentioned in his cursus honorum were garrisoned one close to the other, while the 
troops command was exercised concurrently, the said character beginning his military career 
in Dacia Inferior after AD 1681462.  

Another alternative, hard to prove however, is that Sex. Iulius Possessor had begun his 
prefect career1463 near his place of origin, Mactar (Africa Proconsularis)1464, so not far from 
Mauretania Tingitana, from where he moved, perhaps at the command of coh. III Gallorum in 
Dacia Inferior where would subsequently lead numerus Syrorum sagittariorum and ala I 
Hispanorum. But, this should have occurred earlier, at the end of Antoninus Pius’s reign, or in 
the 160’s, since the last mention of coh. III Gallorum in Mauretania Tingitana was made in the 
diploma of AD 157 / 8 (CIL XVI 182)1465. Troops transfers from the Danube area to 
Mauretania were not unusual, since numerus Syrorum was displaced from Dacia to 
Mauretania Caesariensis, and probably also detachments or the entire troop ala I Claudia 
[Gallorum] Kapitoniana1466, and under the command of Sex. Iulius Iulianus 1000 Thracians 
were transferred to Mauretania Tingitana1467. On the other hand, troops from Mauretania or 
Africa were transferred to Dacia Superior or Moesia Superior under Hadrian or Antoninus 
Pius1468. No return route of the troops was novel. Right by mid 2nd century AD troops from 
Pannonia Superior and Inferior are transferred to Mauretania Caesariensis for Antoninus 
Pius's war against the Moors, and subsequently returned to the provinces from where they 
left, as very clearly proved by the Pannonian diploma of AD 150 (CIL XVI 99) specifying that 
troops were ‘…in expedition(e) Mauretan(iae) Caesariens(is)’1469. 

The honorary altar of Hoghiz, dedicated to Marcus Aurelius and Commodus1470, 
proves that at some point the troop COH(ors) III GALLOR(um) was the garrison of the fort 

 

1461  The career of Sex. Iulius Possessor is known from two inscriptions, one found in Seville = Hispalis 
(Hispania) (CIL II 1180 = ILS 1043 = AE 965 237), and the second from Mactar (Africa Proconsularis) 
(Picard 1968). For his career see Tudor 1944; Daicoviciu 1944; Nesselhauf 1964; Petolescu 1983; Piso 
1993, 85, n. 18. 

1462  The joint command of Sex. Iulius Possessor in Dacia Inferior of coh. III Gallorum, numerus Syrorum and 
ala Hispanorum was also supported by H.T. Rowel, RE XVII/2 (1937), 2553. See also Tudor 1978, 192 or 
Petolescu 1983, 47–8, 52, 55. 

1463  C. C. Petolescu dates the beginning of Sex. Iulius Possessor career beginning with 168, Petolescu 1983, 55. 
1464  J. Spaul claims that Sex. iulius Possessor could have begun his career with the simultaneous leadership of 

three troops: coh. III Gallorum, numerus Syrorum and ala Hispanorum at the beginning of the 140’s, 
either in Mauretania Tingitana or in Dacia from where he led them to Mauretania, Spaul 2000, 162, n. 5. 

1465  In fact, H.-G. Pflaum claims that Sex. Iulius Possessor started as a prefect under Antoninus Pius, Pflaum 
1960, 504–7. 

1466  CIL VIII 8828 (= 20633; ILS 6889). A Decurion of this troop is mentioned, see Speidel 1974, 378. 
1467  Speidel 1977a. 
1468  See diplomas of AD 158 (CIL XVI 108 = IDR I 16) recording vex(illarii) Afric(ae) et Mau[r(etaniae)] 

Caes(ariensis) qui sunt cum Maur(is) gentilib(us) or Mauri eq[uit(es) et peditibes? Remembered in 
138/161 (CIL XVI 114 = AE 1914, 0119 = IDR I 29) in Moesia Superior. 

1469  M. P. Speidel’s conclusion is that only vexillations of the troops from the two Pannonias were 
temporarily detached to Mauretania Caesariensis, Speidel 1977. See also Lőrincz 2001, 16, n. 34. 

1470  AE 1944, 42 = IDR III/4, 231. 
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here. Another altar fragment recording the name of a prefect of this cohort was found near the 
fort at Hoghiz1471. However, no tile stamp mentioning this unit was found within the fort. The 
stone enclosure fortification has considerable sizes of 165 × 220 (?) (3.63 ha). So it must have 
accommodated a larger number of soldiers, and if coh. III Gallorum, a coh. quingenaria equitata 
ever stationed there, it is obvious that it was accompanied by effectives of other troops. Or, it is 
quite clear that in the fort at Hoghiz stationed ala Asturum attested by two types of tile stamps 
AL(a) AS(turum) (CIL III 1633, 11 = IDR III / 4, 241) and A(la) I A(sturum) (CIL III 8074, 1b = 
IDR III / 4, 242), but we do not know the chronology of this troop movements. Therefore, I 
suppose the joint occupation of this fort by the two troops, coh. III Gallorum replacing that 
numerus Illyricorum which will be dislocated to Boroşneul Mare. The stamp attesting coh. III 
Gallorum at Boroşneul Mare may have arrived here only as building material. 

So, if indeed there is only a single troop, coh. III Gallorum route would be Hispania, 
Germania, Moesia—Moesia Inferior, Dacia Inferior, Mauretania Tingitana and again Dacia 
Inferior. Before being transferred to Mauretania the troop could have had the garrison on 
lower Olt, probably to Enoşeşti. Sex. Iulius Possessor could have commanded coh. III Gallorum 
by the end of Antoninus Pius’s reign or under Marcus Aurelius and Commodus. Under his 
lead, the troop could have moved again to Dacia Inferior, this time perhaps occupying the fort 
at Hoghiz where dedicates an inscription in honour of Marcus Aurelius and Commodus, 
perhaps even on the occasion and at the time of the transfer. It remains to establish what were 
the reasons of its original dislocation to Mauretania, and then again to Dacia Inferior. Given 
the very large number of military diplomas issued in Mauretania Tingitana in the 150’s, I 
presume a series of conflicts initiated by the Moors occurred in AD 1491472. Later, under 
Marcus Aurelius is obvious that northern Danube area was in turmoil, as proven by its 
territorial and administrative reorganization1473. 

The troop was transferred in the fort at Hoghiz from the fort at Boroşneul Mare, where 
was discovered1474 the tile stamp that seems to record this troop replacing the numerus 
Illyricorum that stationed together with ala Asturum. However, even if the fort is quite large, 
being of nearly 3.7 ha, is quite difficult to fit an ala together with a quingenaria equitata troop. 
It is therefore possible that one of the two troops was ‘understrenght’ or that effectives of one 
of the units were elsewhere1475, possibly in close vicinity, should a second fortification across 
the Olt exist indeed1476.  

The evidence for the presence of some vexillations of legion XIII Gemina at Hoghiz 
(IDR III/4, 230) does not confirm this fort belonged to Dacia Superior under Hadrian (IDR 
II/4, 185), the main reasons being the other troops from the fort pertaining to the province 
army of Dacia Inferior1477. Or, many stamps of legions from Germania are known in forts 
from Raetia or Noricum1478. 

 

1471  IDR III/4, 235. 
1472  See as well Speidel 1977b, 133. 
1473  For this phenomenon see Piso 1993, 82–93. 
1474  Székely 1975, 344, Fig. 3. 
1475  There is sufficient evidence proving very clearly the Roman army mobility, the best example being the 

Vindolanda tablets, see Birley 2002. 
1476  Niegebaur 1851, 277, nr. 9; Orbán 1871, 199; Bakó 1975, 141. 
1477  See details, in particular for dating Ti. Claudius Constans (AD 130–132) governship, in Piso 2000a, passim. 
1478  The inscription from Hoghiz was one of the main arguments according to which south-eastern 

Transylvania was originally part of Dacia Superior and then, by the end of Hadrian's reign or under 
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55. IONEŞTII GOVOREI (Pons Aluti) 
The only archaeological research was performed in 1975 by I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu. 

Originally Gr. G. Tocilescu, the first to suppose here a fortification, had archaeologically 
investigated the area, believing it was a fort interior, which was in fact the civil settlement 
from the vicinity1479. 

 
Troop 
The abbreviation of the name coh. III Gallorum on a tile stamp from Ioneştii Govorii 

and on a stamp from Boroşneul Mare seems identical, in the form COH(ors) III G[al(lorum)] 
(IDR II 555; IDR III/4, 330). None of them are known by photos and seem to have been lost, 
the single drawing preserved being that of the stamp found in the enclosure wall of the fort at 
Boroşneul Mare, where only letters COH III C can be distinguished1480. The stamp from 
Ioneştii Govorii is known only from Gr. Tocilescu’s transcript, who claims that it was 
discovered on a brick with the engraved letters COH III G1481. Finally, Sex. Iulius’s command 
first of coh. III Gallorum and then concurrently of numerus Syrorum Sagittariorum and ala I 
Hispanorum (CIL II 1180 = ILS 1043 = AE 1965, 237)1482 may suggest that the three troops 
were in the neighbouring forts at Ioneştii Govorei, Romula and Slăveni. 

 
56. At almost 20 km south Slăveni, close to Olt River’s flowing into the Danube, at 

ISLAZ-VERDEA, a large fortification was identified, being c. 340.00 × 120.00 m (its south 
side was destroyed by the Danube), about which I only know that had three earthen ramparts 
and three defence ditches1483. In 1977 several trial trenches were made in the area, but only 
parts of vicus were established1484. The coins discovered in the area date under Traian, 
Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Septimius Severus and Caracalla1485. 

At about 4 km from the fort at Islaz-Verdea, at Islaz-Racoviţa another fortification is 
suspected, earlier and smaller, also partially destroyed by the Danube. Only the north-western 
corner of 75 × 105 m sides and earthern ramparts and defence ditches are preserved1486. 

 
57. LIŞTEAVA 
A fort is supposed near Jiu River, but the area was not at all investigated1487. 
Another Roman fortification is also probable north Lişteava, however identified by 

D. Tudor as a Dacian fortification1488. 

 

Antoninus Pius, of Dacia Inferior, as argued for the first time by I. I. Russu in 1975 (IDR I p. 20).                  
C. C. Petolescu’s argument is the inscription recording the participation of legionary vexillation in 
construction works at Tigava Castra (Mauretania Caesariensis) (AE 1948, 132), in a province with only 
auxiliary troops in garrison, after Petolescu 2000, n. 27. 

1479  After Vlădescu 1986, 42–3. 
1480  Székely 1975, Fig. 3. 
1481  Apud Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 66, n. 44. 
1482  The command of Sex. Iul. Possessor could have been concurrent, see Domaszewski 1898, 135, n. 6; Stein, 

RE X, col. 780, no. 402 (?); Pflaum 1960, 504–7; Nesselhauf 1964. 
1483  For a brief history and bibliography see Vlădescu 1986, 29–30, n. 114–6. 
1484  Vlădescu 1986, 29–30. 
1485  Bolliac 1858, 80;Tudor 1978, 279. 
1486  Tudor 1978, 279. 
1487  Gr. G. Tocilescu and P. Polonic mentioned here a stone Roman fortress, after Tudor 1978, 284. 
1488  Tudor 1978, 271. See also Gudea 1997d, 95. 
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58. MOFLENI (Pelendava) 
It is assumed again the existence of a brick enclosure fort, arguing that the Roman 

building material (bricks with grooves, large stone blocks) of military character (sic!) was used 
to some modern constructions in Craiova1489. The only piece with real military character is a 
brick with the stamp NM (IDR II 173), the abbreviated name of the troop numerus Maurorum 
(see infra)1490, but obviously is not a peremptory proof that here functioned a fort or that the 
troop had its garrison here. Or, the garrison fort of the troop was located nearby, at Răcari. 

 
59. At MOMOTEŞTI, locality identified after Tabula Peutingeriana with Rusidava, 

excavations of 1982 and 1983 did not identify any fort, although its existence is probable, also 
in this area being discovered Roman materials (?)1491.On the single stamped brick an X can 
only be distinguished (IDR II, 554). 

 
60. PURCĂRENI 
The fort is situated on river Doamnei, in the north side of limes Transalutanus. The 

western (160 m) and partially the northern and southern sides are preserved1492. 
 
61. PUTINEIU 
Archaeological excavations carried out by I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu in the second half of 

the 70’s have focused only the fortification system, being identified the rampart and the two 
defence ditches1493. The fortification dimensions are 53.00 × 53.00. In what concerns the fort 
interior, we only learn that via sagularis was 1.00–1.50 m wide and had two usage phases1494. 

Only two gates were identified here, one of them being entirely excavated, observing 
also two occupation phases1495. On the other hand, inside only one occupation phase existed1496. 

 
62. RACOVIŢA (Praetorium) 
The fort of about 118.00 × 106.00 m at Racoviţa is located 500 m north the fortification 

at Copăceni (pl. 35). The only buildings about which we have information are from latus, 
identified as principia and storehouse, without having any indication on the fort construction 
periods. Some researchers considered the first half of the 2nd century as construction date of 
the fortification, since the gate towers are rectangular and slightly project outwards alike in 
other fortifications on Olt line1497. The towers shape is however not a decisive dating criterion, 
therefore the beginning of the stone fort remains uncertain. I mention that the towers of the 
fort at Bumbeşti, also rectangular and without an outward projection, date with certainty in 
AD 201. 

Other researchers assumed that the fortification was the fort garrison of the troop 
numerus Burgariorum et Veredariorum (see supra), as the fort at Copăceni had become too 

 

1489  Tudor 1978, 285. 
1490  The piece was discovered in the foundation of the old belfry of Saint Dumitru church, Tudor 1978, 285. 
1491  Tudor 1978, 298. 
1492  Tocilescu 1900, Fig. 72. 
1493  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 105 sqq. 
1494  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 105. 
1495  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 105–6. 
1496  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 106. 
1497  Gudea 1997, 93. 
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worn1498. This difficult to prove since, as we have seen, the fort at Copăceni still functioned by 
the end of the 2nd century. In addition, noticeably Racoviţa fort sizes were almost double than 
the fortification at Copăceni. Therefore, it is impossible it have been built by and for the same 
garrison troop. Moreover, it would have been against the Roman’s construction logic to build, 
in case a fort was obsolete, another one at 500 m distance from the first. The decision to build 
a fort in a particular position was obviously not accidental. Therefore, the construction of the 
forts at Copăceni and Racoviţa would have been by necessity, even though they were not 
contemporary. 

Outside the enclosure, attached to it, were found small platforms with brick-made 
extremities1499. These are placed two on each side, between the corner towers and gates. Their 
sizes seem strange, some of them being long and very narrow, for instance 6.10 × 0.15 m or 
3.95 × 0.171500. The length of the other falls within the limits of the two mentioned, and the 
widths are slightly over 20 cm. 

The fort gates have rectangular towers very slightly projected outwards, each having   
c. 5.00 m span1501, similar to those at Copăceni, but corner towers and the enclosure itself are 
different from those in the mentioned fort. Unlike other forts on Olt line, at Racoviţa was not 
necessary to add buttresses to strengthen the enclosure wall. I therefore ask if this does not 
prove that the fortification was built either before the forts at Copăceni, Rădăcineşti, Titeşti 
and Arutela or after their construction1502. 

 

Principia 

The structure is slightly asymmetrical oriented compared to the fortification sides, fact 
that indicates a layout change. As construction technique, the building walls are similarly built 
with those of the enclosure made of quarry stone bound with mortar, the west wall being 
reinforced with bricks in the corner, as the case of the corner towers or the mentioned 
platforms1503. The walls are 0.80–0.85 m thick and are built ‘directly on battered clay’. 
Therefore it is possible that principia was built directly of stone. An earlier timber phase is not 
excluded, but I assume that the exacavators would have observed an occupation layer previous 
the one corresponding to the stone phase. The area occupied by the headquarters building is 
almost 600 m2, occupying 4% of the fort total area.  

The entrance into the headquarters building is impressive, measuring over 6.00 m, 
given that the area of all gates measured each c. 5.00 m. However, in Britannia forts the sizes 
of the entrance into principia are generally of 2.50 to 3.50 m, irrespective the entrance type, 
either of pillars, timner posts or simple opening in the wall. 

Courtyard. The front part of the headquarters building generically called ‘courtyard’ 
was identified as a yard surrounded by a wall, which had in the plan a single opening, 
although another one was definitely necessary for access to the basilica. The existence of an 
1.80 m wide area paved with bricks on the west side, from the basilica made the excavators 
assume here of a connecting portion with the basilica1504. It is possible that this space was 

 

1498  Tudor 1981, 81, 85. 
1499  Vlădescu 1983, 110. 
1500  Vlădescu 1983, 110. 
1501  For details see Vlădescu 1983, 110–1. 
1502  The forts stone enclosures provided with buttresses under Hadrian were initially assumed also by D. Tudor, 

Tudor 1968, 274–6, 302, 314. 
1503  After Vlădescu 1983, 113. 
1504  Vlădescu 1983, 113. 
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actually a corridor or peristyle that usually appears between the basilica and the front 
courtyard of the headquarters building, this interval being usually narrower than the portico 
normally surrounding the courtyard. The lack of rooms on courtyard sides is not necessarily 
unusual, but at Racoviţa not even a portico is reported, which is rather curious. The 
dimensions of this open space are 20.50 × 10.15, being quite narrow, with a ratio of 2.01. Only 
in the case of this building part the archaeologists decided that the walls seem to be abutted, 
therefore, the courtyard construction would belong to a third construction phase of the 
headquarters building1505. Unfortunately, nowhere is stated what the exacavators understood 
by construction phases of the headquarters building, however it is obvious that the courtyard 
and back rooms arrangement was contemporary with the basilica construction, since they are 
part of a unitary construction. Clearly, the construction stages did not perfectly coincide, 
which explains the small differences in terms of construction techniques. Moreover, such 
differences can be assigned to revetments made during the use of the building. 

Basilica. The dimensions of this part of the headquarters building are normal, 19.50 × 
9.50 m. It is very interesting, however, that on the short axis of the basilica, in extension the 
so-called entrance to it from the courtyard, were found on a relatively small area portions 
covered with tiles and bricks fragments, thus reaching the conclusion that on both sides of this 
supposed central corridor two rooms must have been1506. The excavators could be right, 
analogies of this kind being met in some forts dated in the 3rd century AD1507. It is possible 
that the tribunal was not identified precisely because subsequent changes in the basilica area, 
especially since tribunal walls are usually of poor quality. 

It is curious that the areas occupied by the inner courtyard and the basilica are almost 
similar, the first occupying 33% of the headquarters building total surface, while the basilica 
only 30%. Normally, the courtyard sizes should have been greater compared with those of the 
basilica, but considering the total area that the building occupied, differences may be normal.  

Back rooms. There is one room on both sides of the aedes, each sized c. 6.00 × 6.00. In 
this area, walls are only 0.70 to 0.75 m thick, hence entrances from the basilica could not be 
identified1508. The aedes is 6.10 × 5.75 × 6.35 × 5.85 m, being approximately 35 m2, area 
relatively large compared with fort sizes. Typically, the strongroom covers an area of 25 m2. 
The excavators presume that the walls of the back rooms are not organically linked with the 
main northern and southern walls of the headquarters building, thus proving a ‘second 
construction phase’1509. Differences observed by the excavators in the back rooms area are 
explained by construction stages of any building. In the case of the headquarters building, 
construction starts with the aedes as clearly established in the forts from South Shields or 
Brecon Gaer1510. Moreover, the aedes may remain occasionaly an independent structure, 
without being directly linked to the outer walls of the headquarters building1511. 

 

1505  Vlădescu 1983, 112. 
1506  Vlădescu 1983, 113. 
1507  See Johnson 1987, 128, 131. 
1508  Vlădescu 1983, 112. 
1509  Vlădescu 1983, 112. 
1510  Bidwell 1997, 67; Bidwell, Speak 1994, 58. 
1511 This is the case of one construction phase of the headquarters building from South Shields, the 

strongroom being considered ‘free-standing’, Bidwell, Snape 1994, 58. 
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Horreum 

At about 13.00 m north the headquarters building is a horreum, with an area of c. 477 m2, 
thus occupying 3.8% of the fort total area. The opposite sides of the store house are not 
perfectly equal, with c. 1.00 m differences between them, thus resulting an asymmetrical 
layout, alike the headquarters building one1512. The walls are made of stone and mortar and are 
rather thick, of 1.14 to 1.40 m. Therefore buttresses were no longer required. 

The area between principia and horreum remained probably free, since the entrance 
into the store house—7 m wide—is on the long southern side from the headquarters building. 
Entrances on the long side are extremely rare. A similar situation was identified in Britannia 
only in the fort at Wallsend1513. At Racoviţa, the explanation for the location of the entrance 
on this fort side would be that the goods handling area was much larger. 

Inside, in the north-west of the structure, an area of c. 8.30 × 10.00 × 8.10 × 9.80 m was 
discovered, covered with cobbles placed fairly regularly, which could have marked a room, 
from where towards the entrance started a 0.90 m wide corridor, with same characteristics1514. 

It is strange that within the horreum, in its north-east side, were found nails, harness 
appliqués, pilum heads, an arrowhead, a pugio and a marking iron tool1515, which are not 
common horrea finds. 

Primarily by its location, the building north the principia might be a horreum. 
However, inside the building were not identified pillars or supporting walls of floor, usually 
heightened. Cases when floors are laid directly on the ground are relatively rare, and where 
the floor existed, it was waterproof, made of concrete or large stone slabs1516. D. J. A. Taylor 
believes that these constructions without heightened floor cannot be considered proper 
granaries1517. Usually, access was made on the short sides, or here it is on the long southern 
side. Moreover, granaries strech over 1.5–2% of the forts total surface, with several exceptions, 
such as the granaries from the fort at Strageath during the Flavian stage, occupying 3.7% of 
the fort, but they are related to military campaigns, especially with that of Agricola1518. 
Granary dimensions are generally small, surfaced between 15–45 × 6.9 m and having a length 
and width ratio of 1: 2. Or, the width of the storehouse at Racoviţa is quite large, with a 1.53 
length/width ratio. Another issue of its function as a horreum is the lack of buttresses on the 
outer walls. It is true that the walls are rather thick, but the building is impressively wide for a 
horreum, therefore one would have expected such buttresses, necessary not only for roof 
support, but also for carrying the walls under extreme stress due to the large quantity of stored 
goods. The only explanation for the lack of buttresses is a shingle roofing instead of tiles. 

In conclusion, I believe that the structure from latus sinistrum is not a horreum, having 
a different functionality. Given its position, it might have been the commander’s quarters, but 
it has no features of a civil construction. Considering the large area, probably left free, between 
this structure and the headquarters building and the discovery of metal pieces, especially 
arms, I believe it could have functioned as fabrica or a storehouse. 

 

1512  Vlădescu 1983, 113. 
1513  Hodgson 2003; Taylor 2000, 32. 
1514  After Vlădescu, Poenaru-Bordea 1983, 345. 
1515  Vlădescu, Poenaru-Bordea 1983, 348. 
1516  See for example the case of forts described by Rickman 1971, 295; Gentry1976, 9 (also see classical 

authors describing such floors). 
1517  After Taylor 2000, 31 the danger of moisture is not removed. 
1518  Frere, Wilkes 1989, 123. Too large differences are recorded in Britannia also at Benwell, Birrens, 

Haltwistle Burn, Lyne and South Shields, specifying that the latter was a supply base, Gentry 1976, 27–8. 
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It is interesting that principia and the building north of it are not in a right alignment, 
starting from via principalis, the so-called horreum being displaced by few meters westwards. 
Therefore, the planning of the buildings in the fort centre is unusual, which obviously will 
influence the buildings distribution in retentura, on which unfortunately, we have no data. 

 
63. RĂCARI 
The fort at Răcari is located left the Jiu valley, by the confluence of Motru River with 

the first. Stone enclosure dimensions are 173.20 × 141.50 m (2.45 ha)1519 or 141,60 × 137,50 m 
(pl. 41)1520. First excavations were performed during C. Bolliac and G. Gr Tocilescu’s period, 
in 1897–1898, several discovered objects being published by V. Parvan1521. Following the 
research of 2004, in the southern half of the east side was identified a defence ditch that 
belonged to an enclosure previous the stone one known insofar1522. 

Subsequently, the fort was expanded, a first earthern enclosure and a second of stone 
being established1523. The enclosure wall was made of stone and brick, being c. 1.00 m thick. 
The rampart behind the wall was 8.00 m wide and via sagularis was c. 3.00 m wide. Via 
sagularis had superficial structure, however not unusual, made of only one gravel layer. Four 
revetments were noticed, from the last coming a coin from Gordian and a pilum head. The 
width of this small street was between 2.00 and 2.65 m, being expanded with each revetment. 

Corner and the three gates towers are rectangular and slightly projected outwards. 
Porta praetoria is on the east side, having alike the other gates a c. 3.50 m span, with walls of 
c. 1.00 m. In gate area was identified a thick layer of burn of c. 20 cm1524. 

The plan of the fort provided by the excavators after 2000 is only partially correct, 
because via quintana is probably right behind the headquarters building and not at a 
considerable distance from it. The novel elements, except for the gates identified on the 
enclosure, comprise what seem to be two interval towers, which were completely uncovered. If 
via quintana would be placed, as expected, behind the headquarters building, its ends would 
reach precisely these towers on northern and southern sides. Therefore, here we may suppose 
two small gates located midway distance between portae principales and fort corners1525. 

 

Principia 

One of the two excavated buildings was the headquarters building. It is sized 37.00 × 
34.00 m, covering 1258 m2 and 5.1% of the fort total area. A similar plan, but with slightly 
different proportions had the headquarters building of Slăveni (see infra). It can be seen from 
the plan that the east-west axis of the headquarters building is displaced by few meters 
southwards. 

The entrance into principia is monumental, of 7.00 m span. As I will presumed in the 
case of the fort at Slăveni, where the span was only 4.40 m, an elevated entrance was in place. 

 

1519  Florescu 1931a, 7. 
1520  Teodor et alii 2004, nr. 154. 
1521  For this fort history and bibliography see Tudor 1978, 292. 
1522  The authors concluded that the ditch belonged to a fort ‘smaller than the one during the province 

existence’ (?), CCA 2004 (2005), no. 182. The only chronological data available to archaeologists are two 
coins found in the arrangement level over the ditch, dated after AD 156, CCA 2004 (2005), no. 182. 

1523  CCA 2004 (2005), no. 182. 
1524  Tudor 1978, 292. 
1525  A gate discovered at Wallsend was set by the end of via quintana, Hodgson 2003, Fig. 9–10. 
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It is difficult however to imagine what form it must have been, mentioning only that entrance 
into headquarters buildings were usually about 2.50–3.50 m. However, even a monumental 
entrance was quite hard to build, considering the extremely large opening in the building 
front wall. Therefore, it is possible that only a vestibulum or simply an uncovered opening 
existed. The roof ends in front the limits of the front rooms and since the portico was not 
continuous, a free interval ensues. 

The inner courtyard is bounded on three of its sides by a portico of 2.50 m depth, 
behind which a number of rooms were set on three of the sides. Thus, the open space is 
relatively small, occupying c. 20% of the total structure. Nevertheless, comparing this portico 
span to the width of the one at Slăveni, it is much smaller, the reason being probably the roof 
heightening as well1526. In one of the courtyard corners was identified the stoen base of a 
statue, while fountains were found in the other corners from where were collected fragments 
of imperial bronze statues. On three of the sides behind the portico about 18 rooms of the 
same size were placed1527. Five rooms each, sized 3.30 × 3.60 m, were on the northern and 
southern sides. In the front of the headquarters building are four divisions each to the south 
and north of the entrance, one on each side being only 1.10 m wide. The latter can hardly be 
deemed rooms, being rather hallways whose main function was to comprise the staircase for 
access to an upper level. A storey over the rooms situated on all three sides of the courtyard 
can be confirmed by the portico width, which was at some point that small. Rooms from 
Răcari are smaller than those at Slăveni. Therefore, deeming them deposits (armamentaria) is 
difficult to believe. 

Basilica also occupies c. 20% of the building, being sized 32.00 × 8.00 m and having 
classical form1528. The tribunal was not identified neither in this case. Access from courtyard to 
the basilica was probably made through several arched openings, whose bases were placed on 
the wall that seems to separate these two structures, forming a stylobate (see supra and the 
case of the fort at Slăveni). 

Back rooms. Behind the basilica were discovered several rooms, the central one being 
apsed, the wall of which was carried on the outside by three solid buttresses1529. The apse 
radius is 5.90 m, even greater than the one in the headquarters building at Slăveni, of 5.60 m. 
It is interesting that only the outer wall of the apse was provided with buttresses. The reason 
for its reinforcement might have been that for carrying the heavier roofing of the central 
room, it reaching the basilica height, being usually higher and different from the neighbouring 
rooms roofing1530. Such buttresses were built on the entire back side of the headquarters 
building at South Shield being explained as need for increasing the wall resistance, as the roof 
was a shed roof, pressure on the outer wall being thus very high, and above the back rooms a 
storey could have been designed1531. 

One both sides of the strongroom there were two rooms of equal size 5.10 × 5.00 m, 
heated with hypocaust and separated by a corridor1532. Such corridors, 1.60 m wide, could have 

 

1526  D. J. A. Taylor suggested this in the case of the portico narrowed at some point from the fort at Chester, 
Taylor 2000, 27. 

1527  Tudor 1978, 292. 
1528  Tudor 1978, 292–3. 
1529  Tudor 1978, 293. 
1530  For a proper reconstruction see Johnson 1987, Abb. 78. 
1531  Bidwell, Speak 1994, 72. 
1532  Only in this context D. Tudor noted without providing any other argument that ‘… all the rooms were 

provided with hypocaust for heating the storey stretching across the entire praetorium (except the 
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functioned alike those from the front of the headquarters building, designed for sheltering the 
staircase, thus further confirming a storey. 

Storeys over headquarters buildings in forts are supposed at South Shields and proved 
only at Housesteads, in the first case above rooms flanking the courtyard and possibly the 
back rooms, and in the second case above the back rooms1533. 

 

Horreum 

The only data about horreum, located in latus sinistrum, refer to its dimensions of 
20.00 × 9.00 m (180 m2) and the existence of seven exterior buttresses on all sides, with widths 
of 0.65–0.70 m. There is no information on the elements supporting the floor. It is obvious 
that store house sizes and proportions in the entire fort area are almost insignificant, 
therefore, another horreum was evidently required, as noted by D. Tudor as well1534. Generally 
horrea occupy 1.5–2% of fort surfaces, while the one from Răcari extends on only c. 0.7% of 
the fort. Therefore, a similarly sized horreum was appropriate. 

The archaeological excavation carried out by colleagues from Bucharest and Craiova in 
the campaign of 2003 is commendable as a first attempt to verify and complete previous 
excavations1535. The trench of that year overlapped, being wider and longer, a 1991 trench, 
excavated over the fort fortification system, and in the case of the newly dug, partly over the 
fort interior, in praetentura dextra area. I will not insist here on elements related to the fort 
enclosure, the excavators arguments on several technical issues of rampart, wall and ditches 
construction being very detailed. I only mention that recent excavations revealed on one 
hand, several ditches of the stone fort, although originally only one was reported, and, on the 
other hand, previous ditches of an earth-and-timber enclosure1536. 

West this alley was discovered a structure of clay walls, whose sizes are unfortunately 
unknown1537. If the three bricks found one near the other close to the building western wall 
were, as the excavators argued, at 40 cm from the wall, then proper walls would have been   
c. 20 cm wide. This conclusion further obscures the walls structure described as being made of 
two brick paraments and clay filling. Next, we learn that ‘the most interesting case was the 
bundle of three bricks stacked from grid numbered 5, near the southern bank, whose position 
(scattered like a pack of cards and at 90° from the wall) suggests they had fallen from rather 
high. The bricks dispertion direction suggests they had fallen from the eastern wall, located at 
over 2.00 m distance and not from the one in the west, located at only 40 cm. If observation 
and deduction are correct, then the group of three bricks fell from at least 2.00 m high, 
allowing us to infer that the wall was built, up to the top, in the same manner’1538. I do not 

 

courtyard).’, after Tudor 1978, 293 the author’s inconsistency is absolutely obvious and it is hard to 
imagine what he means. Perhaps here, like at Slăveni, a room under the aedes was supposed, further 
considering that a heated storey was above. Gr. G. Tocilescu’s manuscripts used by D. Tudor probably 
provided more details, however we have no access to them. 

1533  See Bidwell, Speak 1994, 72, 74 with bibliography. 
1534  Tudor 1978, 293. 
1535  Teodor et alii 2004, no. 154. 
1536  Teodor et alii 2004, no. 154. 
1537  The authors describe the walls as being made of two paraments of brick with clay binder and fill, Teodor 

et alii 2004, nr. 154. Images show that the walls were primarily made of clay, as proven by resulting red 
colour of wall firing. Bricks could have been used at their base as with many other forts from Dacia 
Inferior.  

1538  Teodor et alii 2004, no. 154. 
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believe that this scenario can be so convincing for establishing the walls building technique, 
adding that few bricks were discovered in this building area to decide that walls had brick 
superstructure. 

Finally, the three walls clearly identified in the excavation begin immediately near via 
sagularis being placed at c. 2.00 m intervals, respectively c. 1.60 m, as shown by the provided 
plan, although the authors claim that the space between the ‘walls’ was east to west of 3.23 m 
and 3.05 m1539. Oddly, the outer wall near via singularis is not parallel with it or the other two 
walls, being displaced from the trench by 7°1540. Therefore, the distance between the first two 
walls is in the southern edge of the trench of c. 1.60 m and of c. 2.00 m in the northern edge. 
Given the distance between the walls, found in plan, I do not believe that this structure was a 
barrack, the compartments being too small for papiliones or arma as suggested at some point 
by the excavators1541. It is also hard to say if it functioned as workshop1542. 

Further it was assumed that inside, two occupation levels corresponding to the walls, 
existed1543. However, at best I can admit that the clay walls belonged to the first Roman level, 
however the second seems to overlap them. This is observed on the western profile, which is 
practically the demolition level of the first phase or the arrangement and occupation level of a 
second phase, to which these walls no longer correspond. I note that the archaeologically 
‘sterile’ soil is not observed anywhere in the plan or profile, thus it is uncertain if we are 
dealing with the first and single two phases1544. 

In conclusion, I note the existence of a structure of which were uncovered parts 
corresponding to three rooms. It is hard to believe it was a barrack, but if that was alike a 
barrack with rows of rooms, it could be oriented only per strigas. If otherwise, only two 
adjoining rooms would be identified. What was discovered west the last wall, cannot be a 
verandah, as even the excavators show in plan that the level of both parts was similar. In 
addition, if the building was oriented per scamna (north-south) the deviation of the wall from 
via singularis would have become too great. 

 
Troop 
At Răcari were discovered two types of stamps, NMΣ (with seven variants) and NMS 

(S retrograde) (AE 1959 325 = IDR II 168). Regarding the last initial, there was much 
speculation, presumed to be either E(quitum) or E(lectorum) or Σ(aldensium), the latter 
version being completed by N. Gostar as the initial of the garrison place1545. 

At Răcari was also discovered a military diploma dated under Antoninus Pius granted 
to Mauris eq[uit(ibus) et pedit(ibus)?] qui sunt [in Moe]sia Sup[er(iore)] (CIL XVI 114 = IDR I 
29). C. C. Petolescu argues the diploma reached the area following its holder movement to 
Răcari, where he might have had a close relative, thus suggesting that the Moors were 

 

1539  Teodor et alii 2004, nr. 154. 
1540  Teodor et alii 2004, nr. 154. 
1541  Teodor et alii 2004, nr. 154. 
1542  Archaeologists initially assumed that, also due to the material found inside ‘bronze wire, slag in many 

spots and on both levels’ (Teodor et alii 2004, no. 154), a fact which however remains uncertain. 
1543  Teodor et alii 2004, no. 154. 
1544  An early phase was observed in the excavation of 2004, being identified the trenches of four timber walls 

of 30 cm diameter, placed in pairs at distances of c. 3.50 m (CCA 2004 (2005), no. 182). Archaeologists 
considered, based on poor archaeological material that they were dealing with stables (CCA 2004 (2005), 
no. 182), impossible to prove at the time. 

1545  Gostar 1954, 607–10. 
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stationed at Răcari under Antoninus Pius1546. However, a descendant of a Moors who received 
the diploma under Antoninus Pius could also subsequently lose it. 

Two bricks with same stamp consisting of the initials NMS (also S retrograde), similar 
to those from Răcari were found to Sânpaul (Harghita county)1547. It is considered that this 
abbreviation designated another troop of Moors1548, however is not absolutely excluded that 
the units recorded at Răcari and Sânpaul were identical, the similarity between certain stamp 
types, with an ending retrograde S being striking1549, although this is unlikely. Theoretically, as 
in the case of Mauri Miciensium, Optatiensium or Tibiscensium1550, one should expect that the 
last letter of the said stamps represented the troop’s place of garrison. However, if the troop at 
Răcari would be identical with the one at Sânpaul, we do not see why it preserved its initial in 
both places, since the name of the localities was likely different even if started with the same 
initial1551. This S, which caused controversy on the name of the troop’s garrison place, may be 
in fact only the representation of the milliaria sign. If so, the fort at Răcari would be very 
suitable for such a troop even if equitata as seems to be the unit of Moors, since the diploma 
from Moesia also records the Moors, both infantry and cavalry. Similarly, the sizes of the fort 
of Sutoru seem to suggest high effectives of the Moors troops. 

The archaeological material discovered in the fort at Răcari confirms its occupation 
during the 4th and 5th centuries AD, without knowing if still retained its military function 
alike the fort at Băneasa1552. 

 

64. RĂDĂCINEŞTI 
In the small fortification from Rădăcineşti excavations were carried out between 1971–

1975 by C. M. Vlădescu and Gheorghe Poenaru Bordea. Fort dimensions are 54.60 × 56.70 m 
(pl. 33.1), the enclosure being built on stone with a wall supported by buttresses on the inside, 
being 1.60 m wide1553. Its construction is attested in two inscriptions (CIL III, 12604–5 = IDR 
II 584–5), probably dated in AD 138 and dedicated by numerus Syrorum Sagittariorum. 

Only parts of the headquarters building and of porta praetoria and decumana are 
known, the latter without towers. The enclosure of the neighbouring forts at Arutela and 
Rădăcineşti has same features. 

A fortification is reported at Jiblea as well, located on Olt south of Arutela, however 
archaeological digs conducted in 1970 by C. M. Vlădescu and Gheorghe Poenaru Bordea were 
very limited, conclusions specifying that a fort did not exist there1554, although some authors 
consider it factual1555. 

 

1546  Petolescu 2002, 135. 
1547  IDR III/4, 254 here it is asserted that the stamp from Sânpaul was identical with the one from Răcari. 
1548  Petolescu 2002, 135. 
1549  On a single stamp from Răcari appears S retrograde, the majority bearing letter Σ, see IDR II 168; Gostar 1954. 
1550  For the inclination to name nationes troops depending on their location, only to avoid their numbering, 

see Speidel 1975, 210. 
1551  Callies 1964, 182. M. P. Speidel argues that troop names do not necessarily involve their establishment in 

certain places, Speidel 1975, 210. Arguments consist of the fact that numerus Syrorum Malvensium seems 
to have preserved toponym after its transfer to Mauretania, but precisely same fact makes M. P. Speidel 
date the inscription in which the numerus appears with this title shortly after its transfer from Dacia, this 
name becoming useless later, Speidel 1973, 172. 

1552  Inside the fort some changes were noticed as well, such as its transversal division, after Tudor 1978, 294. 
1553  Vlădescu 1986, 62–3. 
1554  Vlădescu 1986, 46. 
1555  Gudea 1997, 90. 
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65. RÂŞNOV (CUMIDAVA) 
The fort of Râşnov was identified on field by mid 19th century, some data concering it 

coming originally from M. J. Ackner, and then from several authors (pl. 30)1556. Despite these 
early mentions, they were merely indicative, without remarks on the internal planning of the 
fortification, and at best, comprised topographical comments. First systematic excavations 
were carried out by M. Macrea in 1939, but except for brief information on the fort and 
publishing of inscriptions1557, the documentation is entirely lost, therefore no plan of 
excavations or fort are available. Research was resumed only in 1969, furthered until 1974, led 
initially by I. Mitrofan and subsequently by N. Gudea1558. 

Following these initial excavations, the first plans of the fortification and of excava-
tions carried out in 1969–1970 were drafted1559. They indicate that parts of the enclosure, 
gates, part of the corner towers and four buildings within the fort were investigated. 

Three phases of the enclosure were identified. The first enclosure, earthen made, was 
approximately 114.00 × 110.00 m, with the long side running north/east—south/west. The 
rampart base was c. 10.00 m wide and inside compact coal stripes were found. On three sides 
was identified a defence ditch c. 3.00 m wide and 1.50 m deep1560. 

The stone enclosure of the fort measured 124.00 × 118.00 m, having similar orientation 
as the earthen fort1561. The wall was over 1.50 m thick, its foundation being by 20 cm wider. 
During the stone enclosure phase, three dithches were set on the north/east side and two on 
the south-west side, whose width varied from 1.65 m to 5.50 m1562. 

The corner towers walls ‘bound’ with those of the enclosure and surround a 3 m2 

area1563. Although inside the tower, pottery fragments were found, it is doubtful that it was 
actually dwelled. 

The fort gates had rectangular towers of c. 5 m2 interior space, slightly projecting 
outwards, by c. 0.35 m, and were obviously built at the same time with the enclosure wall1564. 
Porta praetoria is oriented to the north-east, its and other gates span being c. 4 m1565. 

Inside the fort several buildings were uncovered, some being apparently excavated by 
M. Macrea. 

 

Principia 

The headquarters building was sized 24.50 × 21.00 m, thus covering 3.5% of the fort 
total area. There were identified two construction phases. Its planimetry is classical, provided 
with a central courtyard, a basilica and three main rooms in the back. The position along the 
building long sides of two basilica type structures, apparently adjacent to it, is unusual. The 

 

1556  Ackner 1856. For entire bibliography see Gudea, Pop 1971, n. 5. 
1557  Macrea 1944. 
1558  The results of archaeological excavations up to 1970 were published in Gudea, Pop 1971, and subsequent 

in Gudea, Pop 1973 and Gudea, Pop 1975. For other interpretations of the excavations in the fort at 
Râşnov-Cumidava see Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 48–9. 

1559  Gudea, Pop 1971, Fig. 2. 
1560  Gudea, Pop 1971, 14. 
1561  For sizes given by previous authors, see Gudea, Pop 1971, n. 12. 
1562  Gudea, Pop 1971, 17–8. 
1563  Gudea, Pop 1971, 19. 
1564  Gudea, Pop 1971, 21. 
1565  Gudea, Pop 1971, 23–4. 
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plan provided by N. Gudea1566 does not accurately indicate such space was actually adjacent to 
the headquarters building or if it was in one way or another compartmented. Additions 
similar to those at Râşnov were initially noticed on one side of the headquarters building at 
Bologa as well, but I. Stanciu corrected properly the plan, distinguishing between respective 
construction and the headquarters building1567. However, if indeed that was the case, we must 
wonder, as analogies are unknown, on the function of such halls that seem attached to the 
headquarters building. A solution would be that to assign the function of weaponry storages 
to buildings usually part of the headquarters building, there where the inner courtyard of the 
structure is not bordered by rooms. These halls might therefore be armamentaria, being 
similar to halls flanking the courtyard of many forts of the Empire1568. On the other hand, the 
size of the halls from Râşnov are rather similar to horrea without buttresses, which could be 
missing since the oblong divisions were not very wide, while one side was supported by the 
headquarters building peripheral walls. 

Courtyard. The width of the entrance into the courtyard can only be guessed upon the 
fort plan1569, being c. 7.00–8.00 m. The courtyard is sized 19.50 × 10.00 m, thus occupying 37% 
of the building area. Proportions are quite high, given the fact that the usual percentage of the 
courtyard in the headquarters building total surface is between 25–30%. Moreover, the 
courtyard is usually square, or, in this case, the length/width ratio is 1.95, similar to the ratio 
found with basilicas. Another curiosity is the lack all around the courtyard of a portico. This 
peristyle is found even with headquarters buildings where the length/width ratio is high, for 
instance the fort at Tibiscum1570 therefore, its absence is odd. 

Basilica. This part of the headquarters building is sized 19.50 × 8.00 m, with a 30% 
proportion in the area of the entire structure. In its case, the tribunal probably existed, 
however it was not identified due possibly to the removal of the walls stones, which are 
nonetheless of poor quality, specific to the fort at Râşnov as as well. Entrance from the inner 
courtyard to the basilica measured 2.80 m, being therefore usual. 

Back rooms. On both sides of the aedes there are two rooms of 7.00 × 3.30 m, 
subdivided into another two divisions. It was claimed that this compartmenting occurred in 
the building second phase1571, but in this case their early sizes would have been unusually high. 
It is therefore possible that they were partitioned from the start.  

The strongroom occupies c. 4.00 × 3.30 m (13.20 m2) inner space, a relatively small 
area, considering that they averaged 25–30 m2. A standard in terms of strongroom sizes is 
unlikely at the scale of the entire Roman Empire, hence no major differences are found 
between infantry and cavalry forts. 

Subsequently, without knowing precisely when, the room would be attached an apse in 
the back. A smaller apse is attached in the back of the room south-east the aedes. It seems that 
all the rooms on this side were heated, as proven by hypocaust system prints found within 
them1572. The heating system could account for deeming the rooms or part of them scholae, 
especially the apsed one near the aedes. 

 

1566  Gudea 1997d, no. 42. 
1567  Stanciu 1985, 220. 
1568  For references see Johnson 1987, 128. 
1569  Gudea 1997d, no. 42. 
1570  Benea, Bona 1994, 45–6, Fig, 19. 
1571  Gudea 1997d, 66. 
1572  Gudea, Pop 1973, 56. 
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Behind the headquarters building, at c. 5.50 m of it, it is located a room originally 
considered to function as cistern, sized 4.25 × 4.25, 1.75 m deep and provided with walls 
covered with mortar, 0.50 to 0.60 m thick1573. Subsequently, its function would change, being 
added a 1.00 m wide entrance, the hole being filled up to the walking level1574. This 
construction, alike that behind the headquarters building of the fort at Newcastle, could have 
functioned as schola1575. 

 

Praetorium 

The commander’s quarters was located on the right of the headquarters building, 
sized c. 24.00 × 16.00 m1576, thus a total area of 384 m2, stretching over c. 2.6% of the fort 
area. Although praetoria are usually square and sized c. 20 × 20 m, it is possible that this 
structure was the commander’s quarters indeed. This may be also suggested by its position 
within the fort, however insofar only the building outer wall is known, without the slightest 
indication on its interior. On the structure chronology, we find out from the excavator it 
was built together with the south/east storehouse after AD 2351577. Constructions most likey 
existed in this area prior this year, probably of same function, however unidentified because 
of incomplete excavation. 

 

Horreum (?) (‘Building C’) 
The construction discovered right the supposed commander’s quarters was assigned 

the role of storehouse, although, only parts of the outer wall were identified also in this 
case1578, and no buttresses that would ascertain such role were signalled. The dimensions of the 
structures are c. 20 × 10.50 m (210 m2) and the wall thickness is 1.20 m, wide enough to 
support a solid superstructure. However, the most recent plan rendered by N. Gudea shows 
that building C walls are much thicker compared to the walls of other buildings, even to those 
of latus. We cannot be sure if the plan thickening of the lines representing the building 
extremities does not somehow indicate it was entirely unveiled, therefore being unsignificant 
and carelessly rendered. N. Gudea and I. Pop observed the wall had no foundation1579, rather 
strange situation in view of wall width and cumbersome structure of the roof consisting of 
thick beams and tiles, thus the stress being high. Inside the building were found sherds, tiles, 
imbrices and bricks. Because this phase walking level was not identified is it possible that the 
wall foundation was not identified during diggings. When discussing technical details on walls 
or floors construction, the excavators regularly maintain that ‘the walls are implanted in the 
ground, with wattle and daub prints’ (probably of a previous phase) or in this case that ‘the 
wall has no foundation, but is placed directly above the previous occupation layer’1580. From 
constructional point of view, it is clear that the last statement is impossible, or, anyway, hard 
to imagine. 

 

1573  Gudea, Pop 1973, 56; Gudea, Pop 1975, 61. 
1574  Gudea, Pop 1973, 56. 
1575  Snape, Bidwell 2002, 268–9, fig. 4, 5. 
1576  Gudea 1997d, 66. 
1577  Gudea 1997d, 66. 
1578  Gudea 1997d, 66. 
1579  Gudea, Pop 1971, 37. 
1580  Gudea, Pop 1971, 30, 33, 37. 
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In 1943, subsequent the excavations of 1939, M. Macrea observed in the wall of this 
construction1581 two fragments, separated one from another, of a same inscription dated in the 
3rd century AD1582. 

The building from latus sinistrum has also a horreum layout, being sized, upon the fort 
plans, c. 24.75 × 11.80 m (292 m2)1583. The walls are composed of boulders bound with mortar 
and are c. 1.20 m wide, therefore the building must have been quite high, and possibly even a 
storey was in place. The dimensions of buildings situated on both sides of the headquarters 
building seem close. However, the plan shows that the structure from latus sinistrum is almost 
half as wide as building C located in latus dextrum. It is also confusing that the excavators give 
information according to which, on the contrary, the building from latus sinistrum is wider by 
1.30 m. If we measure the building width from the plan provided, we find that it is c. 7.00 m. 
In this case, such construction would have layout and proportions including of a horreum, 
unlikely the building from latus dextrum, which is much wider. 

 
‘Building A’ 
A rectangular structure sized 13.80 × 10.50 (141.75 m2), occupying 0.97% of total fort 

surface, is located in retentura, near the southern corner, at 10.10 m from the south-east and 
11.00 m from the south-west sides of the fort1584. The depth of the foundation wall, built in the 
opus incertum technique, reaches 0.50 m in the north-west of the building and 0.70 in the 
opposite one1585. The exacavators argue that originally the building interior was divided into 
two parts each of 6.70 × 8.70 m, 5.32 × 8.70 m respectively, and that subsequently each area 
was partitioned in two divisions each of 5.32 × 4.90 m, 5.32 × 3.70 m, respectively 6.70 × 6.70 
× 5.70 m and 3 m1586. The main wall thickness is 0.70 m and 0.60 m for the subsequent 
ones1587. Given the relatively large area of the two original rooms, I assume it is more likely 
that subdivisions were made very shortly after the building construction, as part of the initial 
design scheme, even if they are only adjacent to the main compartmenting wall and have no 
foundation1588. In fact, such foundation was not required as the walls are not carriers. Because 
a series of bipedalis bricks (18.5 × 18.5 × 6 cm) and opus signinum were collected from the 
building inside, a heating system was supposed1589. 

 

 

1581  M. Macrea mentions the inscriptions were discovered ‘built-in the foundation of a large isolated building 
[named by the author of the discovery] (building B), located in the area between the south-east gate and 
the southern corner’, Macrea 1944, 235. The conventional signs made by M. Macrea and subsequently by 
N. Gudea and I. Pop are not uniform, building B being on the plans drafted by N. Gudea and I. Pop near 
the south-west gate, from retentura dextra, Gudea, Pop 1971, Fig. 2. 

1582  Macrea 1944, 235. 
1583  Gudea, Pop 1973, 16. 
1584  Gudea, Pop 1971, 30, 32. 
1585  Gudea, Pop 1971, 30. Unfortunately it is not certain that the wall’s foundation depth is uneven, being 

possible that only the field from which depths were measured was or had been uneven. Due to the lack of 
professional level, archaeologists are often forced to set the upper part of the field as depths benchmark. 

1586  Gudea, Pop 1971, 32. 
1587  Gudea, Pop 1971, 30. 
1588  As with many timber buildings, cases when the outer walls technique is different from the inner 

compartmenting walls are frequent. 
1589  Gudea, Pop 1971, 32. 
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‘Building B’ 
Also in retentura, at 7 m west building A was identified the so-called ‘building B’, 

shaped as two connected rectangles provided with an apse by their southwestern ends1590. The 
walls foundation is c. 0.60 m wide1591, while apse walls thickness is 0.40–0.60 m and of 0.80 m 
for the other walls. The long side of the shorter rectangle is of 7.55 m, the one of the longer 
rectangle is 10 m and width of the entire structure is almost 7.00 m, resulting in a total space 
of c. 40 m2. The interior space is divided into four subdivisions (a, b, c, d) each 2.10 × 3.15 m, 
2.10 × 2.80 m, 3.15 m and 3.25 × 3.25 × 5. 20 m1592. In the first three rooms were found traces 
of a hypocaustum system, and in the northwest wall of the room called c a 0.30 m wide breach, 
with compact traces of burning around, resulted from a kiln placed in the area. Therefore, 
since first research conducted by M. Macrea it was correctely assumed this structure 
functioned as thermae1593. In the room without heating system, the floor consists of a thick 
mortar pavement of c. 15 cm. The archaeological material found inside and outside the 
building comprises ware fragments, many tiles and bricks and also water pipes. 

 It is possible that the two apses were cold or hot water pools. I do not know the 
function of the wall, rendered in plan, which practically exits from the northwestern corner of 
the building outwards1594. 

Cases of bathsuits inside auxiliary forts are rather rare, being always small, the majority 
considered late additions1595. 

 
‘Building D’ 
In praetentura sinistra of the fort at Râşnov was identified a building with rectangular 

layout, sized 10.30 × 7.80 m. This time as well, the building walls are 1.20 m wide, and again it 
is claimed that they had no foundation1596, probably because the occupation level corresponding 
to this phase was not identified. Circumstances of the building interior are similar to other 
buildings in the fort, characterized by lack of compartments and the discovery of ware 
fragments, iron objects, tiles and imbrices. Its function remains unknown. 

The structures in the central part of the fortification, except for the headquarters 
building, or the one from praetentura sinistra, have all granaries layouts, but only their 
interior structure could indicate function. For now, we have no data on the inside, whether 
there were pillars or small walls supporting the floor, so to be deemed granaries or whether 
they had a courtyard or central corridor to consider them fabricae or praetoria. The walls of 
all these buildings, 1.20 m wide, are thick enough to carry solid superstructures, even storeyed, 
but the discoveries of artifacts inside do not allow any clear differentiation. I specify that in the 
case of granaries, the walls width, in the case of Britannia for instance, varies between 0.70 and 
1.20 m, in the area of maximum sizes a storey being supposed1597. Any assignment based solely 
on sizes or sides’ ratio is superfluous. 

 

1590  Gudea, Pop 1971, 33. 
1591  I mention that the actual depth of the walls foundation is difficult to appreciate, because it is usually 

computed by the excavators at Râşnov exactly precisely from where the layer previous the constructions 
was observed, phenomenon which is not always congruous with the reality. 

1592  Gudea, Pop 1971, 37. 
1593  Macrea 1944, 235. 
1594  Gudea, Pop 1971, Fig. 33. 
1595  MacDonald 1934, 280, Fig. 36; Johnson 1987, 213–4; Dixon, Southern 1992, Fig. 63. 
1596  Gudea, Pop 1971, 41. 
1597  See some comparative measurements at Taylor 2000, 30–1, 59. 
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Hospital (?) 
In retentura sinistra is reported a rectangular building with dimensions measured 

according to the plan of c. 25.00 × 13.00 m (325 m2). Unfortunately, we have no exact 
information on the scale or characteristics of this building, the only evidence of its existence 
being the plan rendered by N. Gudea in 19971598. The features of all the Râşnov constructions 
is preserved once again, the outer wall similar in thickness to the wall of C building from latus 
dextrum being partially known. Building dimensions are rather large, ranking, compared to 
the other buildings of the fort, between the horreum and the praetorium located in the fort 
central part, but its character must be, at least theoretically, different. Nearest sizes are those of 
building C, located in latus dextrum. The location itself of the building is also interesting, 
being placed somewhere by mid retentura sinistra, the northeastern limit, from latus, slightly 
exceeding the southwest line of the constructions in the central area. 

Evidently, for lack of any other evidence, the assignment of this building to a hospital 
may be misleading, but any framing attempt should probably exclude their inclusion among 
soldiers’ barracks. Upon location and monumentality, the only analogy available comes from 
the fort at Wallsend, whose retentura internal planning provides an image almost similar to 
that at Râşnov. Thus, exactly in the same position is located, at some point, a valetudinarium 
of a building type with central courtyard. Sizes of the building from Râşnov are somewhat 
smaller, but it is not certain that the whole area around the building was excavated. Therefore 
we can not be sure that the structure was not partitioned in some way. However, such sizes are 
somewhere by the area average covered by hospitals in other auxiliary forts of the Roman 
Empire. In addition, the structure unveiled at Râşnov, could have actually represented the 
courtyard stylobate, especially since neither these walls seem to have substantial foundation.  
The walls width is, alike the other buildings, relatively large therefore it would be suited only 
to a wall carrying columns. Or, in this case, the building total sized would be in this case too great. 

 

Troop  
Single record of the troop is represented by the honourific inscription discovered at 

Râşnov, firstly read by M. Macrea, its discoverer, as follows coh(ors) VI no/[va 
C]umidavensi/[um] [[Ale]]x[[an]]dr[[ia]]nae1599. It is clear that governor Iasdius Domitianus 
mentioned therein ruled the three Dacia around AD 2351600. In exchange, various views 
regarded the unit was as one of the Vindelicorum1601 II or III1602 troops. The supporters of 
M. Macrea’s reading were more numerous1603, although the probability that the troop was one 
of the Vindelici is high. 

N. Gudea and I. Pop decided this troop, comprising locals1604, was established once 
with Caracalla’s visit, when limes Transalutanus was also created, the Râşnov fort from ‘Bârsei 

 

1598  Gudea 1997d, No. 42. 
1599  Macrea 1944, 235 sqq.  
1600  Piso 1993, 192–6, nr. 42. 
1601  A. Alföldy was the first who supported this identification, apud IDR III/4, 221. 
1602  Piso 1979, 139–40. I. Piso maintains that the troop at Tibiscum is different from the one at Râşnov, 

considering that within inscription IDR III/1, 184, which he re-read, the troop from Tibiscum must have 
had an epithet attached to its name, which, however erased, could have come from a 3rd century 
emperor, hence the troop was still stationed at Tibiscum, Piso 1983, 111. 

1603  Daicoviciu 1966, 169; Daicoviciu 1978, 120–3; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1969, 479; Beneš 1978, 28–9. 
1604  Gudea, Pop 1971, 66. Same theory with C. C. Petolescu, Petolescu 2002, 101. Nevertheless, the term 

could have suggested only the garrison location and not the troop ethnical name, alike the case of many 
other troops, especially numeri: Tibiscensium, Miciensium, etc. 
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Contry’ being an the extension of such limes1605. C. C. Petolescu suggests this fort origin also 
dated once with Caracalla’s visit, which is unlikely since numerus coins dated starting with the 
1st—beginning of the 2nd centuries AD were found1606. It is true however that several authors 
speak about an occupation discontinuity in the fort at Râşnov1607. N. Gudea and I. Pop 
maintain that the earthen fortification of Râşnov was constructed under Trajan, while that of 
stone only from mid 2nd century AD1608, without being able to substantiate such chronology 
by archaeological excavations. 

 
66. ROMULA 
In other part of same limes Alutanus, certain researchers distinguished two forts 

(pl. 36)1609 near the urban settlement of Romula-Reşca. They were supposed here based on          
P. Polonic’s sketch from the beginning of the 20th century1610 and less archaeological grounds. 
Since little is known, I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu argues that such forts are doubtfull and that            
P. Polonic’s field observations represent the city precinct remade under Philip Arabs1611. 
However, if the city enclosure surrounded only the proper city, then how Marsigli1612 or 
Polonic could have distinguished the enclosure of other fortifications!? Therefore, it is 
possible that respective enclosure was a large wall erected by soldiers under Philip Arabs (CIL 
III 8031 = ILS 510)1613, which defended both city and neighbouring fort or forts. The almost 
70 ha sizes of the enclosure interior and level differences, rather marked in certain areas1614, 
inside respective enclosure also support such theory. Thus, we believe that at least one 
fortification, quartering the troops bearing the title Malvensium and Malvensis, i.e. numerus 
Syrorum and coh. I Flavia Brittonum milliaria existed. The forts could have been located in 
the place named Biserica Veche, east of the city, and the second south-east of the city. The first 
is sized 100.00 × 100.00 m, the second being considered much larger1615. The units recorded by 
inscriptions, tile stamps and bricks are legio XI Claudia, V Macedonica, XXII Primigenia pia 
fidelis Philippianorum (IDR II 325), VII Claudia (IDR II 326, 8047), cohors I Flavia 
Commagenorum (IDR II 382) and numerus Syrorum. D. Tudor maintained he personally 
discovered a brick stamped N(umerus) S(yrorum)1616 in ‘The Old Church’ area, the fortlet 
location, therefore, this troop could have been camped there as well. Last two mentioned 
legions participate in construction works under Philip Arabs1617. 

 

1605  Gudea, Pop 1971, 60–1, 63. 
1606  Petolescu 2002, 101.  
1607  Gudea, Pop 1971, n. 41; Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1969, 480. 
1608  Gudea, Pop 1971, 63. 
1609  For interpretation and bibliography see Tudor 1978, 176–97, fig. 42. 
1610  Tudor 1978, 194; Gudea 1997d, 85. 
1611  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 64–5. Archaeological excavations in the indicated forts area have not been 

performed, therefore there are insufficient arguments to doubt topographer P. Polonic’s sketches, whose 
plans were always accurate. 

1612  The plan and short description of Marsigli who identifies here ‘several forts’ is found also in Tudor 1978, 
177, Fig. 41. Gr.G. Tocilescu also states that one can see ‘stone fortifications… [they having]… an up to 
2 m high profile, 1.50 m deep ditch in front and 2 m thick walls (apud Tudor 1978, 184). 

1613  Tudor 1978, 184. The mentioned inscription does not expressely specify that the city was surrounded by 
a wall, but only that …circuitum muri manu militari a solo facerunt. 

1614  Tudor 1978, 176, Fig. 42. 
1615  Tudor 1978, 297, Fig. 42. 
1616  Tudor 1978, 297. 
1617  Tudor 1978, 188. 
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Although sketches might have been wrongfully interpreted, the stamps mentioning 
such troops would theoretically indicate a fort or the fact that certain troops were quartered 
inside the city, which is unlikely in this part of the Roman Empire1618. 

The troops’ succession is, according to D. Tudor, as follows: coh. I Flavia 
Commagenorum1619, then numerus Syrorum the latter being present here until AD 2481620. 
Nonetheless, the numerus seems to have been transferred in Mauretania as early as the 
beginning of the 3rd century1621. Coh. I Flavia Brittonum Malvensis is one of the troops which 
might have replaced it, if indeed the title Malvensis also derived from the city name1622. 

 
67. ROŞIORII DE VEDE 
The fort is placed south-east the city, on the ‘Urluiu’ plateau and is sized c. 51.00 × 

50.00 m1623. An earthen rampart surrounded by a 7–10 m wide ditch were noticed. 
 
68. At RUCĂR, opposite to the fort at Comalău, by the north exit from Bran pass, a 

small fortification sized 53.80 × 30.00 m (0.18 ha) was found. Archaeological digs were 
performed by I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu, leading to the identification of a 5.10 m wide earthen 
rampart and two 4.90 × 1.25, respectively 4.90 × 1.40 defence ditches on the southern side1624. 

Via sagularis is 1.00 m wide. Single examined gate, made of wooden posts1625 was set 
on the southern side. 

 
Barracks  
I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu identified based on timber post holes, two 14.50 m long barracks, 

each comprising four contubernia1626. For lack of other data, I cannot be sure such function is 
correct, especially since their sizes would be completely unusual1627, however they might be 
directly proportional to the very small sizes of the fortification. D. Tudor supposes the 
fortification was destroyed in AD 117–8 as proven by fire traces inside and the fact that limes 
transalutan was west the fortification1628. 

 
Troop  
Tile stamps were initially discovered in the baths, located at 150 m from the fort1629, 

and in the interval tower area, recording coh. II Flavia Bessorum (IDR II 607). It was 
considered that a troop detachment stationed in this fortification in an early period, when the 
troop could have been camped at Stolniceni1630. 

 

1618  Speidel 1973, 174.  
1619  For records on this troop see Marcu 2004, 577. 
1620  Tudor 1978, 194. 
1621  Speidel 1973, passim. 
1622  Information I. Piso. 
1623  Tudor 1978, 297, Fig. 76/2 
1624  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1974. 
1625  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 46. 
1626  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 47. 
1627  The barracks length in the so-called ‘fortlets’ varies, being of c. 25 m, see Davison 1989, 128. 
1628  Tudor 1978, 298. 
1629  These baths were initially considered constructions within the fort, Tudor 1955, 90 sqq. 
1630  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 46, Fig. 81. 
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69. SÂMBOTIN (Castra Traiana) 
D. Tudor, H. Nubar and P. Purcărescu carried out digs in 1966–1969, while                 

C. M. Vlădescu and Gh. Poenaru Bordea investigated the area between 1983–19851631. It was 
presumed to date under Hadrian, repaired by mid 2nd century AD, thus evidencing two 
phases, one of stone and a previous of timber. Nonetheless, there is no proof that this 
fortification was not erected earlier. The wall is 1.50 m thick and is double. The distance 
between the two parallel walls is of c. 2.70–3.00 m1632. It is interesting that between the two 
paraments connection walls were set, perpendicular on the first1633, who were designed, I 
believe, not for supporting the agger, but for delimiting spaces for various activities. Or, the 
single room having such functionality was considered to be the one located at 3.00 m from the 
enclosure northern end1634. The walls are 0.70 m thick, these spaces being made subsequent 
the erection of the fort outer enclosure, since a consistent occupation layer was uncovered 
under the inner wall1635. Therefore, no elements prove this fort existed only from under 
Hadrian. 

Two ditches were identified in front of this enclosure. 
Alike other fortlets (?)1636 from limes Alutanus, it is assumed to be a fortification 

designed for a numerus, although fort sizes are unknown and the single discovered stamp 
records coh. I Hispanorum, thus probably indicating the troop inside the fort1637. 

 
70. SĂPATA DE JOS 
On the same frontier, southwards, other two neighbouring forts, placed at 35 m 

distance one from the other (pl. 39), were identified at Săpata de Jos. The large fort, whose 
enclosure was made on a sill brick wall measures c. 125.00 × 90.00 m, while the second, 
comprising an earthen and timber enclosure, was only 35.00 × 45.00 m1638. Certain authors 
attempted to prove the simultaneous existence of the two forts based on a common defence 
ditch1639. In addition, we learnt that in general, the material of choice for the buildings 
construction inside both forts was the brick1640. Since forts sizes were very small, I should 
agree that ‘understrenght’ troops were garrisoned there. The brick enclosure is made, alike at 
Ioneştii Govorii and Acidava (Enoşeşti), on a base consisting of battered earth mixed with 
sand, pebble, crushed brick, gluey clay and lime lumps1641. 

Other elements for the establishment of a chronology are the two coin hoards 
discovered one inside and the other, in the large fort vicinity. Coins of the first hoard date 
AD 205–248, while those of the second spread starting with Trajan to Valentinian. Other 
isolated finds are represented by a few coins dated under Commodus. Except for these 

 

1631  See Avram, Petolescu 1997, 187, Fig. 2. 
1632  It was considered that the two walls functioned as agger carriers, Vlădescu 1986, 44. 
1633  Vlădescu 1986, Fig. 30. 
1634  Vlădescu 1986, 44. 
1635  Vlădescu 1986, 45. 
1636  The single side partially preserved is sized 69.60 m, Gudea 1997, 90. 
1637  Avram, Avăsiloaie 1995, 193–5. 
1638  Christescu 1936, 435–447. 
1639  Upon the examination of an aerial photo, I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu doubted this possibility, Bogdan-

Cătăniciu 1997, 95, n. 17. 
1640  Stone and timber were probably rare in this part of Dacia Inferior, while good quality clay for bricks was 

abundant. 
1641  After Tudor 1940, 35.  
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numismatic finds, a brooch with the inscription ROMA dated by the end of the 2nd or 
beginning of the 3rd centuries AD was also identified1642. 

 
71. SLĂVENI 
Archaeological digs at Slăveni1643, a fort located at 15 km south Romula, were initiated 

as early as the 19th century by Gr. G. Tocilescu and P. Polonic1644. They were resumed starting 
with 1962 and furthered until 1975 by a team led by D. Tudor1645. 

The enclosure two phases, identified by D. Tudor, were one of timber and one of 
bricks, erected under Trajan, respectively Septimius Severus, revetted under Philip Arabs1646. 
However, inscription (CIL III 13800 = IDR II 496) discovered by Gr. G. Tocilescu in gate 
praetoria area only proves that ala I Hispanorum erected something inside the fort [a 
funda]m[entis] probably porta praetoria which, was indeed different from the other gates. 

The defensive system of the earthen fort comprises a single defence ditch and an 
earthen rampart. Sizes of this enclosure are of 190.40 × 169 m (pl. 37). It is very interesting 
that the 1.10 m wide patrol road still preserved on the rampart top, being made of bricks 
placed directly into the ground1647. Another earthen rampart and a considerably sized ditch of 
4.00, respectively 4.20 m existed in front the defence ditch1648. Both ditches were interrupted in 
front of the gates. 

It was considered that under Septimius Severus the earthen enclosure was rebuilt in 
stone (?)1649, having 1.50 m wide walls1650. The two ditches preserved from the first phase 
corresponded to this enclosure, while a third was also attached. The fact that the third ditch, 
separated from the previous by an earthen rampart, was not interrupted in front of the gates is 
interesting1651. 

The stone enclosure was double, an additional brick wall of 0.60 m thickness being 
added at 6.00 m distance inwards. This double enclosure was sized 198.00 × 176.60 m. 
Following the discovery of an inscription dedicated to Philip Arabs, preserving the emperor’s 
name, D. Tudor considers that the fortification was abandoned by mid 3rd century AD, once 
with Eastern invasions1652. 

Initially, gates praetoria and decumana were partially excavated, yet subsequently 
entirely researched by Gr. G. Tocilescu and D. Tudor, the first having a double entrance of  
c. 6.00 m span1653. The other gates are identical with porta praetoria, each lobby having c. 3.10–
3.50 m spans. Nonetheless, the roads width is impressive, the one crossing through porta 

 

1642  Christescu 1936, 445–6, Fig. 13/2. 
1643  For almost complete bibliography on this fort see Gudea 1997d, 85. 
1644  Excavation sketches and notes were published by Gr. G. Tocilescu in Romanian Academy Annuary, 

tome XVIII, 100–1 and D. Tudor, Tudor 1940, 34–8. 
1645  Tudor 1978, 302–7. 
1646  Tudor 1978, 302. 
1647  Tudor 1978, 302. 
1648  Tudor 1978, 302. 
1649  It is not certain that the inscription dedicated by ala I Hispanorum confirms the enclosure erection [a 

funda]m[enti]s (IDR II 496), the construction or reconstruction of any building inside the fort being possible. 
1650  Tudor 1978, 302. 
1651  Tudor 1978, 302. 
1652  Plus a coin hoard, ending with a coin from Philip Arabs discovered in a barrack, Tudor 1978, 307. This 

theory is rightfully disputed by I. I. Russu (IDR II, p. 197). 
1653  Tudor 1978, 303. 
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praetoria being 16.20 m wide, with a side portico of 1.50 m deep. This road was paved with 
stone fragments, boulders (slabs?) and brick fragments1654. By analogy with the fort at 
Drobeta, where sculptures were identified in the area of main roads porticoes, one may 
suppose that the Slăveni porticoes also sheltered statues. Via principalis was 24.00 m wide, yet 
had no pavement1655. Via decumana and via quintana were 14.20, respectively 13.00 m wide, 
only the first being paved. As gates span are not uncommon, the sizes of the roads must 
evidently be related to the effective planning logics of the fort interior, which was undoubtedly 
reported firstly to the fortification garrison troop. Thus, we should wonder why the roads are 
different one from the other. Thus, largest free spaces remain in via principalis and via 
quintana areas, which are also left unpaved1656. Moreover, between via quintana and via 
principalis good part of latus dextrum seems to have been left barren1657. Under such 
circumstances, Slăveni fort specificity, where stables were approximately located in fort 
corners, is confirmed by the roads arrangement, access and horse traffic being evidently made 
on via quintana, via principalis and via sagularis. Besides, it is obvious that spaces free of 
construcions are explained only by their use as areas for taking horses outdoors, ideal to this 
purspose being via quintana and via sagularis, having no traffic as gates by their ends were 
inexistent. The requirement of horse and horsemen training was not less important. Or, a 
marble plate fragment (IDR II 499) was discovered inside the fort, possibly confirming that 
ala I Hispanorum erected a basilica by the beginning of the 3rd century AD, probably one for 
training1658. The so-called ‘Exerzierhalle’ is specific especially to other forts on the continent, 
in Britannia being identified only a few, in the forts at Brecon Gaer, Rudchester, 
Haltonchester, Newstead and Wallsend. The structure is located almost always in front of the 
headquarters building, covering part of via principalis1659. This structure is signalled in the 
forts garrisoning cavalry troops or those also comprising horsemen, being a large hall of         
c. 45.00 × 10.00 m, with gable roof. At Slăveni, the best location for this basilica exercitatoria 
was via principalis which, as mentioned, is impressive and ‘unpaved’. As such, it was suitable 
for training. The single problem would be precisely the main road width, a 25 m long hall 
being difficult to cover. Thus, if this construction would have been placed in this area, either 
was not as wide as via, or comprised several aisles, the roof issue being thus solved. The single 
very clear example of basilica with two side aisles is found in the fort at Birdoswald, where the 
building was positioned in the fort praetentura1660. 

M. Hassall states that the fortification at Slăveni, due to its impressive sizes, could be 
considered a fort-type for ala milliaria1661, however he is contradicted by D. P. Davison with 
accurate arguments (see infra). The very large width of all main roads contributes obviously to 
the fort very large sizes. Therefore, they do not mirror the internal buildings capacity. 

 

1654  Tudor 1978, 304. 
1655  The excavator maintains via principalis was covered with cribwork, Tudor 1978, 304. 
1656  I am not certain on what D. Tudor meant by the word ‘unpaved’, however we suppose it refers to very 

fine pebble or only battered soil. 
1657  This situation seems confusing, hence I believe that: either the excavations did not consider good part of 

the area, or the buildings were of timber, hence difficult to observe. If the small building from latus 
dextrum dates from an early phase (Tudor 1978, 306), I should agree that this fort part was entirely free 
of constructions. 

1658  For minimal bibliography and analogies from Dacia, see IDR II, p. 199–200 and Tudor 1974. 
1659  Johnson 1987, 140–6; Dixon, Southern1992, 220–3; Taylor 2000, 29. 
1660  Wilmott 1997, 582, 584. 
1661  On the other hand, same author considered D. Tudor’s layout restoration hypothetical, Hassall 1983, 105. 
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Principia 

Headquarters building walls are made of bricks placed on a 0.95–1.00 m thick stone 
base. It was sized 43.20 × 37.40 m (1615 m2), occupying 4.6% of the fort surface. This 
percentage is customary for cohort forts, however, for instance, ala forts from Britannia 
comprise headquarters buildings covering average 6% of the fort surface1662. I believe that the 
smaller proportion of the principia at Slăveni, although sizes are impressive, is due to the very 
large width of the roads. 

The main entrance has a 4.40 m span being flanked by three rooms on each side, 
forming a long hallway of c. 5.00 m. The common width of these rooms is 5.00 m, while their 
lengths are 2.25 m, 2.25 m, respectively 7.00 m for the rooms by the ends. These rooms 
together with those north and south the courtyard must have been covered. Therefore, alike 
within many other similar forts, a roof over the entrance was required. Considering that in 
general, entrances into principia are of c. 2.50 m, an entrance like the one in the fort at Slăveni 
would have undoubtedly been provided with something more monumental than a breach in 
the wall and a hallway along the rooms, whose traces were not identified in excavation. 

Courtyard. The sizes of the front courtyard are of 16.40 × 28.50 m (467.40 m2), with 
1.74 sides ratio, covering c. 28% from the headquarters building total surface. Thus, both its 
proportion and sizes are typical, although it seems slightly extended. A brick pavement lied 
on the entire surface of the courtyard. On the right, two bases sized 2.80 × 2.08 m, were 
placed and they were probably designed for equestrian statues1663. On three of the courtyard 
sides, excluding the one from basilica, a series of rooms sized 4.00–2.00–2.50–2.50–5.00 m 
were identified. I am not sure on their function, however, considering their surfaces, they 
were probably used as offices1664. The single extremely unclear indication coming from this 
area is that several arms were found1665, thus bearing out that at least part of the compart-
ments were store rooms, although armamentaria deposited ammunition and not weaponry. 
In their front, a portico formed of 93 cm wide, 52 cm pillar diameter and 50 cm tall 
limestone columns was set1666. The portico was 3.10 m wide. Although all sizes of the 
principia are usual, the portico is rather narrow compared to, for instance, other forts from 
Britannia. In this province the normal width of a portico measures 4.00–5.00 m1667. 
According to D. J. A. Taylor, at Chester where part of the portico was at some point narrowed 
from 6.00 m to 3.50 m, such change was required for roof heightening. The scholar 
wondered if it was or not the result of allowing access to principia of a mounted individ-
ual1668. If the reason was the roof heightening or the courtyard broadening, it might have 
also happended in order to place equestrian statues. Roof heightening is also proven by 
column bases sizes, able to carry higher columns. 

Concerning the courtyard, the mirror construction or only reconstruction of the 
rooms flanking the entrance, respectively the courtyard is striking. 

 

1662  Thus, at Halton Chester, Chesters and Benwell principia occupies 7.1%; 6.27% respectively 5.4%. 
1663  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1664  The function of offices is confirmed by the discovery, inside the rooms neighbouring the courtyard from 

other fort, of altars dedicated by custodes armorum or curator operis armamentarii, see Johnson 1987, 
128 with bibliography. 

1665  Tudor 1978, 307. 
1666  Tudor 1940, 35. 
1667  Taylor 2000, 141, Table 4. 
1668  Taylor 2000, 27. 
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It is hard to specify the function of the rooms around the courtyard, but those of 
slightly over 2.00 m widths were more suitable to offices or small storages. The rest could have 
functioned as store rooms, although they are usually constructed as halls, without partitioning. 

Basilica. Passage from the front courtyard to basilica was direct. In this area, instead of 
a portico there were identified only prints of column bases suggesting at least passage arches 
between these two structures. Basilica has impressive sizes of 35.40 × 9.00 (318.6 m2), thus 
stretching over 19% of the headquarters building total surface. Alike other cases in Dacia, the 
tribunal was not discovered at Slăveni either, probably due to its poor quality walls or because 
it was seldom made of timber1669. 

Back rooms. An apsed aedes was located west of the basilica, flanked by three rooms 
on the northern side and two compartments on the southern side. The sizes of the rooms on 
both sides of the stongroom are not similar also because the central room axis is slightly 
displaced southwards, compared to the entrance into principia1670. That is the reason why 
several compartments are set in the northern part of the central room. Aedes is impressively 
sized, over 10.00 × 10.00 m, having in the back a 5.60 m radius apse. Its floor was paved with 
large bricks. Even more interesting are the sizes of the rectangular room sized 3.95 × 3.25 m 
(12.83 m2) discovered under the aedes, its floor being at 1.80 deep compared to the other 
compartments1671. Often, under such rooms a c. 1 m2 pit could be placed in order to secure a 
chest. The surface of the room from Slăveni is similar to those in the forts at South Shields and 
Maryport (Britannia) whose sizes are 4.40 × 3.80 m (16.72 m2), respectively 3.66 × 3.20 m 
(11.71 m2)1672. Or, the sizes of similar rooms from forts in Britannia are, in other 18 cases, 
between 3.24 m2—8.41 m2, with a common average of 5 m2 1673. Therefore, in the forts at South 
Shields and Maryport the existence of large ‘strong-rooms’ is explained by the character itself 
of these forts, further proven by other details. They functioned as supply bases and the 
unusual sizes of the rooms where troop income was preserved prove large transit money 
necessary, for Britannia forts, during Septimius Severus campaigns1674. Consequently, we should 
wonder if and when the fortification at Slăveni could have fulfilled a similar function. These 
underground rooms could be a terminus post quem as they are specific to the Severan period1675. 

The position of the fort at Slăveni indicates a similar function to the forts in Britannia.  
The single heated room was positioned in the southern corner, it also being the largest. 
 

Praetorium 

North-west the headquarters building (fig. 38), in latus sinistrum, a brick building 
sized 19.50 × 36.00 m was unearthed1676. Due to its position, its front is aligned to the store 
house north of it, while a c. 5.00–7.00 m free space was preserved in the case of both 
constructions. This space and the one between principia and the building north of it, of 
additional 10.00 m, are probably left empty in order to create a buffer-area between a 

 

1669  This is the case of the headquarters buildings from Newcastle and South Shields, which, although are 
stone made have timber tribunals, AA 5, 31, 2002, 30; Bidwell, Speak 1994, 82, figs. 3.27, 3.33. 

1670  At least this ensues from the fort plan, see Tudor 1978, Fig. 87. 
1671  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1672  Bidwell, Speak 1994, Table 3.2. 
1673  Bidwell, Speak 1994, 81, Table 3.2. 
1674  Bidwell, Speak 1994, 81. 
1675  Johnson 1987, 136. 
1676  The building was identified with the officers’ quarters (sic!), Tudor 1978, 306. 
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residence building and the rest of constructions. The building has a first courtyard or hallway 
of c. 21.00 × 7.00 m and a second of c. 9.00 × 11.001677. A series of rooms flank these open 
spaces, thus being similar to a civil house.  

Although the praetorium has no classical layout, at 
miniature scale and with slight differences it resembles 
Mediterranean-type houses divided into two sectors: atrium 
and peristylium. Principally in our case, a proper tablinium, 
which in fact was also designed for access and the colonnade 
proper to the second courtyard are missing. Thus, due to its 
planimetry and position, covering 2% of the fort total surface, 
it might have been used by the troop commander. On the other 
hand, alike elsewhere, rooms flanking the corridor or those 
bordering the second courtyard are identically sized, being 
positioned in mirror. Hence, the layout is unusual for com-
mander’s quarters, whose features are precisely the differently 
sized rooms, according to their own function: bedroom, dining 
room, kitchen, stable, latrine, etc., while the commander’s 
building must have been located in other part of the fort. 
Neither its proportion is adequate, it usually framing between 3–3.50%, being similar to that 
of the atypical layout building, deemed praetorium, from the central part of the fort at Bologa. 

In the area of this praetorium several (?) tiles sized 57 × 37 cm bearing the retrograde 
stamp CIB (IDR II 527) were found1678. 

 

Horreum 

In latus sinistrum still, behind praetorium, is positioned the classical layout store 
house, sized 14.00 × 35.20 m (497.00 m2) and with 2.5 length/width ratio of the sides. External 
buttresess were identified on three of the sides, being eight on long sides—perfectly 
symmetrical, and three on the short side in the back. The building was this time stone made, 
for better resilience. The construction is slightly withdrawn from via principalis, in order to 
design space for manouvering goods. In fact, a staircase leading to the loading platform typical 
for each store house would be provided there1679. The building covers 1.4% of the fort total 
surface, common percentage comparative to other forts of the Empire. It is interesting that 
supporting walls or floor pillars and vent holes are missing. As mentioned, the heightened 
floor was rarely replaced by another lied directly on the ground, yet it had to be waterproof, 
hence very thick, which is not the case here. Therefore, lacking supporting poles are the result 
of archaeological digs which, alike other forts from Dacia, did not identify such elements 
probably because the area was disturbed by stone hunters. 

 

1677  Courtyard sizes were measured according to the plan provided by Tudor 1978, Fig. 87, sizes of the rooms 
mentioned by the excavator being entirely imprecise, Tudor 1978, 306. In the case of the rooms of the 
first courtyard they are around 5.50 × 4.50 m and 4.20 × 3.50 m, respectively 4.20 × 6 m for those around 
the second courtyard. However the plan clearly indicates that the first rooms are the largest and cannot 
be 4.20 m wide, as they would be narrower than those in the back, compared to the situation rendered by 
the graphical representation. 

1678  For interpretation of these stamps see Isac, Marcu 1997, 588. 
1679  Rickman 1971, 233, Fig. 39, 41; Gentry 1976, Fig. 9, 10, 11, 13, 14; Taylor 2000, 32. The loading platform 

was necessary also for timber granaries, being supported by posts, see Manning 1975, 113. 
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Another building (fig. 39) was identified in 
latus dextrum, at 21.80 m south principia, sized 18.00 
× 22.00 m (396 m2), divided longitudinally in three 
parts1680. Or, the fort restoration provided by the 
excavator1681 shown a much more oblong building 
than sizes indicate, with a long and short sides’ ratio 
of 1:2 and approximate sizes of c. 27.00 × 13.00 m.  

The central compartment seems to be an 
unpartitioned central lobby flanked by four rooms 

on its long sides. In the back, the structure ends with two oblong compartments set 
transversally and adjoined along their length. The construction orientation is parallel to via 
principalis, reversed to the other buildings in the centre and was regarded, for this reason, as 
belonging to the earthen enclosure fort dated prior AD 2051682. However, a similarly sized and 
placed building was found in the fort at Aalen. There, the structure was 27.30 × 12.00 m, 
divided into eight rooms, of which one was heated by hypocaust, yet without central 
corridor1683. Based on its planimetry and location, it could have functioned as fabrica, 
hospital1684, praetorium or schola. I am not familiar with the archaeological material found 
inside this construction, however a few elements make me believe it was a workshop. Inside 
one of the rooms, a shaft was identified to whose outlet a tubuli pipe was directed. Such wells 
are hardly interior components of a Roman building, being usually associated to metallurgical 
activities. Moreover, another water tank sized 2.00 × 2.40 m, surrounded by a 3.90 × 4.55 m 
wall was identified in the south-east outer corner.  

Nonetheless, water sources are also specific to hospitals. The structure might have 
been a hospital as proven by its good resemblance with a timber building from Strageath1685. 
At Strageath, rooms seem compartmented. Moreover, cisterns, water tanks or wells are 
frequent with hospitals due to the constant need of fresh water. At Caerleon, for instance, two 
water tanks were erected in the hospital courtyard and other two inside the building: 
rainwater was prescribed for certain recipies and represented, according to Celsus, the best 
drink for the disabled1686. Hence, M. Hassal, without knowing the analogy at Strageath or the 
requirement of fresh water inside the hospitals, could be right. A large cistern was also found 
near the building at Strageath. The structure from Strageath is not necessarily a hospital 
either, as its position between principia and a supposed fabrica is entirely uncommon, being a 
rather noisy area. A similar plan with the constructions at Slăveni and Strageath is found at 
Corbridge, where it was interpreted as store house1687. Building B at Corbridge also dates from 
the first phase of the fort (AD 86–103; AD 103–105) and is set in latus sinistrum between a 
horreum and principia. The difference between the structures from Strageath-Slăveni and 
Corbridge consists, in the latter case, in the lack of two transversal rooms, on the short side 

 

1680  These are the sizes provided by Tudor 1978, 306; Vlădescu 1986, 33 or Gudea 1997d, no. 69. 
1681  Tudor 1978, Fig. 87. 
1682  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1683  The building is considered to have functioned as living quarters, Filtzinger, Planck, Cämmerer 1976, 201, 

Abb. 48. 
1684  M. Hassall assigned thus function, Hassall 1983, 105. 
1685  The building is U-shaped, 13.72 × 20.73 m, Frere, Wilkes 1989, 52, Fig. 28. 
1686  Celsus, De Medicina, II 18, 11–3. 
1687  Bishop, Dore 1988, 128. 
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opposite the entrance being a single partition. The excavators claimed it more likely 
functioned as store house, resembling with the store house or workshop layouts from Red 
House1688. Nevertheless, in the hospital at Künzig, where groups of two rooms are divided by 
corridors, the layout being typical for a hospital, a room which does not strech along the 
entire width of the building was located on the short side opposite the entrance1689. 

Consequently, in this case the building layout does not certify the structure’s 
functionality. U-shaped buildings were deemed, upon finds inside or for that matter, their 
lack, as dwelling structures, store houses, workshops or hospitals. 

 
Barracks  
The six buildings from praetentura sinistra and dextra, three on each side and the 

three structures from retentura sinistra, all oriented per scamna were considered barracks. 
Their sizes are c. 43.00 × 9.40 m, with a 3.00 m wide verandah in front of each barrack1690. The 
c. 0.50 m wide walls foundations consisted of bricks bound with mortar placed on a pebble 
layer1691. The structures were catalogued equal in size, although in detail, they differ in plan. 
Officers’ quarters are placed by the end of the barracks from via sagularis, in this case towards 
other buildings, probably stables, placed along via sagularis. The decurions quarters are 
projecting outwards to the verandah line with two barracks placed close to porta praetoria, 
with those from praetentura sinistra and dextra and the ones placed along via quintana from 
retentura. Such rooms, which are in plan the single compartmented, measure c. 8.50 × 12.60 m 
(107.10 m2)1692. Other decurion rooms, which are not outwards projecting, must have been 
sized around 6.50 × 12.60 m (80.64 m2), substracting the portico 3.00 m width. Hence, their 
proportion was of 26%, respectively 19% of the entire barracks surface. Planimetry differences 
are constant within Romans forts and there are only a few cases when barracks are identical. 
Nonetheless, the officers’ quarters proportion in the barracks from Slăveni, especially with the 
eight where they are not outwards projecting is rather small. 

Contubernia were paved with bricks, being compartmented in two equal spaces (?) of 
c. 3.20 × 3.00 m (9.60 m2)1693. The compartmenting walls of the barracks were probably 
timber-made, with 42.00 × 28.00 × 6.00 cm foundation formed of a row of bricks1694. Each 
barrack was divided into seven contubernia and had, by the ends opposite the officers’ room, 
narrower divisions than proper contubernia, probably of c. 2.00 m. Although barracks are 

 

1688  Several traces of metal working were identified in the building vicinity, Bishop, Dore 1988, 128; Johnson 
1987, 185. 

1689  Schönberger 1975, 53. 
1690  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1691  At two phases interval, D. Tudor provides for the foundations two different sizes, once of 0.45 and then 

0.60 m, Tudor 1978, 306. I do not see why D. Tudor maintained that a storey existed (Tudor 1978, 306), 
the walls or their foundations being rather narrow. 

1692  Sizes given by D. Tudor as corresponding to all officers’ quarters are of 8.00 × 12.60, Tudor 1978, 306. 
This would probably be the case of the barracks rooms close to gate praetoria and via quintana, where 
the officers’ quarters are outwards projecting, substracting the brick walls width of approximately 0.50 
m. Even so, their width should have been between 8.50 and 9.00 m, since the length of the entire barracks 
is of 9.40 m. 

1693  The excavator maintains again that papiliones and arma are equal, however he decides the contrary 
within the following phrase when referring to the barracks from praetentura, Tudor 1978, 306. Thus, 
sizes given here are approximate, following the examination of the fort plan, although we cannot exclude 
it too was erroneous. 

1694  Tudor 1978, 306. 
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rather large, such sizes are found in ala forts1695. The similarity between praetentura dextra 
and sinistra, respectively retentura sinistra and dextra is striking, the buildings being 
practically in mirror1696. Or, cases when the internal planning of praetentura is perfectly 
identical on both sides of via praetoria, are few. 

Size differences between the rooms by barracks ends and those inside may be noticed 
to several barracks1697. Their width seems to be c. 2.50 m, those in the barracks from 
praetentura being even compartmented by a transversal wall, dividing the space in two 
unequal parts, the smallest being of at most 2.50 × 2.50 m. Moreover, since there is no 
information recorded on such special contubernia, the plan shows that with same barracks, 
such rooms seem to be separated from proper contubernia by a lobby. It is very hard to 
imagine this space could have functioned as storage and even less for metallurgical or 
household activities. Therefore, it might have been used as latrina, hallway or staircase base 
for access to a storey. In many forts of the Empire, the latrine is set in the opposite end to the 
officers’ quarters, therefore such function seems logical at Slăveni. Latrines may be especially 
identified by commonly sized, c. 0.50 × 5.00–7.00 m pits or they could be placed inside small 
compartments like those in the barracks of Slăveni fort1698. The only hindrance in deeming 
these spaces latrines is D. Tudor’s statement referring to the floors of the barracks and the area 
between them, according to which ‘the interior and space between them was paved with 
bricks…’1699. Consequently, if including these compartments by the barracks ends were paved, 
it is hard to believe they functioned as latrines. However, if the information provided by the 
excavator is correct, we would expect that all barracks from praetentura and retentura would 
have been paved with bricks, which is unlikely. 

Evidently, these special contubernia by the barracks ends could have provided access to 
barracks storeys. Within the specialty literature, debate on this aspect of barracks layouts are 
inscreasingly controversial, the roof of certain barracks from ala forts could have 
accommodated calones1700. 

The barracks at Slăveni were covered with tiles, many bearing the stamp NS (IDR II 
496, 498–9, 510, 526) abbreviation for n(umerus) S(yrorum), located at Romula. Precisely for 
this reason, the barracks could have been erected latest under Septimius Severus, when the 
numerus moves to Mauretania1701. Such tiles were also used in the ‘Philips Arabs Wall’ at 
Romula, here being probably reused1702. Hence, barracks could have been constructed once 
with other structures from the fort by the end of the 2nd—beginning of the 3rd centuries AD. 

 
Stables (?) 
Buildings described as stables were identified between the barracks and via sagularis 

ends, in the four fort corners, however oriented per strigas. Their sizes are similar to those of 

 

1695  See the case of the fortification at Heidenheim, after Davison 1989, 205. 
1696  Moreover, excavations in the fort retentura were not even performed. This was noticed by M. Hassall, 

Hassall 1983, 105. 
1697  Davison 1989, 94–6. 
1698  At Hod Hill for instance, such compartment measures 0.75 × 1.25 m, Davison 1989, 233. 
1699  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1700  See discussion and bibliography in Hodgson 2003, 84. 
1701  See Speidel 1973, 171, n. 24 with bibliography. This view is disputed by C. C. Petolescu who differentiates 

the irregular troops of Syrians recorded in Dacia and Mauretania, Petolescu 1983, 44. 
1702  Speidel 1973, 169, n. 5. 
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barracks, however the lack of compartments led the excavator believe they were stables. This 
argument is insufficient though and more supporting evidence is necessary. Moreover, their 
restoration with a verandah in front is rather improbable, as, such addition is neither usual 
nor required for stables. Hence, I believe these structures might be in fact barracks as well. 
Same conclusion would be reached if one would imagine the soldiers’ distribution within the fort. 

D. Davison maintains that the 16 total buildings rendered by D. Tudor are suitable to 
ala quingenaria requirements however, the four buildings in the fort corners deemed stables 
are insufficient to accommodate all troop horses1703. Therefore, either good part were kept 
outdoors1704, since inside the fort there was enough space free of constructions or, part of them 
were accommodated in the barracks arma. The latter is increasingly found with equestrian 
units forts1705, yet the contubernia at Slăveni seem to have been paved with bricks1706. Therefore, 
these rooms could not have been provided with horse waste pits. 

 
Troops  
The excavators support the earthen fort construction during the Dacian wars by ala I 

Hispanorum, ala I Claudia, coh. I Britannica (?), coh. I Flavia Commagenorum (IDR II 528), 
vexillations of leg. V Macedonica, XI Claudia and XIII Gemina, certain repairs being also 
carried out by effectives of numerus Surorum1707. 

The brick enclosure was supposed to be erected for and by ala I Hispanorum1708 based 
on the inscription, which mentioned respective troop constructing something [a 
funda]m[enti]s (CIL III 13800 = IDR II 496), however this only proves that the troop erected 
something inside the fort at that time. The beginning of the 3rd century AD is evidently a 
period of intensive construction and reconstruction, since ala I Hispanorum also erected a 
basilica inside the fort1709. 

Ala seems to be identical with that in Germania, Pannonia and Moesia Inferior, being 
recorded by several inscriptions from Trier (CIL XIII 11317), Mainz (CIL XIII 7026, 7027), 
Kaiseraugst (AE 1969/70 421) and Worms (CIL XIII 6233, 6234), then by certain inscriptions 
from Pannonia Inferior at Aquincum (CIL III 10513, 10514, 15163; AE 1969/70 477), 
Mattersburg (CIL III 4244) or Varos Major (AE 1937 216). Subsequently, the troop was 
transferred to Moesia Inferior as evidenced by the inscription from Guljanci (CIL III 12361), 
Montana (CIL III 12378) and recently, the diplomas from AD 92 (Petolescu, Popescu 2004), 
97 (AE 1997, 1774) and 105 (Pferdehirt no 10). 

In Dacia Inferior, the cavalry troop is recorded by the diplomas from AD 129 (CIL 
XVI 75 = IDR I 10), 130 (Weiß 1997, no. 8), 140 (RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). At Slăveni it 

 

1703  It was thus considered that inside respective buildings, space would accommodate only 288 horses, with 
1.24 × 2.53/horse space, therefore it would be required that two of the structures from retentura 
functioned as stables, thus the number of eight barracks and eight stables would be suitable to an ala 
quingenaria strength, Davison 1989, 205. 

1704  For horse keeping outdoors see Dixon, Southern 1992, 181 sqq. 
1705  For last contributions and entire bibliography see Hodgson 2003. 
1706  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1707  Tudor 1978, 302. 
1708  Tudor 1978, 303. 
1709  IDR II 499. For a short bibliography on basilica exercitatoria see IDR II, p. 199–200 or Petolescu 1995b. 

Most adequate area for such a basilica would be the front of the headquarters building, possibly over via 
principalis. 
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is mentioned in two construction inscriptions (IDR II 496, 499), another fragmentary from 
under Philip Arabs (IDR II 500) and several AH type tile stamps (AE 1966, 317 = IDR II 526). 

Other inscriptions attesting the troop former praefecti carreers were discovered at 
Ostia (CIL XIV 22), Roma (CIL VI 3539), Mantua (CIL V 4058), Scupi (AE 1971 299), Tiklat 
(AE 1967 644), Sevilla (Hispalis) (CIL II 1180) and Mactar (AE 1983 976). Among, the last 
two are best known, recording the carreer of Sex. Iulius Possessor. 

Datable epigraphic items are those where the troop appears with the Antoniniana 
surname, the honourific altar from under Philip Arabs and, fairly certain, those mentioning 
Sex. Iulius Possessor dated under Antoninus Pius. Therefore, we can be sure on the troop 
stationing in the fort at Slăveni at least in the 3rd century AD. As the troop is not mentioned 
elsewhere, one may suppose it was garrisoned in the fort at Slăveni also during the 2nd 
century AD, when it is recorded by Dacia’s Inferior diplomas. In fact, it might have been 
quartered there as early as the Dacian wars, when the fort was part of Moesia Inferior1710. 

Ala Claudia is mentioned by tile stamps at Slăveni (IDR II 525) as AL CL. The troop 
was identified with ala Claudia Gallorum Capitoniana transferred to Dacia Inferior from 
Moesia Inferior1711, where it was recorded in AD 92 (Petolescu, Popescu 2004, 69–76), 97 
(Weiß 1997, no. 4), 105 (CIL XVI 50), 111 (RMD 222) and 118–119 (Eck, MacDonald, 
Pangerl 2002, no. 3) (?) and two tomb stones from Augustae and Variana near Oescus, where 
it stationed1712. The stamps were chronologically framed during the Dacian wars1713, when 
Slăveni was part of Moesia Inferior. Finally, since Helvius Crescens, a troop decurion was 
mentioned in an inscription from Mauretania Caesariensis1714, it was supposed it moved here 
under Septimius Severus and his sons1715. The troop is not identical with ala I Claudia nova 
miscellanea1716, the two units being obviously different and belonged to other provinces1717. 

Stamps with the CIB abbreviation (IDR II 527) from Slăveni were attributed either to 
coh. I Bracaraugustanorum, coh. I Brittonum or I Britannica, or to a Briton troop recorded in 
Dacia Inferior1718. Unfortunately, there is no indication on the fort chronology and even less 
on the CIB stamp tiles findspot in the headquaters building area. Since ala Hispanorum 
dedicates a statue to Philip Arabs, we can be sure that the cohort was not garrisoned in the fort 
at Slăveni during this period. However, it might either be present in the area, wherefrom it 
could have contributed with material or was indeed there by the beginning of the 2nd century AD. 

Coh. I Flavia Commagenorum seems to have supplied stamps to several forts on Olt 
River, being, together with legions active in the area, a troop specialised in the tile material 
manufacture1719. 

 

1710  See also Gudea, Zahariade 1980. 
1711  The troop seems to be displaced to Moesia during Thracian uprisings, see Wagner 1963, 323; Speidel 

1974, 376. In Dacia Inferior, the troop is mentioned within military diplomas of AD 122 (Pferdehirt 
2004, no. 20); 129/30 (Weiß 1997, 243–6); 140 (IDR I 13 = RMD 39) and 146 (RMD 269). B. Gerov and 
M. Speidel had confirmed, previously the discovery of the AD 122 and 129/30 diplomas, that ala was 
displaced, by the beginning of Hadrian’s reign, to Dacia, at that point Dacia Inferior, Gerov 1959, 209 sqq.; 
Speidel 1974, 377. 

1712  Speidel 1974, 376. 
1713  Tudor 1978, 331; Petolescu 2002, 69. 
1714  CIL VIII 8828 = ILS 6689 = Pflaum 1960, 840. 
1715  CIL VIII, 8828 = ILS 6889; Speidel 1973, 378. 
1716  J. Spaul assigned the stamps at Slăveni to this unit, Spaul 1994, 89. 
1717  For a short history and bibliography for ala I Claudia nova of Dacia Superior see Petolescu 2002, 70–1. 
1718  Vlădescu 1983, 202, Abb. 10. For a short history see Isac, Marcu 1999, 587–90. 
1719  Marcu 2004, 577, 585. 
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Stamps with the n(umerus) S(yrorum) (IDR II 529–531) abbreviation were mainly 
found in the tile roof debris of the barracks from praetentura1720. Noticeably, this numerus was 
also specialized in bricks and tiles production1721. 

It is very difficult to appreciate the occupation degree of the barracks in the fort at 
Slăveni. I only mention that if two turmae/barracks would have been accommodated, a total 
number of 720 soldiers would result, with 8.5/papilio. It is hardly acceptable, since papiliones 
are little over 9.00 m2. The soldiers’ number from turma could have been however reduced. If 
one turma/barracks would have been accommodated, then the space became more 
comfortable, of only four soldiers/papilio and a total number of 360 soldiers. Any of these 
circumstances could be valid although, considering numerous variables, it is hard to decide on 
the solution, since horses accommodation remains an issue. The easiest and probably most 
accurate solution would be to consider that the four buildings oriented per strigas would also 
be barracks, resulting a total number of 16 barracks, while horses would be accommodated in 
their arma. Thus, if each turma would occupy a barrack, a total number of 480 soldiers would 
ensue, close to the strength of an ala quingenaria1722. 

 

72. STOLNICENI (Buridava) 
A settlement was identified at Stolniceni as early as Gr.G. Tocilescu’s time and a c. 50 × 

60 m fortification was also supposed1723. Nonetheless, the troops’ number recorded here is 
impressive. Thus are signalled by tile stamps: coh. I Hispanorum, coh. I Brittonum milliaria, 
coh. I Hispanorum veterana, coh. II Flavia Bessorum, leg. I Italica, leg. V Macedonica, leg. XI 
Claudia and pedites singulares1724. 

 

Troops  
V. Christescu’s view that the unit abbreviated CORSMB (CIL III 14216, 25 = IDR II 

560) on a Stolniceni tile is one and the same with the cohort from the inscriptions at 
Thessaloniki and Bumbeşti, and also with CH I BR mill. (CIL III 8074) recorded on a stamp at 
Orşova1725. Conversely, N. Gostar clearly identifies the Stolniceni troop with coh. I Augusta 
Nervia Pacensis Brittonum milliaria1726. Likewise, I. I. Russu and C. C. Petolescu, argue that 
co(ho)rs M(illiaria) B(rittonum) is identical with coh. I Augusta Nervia Pacensis Brittonum 
milliaria and a coh. I Flavia Brittonum mentioned in the inscription from Thessaloniki1727. In 
addition, D. Tudor confirms the similarity of coh. I Augusta Nerviana Pacensis Brittonum 
milliaria with the troop reconstructing the Bumbeşti fort enclosure after having changed its 
name to honour Caracalla1728. Finally, a tile with the retrograde stamp …XB1729, recognized by 
D.Tudor as being [c(ohors) I]X B(atavorum)1730 was uncovered at Bârseşti, at 3 km distance 

 

1720  Tudor 1978, 306. 
1721  See also Marcu 2004, 582–3. 
1722  See Cupcea, Marcu 2007, passim. 
1723  Apud. Vlădescu 1983, 90–1. 
1724  After Gudea 1997, 88–9. 
1725  Christescu 1937, 184. 
1726  Gostar 1966, 182–3. Same opinion in Vlădescu 1983, 34. 
1727  Russu 1972, 69; Russu 1974, 44; Petolescu 2002, 90. Contra, Daicoviciu, Daicoviciu 1967, 81. 
1728  Tudor 1978, 333. 
1729  IDR II, 572. 
1730  Coh. VIIII Batavorum equitata, garrison of the fort at Chesterholm (Vindolanda) left Britannia to 

participate in the Dacian wars and shortly after, moves to Raetia where it is recorded by the AD 107 
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from Stolniceni. On the contrary, N. Gostar states that its identification with the troop at 
Stolniceni, abbreviated here as [coh(ors)] (milliaria) B(rittonum), where X could be the 
milliaria sign is very likely1731. K. Dietz and K. Strobel also consider that Bârseşti stamp could 
be identified with the Batavians troop, also milliaria, the same unit being recorded in 
Stolniceni stamps with the CORSMB contraction1732. Single certainity is that, at any rate, a 
1000 men troop could not have been quartered in the fortification at Stolniceni, unless fort 
sizes were greater. 

The last mention of coh. I Augusta Nervia Pacensis Brittonum is made by the diploma 
of AD 146 (RMD IV 269), having no further confirmation that the unit stayed here until the 
province abandonment. To conclude, one cannot totally eliminate the possibility that 
respective troop was similar to coh. I Aurelia Brittonum known in the inscription from 
Bumbeşti, although it is hard to believe that the troop’s ethnical name changed1733. 

Coh. I Hispanorum veterana is mentioned in the Hunt papyrus as ‘Buridavae in 
vexillatione’1734, thus suggesting this cohort is identical with troop I Hispanorum previously 
mentioned by Dacia Inferior diplomas and in fact, the troop stationed somewhere in this area. 

Stamps of coh(ors) II Fl(avia) Bes(sorum) (IDR II 561–2) type at Stolniceni confirm 
that the troop was present on Olt River. Additionally, another stamp with the troop 
abbreviation as coh(ors) II Fl(avia) B[e(ssorum)] (IDR II 571) was discovered in the 
neighbouring civil settlement from Bârseşti. Considering the relatively easy communication 
by way of Olt River, tile stamps in the area could have also come from Cincşor, the garrison 
fort of coh. II Flavia Bessorum from some point1735. 

Following the identification of stamps recording a p(edites) s(ingulares) formation and 
the mention of Stolniceni in the Hunt papyrus, the general headquarters of Moesia Inferior 
governor might have been located here during the Dacian wars1736. 

 

73. An auxiliary fort, aligned to Olt River is supposed at TIA MARE, south the 
fortification at Slăveni, however the area was never researched. D. Tudor holds that a 
fortification sized c. 30.00 × 30.00 m is located beyond Olt, close to the commune1737. 

 

74. TITEŞTI 
In the fortification sized only 56.60 × 48.20 (0.27 ha) from Titeşti (pl. 33.2), also in the 

Cozia massif area, systematic archaeological digs were performed by C. M. Vlădescu and          
Gh. Poenaru-Bordea only between 1972–19751738. 

 

diploma (CIL XVI 94), see Birley 2002, 926–7. At Bârseşti, tile material of coh. II Flavia Bessorum was 
also discovered, see IDR II, 571 and Tudor 1978, 233. Single chronological element is a denar from 
AD 103–112, see Tudor 1978, 233. 

1731  Gostar 1966, 184. 
1732  Strobel 1984, 122. 
1733  See Marcu 2004a, 223. 
1734  Fink 1971, 217–27. 
1735  Marcu 2004, 573. 
1736  Tudor 1964, 351. For other pedites and equites singulares stamps from Dacia, especially from Apulum, 

see Băluţă, Berciu 1980. 
1737  Tudor 1978, 301. 
1738  Smaller scale excavations were performed by the end of the 19th century by Gr. G. Tocilescu and P. Polonic, 

being recorded by Tocilescu manuscripts, tome 5133, 19–20 and P. Polonic, I, mss., 8, Săpăturile la 
cetăţile romane, valued by D. Tudor in BMMN 9–10, 98–9. For excavations of the 70’s see also Tudor 
1978, 309–10. 
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Single identified gates are praetoria on the eastern side and porta decumana, both of 
c. 3.50 m span, however without towers. Entrances are flanked by stone spurs as towers 
substitute1739. The lack of gates principales is explained by the land configuration, sharp on 
forts sides1740. The enclosure wall was sized 1.50 m and was additionally provided with 
buttresses. However, it had no corner towers, being by over 3 m thicker in the corners. Based 
on the enclosure’s construction technique only, the fort erection was assigned to the 
beginning of Hadrian’s reign1741. 

 

Principia 

Except for the enclosure wall and gates, only one building is known from the fort 
interior. It is extremely interesting, imitating a classical headquarters building at almost 
miniature scale. It is sized 7.90 × 4.00 m (31.6 m2), thus occupying 1.1% of the total fort 
surface, while in classical auxiliary forts the headquarters building proportion is of minimum 
3%. The construction comprises an inner courtyard (?) or a 5.10 × 4.00 m (20.40 m2) room and 
other two rooms in the western back side, whose joint surface is of 2.00 × 4.00 m (8.00 m2).1742 
It is hard to believe that the only 8 m2 space was also divided, especially since the back rooms 
area is centered on a central room, the aedes, storage for money and standards, therefore the 
number of rooms in the headquarters building back is always an odd number. The building 
walls are 0.80 m thick, hence one may at least theoretically suppose a storey. In addition, the 
construction technique similarities between the front and back of the building make us 
wonder whether the first space represented a courtyard or a basilica. The excavators 
characterised it a room1743, hence I suppose they thought of a covered structure of basilica 
type. The lack of inner courtyard is signalled in the forst at Newcastle, Corbridge and South 
Shields during phases dated in the 2nd or the bginning of the 3rd centuries AD, being still in 
use until the 4th century AD1744. On the other hand, headquarters buildings without basilica 
are specific in Britannia only to the 1st century AD. It is however true that a headquarters 
building without basilica emerged on the continent also in the 2nd century AD, being dated at 
Niederbieber around AD 1851745. The small sizes of this space make me believe it was used as 
basilica, however very small inner courtyards appear often with tribune dwellings inside 
fortresses1746. In these cases, inner courtyards are provided including with all around 
porticoes. On the other hand, the closest headquarters building form, as size and plan, is 
found in the tetrarchic fort at Eining1747. 

A headquarters building inside a fortification of Titeşti size supposes a unitary garrison 
troop which had its own standards and headquartes. Such a troop could have been only 

 

1739  Vlădescu 1986, 65. The case of Vărădia is similar, probably that of Sărăţeni also, where they could have 
been superstructures. 

1740  Vlădescu 1983, 104. 
1741  Vlădescu 1983, 105; Gudea 1997d, 92. 
1742  Vlădescu 1986, 67. 
1743  Vlădescu 1983, 105. 
1744  Bidwell 1997, 71. At South Shields, circumstances are special, as the front courtyard was missing due to 

the construction of a horreum on its location, beside several other storehouses within the fort, hence the 
supply base nature of this fortification during its fifth phase, Bidwell, Snape 1994, 77. 

1745  Johnson 1987, 130. 
1746  Petrikovitz 1975, passim. 
1747  Principia is here larger, with only two rooms in the back and is not set in the fort centre, Gschwind 2004, 

77–9, Abb. 26. 
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irregular, brought here under Hadrian or Antoninus Pius. The small proportion of the 
headquarters building within the fort supposes that space for the soldiers’ barracks was 
required in latus as well. 

Thus, the fort at Titeşti could have virtually accommodated two barracks in 
praetentura and three in retentura. A small praetorium and a horreum had space in one part of 
the latus while a barrack suited in the other half. Barracks from praetentura and retentura 
were divided in two halves, like the case of the forts at Valkenburg and South Shields1748. 
Hence, the fort at Titeşti would have theoretically housed c. 400 soldiers, thus even a 
quingenaria troop. Nevertheless, such a curious headquarters building indicates the presence 
of a tactically independent troop. 

A fort was supposed south Titeşti, close to Perişani, however it was neither researched 
or identified in the field. 

 
75. URLUIENI 
In Urluieni area, archaeological digs were initiated starting with the 70’s by I. Bogdan-

Cătăniciu1749. The two discovered forts located at 30 m distance one from the other and at 
30 km south Săpata de Jos, controlled an important road junction. It is also interesting that 
the two forts seem to have a common enclosure, like at Săpata de Jos1750. They measure 123.00 
× 104.00 m and 112.00 × 85.00 m (pl. 40.2). The fortifications enclosure is constructed on a 
pebble layer and brick sill wall, similarly to the enclosure of the large fort at Săpata de Jos. It is 
interesting that only the southern enclosure is of Holz-Erdemauer type, compared to the 
classical earthern and palisade enclosure on other sides1751. The enclosure had two phases, the 
initial being earth-and-timber. The headquarters building is the single interior structure known. 

 

Principia 

Headquarters sizes are 31.50 × 29.80 m (938 m2), thus occupying a very large 
percentage of 7.2% in the fort surface. The inner courtyard streches over 345 m2, hence 36% of 
principia, while basilica covers 24% of total. Only the walls foundation was identified, 
consisting of a 1.09 m wide pebble layer1752. 

The eastern rooms in the back were provided with heating system, the pavement of all 
being made of bricks1753.  

I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu maintained these forts were erected by the beginning of the 2nd 
century AD1754. Identified triangular arrowheads in trench and a bow fragment1755 stand as 
evidence for the identification of the fortification garrison with archers from Mediterranean 
areas of the Empire. 

 

1748  First barracks are dated little prior mid 1st century AD (Glasbergen, Groenman- van Waateringe 1974, 
8–12), while those at South Shields during the Severan campaigns in Scotland, Hodgson, Bidwell 2004, 
125–7. 

1749  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 96 sqq. 
1750  Tudor 1978, 308; Vlădescu 1986, 87. 
1751  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 97. 
1752  A portico was supposed following the discovery of two brick ‘bases’. Therefore, the courtyard could have 

been sized only 18 × 12.70, after Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 102. 
1753  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 103. 
1754  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 98. 
1755  Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 104. 
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Unfortunately, the chronological relation between the two forts could not be 
established, as the smaller was less investigated. Single datable items from the via sagularis 
area are the coins from Elagabalus and a wheel-made lamp dated in the 3rd century AD. 

 
76. VALEA URLUII 
Another fortlet of c. 48.00 × 72.00 m sides surrounded by three ramparts and three 

ditches is supposed at Valea Urluii1756. 
 
77. The small fortification at Voineşti is located at 22 km south the fort at Rucăr and at 

12 km north the fort at Câmpulung-Jidova. M. Bădescu together with C. Becleanu1757 
performed archaeological excavations in 1969, while C. C. Petolescu, T. Cioflan and M. Bădescu 
resumed them in 19801758, identifying a 1.15 m wide enclosure wall and parts of certain 
buildings, probably barracks. Further details or their layouts are not known. 

 
Troops  
Tile stamps of leg. XI Claudia and coh. I Flavia Commagenorum were discovered1759. 

The abbreviations on tegulae are similar to those discovered in the fort at Drajna. Hence, the 
fortification at Voineşti was dated under Trajan1760. 

 

1756  Tocilescu 1900, 124; Tudor 1978, 309, Fig. 76/1. 
1757  Bădescu 1981, 291. 
1758  Stoia 1981, 377, no. 130. See also Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 45. 
1759  Bădescu 1981. 
1760  Bădescu 1981, 293–4. 
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